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2ABSTRACT
Many of the languages spoken in South East Asia, whilst 
not related to each other at all, do nevertheless possess a 
number of linguistic features in common. The comparisons that 
linguists have already made, based on historical evidence and 
dialect material, with a view to tracing with more certainty to 
which language-families the languages of South East Asia belong, 
provide ample proof that a genetic relationship common to all 
languages of the area is inadmissible. The author's work concentrate 
on the typological study of grammatical and lexical features of 
two languages with the aim of providing bases for analysis of any 
two or more languages that possess parallelism in expression of 
thought and communication of information, irrespective of whether 
these languages are related or unrelated. Cambodian and Thai are 
selected for investigation because, apart from the intrinsic interest 
in them as languages, they display remarkable similarities of speech 
habits in spite of their being unrelated and, originally, very 
dissimilar languages. A considerable number of words and expressions 
in Cambodian and Thai are analysed and compared, both grammatically 
and lexically, in order to discover the closeness of the 
parallelism for usages and constructions. Words and certain types
3of expression, being simple items, are grammatically classified 
into word-classes categorized as Isolatives, Substantives and 
Predicatives for the purposes of lexical comparison. Compounds 
and Elaborations, having the nature of a construction, are 
analysed according to their patterns of constructs. Lexical 
meanings, recognized as belonging to these constructions in the 
two languages, are then compared, resulting in a determination 
of the close similarities in meaning and pattern for constructions. 
Xt is hoped that this method of typological comparison may prove 
valuable in understanding processes governing the acquisition by 
languages of South East Asia of common characteristics.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
South. East Asia, the area to which belong the two languages 
with which this thesis is concerned, is both culturally and 
linguistically complex. Most of the area was deeply influenced 
by Indian civilization for a very long period and is permeated 
by Buddhism and by what remains of Brahministic practices*, yet 
on the outer fringes, in Vietnam and Malaysia, it was the cultures 
of China and Islam which finally gained ascendancy. Linguistically, 
with Assamese, Burmese and Mon in the West; Shan, Tibetan and many
Tai dialects of South China to the North; Lao, Vietnamese and
Cambodian in the East; Malay and Indonesian to the South; and Thai 
in the centre, there is no lack of variety. Attempts have been 
made to relate some of these languages together and also to relate 
some of them to a larger family. Linguistic similarities and 
differences have been produced for comparison to support one 
assumption or another, but the present state of knowledge about 
the families of languages only goes so far as to admit the possi­
bility that the Tai family, which includes Thai, Lao, Shan in
Burma, Khamti in Assam and Tai dialects in Northern Vietnam and
1 2Southern China, is one linguistic group (Li i960 , Brown 19&.5 ,
Jones 1966 ), whilst the Cambodian, Cham, Vietnamese and many
i _
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dialects in the Malayan peninsula and in Burma are generally thought 
to be basically related in another linguistic group (Haudricourt
1953)U*
The peoples of this area, in as much as they share common 
surroundings and common sources of cultural development, tend to 
influence one another in all aspects of life’s activities. Perhaps 
it is as a consequence of this that many distinctive linguistic 
features occur in common throughout the languages of South East 
Asia even where there is no genetic relationship. Moreover, 
several of these languages have been greatly influenced in their
lexis by Sanskrit and Pali in similar ways.
In spite of disagreements which arise in any attempt to 
set up a satisfactory family of languages for South East Asia, 
scholars have been trying to point out a number of similar 
characteristics or phenomena that occur when any two of these 
languages are compared. Thai, Cambodian, Vietnamese and Burmese 
have received greater attention than other languages. Thus, Cooke 
compared the pronominal reference in Thai, Burmese and Vietnamese 
(Cooke 1968) Certain phonological and grammatical characteristics 
have been analysed and compared for Thai and Cambodian (Martini 1958 ^
* The author's name is given here with the year and, where approprial 
number(s) of his publication, the detailed reference of which is
listed in the Bibliography at the end of this thesis.
2?
Martini 1957-1958 Nacaskul 1962 &9 Huffman 1971 . Similar
analyses for Thai and Vietnamese (Honey and Simmonds 1963)-^ 
and for Vietnamese and Cambodian (Martini 1959)-*-^  have received 
a fair amount of attention. Yet, it is clear from the synchronic 
as well as diachronic evidences that these languages, or at least 
the Thai and Cambodian languages, are not genetically related
(Huffman 1 9 7 1 ) The interest of the above mentioned works rests
either on the similarities and differences that may throw some 
light on the historical study and on the language family of the 
languages concerned, or on the borrowing of words and of certain 
grammatical features. No extensive investigation has been carried 
out in order to compare in detail any two or more of these languages. 
In order to test the soundness of the conclusion that South East
Asia is indeed a linguistic unity, it would be necessary for a
comprehensive study of all languages to be made with a common 
method of analysis and using a common terminology (Honey and 
Simmonds 1963)-^.
The present thesis is the result of research on the 
Cambodian and Thai languages, during which the fulfilment of the 
above requirement was constantly borne in mind. The aim has been 
to present the parallelism in classification, usage and lexical 
meanings of linguistic items. The comparisons, covering both 
simple and constructed items, are carried out in two parts. In
2A*
each part the study is conducted in two dimensions : grammatical 
and lexical. The grammatical analysis of the items in the two 
languages is presented together on a common basis, using the 
same terminology and definition as closely as possible. Any 
instances of different behaviour for these items are noted and 
discussed. Within the arrangements of grammatical class and usage, 
certain items are compared with a view to laying down the similaritie 
and/or differences in, wherever applicable, all three of the 
following characteristicsj namely, the grammatical class, the origin 
of words and the lexical meaning. The thesis begins with a statement 
of the method of grammatical analysis in Chapter II and of the 
method of lexical comparison in Chapter III. The work is then 
divided into two principal parts. In Part I, the comparative 
typological study of simple items in Cambodian and Thai, there 
are six chapters, Chapters IV to IX inclusive, dealing in turn 
grammatically and lexically with three grammatical groups^ namely, 
Isolatives, Substantives and Predicatives. Chapters X to XIV 
inclusive in Part II, on the study of constructed items, deal with 
the analysis and comparison of Compounds and Elaborations.
On the whole, the word-classes and sub-classes of simple 
items considered In Part I are shown to have parallels in both 
the Thai and Cambodian languages. Grammatical constructs which 
involve more than one word-class are also comparable and the
25
borrowing of syntactical features is easily observed. Tbe lexical 
comparison of simple items is useful in producing a clear picture 
of Cambodian and Thai inventories of lexicon. These are almost 
entirely different, except when borrowing is involved.
Compounds and Elaborations are selected from among the 
constructions for comparison in Part II. The remarkable features 
of their processes of lexical combination and their close 
derivational connections one with another made a side-by-side 
study appropriate. The investigation of compounds involved the 
grammatical and syntactical analysis of their underlying structure 
as well as lexical analysis. The study of elaborations involved 
the discussion of certain styles of speech and of the embellishment 
of the languages. The study of these two constructed items, 
Compounds and Elaborations, clearly confirms one’s general feeling 
that,, in Cambodian and Thai, word-classes and their usage are 
almost identical..^ while the ranges of syntactic occurrence, the 
ways of expressing ideas and the appreciation of certain types 
of elaboration in speech forms are surprisingly similar.
This method of comparative study, that is by applying 
both grammatical and lexical analysis to simple and constructed 
items, is considered by the author to be distinctly valuable for 
the understanding of factors responsible for similarities and 
differences between two or more languages when they are genetically
26
unrelated yet very close together in many typological aspects. 
The method might well be further applied to other South East 
Asian languages since, as already mentioned above, the peoples 
in South East Asia, through the close interplay of cultures over 
a long period of time, have come to use speech habits in many 
similar ways. The occurrence of numeral classifiers, the use of 
reduplication for grammatical as well as for stylistic purposes, 
the practice of making elaborations such as those presented in 
this work, for example, are all instances of similarities found 
in all South East Asian languages.
27
CHAPTER II 
METHOD OF GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS
Word-classes and sub-classes of the three grammatical 
classifications in Cambodian and Thai, Isolatives, Substantives 
and Predicatives, are separately compared in three chapters, i.e. 
Chapters IV, VI, and VIII. Each chapter is devoted to the 
discussion of the similarities and differences of the various 
classes. Cambodian and Thai word-classes which perform the same 
function are grouped together. Those which function differently 
are discussed at the end of each chapter concerned. The decision 
for judging any word-class or sub-class as ’similar1 or 'different' 
is based on their functional characteristics in relation with 
other classes or sub-classes. Examples are provided in all cases. 
Each of the three chapters, Chapters IV, VI and VIII, is followed 
by a chapter in which the results of the lexical comparison of 
the same material are given.
A. SOURCES OF DATA
A typological comparison of any two languages presupposes 
a sound description of them regarding the basic characteristics 
and syntactical functions of all units in the languages as well 
as the lexical meanings and usages of all units both in isolation 
and in combination with other units. A large amount of data from
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a variety of soitrces is needed to ensure a justified and reliable 
result for the comparison. The author takes Modern Standard 
Cambodian and Thai languages as sources for comparison. The 
sources from which data have been collected in preparing this 
thesis are of three types, as described below.
1. Linguistic Research Works
Grammatical analyses of the Cambodian and Thai languages 
have been carried out in great detail by many distinguished 
linguists. It is hardly necessary to list all their works.* 
However, a few to which the present work most often refers are 
acknowledged here.
a) Judith M. Jacob, ’Introduction to Cambodian1, 
London, 1968
b) Richard B. Noss, ’Cambodian, Basic Course', 
Washington, B.C., 1966
c) Richard B. Noss, ’Thai Reference Grammar’,
15
Washington, B.C., 196if „
d) Vichin Panupong, ’Inter-Sentence Relations in 
Modern Conversational Thai’, Bangkok, 1970
2. Cambodian and Thai Literature
Words, compounds and elaborations to be studied for the
* References to be found in Shorto, Jacob and Simmonds 1963
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purpose of comparison are taken from a thorough and extensive 
reading of a large number of Cambodian and Thai novels, works of 
poetry, newspaper articles and journals, which were written from 
1867 A.D. up to the pr esent time. The year 1867 marks the beginning 
of the French Protectorate in Cambodia and also, the Thai 
relinquishment of suserainty-rights over Cambodia under the treaty 
signed in Paris on July 15, 1867 (Smith 1965, pp. 18-19)^7. In 
addition, monolingual dictionaries of Cambodian (1967) ^  and 
Thai (1950)^-9 have been consulted as sources for data.
3. Informants
ITse was made of a Cambodian informant especially for testing 
the range of functions which a particular word or word-class can 
perform, and also to test the overall meaning of constructed items. 
The Cambodian informant, Mr. Tan Lek Hor, is a native of Phnom 
Penh and is at present reading for an M.Phil. degree in Cambodian 
Literature at the School of Oriental and African Studies. The 
author regards herself as the informant for the Thai language^ 
she is a native of Bangkok and a senior lecturer in Thai Language 
and Literature at Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok.
B. GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS
Grammatical units in Cambodian and Thai are defined and 
compared according to their classes as well as their syntactical
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functions. The definitions of all word-classes and sub-classes
are given in such a way that they cover the principal characteristics
of both Cambodian and Thai classes which bear the same names.
Words are assigned to word-classes after an examination of their 
characteristic behaviour in relation to the sentence as a whole, 
to the subject and predicate, and to other word-classes.
Simultaneous occurrences with key-words are also taken as criteria.
C. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
1. Word
The word is defined as a linguistic form, either bound or 
free, which corresponds to the smallest unit of Immediate 
Constituent (IC) analysis (Bloch and Trager 19^-2)^ but does not 
enter into a combination with any other form in such a way as to 
impose discontinuity (as in the processes of infixation), or to 
involve morphophonemic activity other than stress and juncture 
(as in the processes of prefixation). Thus, infixed and prefixed 
morphemes are not words, whilst, on the other hand, the bound 
form which enters into a combination with a base-word or with 
another bound form, without affecting a discontinuity to the 
base-word or interfering with its morphophonemic characteristic, 
will be treated as a word.
a) Referential word 
Apart from being a linguistic form with the above definition,
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most words will be expected to have a reference to some extrinsic 
feature, i.e. meaning, and will thus be ’referential words'. The 
meaning of a word cannot be deduced from its intrinsic linguistic 
formj it must be learned. The process of learning also relies 
upon collocation as well as upon acknowledged definition to attach 
a meaning to a word. There may be two levels to the learning of 
meaning : the basic meaning and the conventional meaning. The 
basic meaning is that which the native speaker of the language 
will have in mind when he thinks of the word. A conventional 
meaning can be discovered only from the different collocations.
It may deviate from the basic meaning but there is a convention 
which will permit this specialization of a word's meaning to take 
place. This convention is the acceptance of certain usages as 
idiomatic by the majority of members of a relevant speech group 
at any one period of time. For this thesis, the period of time 
is the present (1971) and the relevant speech groups are the 
Cambodian and Thai communities who speak what have become agreed 
upon as the Modern Standard forms of the languages,
b) Phonaesthetic word 
In Cambodian and Thai languages, there are certain linguistic 
forms in which the recognition of a phonaesthetic ’clue’ or of a 
simple onomatopoeia allows a deduction of their meaning to be made 
to some extent. Thus, the relationship between the phonology and 
the basic meaning is not entirely arbitrary. Changes of sound
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(umlaut or ablaut in vowels, for instance) do not necessarily 
produce changes of meaning in any ordinary sense $ they may 
produce changes in the shade of meaning, or they may, by analogy 
with an echo or chime, reinforce the phonaesthetic clue* Words 
with such meanings will be referred to as phonaesthetic words,
c) Nonsense word
Nonsense words are bound forms occurring in certain 
constructions of a consciously elaborate nature. They are 
remainders after the categorisation of all other words in the 
combination has been completed. Phonologically, they 'sound’ 
like wordsj morphologically, they fit in like words. They have, 
however, no reference to be learned nor any appeal to phonaesthesia 
or onomatopoeia in themselves. Their meaning resides in being 
a constituent element in the meaning of the combination as a 
whole, often by being in a rhyming or chiming relationship with 
other words in the combination. Their function is only that of 
a stylishly affective filler. Their meaning occurs only at the 
level of the complex (see the following definition). At the level 
of isolated words this meaning so lacks exponency as to deserve 
the term 'Nonsense*. They will be so called -- 'Nonsense Words* —  
in this thesis.
2. Item
An item is defined as a word or a combination of words
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formed by tbeir integrated lexical relationship. Two types of 
items are considered in the present study, viz. simple items and 
constructed items. The former are words and certain expressions 
which have restricted occurrences in their usage. The latter are 
divided into two sub-classes of Compounds and Elaborations, the 
definitions of which, together with the reason for choosing them 
for typological comparison, are given in detail in Chapter X.
3. Complex
A complex is a combination of two or more words, which can 
be defined by other characteristics as a construct, a downgraded 
sentence, a compound or an elaboration. In other words, any 
construction bigger than a word but smaller than a sentence will, 
unless otherwise defined, be termed ’a complex'.
Jf. Construct
A construct is defined as a syntactical construction of 
words, complexes, or words and complexes, which functions as a 
sentence constituent. A construct can be arrived at by the 
Immediate Constituent analysis of the .sentence^ and it can be 
internally analysed as being one of a variety of patterns of 
word-combination. Constructs are named after their function in 
the sentence as 'Noun construct', 'Verb construct* and 'Adverbial
9 9
construct'. The structure of a construct can be endocentric or 
exocentric.
3 k
3m Expression
The word Expression1 is used in this work to refer to
certain set forms which are composed of more than one word and
the construction of which might be complicated but the components 
of which are very closely bound together, either conventionally 
or lexically. An expression differs from a compound in that it 
may be longer and may, within itself, contain words and construc­
tions which have been specified as counter-indications for a 
compound. For instance, it may include pronouns, linkers, markers
or determinatives, provided that these occur in a quotation form
which makes them inseparable from the context as well as invariable. 
Expressions are thus treated in this work, in spite of their complex 
nature, as simple items. Isolatives in Cambodian and Thai are in 
many cases expressions.
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF LEXICAL COMPARISON
Cambodian and Thai lexical items are compared for similarity 
or difference of meanings in the chapter appropriate to their word- 
class. Thus isolatives are compared in Chapter V, substantives 
in Chapter VII and predicatives in Chapter IX. For small and 
closed word-classes, e.g. numerals, verbal linkers, etc., a 
comparison between all comparable items that occur in both languages 
can be presented and any conclusion drawn from the result can be 
regarded as justified. In large and open word-classes, the classes 
of nouns and verbs, for example, a comparison can only be conducted 
so as to display examples and to discuss them under various 
instances of combination of grammatical and lexical features together 
with categorization of the origins of words. An attempt has been 
made to cover as many items as possible in order to be representa­
tive of the degree of similarity or difference in the lexicon of 
the two languages.
A. PARAMETERS FOR COMPARISON
The grammatical classes are taken as starting points for 
comparison of simple items, whereas the lexical meaning is taken 
as starting point for constructed items. It has been found 
expedient to consider the origin of words to be compared as this 
helps to explain the similarity and difference in the lexical
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meanings of all items. The parameters for comparison are thus 
taken to he :
(i) Grammatical function
(ii) Origin of words
(iii) Lexical meaning.
1. Grammatical Function
It is on the basis of its word-class that an item is 
classified with regard to its grammatical function. Items are 
designated as SG or DG, standing for ’ same/similar’ or ’different’ 
grammatical word-classes in the comparison of the two languages, 
according to the categorization made in the chapters on grammatical 
analysis for all classes of items. Those items which are classifiec 
as SG do not necessarily have the same grammatical function in 
all situations} they can have a different range of usages. The 
Cambodian word ,/^oqko \//* ’rice’ and the Thai word /kh&:w/* ’rice’,
for example, have grammatically the same function (i.e.? they are 
nouns) and are classed as SG in the comparison because they are 
defined and categorized as ’Mass Noun' in both languages, even
* The double slant lines //mmm// are to bracket the phonological 
transcription of Cambodian examples, and the single slant lines
/.../ are used to bracket the Thai examples throughout the 
thesis. A brief introduction to the systems of transcription 
is given in Appendix A.
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though, the functional characteristics of a mass noun in Cambodian 
and in Thai are not necessarily identical.
In the case of constructed items, the. grammatical function 
of the whole Item is taken into account. The main basis for judge­
ment is the comparison of each constituent item in terms of word- 
class and in terms of grammatical construction or elaboration- 
pattern.
2. Origin of Words
Items are designated as SO or DO, standing for ’same origins' 
or ’different origins’, depending on whether they stem from common 
or different origins. Words having similar forms and meanings in 
the Cambodian and Thai languages are taken to be of the same origin, 
since phonologically they can be proved to be loans from a common 
source even if the true, ultimate origin is unknown (Nacaskul 19&2,
g
pp. 13^f-20l) . In the case of certain items (mostly occurring 
as isolatives) * which' arecomposed of more than one word, and are 
classified as expressions, one or two key-words in the combinations 
are taken as basis for judgement.
3. Lexical Meaning
Items are designated as SL for 'same or similar meanings' 
or as DL for ’different meanings’, according to the lexical or
* See Chapter V.
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basic meanings (see Section C.la in Chapter II) which the two 
items express. It is widely accepted, however, that the meaning 
of words changes with the manner of usage. Some linguists, 
J.R..Firth for example, hold the extreme, view that each word has 
a new meaning in each new context of utterance (Firth 1957)^. 
For the present work of comparing lexical meanings in Cambodian 
and Thai, only the meaning which is considered to be the 
characteristic common property of each word is examined.
For the Royal Terminology in both Cambodian and Thai, 
words of different grammatical units and with different meanings 
may be formed into an item performing a certain grammatical 
function with a particular lexical usage. The comparison of the 
word-by-word lexical meanings of these expressions may often be 
different, but if the usage and the overall implied meanings are 
the same in both languages, the expressions are regarded as SL 
in the pattern under comparison.
B. LEXICAL COMPARISON
1. Classification of Instances for Comparison 
The three parameters of comparison, viz. grammatical 
function, origin of words, and lexical meaning, with the 
possibility for each of sameness/similarity or difference, 
yield up to eight possible combinations, to be referred to as 
’Instances1 in the subsequent comparative study. Table I below
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shows the classification of instances for lexical comparison, 
with ’S' denoting ’sameness or similarity’ and with 'D’ denoting 
’difference’ in each parameter assigned to each pair of items 
under consideration.
TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION OF INSTANCES FOR LEXICAL COMPARISON
Instance Grammatical
Function
-G-
Origin 
of Word
-0-
Lexical
Meaning
-L-
Instance
Code
1 S S S SG SO SL
2 S S I) SG SO DL
3 S D S SG DO SL
k S D D SG DO DL
5 D S S DG SO SL
6 D S D DG SO DL
7 D D S DG DO SL
8 D D D DG DO DL
2. Comparison of Simple Items
The lexical comparison of simple items is based on the 
preceding grammatical analysis of these items, therefore the 
result of the comparison will produce any of the first four
Instance codes. Instances 1 to if, as shown in Table I* Instances 
5 to 8 possessing different grammatical functions (DG) are not 
appropriate to the comparison of simple items since the analysis 
is based on common grammatical features as the preliminary 
criteria. The items that are assigned with the same Instance 
Code are discussed together under separate grammatical headings.
3- Comparison of Constructed Items
Constructed items are compared and commented upon at two 
levels, i.e. that of the whole construction and that of the 
components of the construction. The whole constructions are 
compared in two Instances, using only two parameters, that is 
those of lexical meaning and grammatical features*. The 
corresponding components of these items are compared in sequential 
order} the first component with the first, the second with the 
second, and so forth. In a number of cases, different word- 
classes arise and the items under investigation thus include 
components scheduled for comparison under DG as their Instance 
code. All eight Instances are thus applicable to the lexical 
comparison of components of constructed items. However, examples 
of Instance 6 have not been found to occur in the comparison.
* See Chapters XII and XHI for lexical comparison of compounds 
and elaborations respectively. Also see Chapter XI for grammatical 
analysis of compounds.
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if. Discussion of the Characteristics of the Instances
a) Instance 1 i SG SO SL
Owing to tlie close interrelationship between the Cambodian 
and Thai languages^ there exist simple items9 compounds and 
elaborations which are common to the two languages in origin and 
grammar as well as being lexically similar. Words of this type 
abound and all of them are assumed to be loan-words from either one 
language into the other or from another language into both. It 
has been proved by phonological evidence that borrowing and cross­
borrowing of words between these two languages has been remarkably
g
abundant (Nacaskul 1962). Instance 1? then, may be used to give 
clear proof of the st.rong similarity of the Cambodian and Thai 
lexicon and to indicate the degree to which there has been 
borrowing and cross-borrowing between the two languages*
b) Instance 2 : SG SO DL
This category includes items of the same origin and with 
the same grammatical function but with different lexical meanings 
and/or usages.
Items in this Instance are , in fact, loan-words which 
possess the same grammatical function but whose lexical meanings 
and usages have become differnt,— probably through the influences 
of the users' own language over a long period of time.
1+2
c) Instance 3 ; SG DO SL
Items discussed here are of different origins but having 
the same grammatical functions and the same or similar meanings.
The fact that a large number of Cambodian and Thai words 
are cited and discussed under this Instance 3 m&y tie regarded 
as a support of the concept that Cambodian and Thai are basically 
two different languages^ the similarities in grammatical usage 
and lexical meaning may be regarded as linguistically normal. 
Between any two languages one can, without difficutly, find pairs 
of words with the same grammatical functions and the same meanings, 
especially in word-classes which are universal such as noun, verb, 
etc. However, In the case of Cambodian and Thai, pairs of words 
with the above qualification occur also in certain special word- 
classes which are particularly characteristic of the Cambodian 
and Thai languages. It is even more interesting to discover a 
large number of compounds and elaborations of which both the 
internal and external structures conform to this Instance code 
of SG DO SL. They present clearcut evidence for what can be 
called loan-translation, a process which occurs as the result of 
the interplay of the two languages over a long period of close 
cultural exchange.
d) Instance L+ : SG DO DL
Items which answer to this Instance yield little additional
k-3
interest, since the similarity between the pair of words lies 
only in grammatical functions. However, for some small word- 
classes, of which all or nearly all members can be cited, an 
attempt has been made to present these members. Nevertheless, 
items falling into this Instance Aj. will not be presented for 
comparison in the same way as items in the previous Instances. 
They will be listed only as separate occurrences in each of the 
two languages.
e) Instance 5 ! DG £0
The items conforming to this Instance are those with 
common origin and with the same lexical meaning though their 
grammatical functions are different.
Instance attracts particular interest because it shows 
the words definitely to be loan-words. The differences in 
grammatical function are probably due to :-
(i) the misunderstanding by the borrower of grammatical 
functions in the donor language,
(ii) the grammatical function or syntactical structure 
of the donor language not being favoured or not existing in the 
language of the borrower,
(iii) other influences such as rationalization and 
'folk etymology'.
Zj4
f) Instance 6 : DG SO DL
Words of the same origin which function differently and 
produce different lexical meanings are not found to exist in the 
constructed items that have been investigated. This Instance 6, 
however, is quoted in order to complete the number of theoretically 
possible combinations in Table I.
g) Instance 7 *• DG DO SL
A few items occurring as components of compounds or elabora­
tions in either of the two languages, when compared with their
corresponding forms in the other language, result in Instance 7.
h) Instance 8 : DG DO DL
This Instance is completely irrelevant to the comparison : 
there are no features in common at all. However, there are 
certain idiomatic compounds and elaborations in the two languages, 
which, with the same or similar meanings and with or without the 
same grammatical function, may have some of their corresponding 
components falling under Instance 8. Examples of this Instance 
are given in Secion XII.C.*
* This is a shortened form for ’ Section C of Chapter XII r*
PART I 
SIMPLE ITEMS
t \ . G
CHAPTER IV 
GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS OF ISOLATIVES
Isolatives are words or expressions which can, and mostly 
do, occur as sole constituents of sentences. They can be analysed, 
on the basis of their typical occurrences, into five categories :
(i) Greetings
(ii) Interjections
(iii) Vocatives
(iv) Initiating Expressions
(v) Responding Particles.
Isolatives in the Cambodian and Thai languages can occur 
with sentences. When they do, they mostly precede the sentences. 
Isolatives of different categories can occur together in patterns, 
some of which are shown below :
Pattern of Occurrence 
Greeting + Vocative :
Cambodian /^suosdvy kruJ-peit/'' 'Hello, doctor!'
Thai /sewoitdi: m5 :/ 'Hello, doctorl1
Interjection + Vocative : 
Cambodian //^oi boiiQ//
Thai /1<£-: y phi : /
Responding particle + Vocative : 
Cambodian //baxt ?o:puk,/
Thai /khr&p khun-pho:/
1 Oh, brotherl1
'Oh, brotherl*
'Yes, father.'
'Yes, father.'
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Interjection + Vocative + greeting
Cambodian /*?ao lo:k cumriiop so:/ 'Oh! Good morning to yon.1
Thai /?tiy khun pay nay ma:/ 'Oh! it’s you, where’ ve
you been?1
Vocative + Greeting
Cambodian /lo:k kru: suesdvy/ 'Good morning teacher.'
Thai /khru: kh&h sewdtdi:/ 'Good morning teacher.'
A grammatical analysis of the usage of isolatives in 
Cambodian and Thai is here carried out as a comparative study in 
order to bring out their similarities or differences. It will 
be seen that in most situations the usage is very similar.
A. GRAMMATICAL SIMILARITIES OF ISOLATIVES
Greetings, interjections and vocatives are types of 
isolatives which are of common occurrence in the majority of 
languages. Responding particles in Cambodian and Thai, however, 
often function differently from those occurring in a large number 
of European languages. An interesting type of isolative is the 
initiating expression, which is widely used in Cambodian but used 
restrictedly in Thai for Royal Terminology.* This fact could
* The Royal Terminology comprises a branch of the language that 
is used only for addressing or referring to the members of royal 
families as well as certain vocabulary which is used in addressing 
or referring to monks. See Appendix B for the order of ranks of 
members of royal families in Cambodia and Thailand.
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be regarded as one feature of the Thai language which is due to 
direct influence from Cambodian.
1. Greetings
'Greetings’ are defined as words or expressions which are 
used as a conventional language, the language of good etiquette, 
for speakers in the Cambodian and Thai societies. They, therefore, 
include terms for greeting and for the start as well as the close
of conversation. Words and expressions used in these situations
are classified as isolatives because they are mostly uttered as 
independent units by themselves. They are mostly fixed as to the 
form and context in which they are used. Some examples are 
given here.
Cambodian Thai
/hay/ A)ay/
(How?)*
'Hello! ' 'Hello!'
/ineek tvu na:/ /pay n&y mas/
'Where are you going?' 'Where have you been?'
/sok sopbasy ci:e tei// /sabotiy di: rm:/
'How are you?' 'How are you?'
* The parentheses (.....) enclose literal translations, which
are given when they are thought necessary} otherwise, free 
translations are given and are denoted by the inverted commas
k9
Cambodian Thai
//cumri:ep li:0// /la: kc>:n ndc*?/
(make known one's 
leaving)
'Good-bye.' 'Good-bye.'
2. Interjections
'Interjections' are isolatives which are normally uttered 
with exclamatory intonation. They are classified as isolatives, 
even though they may be quite extensive in form and have the 
construction of a complex or a sentence. Interjections can occur 
by themselves, lead a conversation, or occur as exclamatory 
reactions to the preceding utterances. They can also occur in 
soliloquy.
Usage Cambodian Thai
remark in complaining //yx\\// /m£:'/
or when feeling awkward
exclamation in surprise //^oi\// /?tiyl/
exclamation when just
remembering a certain matter //?ay *ya:J// /tasy cii*)J/
3* Vocatives
'Vocatives' are isolatives which are used in calling the 
attention of other speakers. They occur more frequently preceding 
utterances, but can also occur in the middle or at the end of a 
sentence. In the examples below vocatives are underlined.
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Cambodian y/bo s g kom tuk pe:k//
1 Darling (elder), don!t worry too much,1
//^om sotm li:e haoy bo \ x\//
!I have to say good-bye now, darling.•
/Ooorq piba.:k cYt nas nehotey sotophi: tro sm nvu do:cnih
SYn tYU//
!I do feel much troubled,so, Sophie, be patient and 
- stay as we are.1
//^  013 cy : ji pam ba: rYy khmu; sy/
(please— consume— Gigarette--nephew) *
•Do have a cigarette, nephew.1
Thai /1ft:k kin nom sdk thft:oy md-y c&/
!Son9 would you like to have a glass of milk?•
/ph&: phffr:n nl-: phi: nft: sift-: m :  h&y/
•This piece of cloth, sister. I bought for you.1
/ma: n&rj thl: h£: tlr?? khun/
(come— sit*— at--this— -P* * —  you)
•Come and sit here, dear.•
In Cambodian and Thai, kinship terms, titles***, personal 
names and nouns occur as vocatives, either singly or together
* The double hyphens ■—  are used to isolate the meanings in 
the literal translation.
l6** *P* stands for •Particle1 as described in Panupong 1970.
*** See also Sections VI.A.5 and VII.B.
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with, certain particles. There are also particles which can be 
used as vocatives alone without accompanying names or nouns.
If 1N 1 stands for ’nouns, kinship terms, titles, personal 
names’, and ’P 1 stands for ’particles', the patterns of vocatives 
will be as follows
G.l* 
G. 2
G.3
N
NP PN NPN 
P
Examples are given below
Pattern
G.l: N
G. 2: NP
Cambodian Thai
z/po: li: &// / tocmrilet/
'Policel' 'Policel’
/p?o:n/ /no :r)/
1 SisterJ1 ’Sisteri1
^prepoen// /ma:li:/
’ wi f e I ' ’Mali’'
^/loik sak pi;,/ /na:y rd: y/
'LieutenantI’ 1 LieutenantI’
//v±t ^aey/ /wi: ?v,:y/
'Vee!' ’Weei1
* ’G' followed by a number denotes a particular ’pattern of
grammatical construct'.
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Pattern Cambodian Thai
G.2 : NP /'kosn ^qlbj// 
1 Children*1
/lu:k cot:/ 
'Children* ’
PN / mni:8l presdcxer)// 
*0h Sir* *
/du:-ko:n chu:ch6k/ 
*0h, ChuehokJ*
NPN ^phlierj *?a9y phlier)/^  /fon ^ s y  fon/
'What rain! 1 'What rainj'
G.3 : P /ni: ne*?/
'Look here! ' 'Look here!'
L+m Initiating Expressions
Initiating expressions are isolatives which are used to
introduce two types of language, namely, the Royal Terminology 
and the language for written correspondence. It is a normal 
practice in Cambodian and Thai to use initiating expressions when 
addressing a member of a royal family,* as well as in writing 
formal letters in general. The form of the expression is 
traditionally fixed in each particular context.
Initiating expressions in Cambodian, however, occur not 
only in the Royal Terminology but also in the common language
* The Cambodian Royal Terminology here quoted is taken from
'Tumniem kar phteal khluan* by Samdach Preah Reach Ayyako
22Varacakra Ranariddhi (1953) • The Thai Royal Terminology is
mostly quoted from 'Rachasap chabap sombun' by Sa-nguan
Ankhong (196^-)^.
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of the people. The Thai language does not have an equivalent 
practice. This function of Cambodian initiating expressions is, 
in fact, closer to the characteristic of responding particles 
and is accordingly discussed below in B.l.
Examples of initiating expressions in addressing a king 
or a queen :
(i) by a man :
Cambodian /so:m trusq prseh mestta: praos/
Thai
'May Your Majesty be merciful. 1
/kho: deichdt? fa: la?o:q thtili: phrdt*? bo£:t 
pok kl6Uw pok kromdm/
'May the powder of the dust under the auspicious 
feet of Your Majesty be over the crown of my head.'
(ii) by a woman :
Cambodian /'kraip tu:l//
'I prostrate myself to inform you.'
Thai /kho: de: elide? fa: la?o:q thtili: phrdt? ba:t
pok kla:w pok kramdm/
'May the powder of the dust under the auspicious 
feet of Your Majesty be over the crown of my head.'
Examples of initiating expressions in formal letter writing
(i) Addressed to an ordinary monk :
Cambodian /so:m namasseka: mo:k lo:k kru: ...(name of the monk)., 
so:m critap/^
'May I pay respect to the Very Reverend ... for his 
attention.'
5b
Thai /n$ma:tseka:n... (name of the monk)/
'May I pay respect to....'
(ii) Salutation in general formal letters i
Cambodian / so im ti:en critep,/
'Please take notice.1
Thai /rien/
'To...'
5. Responding Particles I
'Responding Particles' are isolatives for responding to 
utterances of the other speaker. The response may mean merely 
that the utterance has been heard and understood, or it may mean 
that the hearer agrees with or accepts the implications of the 
utterance. Responding particles can occur by themselves or be 
accompanied by other particles.
Responding particles are divided into two classes depending 
on the similarity or difference of their grammatical functions 
in the Cambodian language in comparison with those in the Thai 
language. Responding Particles I are those which occur similarly 
in both languages. Responding Particles II are those which occur 
in Cambodian with no counterparts in Thai and are discussed in
B.l below.
Responding Particles I can be classified into four groups 
on the basis of their occurrence in each context, though some of
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the terms in different contexts may coincide. Responding particles 
of type I are used in the following contexts : 
answering a call 
-• answering a command or order 
acknowledging information 
- answering a Yes/No question.
a) Responding particles used in answering a call
(i) Ordinary language 
Usage Cambodian 
man answering politely //ba:t//
woman answering politely /cas/
(ii) Royal Terminology
Thai
/khrap/, /khr^p/, 
/khdp/, /hd ? /
/kha: /, /khd: /
Usage Cambodian Thai
man answering a member ,/preeh koruna: pise:s//9 /phrd? phdtthec&w 
of royal family of ,/prsoh koruna: thlay kha:/
pise: s//Rank 1
woman answering a 
member of royal 
family of Rank 1
/preeh po: ci:e mcas/ /phrd? phutthecaw 
kha/
b) Responding particles used in answering a command
or order
Usage
(i) Ordinary language 
Cambodian
man answering politely //ba't// 
woman answering politely /cas/
Thai
/khrdp/9 /kho:rap/ 
/caw kha/9 /kha/
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(ii) Royal Terminology 
Usage Cambodian Thai
man answering a monk* //'k^ xia// /kh3 : r<Sp/,/khr(£p/
woman answering a monk ,/ksna:/ /c&w kh&/
c) Responding particles used in acknowledging information 
These particles are nsed to indicate that the speaker has
followed the line of discourse. The discourse must be a string 
of statements that contain no questions, or at most, there may 
be some questions which need no answer. Responding particles used
in this manner are normally spoken in a low voice and may be
repeated now and then during the flow of speech that contains a 
sequence of information.
The terms to be used in this function are the same as those 
used in answering a command or order in an ordinary speech style.
In Royal Terminology, however, the terms to be used are the same
as those for the answering of a call.
d) Responding particles used in answering a Yes/No questio
Responding particles supply answers of the TSo/Not so1
type. If the terms of the question may stand as the answer, i.e.
* Special vocabulary required when speaking to a monk is 
traditionally in both Cambodian and Thai included in the term 
'Royal Terminology1.
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'Such is the case', then the 'So* - responding particle is 
appropriate. This need not necessarily correspond to the use 
of 'Yes1 in English. On the other hand, if the terms of the 
question must be rejected because they are incorrect or untruthful, 
then the 'Not so1 - responding particle is appropriate, i.e. 'Such 
is not the case'. This, in turn, need not correspond to the use 
of 'No' in English.
Other than the utterance of a complete sentence as an 
answer there are three possible types of answer as follows
- the responding particle
- the relevant part of the answer-sentence
- both the responding particle and the relevant part together.
Answers meaning 'Such is the case' may make use of all three
possibilities above.
Examples in Cambodian
Positive question : y/prepuen lo:k nvu phtseh rut!//
'Your wife is at home, isn't she?'
Affirmation by 'So1 -responding particle : //\>ait// 'Yes.'
Answer by the relevant part : /nvu/ '...is in'
'So' -responding particle + relevant part : nvxx//
'Yes, she is. 1
Negative question : y/prepuen lo:k mum nvu phtseh be: rmi//
'Isn't your wife at home?'
Negation by 'So' -responding particle : //bait// 'No*'
(yes)
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Answer by the relevant part : //xmn nvu// ’Not at home. 1
(not--is in)
’So’ -responding particle + relevant part :^ba:t mran nvu/
(yes--not-~is in)
'No, she is not. ’
Examples in Thai
Positive question : /phanya: khun yd: bd:n r&**/
’Your wife is at home, isn’t she?'
Affirmation by ’So’ -responding particle : /khrdp/ ’Yes.’
Answer by the relevant part : /yu:/ ’[she] is.’*
’So’ -responding particle + relevant part : /khrdp yd:/
’Yes, she is.1
Negative question : /phanya: khun may yd: b6t:n r3?/
'Your wife is not at home, is she?'
Negation by 'So' -responding particle : /khrdp/ ’No.’
(Yes)
Answer by the relevant part : /m&y yu:/ 'Not at home
(not--is in)
'So' -responding particle + relevant part : /khrdp m&y yd:/
(yes— not— is in)
’No, she is not.'
The ’Not so’ -responding particle is used for only the
negative answer whether the question asked is in a positive or
* The bracketed word is non-existent in its original form but
is used to clarify the English translation.
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in a negative form. Answers meaning ’Such is not the case' also 
make use of all three possibilities, i.e.
(i) 'Not so’ -responding particle
(ii) the relevant part of the answer-sentence
(iii) ’Not so1 -responding particle with the relevant part. 
Examples in Cambodian
Positive question : /nesk ni: ei] kompuq tae de: ?a:v rur: //
’You are sewing a blouse, aren’t you?'
Negation by ’Not so' -responding particle : //te:// 'No.'
Answer by the relevant part : //vmn de: tei//
’Not sewing'
'Not so' -responding particle + relevant part : //tei mum de: te://
’No, I am not sewing
Negative question : /neok nisei] mum de: ?a:v run te://
'You are not sewing a blouse, are you?'
Negation by 'Not so' -responding particle : //tei// 'No.1
Answer by the relevant part : ,/mum de: tei//
'.Not sewing. '
’Not so’ -responding particle + relevant part : //tei mum de: te://
'No,I am not sewing.
Examples in Thai
Positive question : /khun kamlaq y§p sure re?/
'You are sewing a blouse, aren't you?'
Negation by 'Not so' -responding particle : /pldsw/ 'No.'
Answer by the relevant part : /m&y d&y yep/
'Not sewing.'
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’Not so1 -responding particle + relevant part i /pla:w m&y day y&p/
’No, I am not sewing
Negative question : /kliun m&y d6ty yep svte ra?/
'You are not sewing a blouse, are you?'
Negation by 'Not so* -responding particle : /ploUw/ 'No.'
Answer by the relevant part : /may d&y y6p/
'Not sewing.'
'Not so1 -responding particle + relevant part : /pld:w m&y d6cy yep/
'No, I am not sewing.
In Cambodian, affirmative answers to negative questions
can be given by the use of an emphatic responding particle, which
will be discussed in B.2, as being characterisitc only of the
Cambodian language. In Thai, this does not involve responding
particles since the relevant part of the answer-sentence must
be used.
It has to be noted here that the use of 'Not so' -responding 
particle instead of a full answer in both languages is regarded 
as an impolite form of answer, and the 'polite word' must 
therefore be added. Polite words in Thai are certain types of 
final particles, which are dealt with in Section A.9 of Chapter VII, 
whereas in Cambodian they are initiating expressions and responding 
particles of type II, which are discussed above in A.if and below 
in B.l, respectively.
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B. GRAMMATICAL DIFFERENCES OF ISOLATIVES
1. Responding Particles II
The isolatives to be classed as Responding Particles II
are those used in answering 'informative questions' in Cambodian
only. Informative questions are questions other than the Yes/No
type. The responding particles of type II cannot be meaningfully
translated into English. Cambodian particles of this type merely
show that the speaker hears the question and is about to answerj
but, since it would not sound proper and polite to give just an
answer to the question, one of the type II responding particles
is used to head the answer, and the whole effect achieved is
polite deference as demonstrated by the following examples :
Cambodian ^sievphvu tssq^os nuh mi:an ponma:n/
'How many books are there in all these?'
z/bait miien pram ro: y /
'(Yes) there are five hundred.'
//sompuet nuh poe ?vvy//
'What is the colour of that piece of cloth?'
/cas poo lraoi]//
'(Yes) it's yellow.'
As previously mentioned, in A.A, initiating expressions 
in the common language of the ordinary people are used only in 
Cambodian. In fact, the same terms used for initiating
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expressions may be used for responding particles of type IIj 
their classification resides only in the grammatical function 
they perform. If the term is used to initiate an utterance, it 
is an initiating expression^ if it heads an answer to an informative 
question, it is then a type II responding particle.
Examples in Cambodian
as initiating expression:
// ba:t lo:k kru: so:m cu:ey prap khjiom mdoiq tie t/
1--Teacher, please tell me once more.'
- as responding particle II :
^thqay nih thi]ay ^xy^
'What is the day today?1 
^ba:t thrjay nih thqay can//
1 — Today is Monday.'
2. Emphatic Responding Particle
The 'Not so' -responding particle //te \// in Cambodian, if 
pronounced in an emphatic intonation when answering a negative 
question, is classed as an emphatic responding particle. It is 
an emphatic answer meaning 'quite the contrary!'. This very 
interesting feature of the Cambodian particle is not found in 
Thai. Such usage is, however, quite similar to that of the 
French 'Si I'.
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Examples in Cambodian
//tei// in normal intonation :
^hsak mnin tru mv:l kon tei//
'You aren't going to see a movie, are you?' 
//tei//
'No. '
//tei// in emphatic intonation : 
y/nsak mran tvu mv:l kon tei//
'You aren't going to see a movie, are you?'
'Yes, why not! 1
6if
CHAPTER V 
LEXICAL COMPARISON OF ISOLATIVES
Words and expressions used as isolatives in Cambodian and 
Thai are paired for each, sub-class of isolatives in order to show 
the similarities and differences in their grammatical functions, 
their origins, and their lexical meanings. The comparative study 
yields the following findings :
(i) All isolatives fall under Instance 1 : SG SO SL, 
Instance 3 ! CG DO SL, or Instance If : SG DO DL.
(ii) Instance 2 : SG SO DL does not occur.
For convenience of reference, the occurrence of isolative 
sub-classes in various Instances are shown in Table II below.
TABLE II
OCCURRENCES OF SUB-CLASSES OF ISOLATIVES
Instance Greeting Interjection Vocative -
Initiating
Expression
Responding
Particle
1
o
Abundant Moderate Few Abundant Few
C-
3 Few
* *
Moderate Very rare - Abundant
k Abundant Few Abundant Few
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A. GREETINGS
1. Instance 1 : SG SO SL
Greetings in both. Cambodian and Thai are mostly words 
stemming from common origins and having the same lexical meanings. 
Some greetings in Cambodian and Thai are expressions formed by 
words of different origins but they are still regarded as SO if 
they comprise one or two members whose origins are the same. 
Cambodian ./su: esdvy/' 'Good morning, Good day, etc.1
Thai /sewatdi:/ 'Good morning, Good day, etc.1
The word /sewatdi:/ in Thai was introduced into the 
language for use as a greeting corresponding to the English 
greeting words of 'Good morning, Good afternoon, Good evening,
Good day, etc. ' by Phraya Upakit Silpasarn in about 19^ -1 *. The 
word /sewatdi:/ is, in fact, derived from the Sanskrit word 
SU-ASTI meaning 'prosperity1. Previously, greetings in Thai were 
in the form of sentences such as :
/pay nay ma:/ 'Where have you been?'
/pay nay/ 'Where are you going?'
/seba:y di: ri?/ 'How are you?'
These greeting sentences have come to be regarded since 
Phraya Upakit Silpasarn’s time as conventional questions 
requiring no specific or detailed answers.
* See Reference 2if.
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The origin of the Cambodian/''su: ssdYy// is also SU-ASTI 
which occurs in Old Khmer. No date can be given for its first
25
use as a greeting. Huffman in his Ph.D. thesis (Huffman 1967) 
wrongly analysed the word as a compound of /suia/ 'to ask1 and 
//sdYj// ' word1 . In Cambodian, there are also greeting sentences 
parallel with those in the Thai practice, e.g.
z/neek tvu na:y/ 'Where are you going?'
//so'k sopbary ci:o te:// 'How are you?'
Cambodian //lire svn/, //cumri:ep li : q// 'Good bye'
Thai /la: k£:n/ 'Good bye*
Each greeting form in Cambodian and Thai above is an 
expression formed by two words, one of which is the key-word.
The Cambodian key-word //ll: ^ // and the Thai key-word /la:/ are 
in fact words of the same origin^ the whole expressions in the 
two languages are, therefore, regarded as SO. There is no indi­
cation of the direction of borrowing in this case.
Cambodian /so:m tois,// 'Excuse me, I'm sorry,
"I beg your pardon.'
fkai /khS: th&:t/ 'Excuse me, I'm sorry,
I beg your pardon.'
The expressions in both Cambodian and Thai are again
complexes of two words, with key-words //to: 3// in Cambodian and
/th8:t/ in Thai. These key-words stem from the same Sanskrit
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word DOSA- the other words are native Cambodian /so:m/ and native 
Thai /khS:/, both meaning ’to ask for'.
2. Instance 3 : SG DO Hi
There are a few greeting words conforming to this Instance 
code. They are Royal Terminology for use by a Buddhist monk in 
greeting a king or queen, a member of a royal family, or ordinary 
people.
Cambodian /thvaiy preeh ri:ec kosol/
'May the king be blessed with Grace.’
Thai /thewoc:y phr^? phosn/
'May the king be blessed.1
These are greetings used by a monk to a king or queen. The
key-words ^ kosol^ ’merit’ in Cambodian and /pho:n/ 'blessing' in
Thai are of different Sanskritic origins. The whole expressions
are thus regarded as DO. However, these two expressions are used
in the same situation with the same lexical usage, so they deserve
to be analysed as SG DO SL (see Section A.3 in Chapter III).
Cambodian ,/thva:y kosol/'
'May Your Royal Highness be blessed with Grace.'
Thai /thewa:y phra? phoin/
’May Your Royal Highness be blessed.’
These are greetings used by a monk to a member of a royal
family of Ranks 2 and 3* The Thai words are the same as those
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used in greeting a king or queen. The Cambodian form has left out 
the wordy/preoh ri:ec//'the excellent Royal— 1 in order to indicate 
the lower rank of the addressee.
In all the above expressions, the words //tYivoaj// and 
/bhew3c:y/ are the same word, and the Thai form is borrowed from 
the Cambodian.
Cambodian //cu:n kosol// 'Blessed with Grace'
Thai /cQ.rv:n pho:n/ 'Be blessed'
These words are used by a monk in greeting ordinary people. 
The key-words ,/kosol// and /pho:n/ are the same as in the two 
examples above. The first word of the greeting expression in Thai, 
/cerv:n/ meaning 'to increase', is a loan-word from Cambodian 
/ cr clqxi/ / meaning 'much, more, many'.
B. INTERJECTIONS
Interjections are mostly onomatopoeic words. Different 
languages normally produce onomatopes of different sound patterns.
To some extent this is the case in Cambodian and Thai.
Cambodian and Thai interjections, which can be lexically 
compared, fall under Instance 1 : SG SO SL and Instance 3: SG DO SL. 
There are also interjections listed under Instance if : SG DO DL, 
as singular occurrences in either language with no equivalence 
in the other.
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1. Instance 1 i SG SO SL
Various cases of occurence are presented and discussed 
as follows:
Cambodian //k.un prseh cuey phoir],/
1 0 , Buddha helps! 1(used in distress)
Thai /khun pr&? ch&ey/
1 0 , Buddha helps!1 (used in distress or shock)
These interjections have lexical reference to Buddhism,
The words in the items correspond with one another..
Cambodian /ftGto kam ^avy//
1 Oh, Karma!1
Thai /kam we: n/
1 Karma!1
These interjections are used in expressing disappointment 
by attributing the mishap to the law of Karma in Buddhism,
Cambodian y/cey joi// 'Hurrah!, Bravo!1
Thai /chctyo:/ 'Hurrah!, Bravo!1
Both forms are the loan-words from the Sanskrit word JAYA 
meaning 'victory1. They are used in celebrating and expressing 
joy, welcome, and victory,
Cambodian ft^ao puttho: ^aoy// 10h Buddha!1
Thai /phuthb:/, /phuthS: ?#y/, /thS:/ 'Oh Buddha!1
These interjections are loan-words used in time of distress
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or sorrow by referring to Lord Buddha. There are many other 
loan-words which are the result of the Buddhist culture common 
to both the Cambodian and Thai peoples.
Gambodian /hay yu: hay yu:/^fin out, in out1
(for coxing a boat race)
Thai /y$:w y^w y^:w yt’w/ 'in out, in out*
(for coxing a boat race)
The two interjections are uttered in time with paddling
strokes in a boat race. Both are phonaesthetic, having the same
grammatical function and lexical meaning. The same explanation
can be applied to onomatopoeic words below.
Cambodian //*ioto// 'Ohi'
Thai /?o:/ 'Oh’’
Cambodian //?«yyo: j// 'Ouchi T (expressing pain)
Thai /?6:y/ ’Ouchi' (expressing pain)
Cambodian y//, //^o: j// 1 Ohi ' (expressing pain)
Thai /?o:y/ *0hi? (expressing pain)
Cambodian //^vi// 'er...f (expressing hesitation)
Thai /*?y :/ ! er. . . ’ (expressing hesitation)
2. Instance 3 ; SG DO SL
In Cambodian and Thai there is a small number of 
interjections which are of different origins but with the
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same grammatical function and lexical meaning.
Cambodian /mran te:/ *It does not matter.1
(not— what— P)
Thai ,/mocy pen ray/ *It does not matter, Never mind,
/ . , , , That’s all right, Not at all.1(not--to be— what; 0 ’
The word-for-word comparison of these Cambodian and Thai
interjections shows that the expressions are formed by words of
different origins. The expressions, however, have the same
grammatical function and lexical meaning.
Cambodian /vo:/, /va:/ 'GoJ Be off* Shoo*1
Thai /chdw/ »GoI Be off* Shoo**
These words are onomatopoeic, uttered for chasing off
animals. The Cambodian form can also be used to order a man to
go away.
3. Instance 4 ; SG DO DL
Cambodian and Thai words which show similarities only in
their grammatical function, being isolatives of one type or another,
are listed in this section as occurrences in one language with
no equivalents in the other. They are all interjections with
different emotional expressions.
a) Cambodian interjections with no Thai equivalents
/rmp/ 'Off! Go!' (at the beginning
of a race)
/^i;/, y/yi:/, //l&'//% fWellJ WowJ * (expressing surprise,
,/yi: ?as/, astonishment and admiration)
/yi: ?a3 ne/
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//‘lay ya:// ’Ouch.I1 (scream of shock or pain)
//?«o preoh ci: e mcas ?aey// f0h God!1
//chup//, //hovp// fStopi 1
//^a:// !AhJ! (expressing doubt, confusion,
- or - fear)
b) Thai intersections with no Cambodian equivalents 
/y$:/ 1Ouh1 1 ( expressing disgust)
/w<£:y/ ’OhJf (used by woman in fright)
/m£:/ !WellI Oh my goodness!1
(often used to imply a"slight 
protest, or to demand attention)
/^ -fr-y/, /^fry ta:y/, !0h my11 (used by woman in expressing
/^dy ta:y ciiq/, -surprise, either real or under
/^fry t&:y ta:y/, pretence)
/t&:y ta:y/
/?aw la/ 1 All right now! Right then11
/l£-w kan/ !0h, dear!1
(expressing disappointment)
/?u w&h/, /?u b&h/, !Grrr!! (used by man in anger)
/b&h l£w kan/
C. VOCATIVES
1. Instance 1 : SG SO SL
Normally in any language, personal names are used for 
calling, e.g. 1 Smith, will you please stand up1, 1 George, what 
are you doing?1 where Smith and George are vocatives. However, 
the Cambodian and Thai languages have an additional feature
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which, is common to both Cambodian and Thai vocatives : this is 
the use of certain particles together with nouns such as personal 
names or kinship terms. The particles //^d^y//^ //**vy// in Cambodian 
and /?Y:y/9 /^sy/, and /*?f:y/ in Thai are a type of onomatopoeic 
words having the same lexical usage. Since any precise lexical 
meaning for these particles scarcely exists, they can be pro­
nounced with variant phonemes ( of vowel in Cambodian and of tone 
in Thai) in various contexts without the variation amounting to 
a difference of words in the normal lexical sense. The uses of 
particles //^vy// and /^v: y/ with various phonemes are demonstrated 
below i-
a) Vocatives of pattern NP 
Cambodian y/ko:n C^L^ y// 'Son,*., 1
Thai /lttsk ‘i&ty/ 'Son,...1
Cambodian //scter} c^tey// !S£ng,...f
Thai /ss:*] ?1r:y/ ‘Sang,...1
S&ng and Sang are personal names in both languages.
b) Vocatives of pattern NPN
Cambodian //kmeiY} ?vy kmetr}// ‘What a lot of childrenJ ‘
Thai /d3k ?tf-:y dlk/ 'What a child''
See also Section XV.A.3, where these patterns are introduced,
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Cambodian /'phlioq ?Yy phlierp/ ’What rain]1
Thai /f$n vfty f?5n/ ’What rain!’
2* Instance 5 s SG DO SL
Only one particle used as vocative and one particle used 
with a noun can be compared under SG DO SL.
Cambodian. //naj//^  //hwy// ’Here!'
Thai /nS^/j /ni ng?/ ’Here!1
These forms are particles used as vocatives with the same 
function and meaning in Cambodian and Thai, The words are of 
different forms and are therefore regarded as having different 
origins. These particles are very few in number but they occur 
very often9 especially in Cambodian literary works.
a) Vocative of pattern PN
Cambodian /'mniJol pros da eq pre:t !0 demons! 1
Thai /du: ~k3:n pr&: t th<£rj ~l3c: y/ 10 demons! ’
These forms are used in literary works for addressing 
peoples and personified characters of equal or lower status.
b) Vocative of pattern P
Cambodian ’Hey there! *
Thai /?ftw/ ’Hey there!'
3. Instance 4 : SG DO DL
The rest of the vocatives are those occurring in the Thai 
language with no Cambodian equivalents. Their occurrences in
various patterns are given below.
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a.) Thai vocatives of pattern NP
/lflLsk c&:/ !Son!, Daughter! 1
/m£s kh&:/ 1 Mother!1
(used by'a daughter, calling her mother)
/ph5; khr&p/ 1Father!1
(used by a son, calling his father)
/khun khr&p/ lister!, Miss!1
(used by a man,"calling another person 
of either sex)
/khun khdt?/ !Mister!, Miss!1
(used by a woman, calling another person 
of either sex)
The words /cSt:/, /kh&:/, /ktir&p/ and /kh<£-*?/ are, in this 
section} particles that make the whole expressions function as 
vocatives.
b) Thai vocatives of pattern PN
/kh&: t£s meh&: bo:phf-t/ !0h, Your Majesty!1
(used by a monk in addressing a king)
/khd: t£: th&n/ fSir!!
(used in speaking to superior persons, 
in literary woi'ks only)
c) Thai vocatives of pattern NPN
There exists a particular type of poem in Thai, in which 
the particle /?Y:y/ or /?^!y/ plays an important rSle as a 
vocative in poetry. This type of poem is called Bot Dpk Spi j 
a poem of four lines in one stanza, with two sections per line.
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The first section of the first line in each stanza must begin with 
a disyllabic word or two monosyllabic words* The former can be 
called a couplet, and the latter a twosome* A couplet or a two­
some in this type of poetry is expanded into a quadruplet or a 
foursome* by the use of the particle /?v:y/ or /?$sy/ as demon­
strated below :
/r6~t soi-}/ meaning ’chariot1 is expanded into poetic vocative 
/r6-t ?Y:y r6-t soi]/,
/ra6-t de:r)/ meaning 'red ant1 is expanded into poetic vocative 
/m6t ?^sy m6-t ds:r}/.
d) Thai vocatives of pattern P
nl: n£?/, /n£: nS4?/ 'Here!, Look herei’
/c&w kh&s •••/ ’Attention’..*1
(used for calling a group of people’s 
attention, in the olden days)
D. INITIATING EXPRESSIONS
1* Instance 1 s SG SO SL
As already pointed out in A.<f of Chapter IV of the grammatical 
comparison, initiating expressions of the same grammatical usage in 
Cambodian and Thai are those of Royal Terminology* The Thais use 
initiating expressions only to address a king or queen whereas the 
Cambodians regard the usage of initiating expressions as a necessity
* See also Section XIII.E.
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whether the addressee is a member of the royal family or not, 
otherwise, their utterances would sound abrupt and impolite.
There are a number of similar initiating expressions in the two 
languages which are used only for writing a formal letter to a 
member of the royal family as well as to a Buddhist monk. The 
forms used in such cases are, however, not exactly alike. They 
are designated as belonging to Instance 1 : SG SO SL on the basis 
that the corresponding key-words or a number of key~word.s in the 
expressions, the usages of the expressions, and the overfall 
meanings of the expressions are very similar. The following 
examples are presented with underlined key-words for convenience 
of comparison. The translations are given almost word-for-word 
and therefore should not be taken as English equivalents.
a) Initiating expression used to address a member of 
royal family of Rank 1
Cambodian /so:m preeh taeceeh domkol lv: tbo:iQ soim preeh 
ri:ecti:en kra:p boipkum tusl preeh koruna: ci:e 
?omcas cisvrat so:m trueiQ cri.:ep kraom l^oiq 
thuslis preeh ba:t//
!May Your Majesty’s power be over the crown of my 
head, may Your Majesty kindly grant me to request 
Your Majesty, the Master of Lives, to take notice 
of the dust under the auspicious feet.’
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Thai /kho : de i chd? fa: le^o:*] thuli: ph-rd-*? ba:t pok k M : w
pok kraraom khd: phrd'? phdtthec&w kh3: phrd? 
r&: tchetha: n phrd*? bo :rommer&: tchewero:ka: t kra:p 
barikhom t hum phra*? koruna: sft:p t&y foe: le?o:r] 
th-fili: phrd? ba: t phrd? ra: tche^a: tya: mdy ph6n 
kla:w ph6n kremdm/
* May the power of the dust under the auspicious feet 
of Your Majesty be over the crown of my head, Your 
Majesty subject begs for the royally auspicious 
occasion requesting Your Majesty to be so kind as 
to fake notice of the dust under the auspicious 
feet, Your Majesty’s authority remain, forever 
over the crown of my head.1
k) Initiating expression used to address a member 
of royal family of Rank 2
Cambodian /so:m truer] preeh me:tta: praos so:m preeh ri:octi:en 
kra:p boiqkum tu:l truer] preeh koruna: pise:s so:m 
truer] cri:ep kraom l?o :r\ thuili: preeh ba:t^
'May Your Royal Highness be merciful and grant me to 
request Your Royal Highness, in your extraordinary 
mercy, to take notice of the dust under the auspicious 
feet.1
Thai /khd: phrd? phirttecdw ...[name of the writer, of a
letter]... kho; phrd? rd:tchethq:n krdip baqkhom 
thuin. .. [addressee’ 5 name]... s&:p t&y fa: le?o:]q 
phrd*? ba: t/
!I, the king’s subject...[name]... request Your Royal 
Highness...[name]...to take notice of the dust under 
the auspicious feet.'
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c) Initiating expression used to address a member of 
royal family of Rank 3
Cambodian /so:m truer] me:tta: praos so:m krasp boqkum tu;l 
so:m truer] cri : ep kraom l/o^ rj^  thu: lij_ £r£Qh 
'May Your Highness be merciful, may I request Your 
Highness to take notige under the dust^of ^our 
auspic^ous^fe^et^- '
Thai /kho: phrd9 rd:tchetha:n kra:p thu:n...[addressee’s
name]... soc:p Ixxy f ctj_ ^hra^9 hoc^t/
'May 1 request Your Highness ...[addressee’s name]... 
to take notice under your_auspic_ious feet. '
d) Initiating expression used by a monk to address 
a member of royal family of Rank 1
Cambodian / so:m thva:y prseh po : boj_rom borejpuit preeh koruna: 
ci:e 9omcas ci:vxtit so:m truer] cri^p/'
'May 1 bless the Great King with excellent blessings, 
may the Master of Lives take notice.1
Thai /kho: thewa:y phra9 pho:n s_omd_et^ bo^ :rom bojjphit
phra9 rot: tches6mpha: n caw/
'May I bless the Great King and the Royal Master with 
excellent blessings.1
e) Initiating expression used by a monk to address 
a member of royal family of Rank 2 or 3
Cambodian / sosm thyq:y preeh po : truer] prs eh koruna: pise:s 
so:m truer] cri^p/^
'May I bless you in your extraordinary mercy with 
excellent blessings, please take notice.'
8o
Thai /kh.5: thewaiy phr<£? phoin/
'May I bless you with excellent blessings.1
f) Initiating expression used by a monk to address 
a highly respected person
Cambodian /so:m comraon po: mo:k preeh. dac preeh. kun so:m crisep^
TMay I extend blessings to the powerful person,
~be pleased to know.1
Thai /cerx:n pho:n ma: yarj. .. [addressee1 s name].../ 
'Bestow a blessing on...[addressee1s name]...r
g) Initiating expression used by a layman to address
a monk
Cambodian /so:m nsemcxsseka: mo:k lo:k kru: ... [addressee5 s name] 
...so:m criiep/^
'May I pay respect to the venerable...[addressee1s name] 
... , be pleased to know.'
Thai /nemoctsekqin. .. [addressee5 s name].../
'May I pay respect to... [addressee5 s name]...''
2. Instance 4 : SG DO DL
There are also initiating expressions that occur in one 
language with no equivalents in the other. The occurrence in both 
languages is in speech as well as in formal letter writing. They 
are assigned Instance Zf since there are situations where these 
expressions are used in the same manner with no word-to—word 
correspondences.
8l
equivalents
Cambodian
Cambodian
i Cambodian initiating expressions with no Thai
(i) Occurrence in speech 
/ba: t/
Used by a man in speaking to other persons.
/cots/
Used by a woman in speaking to other persons,
/so:m truer] preeh me:ttas praos/
Used by a man in speaking to a king or queen.
/so:m truer] me:tta: praos/
Used by a man in speaking to a member of royal family 
of Ranks 2 and 3-
/so:m me:tta: praos/
Used by a man in speaking to a member of royal family 
of Rank L\.m
/kra:p tu:l/
Used by a woman in speaking to a member of royal 
family of all ranks.
(ii) Occurrence in letter writing
/so:m meitta: praos kra:p tu:l so:m truer] crisep/
'May Your Highness be merciful, may I request Your 
Highness to take notice.'
Used for salutation in a formal letter to a member of 
royal family of Rank /+.
/prat mo:k loik ...[addressee's name]... ba:n cri:ep/ 
'I to (you) Mr....[addressee1s name]... please know.' 
Used by a monk to a layman.
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Cambodian /so:m cumri:ep daoy ko:rup mo:k prseh dote prseh kun
ci:e moots so:m cri:ep//
’May I request Your Excellency, the Master, please 
take notice.’
Used for salutation in a formal letter to a person 
of a very high status.
/so:m ti:©n cri:.ep//
’Please take notice.’
Used for salutation in a formal letter in general.
^moik dol...[addressee5s name]...ci:e ti: ko:rup//
’To...[addressee5s name]... whom I respect.’
Used for salutation in a formal letter in general.
b) Thai initiating expressions with no Cambodian
equivalents
Occurrence in letter writing
Thai /cervsn pho:n/
’Be blessed.1
Addressed to a layman by a monk.
/thu:n/
’To inform with high respect.’
Used for salutation in a letter addressed to a member 
of the royal family of Rank 2f.
/kra:p rien/
’To inform with respect.’
Used for salutation in a letter addressed to a person 
pf a higher status than the writer.
/rien/
’To inform.’
Used for a general salutation in a formal letter.
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E. RESPONDING PARTICLES
The use of a responding particle in Cambodian and in Thai 
is subject to the social status of a speaker and that of a person 
he is speaking to. It also depends on the sex of the speaker.
Thus, for nearly all responding particles, two sets of expressions 
are available,— one set for a male speaker, the other set for a 
female speaker. The terms used by either sex are, in turn, graded 
according to the degree of superiority of the person to whom one 
is speaking.
1* Instance 1 : SG SO SL
Responding particles of Instance 1 having the same or similar
grammar, origin and lexical meaning are words and expressions used
in answering a command or request of a king or a queen only. The
reasons for the similarity of the Cambodian and Thai responding
particles in this Instance and the techniques of presentation and
translation are the same as those previously described in Section
D.l for initiating expressions.
a) Han receiving a king*s order
Cambodian y/tetuel prseh risec ?aor]ka: domkol lv: fbor]//
(I receive the excellent R:oyal command on my head)
'Yes, Your Majesty.1
Thai /phr^ ph&tthoc&w khoc: kho i r&p phr&? bo:romme
r&: tche^o ;iQka:n s$y kl&: w soEy "krVimJm/
(Your Majesty*s subject receives the very excellent 
Royal command on the head)
*Yes, Your Majesty.1
8/f
The Thai has an alternative form /phra9 phfr-tthec&w kh&:/ 
(Your Majesty’s subject) ’Yes, Your Majesty*,’ which is used 
during the course of an audience with a king.
b) Man receiving a queen's order
Cambodian ^ tetuol preeh ri£©£ seventy preeh koruna: pisetSy/
(Receive the Queen1 _s £X£ellent £ommand, (you are) 
most merciful)
'Yes, Your Majesty.'
Thai /phr<£? phfttthec&w kh&: kh3: r&p phr&? r&£t£h£s&wwenij_
nfo klasw/, /phrd-? phfttthec&w kh&:/
(Your Majesty's subject receives the gu£en*£ £x£ei-*-®.ni 
£ommand on his head)
'Yes, Your Majesty*
It is noteworthy that most isolatives which fall into 
Instance 1 : SG SO SL are Royal Terminology that involves both 
native words and loans from Sanskritic languages.
2. Instance 3 * SG DO SL
As already mentioned in Section A.5 in Chapter IV, the
contexts in which responding particles of type I are used can be
classified into Zj. grammatical functions:
(i) Answering a call
(ii) Answering a command or an order
(iii) Acknowledging information
(iv) Answering a Yes/No question.
The discussion below Is, however, carried out under three
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topic headings since the terms serving the grammatical functions 
of cases (ii) and (iii) are the same. Corresponding expressions 
for Cambodian and Thai responding particles are not of common 
origins, but their usages and meanings are the same, i.e., 'Yes1, 
though in some cases, as pointed out in Section A.5d of Chapter IV* 
the interpretation can be !No!. The translation of each term will 
not be given.
a) Responding particles used in answering a call
(i) Ordinary language
Cambodian Thai Usage
/kdna \ // /c&w khSc:/, 
/ c&w kh&h/
woman answering a monk 
very politely
/ksna: // /kh3: r&p/, /khr&p/ man answering a monk 
very politely
/bai t// /khr&p ph6m/ man answering very 
politely
// cas// /cdw khSc; /, /kh&: / woman answering very 
politely
//ba: t// /khr&p/, /khr^p/, 
/kh&p/, /h&?/
man answering in general
/cas// /khSc: /, /kh&h/ woman answering in 
general
/ ?ae/ /cat/ polite and intimate term 
for man and woman
/?aa/ /hSc:/, /?y :/ older/superior persons 
answering younger/infe­
rior persolns
/ ?Yy/ /w6:y/ man answering impolitely
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All but one of the above terms used in answering a call in 
Thai have either high or rising tone. In Cambodian all the terms 
are pronounced with high pitch and a slight rise at the end of the 
utterance.
(ii) Royal Terminology 
Cambodian /'preeh koruna: pise:s/, /'preeh koruna: thlay pise:s/ 
Thai /phrd-'? phut the c&wkh&h/
Usage man answering a king
Cambodian /'tetuel preeh ri:ec sevenvy preeh koruna: pise:s/"
Thai /phrtft? phdtthac&wkh&h/
Usage man answering a queen
Cambodian /'preeh po: ci:e mcas/
Thai /phrd? phutthec&wkh&h/
Usage woman answering a king
Cambodian /tetuel preeh ri:ec sevenvy ci:e mcas/'
Thai /phr&? phutthec&wkh&h/
woman answering a queenUsage
Cambodian
Thai
Usage
/preeh koruna: pise:s/
/phr&? phut the c&wkh&h./
man answering a male or female member of royal family 
of Rank 2
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Cambodian /prseh po: cite mens/
Thai /phrtic? phut the c&wkh&h/
woman answering a male member of royal family of Rank 2Usage
Cambodian
Thai
Usage
Usage
Usage
/tetuel preeh sevenvy cite mcas/
/phr&h phutthec&wkh&h/
woman answering a female member of royal family of Rank 2
Cambodian /prseh koruna: pisets/
Thai /phrdt? c&w khd:/, /pheye^kh&h/
man answering a male or female member of royal family 
of Rank 3
Cambodian //po: mcas/
Thai /phe:kh&h/
Usage woman answering a male member of royal family of Rank 3
Cambodian /presh ms: cite mcas/, /me: mcas/
Thai /phe:kh&h/
Usage woman answering a female member of royal family of Rank 3
Cambodian /koruna: pise:s/
Thai /kh3 : r<£p krem^m/, /krem^m/
man answering a male or female member of royal family 
of Rank Zj.
Cambodian /po: mcas/
Thai /phe:kh&h/
Usage woman answering a male member of royal family of Rank Zj.
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Cambodian /me; mcas/
Thai /ph. 6 • kh&h/
Usage woman answering a female member of royal family of
Rank if.
b) Responding particles used in answering a command or 
an order and in acknowledging information
Ordinary language
Cambodian //kena:/'
Thai /kh3: r<£p/
Usage man answering a monk
Cambodian /Icenot i //
Thai /cCtw kh&h/, /kh&h/
Usage woman answering a monk
Cambodian ,/preeh dote preeh kun/
Thai /khr&p phSm/j /khrapph<5m/} /kh3 :r<£p kreph6m/
Usage man answering a very superior person politely
Cambodian ,/preeh dote prseh kun/'
Thai /c&w k M h / } /kh&h/
Usage woman answering a very superior person politely
Cambodian ,/ba: t//
Thai /khrdp/, /kh&p/
Usage man answering politely in general
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Cambodian // oclb//
Thai /kh&h/
Usage woman answering politely in general
Cambodian // o^,b//
Thai /hm:/, /^v:/
Usage older or superior person answering a younger person
or person of a lower status
Cambodian /?ae/
Thai /^y : w&*?/
Usage man or woman answering impolitely*
All terms in Thai except those for male speakers have falling 
tone. It is also noticeable that in acknowledging information 
during a discourse, the speaker will use a soft voice with a compa­
ratively low pitch. The Cambodian particles are also uttered with 
falling pitch,
c) Responding particles used in answering a Yes/No
question
Positive answer : The terms to be used and the status 
of speakers in relation with the addressees are the same as those 
for answering a command as described in Section E,2b above,
Negative answer 
Cambodian Thai Usage
/tes/ /pl<5:w/ general negative answer.
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It must be noted, that one of the lexical meanings of the 
Thai word /plo£:w/ is ’empty, unoccupied’ and that the Cambodian 
/tstei/ meaning ’empty1 and /tumne:/ meaning ’free' are derivatives 
of /te:/which is used as a general negative answer.
3. Instance if : SG DO DL
Certain Cambodian responding particles are used, with no 
equivalence in the Thai language, in answering a command or an 
order, and also in acknowledging information from a member of the 
royal family other than the king or queen*
Cambodian /preeh koruna: pise:s/
Man answering a member of royal family of Rank 2.
/ po ; mcas/
Woman answering a male member of royal family of 
Rank 3 o r if.
/ms: ci:e mcas/
Woman answering a female member of royal family of 
Rank 3.
/ m s : mcas/
Woman answering a female member of royal family of 
Rank if.
/po '//
Woman answering a male member of royal family of Rank 5. 
/me:/
Woman answering a female member of royal family of 
Rank 3.
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The lexical comparison of isolatives in Cambodian and Thai 
under various Instance codes provides evidence for the cultural 
influence which the peoples of these two countries exert on one 
another. The sub-classification of isolatives agrees for the most 
part. Comparison of isolative sub-classes, with the exception of 
the responding particles, results in Instance 1 : SG SO SL in a 
high percentage of occurrences. Almost identical references to 
Buddhism in certain interjections clearly display the underlying 
culture common to the peoples of Cambodia and Thailand. The 
patterns of vocatives are the same, and one group of the particles 
occurring in vocatives (i„e. / ?a3y/ and /?x:y/) has similar forms, 
though the polite particles which are numerous in Thai do not 
occur in Cambodian. The use of Royal Terminology in different 
types of isolatives for members of royal families of various ranks 
suggest that the use of initiating expressions in Thai is the 
result of Cambodian cultural influence, because such a practice 
is very common in Cambodian, however, the Thais use initiating 
expressions only for a king and queen and for salutation in letter 
writing. The use of responding particles and the meanings they 
convey are, on the whole, not different, and the division of terms 
used by male speakers and female speakers is the same in both 
languages.
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In all, the close parallel between isolatives in Cambodian 
and Thai not only reflects a common ethos and culture but also 
reveals the degree to which common features of politeness and 
protocol were thought to be important in the two societies. Thus, 
whilst some parallels are to be attributed to the datum of a common 
background, other parallels are the results of conscious striving 
to match prestigious, Civilised’ features in one society and its 
language against those of the other. Isolatives, together with 
pronouns proper and quasi-pronouns discussed in Chapter VII below, 
are the grammatical classes which best demonstrate this history of 
emulative interchange.
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CHAPTER VI 
GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS OF SUBSTANTIVES
Substantives are words which occur as members of a noun 
construct, and do not normally form the predicate to any subject.
In an equational sentence, a noun or a noun construct occurring as 
predicative to another noun construct is regarded as an alternative 
form of predicate, less common than that formed by predicatives.
A noun construct is in turn a construction of words having a noun 
or a pronoun as its head. Substantives in the Cambodian and Thai 
languages can be classified into five word-classes as follows :
(i) Nouns
(ii) Pronouns
(iii) Numerals
(iv) Classifiers
(v) Determinatives *
Each of these classes of substantives with their sub-classes 
will be defined and considered with reference to its relationship 
with other classes. Similarities of its function in the two 
languages will be considered together below in the section 
’Grammatical Similarities in the Cambodian and Thai Uses of 
Substantivee** Differences will be discussed under the heading 
’Grammatical Differences in the Cambodian and Thai Uses of 
Substantives’. The section on ’Partially Similar Classes of
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Substantives’ is arranged to discuss those classes which have 
partly similar and partly different functions. In all cases, it 
is the classifiers which constitute differences in the use of 
substantives in the two languages. It will be seen that the 
function and the order of occurrence of all classes and sub­
classes of substantives are nearly identical except when the 
classifiers are involved. Therefore, it must be remembered that 
those classes and sub-classes listed and discussed under the 
'Differences’ section are different only because of the classifiers 
otherwise they are just as similar as those listed under the 
’Similarities’ section.
Various patterns of combinations of substantives in the 
noun constructs are also studied so as to compare the similarities 
and differences in Cambodian and Thai possible patterns.
Nouns N
A noun is a word which occurs as the subject or object of 
a verb in a sentence. In Cambodian and Thai, nouns can be 
further classified on the basis of their relationship with other 
word-classes, into five sub-classes as follows i
(i) Common nouns, to be designated as Com N,
(ii) Mass nouns, to be designated as Mas N,
(iii) Fused nouns I, to be designated as Fus N^,
(iv) Fused nouns II, to be designated as Fus N^,
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(v) Personal nouns, to be designated as Per N,
(vi) Non-concrete nouns, to be designated as Noc N.
Pronouns Pr
A pronoun is a word established on the basis that it can 
substitute for a noun or a noun construct in the second reference, 
Pronouns can occur in most of the places that nouns do and perform 
the grammatical functions of nouns. The chief difference between 
nouns and pronouns in the Cambodian and Thai languages is that 
pronouns cannot occur with attribiitive verbs in noun constructs: 
in other words, they cannot be modified by attributive verbs, 
whereas nouns can.
Sub-classes of pronouns are set up in two forms :
(i) Pronouns proper, to be designated as Pro Pr,
(ii) Quasi-pronouns, to be designated as Qua Pr.
Numerals Nu
A numeral is a word which lexically refers to the counting 
process. It is recognized in the two languages by the possibility 
of its following immediately the words / t i :/ and /thi:/ 'place, 
number in series' in Cambodian and Thai respectively} or of its 
following the Cambodian word /comnu:en/ and the Thai word 
/camnuon/ meaning 'number, amount' (for Cambodian see Jacob 1968, 
p.lJfZ* and p.83) Numerals can be simple or compound words
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and can be classified into three sub-classes :
(i) Titular numerals, to be designated as Tit Nu,
(ii) Cardinal numerals, to be designated as Car Nu,
(iii) Ordinal, numerals, to be designated as Ord Nu.
In the Cambodian and Thai languages, there are two small 
classes of words, which presuppose the occurrence of a numeral. 
These two classes of words are :
(iv) Pre-numerals, occurring as a numeral pre-position, 
to be designated as Pre Nu,
(v) Post-numerals, occurring as a numeral post-position, 
to be designated as Pos Nu.
Classifiers Cl
A classifier is a word which occurs immediately after a 
numeral^ the two together form a quantifier, a complex to be 
designated as Q.
Classifiers can be further analysed on the basis of their 
relationship with other word-classes into four sub-classes as 
follows :
(i) Unit classifiers, to be designated as Uni Cl,
(ii) Metric classifiers, to be designated as Met Cl,
(iii) General classifiers, to be designated as Gen Cl,
(iv) Verb classifiers, to be designated as Ver Cl.
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Determinatives D
A determinative is a noun modifier which, may mark the end 
of a noun construct and characteristically does so, except where 
a further noun modifier follows as a sort of attributive extension, 
or where a quantifier follows as a sort of afterthought or reminder 
having to do with number or quantity*
Sub-classes of determinatives are the following :
(i) Positive determinatives, to be designated as Pos D,
(ii) Interrogative determinatives, to be designated as Int D.
The comparison of the use of sub-classes of substantives 
in Cambodian and Thai as set up above results in similarity in 
fourteen sub-classes, ‘ difference in two sub-classes and partial 
similarity in three sub-classes. The result is shown in Table III 
below and the discussions on each sub-class follows in three 
sections, one on similar classes, one on different classes, and 
one on partially similar classes.
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TABLE III 
SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES 
IN THE CAMBODIAN AND THAI USES OF SUBSTANTIVES
Substantives
Comparison of their uses
Similar
Partially
Similar
Different
Nouns
Common noun D
Mass noun S
Fused noun I S
Fused noun II D
Personal noun P
Non-concrete noun S
Pronouns
Pronoun proper S
Quasi-pronoun S
Numerals
Titular numeral S
Cardinal numeral P
Ordinal numeral P
Pre-numeral S
Post-numeral S
Classifiers
Unit classifier S
Metric classifier S
General classifier S
Verb classifier s
Determinatives
Positive determinative s
Interrogative determinative s
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A. GRAMMATICAL SIMILARITIES IN THE CAMBODIAN AND THAI USES OF 
SUBSTANTIVES
Substantives which have similar characteristics in Cambodian 
and Thai are described in this section. The criterion for deciding 
upon their similarities is the syntactic relationship between 
sub-classes of substantives in a noun construct in which noun (N), 
cardinal/ordinal numeral with or without classifier (Q), and 
determinative (D) occur in certain word-orders. Two patterns of 
word-order can be set up as a starting point for comparison.
G. Zf : N + Q
G. 9 s N + D
These basic patterns occur commonly in both languages. 
Sub-classes of substantives reveal their similar or different 
characteristics in these patterns, and can be compared accordingly.
1. Mass Nouns
Mass nouns in Cambodian and Thai are nouns which can be 
counted only by units for measuring which are classified as 
metric classifiers *. The classifier is a necessity. There are 
two patterns in which mass nouns may occur with numerals and 
metric classifiers, depending on the type of numeral. Pattern G.Z^  
is now expanded to :
G. Zf.l : N + Nu + Cl
G. Zj.#2 : N + Cl + Nu.
* See A.10 below.
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The above two patterns will be realized for mass nouns as : 
G. ^.l.l : Mas N + Car Nu + Met Cl
Cambodian //sko : bYy ni:el//
(sugar— three— pound)
//tmk pi:
(water— two--glass)
Thai /namta;n sa:m po:n/
(sugar--three— pound)
/ndc: m so:r) k£:w/
(water--two--glass)
' three pounds of sugar
'two glasses of water’
three pounds of sugar’
'two glasses of water
G. 4-2.1 s Mas N + Met Cl + Ord Nu
Cambodian / ba:y ca:n ti:-pi:/ * 'the second plate of rice'
(rice— plate— second)
//sra: do:p ti:-mu:ey/ 'the first bottle of liquor' 
(liquor— bottle— first)
Thai /khcx:w c a m  thi:-so:q/ 'the second plate of rice'
(rice— plate--second)
/sura: khuet thl:-nraq/ 'the first bottle of liquor'
(liquor— bottle— first)
Since metric classifiers are units for measurement, a mass
noun can occur with more than one classifier, and each classifier
in use is then a reference to the measuring unit for the noun.
* The hyphen is used in the transcription to separate the components 
of a compound, or the components of a single lexical item that 
would otherwise be ambiguous.
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Cambodian / tmk-toce pi: ps:iQ// ’two cups of tea1
(tea--two--cup)
//trok-tae mu:ey pan/" 'a pot of tea’
(tea— one— pot)
y/tmk-’-tge bvy somrap/ 'three sets of tea-things’
(tea— three--set)
Thai /khd:w s3:q. ca:n/ ’two plates of rice’
(rice--two— plate)
/khd:w sd:m kilo:/ 'three kilograms of rice1
(rice--three--kilogramme)
/khd.: w si: kresd:p/ 'four sacks of rice'
(rice— four— sack)
2. Fused Nouns I
Fused nouns are nouns which have the same forms as their 
classifiers* In other words, fused nouns are used as their own
classifiers. In the counting process they can occur singly with
numerals so that there may be no apparent head to the noun
construct. Fused nouns can be classified from the lexical point 
of view into two groups :
(i) Time, place and currency nouns,
(ii) General fused nouns.
Nouns in the first group behave similarly in the Cambodian 
and Thai languages, and are here referred to as 'Fused Nouns I'. 
The patterns, in terms of which their behaviour is analysed, are
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not, however, always in a one to one correspondence. (See the 
pattern G. 4-4 below).
General fused nouns occur in Thai only and so are separately 
dealt with under the heading 'Fused Nouns II1 in B.2 below.
The patterns of fused nouns I with quantifiers are as 
follows :
G. 4.3 s Nu + N 
viz. G. 4*3-1 : Car Nu + Fus N^
and G. 4.4 : N + Nu
viz. G. 4.4.I : Fus N^ + Ord Nu
It is in the latter pattern that the scope of similarity 
is put of balance, the limitations in Thai applying strictly to 
Fus N^, whereas, in Cambodian, Per N may conform to this pattern, 
i.e.,G, 4*4*1) and Com N too (found under G. 4.4.4 in B.l below). 
Lexically, moreover, this particular pattern will be, on the 
whole, inappropriate for currency nouns and therefore no examples 
will be given.
Pattern
G. 4*3*1 : Car Nu + Fus N^
Time nouns
Cambodian /'pram chnam/ 'five years'
/'pi: maoq/ 'two hours'
Thai /si: pi:/ 'four years'
/sd:m chuamo:r\/ 'three hours'
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Place nouns
Cambodian /"bvy prate;s/
/mro:y-mu:ey neeko : // 
Thai /sa:m preth£:t/
/r5-:y-?et nekho ;n/ 
Currency nouns 
Cambodian /mpoen riel/'
/ha:sxp kak/
Thai /phan bd:t/
/hd:-sip seta\r\/
’three countries1
’one hundred and one cities'
’three countries'
’one hundred and one cities'
'a thousand riels’ 
'fifty cents’
'a thousand bahts’ 
’fifty satangs*
Pattern
Time nouns
G. if.^ -.l * Fus N_ + Ord Nu1
Cambodian y/khae ti : -bvy/ *
Thai
//thqay ti:-buen/
/dxnen thi:-s&:m/ * 
/wan thi: cet/
'the third month' 
'the fourth day’ 
'the third month1 
’the seventh day’
* The lunar months are also referred to as, for example,
/khae bvy/' and /dman s5c:m/ ’month three’ , where the pattern is 
N + Tit Nu (see Section A. 6 below). Thai has specific forms
for ’first’ /?&:y/, and ’second’ /yi:/ in this set of titular 
numerals, viz. /dmon ^aty/ ’the first month’, /dmen yii/ ’the 
second month’.
lOZf
Place nouns
Cambodian //phu:m tis-musey/'' ’the first village’
Thai
y/khcxet ti: -bYy/
/mil: "bd.: n th£: -h&: /
’the third province
’the fifth village’
/cocrjwoEt this-si':/ ’the fourth village'
3. Non-Concrete Nouns
Non-concrete nouns are nouns which do not normally occur in
counting sequences. Some of them are compounds, one component of 
which is a verb, others are abstract nouns borrowed from Sanskritic 
languages. In Cambodian some infixed and prefixed forms are non­
concrete nouns. Should a numeral occur with a non-concrete noun 
and a classifier of one type or another be needed, the classifier 
that can occur is either //baep/', /b£:p/ ’type’ or //prephe: 
/preph&:t/, ’kind’, which are classified as general
classifiers, occurring with any noun.
Pattern G. Zf.1.2 : Noc N + Car Nu + Gen Cl
Cambodian //seckdvy-tuk pi: baep/^ ’two types of suffering’
In Thai the pattern G. Zf.2.2 : Noc N + Gen Cl + Ord Nu 
is also possible, i.e.,
Thai
/'kcx.i -rues-nvu craen yoLix]// ’many kinds of living 
/khwa:m-r&k sSJ:*] b£:p/ ’two types of love’
/ka:n-thamna:n s5:q yoi:rj/ ’two kinds of working
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/khwa i m-khit yai]g r£:k/ 'the first thought1
/ka:n-predlt be:p thi:-so:iQ/ 'the second type of
invention'
In Cambodian the usual pattern is G. 2 * Noc N + Ord Nu,
i.e.,
Cambodian ^ kumnmt tir-pi:/" 'the second idea'
/ seckdYy-snaehai ti:-mu:ey,/ 'the first love'
Pronouns Proper 
Pronouns proper can be substituted for nouns, in the 
second reference, as shown in the examples below :
Cambodian ^losk ihhiq khpom yv :iq kuit tvu le:r] kompoit rtcr: te://
'You and I, shall we plan to visit Kampot?'
/nvu voet phnum mi:en ?vvy khlah^
'What do they have in Wat Phnom?1
Thai /khocw wa: pi: ni: *?a:kd:t ce na:w/
'They say that the weather will be cold this year.'
/sme man khd:t/
'The blouse (ijb) is torn.'
5. Quasi-Pronouns
Quasi-pronouns may be normally substituted for personal 
nouns, and are used for first person as well as second person in 
direct conversation. In both languages, the terms which can be 
used to refer to first, second and third persons involve not only 
words defined as pronouns but also words which, in strict analysis,
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must be defined as nouns and not as pronouns. However, when a noun 
is used to refer to the first or second person, since it is no 
longer merely a noun, it will be classified as a quasi-pronoun.
Nouns are found to occur as quasi-pronouns in,or in combination with 
each of the following categories
(i) Kinship terms
(ii) Titles and names
(iii) Military ranks and the titles of ranks of the nobility
(iv) Terms connected with occupations or positions a person
holds.
Cambodian / misq slo: somlo: ?vvy te:/ 'What are you cooking
auntie?1
/ mi:q slo: somlo: mcu:/ 'I_ am making some curry.'
The word/mi:*}/ 'aunt' is used in both sentences for second 
and first person pronouns, respectively.
Thai /phi: tham ?8rcxy khd*?/ 'What are you doing,
-elder sister?'
/phi: kamlaq du: n&q sin:/ 'I_ am revising my lesson.
The word /phi:/ 'elder sibling' is used in both sentences for
second and first person pronouns, respectively. Other examples are
Cambodian / loik kru: sok sopba:y ci:e te:/
'How are you, teacher?'
/ba:t khjiom sok sopba:y do:c thoomeda:/
'1 am well as usual.'
/ coh lo:k me: phu:m/
'And you (chief of the village)?1
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Thai /?g:ca:n pay n8cy ma: khr&p/
'Where have you been, teacher? 1
/khru: pay th£: hoij-ssmut kla:r) c&h/
'I_ went to the Central library. 1
6. Titular Numerals
A titular numeral is a numeral* which is not used for the 
work of counting at all, viz. the numeral which serves as a perma­
nent attributive or fixed designation to a noun. It always occurs 
with an absence of classifiers. The usage seems to be determined 
by the acceptance of a numeral as an attributive, of an established 
numerical sum or numerical sequence, which may or may not be quite 
arbitrary.
Pattern G. ^.4-3 ; N + Tit Nu
Cambodian /maoq pram-mu:8y/
/'leik saim- svp^
Thai
/khae bvy/ 
/dmon ?&:y/ 
/hSr] s3t:m-slp/ 
/le:k kdiw/
1 six o 1 clock* 
'number thirty' 
'month three* 
'month one* 
'room thirty* 
'number nine'
The above may be presumed to be derived from an established 
numerical sequence and are therefore akin to ordinal numerals.*
* See Section C.2 for the description of cardinal and ordinal 
numerals.
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Cambodian /ki:athoc: poen/
/ /syI pram/" 
/meek buan/
Thai /tha:t si:/
/sX:n h&: /
/kha:tha: phan/
•the thousand stanzas (i.e., 
the Vessantara Jataka)'
'the five precepts1
1 the four ways to 
enlightenment1
'the four elements’
’the five precepts’
'the thousand stanzas (i.e., 
-the Vessantara Jataka)'
The above sets of examples may be presumed to be derived 
from well-known contexts containing a recognized sum of members : 
the numerals are thus akin to cardinal numbers.
Remark : In modern standard Thai, numerals are found to occur
without the accompanying classifiers in one type of construction, 
the word order of which is variant from the normal accepted pattern. 
Numerals occurring in such a construction can also be called 'titular 
numerals', and the pattern is G. if.3.2 : Tit Nu + N which resembles 
the pattern G. If.3 with the fused nouns. It seems to be the desire 
to form cliches, headlines or, perhaps, 'westernisms1 that determines 
the use of these numerals.
Pattern
Thai
G. ^.3.2 Tit Nu + N
/sSUrn thah&:n/
(three— serviceman)
/sip kewi:/
(ten— poet)
/si: dsruni:/
(four— girl)
/sa:m klv: hfte-khaq/
(three— pal— hard-head)
'Three Servicemen'
(a trade mark)
'Ten Poets'
(title of anthology)
'Four Girls' (Thai title 
-for 'Little Women1)
'The Three Stooges'
(a TV programme).
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7. Pre-Numerals
A pre-numeral is a word preceding a numeral in a quantifier 
construct, which, is a construction of words with quantity 
expressions. The quantifier, to he designated as Q, occurs as 
a noun modifier. The pre-numeral precedes the numeral and so 
initiates the quantifier.
Cambodian /menus tseq pi: neek/ !both men’
(person— all— two— person)
,/prak ci: er) ro : y risl/ 'more than one hundred riels'
(money— more--a hundred— riel)
Thai /premq:n s&:m wan/
(about--three— day)
'about three days'
/krodcut s&k ha: phs:n/ 'about five sheets of paper' 
(paper— about— five— sheet)
8. Post-Numerals
A post-numeral occurs in the final position of a quantifier 
construct. It has a lexical reference to quantity.
Cambodian /ko:n-svs dop nsek tsenla:y/ 'all ten students'
(student-ten-person— all)
y/sompuet bvy me:t phla:y/
(cloth— three*— metre— over)
/ndck-rion sip khon thawnan/
(student--ten— person— only)
/phd: sa:m m6:t se:t/
(cloth— three*— metre— over)
'over three metres of 
cloth'
'only ten students'
'over three metres of 
cloth'
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9. Unit Classifiers
A unit classifier is a classifier which has a reference to
the unit of counting for each item, for each human being, each 
creature, etc. It is not necessarily true that a lexical relation­
ship exists between the noun and the unit classifier that is used 
in counting it. The only certain fact is that collocation plays 
an important r&le. In many cases a feature that is characteristic 
for certain items may easily be noticed as a plausible ground for 
counting them by reference to this feature. In some cases the 
early stage of a relationship can be traced back and a lexical or 
characteristic relationship be thus explained^ in others it remains 
obscure.
Plausible classifiers :
Cambodian /ce:k bu:en day/ 'four hands of bananas'
(banana— four— hand)
/daem-chv: ponmam daom/ 'how many trees 
(tree--how many— trunk)
Thai /klCLoy si: wi :/ 'four hands of bananas'
(banana— -four— comb)
/tonm&y ki: tSn/ 'how many trees
(tree— how many— trunk)
Problematical classifiers :
Cambodian /^akso: dop tu:e/
(writing— ten— body)
'ten letters of alphabet
Ill
Cambodian ,/haet bvy proka:// ’three causes’
(cause--three— item)
Thai /?akso:n sip tue/ ’ten letters of alphabet’
(writing— ben— body)
/he : t sclt:m preka:n/ ’three causes’
(cause— three— item)
10. Metric Classifiers
A metric classifier is a classifier which has a certain 
relationship with the noun head-word it modifies. This relation­
ship can roughly be stated in terms of lexical reference to
(i) the sets or groups of items
(ii) the manner of presentation of the item or items
(iii) the quantity or the measurement of the item by a fixed
unit or number or container.
Cambodian ^/domrvy pi: vo\r\//
(elephant— two — herd)
y/trYy dop trenaot//
(fish— ten— skewer)
//kumpi: prampurl khsae//
(holy manuskript--seven—  
string)
/^oqko: pi: kajjrori/''
(husked rice— two~-sack)
’two herds of elephants’
’ten skewers of fish’
’seven bundles of holy 
manuscript'
'two sacks of husked rice’
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Thai /cYi&tr) khl$:ip/ 'two herds of elephants’
(elephant— two— herd)
/pla: sip mdy/ 'ten skewers of fish'
(fish— ten--skewer)
/khamphi: cet phd:k/ 'seven bundles of holy
(holy manuscript— seven—  manuscript*
tie)
/khSUw s25si] kreso:p/ 'two sacks of rice'
(rice— two— sack)
11. General Classifiers
General classifiers are classifiers which can occur with 
any type of noun when accompanied by numerals or determinatives. 
The following are general classifiers in Cambodian and Thai : 
//prophe:t// /praphe:t/
/baep/ /b£: p/
/ / y u ' - r ) / /  / y ^ t q /
/chenit/
Cambodian ,/kumpi: pi: prophe:t,/ 'two types of manuscripts
/^okso:sa:t preph§:t nih^ 'this type of literature'
/'pakka: yaiq nlYi// 'this kind of pen*
Thai /khamphi: s3:q prephe:t/ '*two types of manuskript'
/wannakhedi: prephe:t ni:/ 'this type of literature'
/pd:kka: yd: 13 ni:/ 'this kind of pen'
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12, Verb Classifiers
Verb classifiers are classifiers which, occur with verbs
as heads. Some verb classifiers are phonaesthetic words imitating
the noise or movement caused by the verbs in action. They will be
discussed again under Section A,11 of Chapter VIII on predicatives
where verb classifiers are used as modifiers to verbs.
Cambodian /hiiyizey pi: mpjrt/ 'speak two words'
(speak— two— mouth)
/mYil bvy co"$// 'read three times'
(read— three— through to the ~
end)
Thai /phfL:t s3 :r3 kham/ 'speak two words'
(speak--two— word)
/*?d:n s3t:m cop/ 'read three times'
(read— three— through to the ~
end)
13- Positive Determinatives
Positive determinatives are words which normally mark the 
end of a noun construct. In Cambodian, //n±la// 'this', //nuYi// ’that', 
//‘lae-tlet// 'other', /'khlah,/ 'some' and /'nvip/ 'this' are positive - 
determinatives. In Thai, there are three terms the tone of which 
can be either high tone : /n£:/ 'this', /nan/ 'that' and /no:n/ 
'over there' j or falling tone : /ni:/, /n&n/, /no:n/ with no 
changes in the meaning. The high-tone set of words, to be desig­
nated as Hig D, is chosen when speakers employ classifiers. The
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falling-tone set of words, to be designated as Fal D, is used 
when there is no classifier. Thus, the pattern G. 5 * N + D 
as described in Section A. above is developed into the pattern 
G. 5*1 : N + Pos D for the non-tonal Cambodian only, whilst in 
Thai, for the distinction of tone in determinatives, two patterns 
have to be developed, i.e. pattern G. 5*1-1 : N + Cl + Hig D 
and pattern G. 5-1-2 : N + Fal D.
When fused nouns and non-concrete nouns are heads of the 
construction, Hig D can occur without the classifier, and hence 
another pattern G. 5-1-5 : Fus N/Noc N + Hig D for Thai only. 
Cambodian
Pattern G. 5-1 * N + Pos D
//to)s. nih// 'this table'
,/sela:*»rien mih/' 
/'menus ?ae-tiet//
'that school'
'other people
Thai
Pattern G. 5-1-1 : N + Cl + Hig D
/t6? tue ni:/ 
/bd:n lag n&n/ 
/bie ksjwno:n/
'this table'
'the glass of beer over there
'that house'
Pattern G. 5.1.2 : N + Fal D
/t6? ni:/ 'this table*
/ba:n nan/ 
/bie no in/ 'the beer over there
'that house'
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Thai
Pattern G .5-1.5 : Fus N/Nod N + Hig D
/pi: ni:/ Tthis year1
/r<£:n n&n/ 1 that shopf
/rh:p ni:/ ’this picture’
/khwa: m-khi : t ndn/ ’that idea’
lZf. Interrogative Determinatives
Interrogative determinatives are interrogative words and
complexes which occur in the same position as the positive
determinatives previously described.
Cambodian /^sievphvu nq: -muey l^o: mv.l/
’Which book is interesting?’
,/neek tuk robos knorj tu: x i q l i / /
’In which copboard do you keep the thing?’
Thai /n^qsra: lem n&y n&:-s5ncay/
’Which book is interesting?'
/khun ?aw kho:q say way nay tft: nay/
’In which cupboard do you keep the thing? 1
Interrogative determinatives in Thai can occur with or
without classifiers.
Thai /sure tue nay kha:t/
’Which shirt is torn?1
/srae nay kha:t/
’Which shirt is torn?'
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Bd GRAMMATICAL DIFFERENCES IN THE CAMBODIAN AND THAI USES OF 
SUBSTANTIVES
There are two sub-classes of substantives to be discussed 
in this section, namely, common nouns and fused nouns II. Common 
nouns occur in both Cambodian and Thai, but their characteristics 
in each language are not similar. Fused nouns II are established 
only in Thai.
1. Common Nouns
In general, the functions of common nouns in Cambodian and
Thai are very similar with regard to their occurrence as heads of
noun constructs which can function as subjects or objects of verbs.
They can be modified by other nouns, adjectival verbs, quantifiers
or determinatives. Common nouns are the majority of nouns in
Cambodian and Thai. It is the way of using classifiers, which
modify common nouns, that points out the differences existing
between Cambodian common nouns and Thai common nouns* In the
counting process, Cambodian common nouns can occur with numerals
alone without accompanying classifiers. They can, however, also
occur with unit classifiers, metric classifiers and general
classifiers especially in an elegant style of writing and formal
2 6
speech (Jacob 1965, pp. 1^8-12f9) • Thai common nouns cannot occur 
with numerals alone, they must be accompanied by classifiers of 
one type or anotherj the unit classifiers are the most common ones.
Cambodian 
Pattern G 
G
Pattern G
Thai
Pattern G
Pattern G
if.if : N +
A.if.if : Com N +
//siavphvu pi:^
(book— two)
//cipcion bvy//
(ring--three)
if.if.3 : Com N +
//'k.o: tir-muiey/'
(ox— first)
/ roteh-phlxip ti:-pi:/r 
(train— second)
if.1.3 : Com N + Car Nu-
/ndrjsra*. so lem/
(book--two— Cl)
/wS i n sa:m worj/
(ring— three— Cl)
. 2.3 s Com N + Uni Cl
/wue tue thi:-nmr)/
(ox--Cl— first)
/r6t-fay krebuon thi:-so:q/ 
(train— Cl— second)
Nu
Car Nu
Ord Nu
’two books’
'three rings’
’the first ox' 
'the second train
+ Uni Cl 
’two books'
'three rings'
+ Ord Nu 
’the first ox’
'the second train
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2. Fused Nouns II
Fused nouns II are the Thai general fused nouns which 
occur as their own classifiers. Basically, they behave like other 
nouns, occurring in such patterns with numerals and classifiers 
as G. Zf.l and G. if.2. As the noun and the classifier are of 
the same form, one in each pattern is deleted, and the patterns 
are therefore changed into G. L\.m3 and G. 4-^ respectively.
Thai
Pattern G..2f.l : N + Nu + Cl
/rft:p so: 13 rh:p/ 
(picture— two— picture)
G. k.3 Nu + N
/pha:s&: la:y pha:sa:/
(language — many— language)
G. : Car Nu + Fus N^
/s5:iq rh:p/ 'two pictures'
(two— picture)
/la:y pha: s&; / 'many languages' 
(many— language)
Pattern G. l±.2 : N + Cl + Nu -- » G. Zf.Zf Nu
/prethe:t prethe:t r£:k/
(country— country— first)
/nd: nd: thii-so:^/
(page— page— second)
G. Zf.if.6 : Fus N^ + Ord Nu
/prothe:t r£:k/ 'the first country' 
(country--first)
/nd: thi:-so:]g/ 'the second page' 
(page— second)
In Cambodian, fused nouns, other than time, currency and 
place nouns, need not be set up because all nouns grouped together 
as common nouns conform to the same patterns, viz. G. and
G.
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C. PARTIALLY SIMILAR CLASSES OF SUBSTANTIVES
The comparison of personal nouns, cardinal and ordinal
numerals in Cambodian and Thai shows that these corresponding 
classes are partially similar.
with reference to human beings in counting sequences in Cambodian 
as well as in Thai. However, the choice of a classifier for use 
with a personal noun is a rather a conditioned one, since such a 
classifier often has reference to the social or religious status 
of the person referred to by the noun. The patterns for personal 
nouns occurring with quantifiers in Thai are G . Zf.l and G. ^.2, 
and in Cambodian the patterns are G. /+.1 and G.
Pattern G. /f.l : N + Nu + Cl
1. Personal Nouns
Personal nouns are mostly accompanied by unit classifiers
G. Z|..l./|. : Per N + Car Nu + Uni Cl
Cambodian /"menus bu:en neek/' 
(person— four— Cl)
'four men'
/^ phikkho? bu:en preeh^or)/ 'four monks' 
(monk— four— Cl)
Thai /chq: y soc:m khon/ 
(man— three— Cl)
'three men
/phiksd? sa:m ru:p/ 
(monk-«three-~Cl)
-~#i ..........
'three monks'
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Pattern G. If . 2 : N + Cl + Nu
G. 2f.2.Zf : Per N + Uni Cl + Ord Nu
Thai / 1€lik khon thi:-cet/ 1 the seventh child'
(child— Cl— seventh)
/kasat ?o]q thi:-k&:w/ 'the ninth king1'
(king— Cl— ninth)
Pattern G. if,If : N + Nu
G, Af*£f,7 • Per N + Ord Nu
Cambodian //\lo in ti:-prampml^ 'the seventh child’
(child— seventh)
// sdac ti: -pram=bu: 9n/ 'the ninth king'
(king— ninth)
The comparison of patterns G, if, 2.if with G, if, if,7 
reveals a distinctive characteristic of Thai personal nouns in 
contrast to those in Cambodian, Cambodian personal nouns 
occurring with ordinal numerals need no classifier, whereas 
Thai personal nouns always need the appropriate classifiers. 
Furthermore, in Cambodian, in a colloquial style of speech, 
the few appropriate unit classifiers which may occur with 
personal nouns as illustrated above can be omitted, and the nouns 
thus resemble common nouns which are discussed in B.l above,
2, Cardinal and Ordinal Numerals
It may be seen from the discussion of different types of 
nouns above that numerals occur in many patterns with classifiers,
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and that there are differences of word-order in which those 
numerals occur in the two languages* With the exception of 
pattern G. the sequence noun and quantifier ( N + Q )
is common to the two languages and should he emphasized, as the 
fundamental similarity between the uses of numerals for counting 
processes in Cambodian and Thai. Nevertheless, the quantifier 
complexes ( Q ) in Cambodian and Thai are different due to the 
presence of classifiers. The classifiers appear to be more 
essential in Thai than in Cambodian and are used as criteria 
for classifying numerals into cardinal and ordinal numerals. 
Cambodian also recognizes two types of numerals in counting : 
cardinal and ordinal. The difference between the two exists 
solely in the presence of a key-word /t±:/ in the Cambodian 
ordinals as against the absence of same in their cardinals.
From the point of view of word-order, moreover, the Thai differen­
tiates between a numeral preceding the classifier (i.e., a cardinal) 
and the one following the classifier (i.e.,an ordinal) whereas 
the Cambodian does not, since only their cardinals can occur with 
classifiers. The two classes of Cambodian numerals are thus 
recognized here only for the purposes of lexical comparison to be 
dealt with in the next chapter. In an elevated, style of writing 
or careful speech, or in measuring or counting items, Cambodian 
cardinal numerals may be used with classifiers, and the relationship
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between classifiers and cardinal numerals then follows the Thai
pattern : N + Car Nu + Cl, as shown in the following examples 
where the basic meaning of each classifier is given for comparison,
Cambodian
^phteeh pram khno:r)/f 
(house— five— back.)
y/cipcien pi: vuqi)^
(ring— two— circle)
//domrvy mro : y khsae^
(elephant— one 
hundred— rope)
Thai
/bd:n h&: l$r)/ 
(house~-five— back)
/w£:n s5:i] woq/ 
(ring— two--circle)
/ch<£: 13 v6 : y chmek/
(elephant— one 
hundred--rope)
English equivalent
1five houses’
1 txvro rings’
’one hundred 
elephants’
/ ni:eleka: bvy phtseh^ /na:lika: s2t:m rxuon/ ’three watches’
(watch--three— house) (watch— three— house)
Cardinal numerals
A cardinal numeral is a word used in counting. It follows 
a noun or a verb in a noun construct or a verb construct. Should 
a classifier be present, which it always is in Thai, it follows 
the cardinal numeral, i.e., Car Nu + Cl.
The difficulty in arranging items in comparable sets lies 
here in the existence of a small subset, in Thai, consisting of 
two words only, viz. /nmrj/ or /nxnr)/ 'one, a’ and /diew/ 
’single, sole’, the word-order of which demands that its two 
members follow the classifier* The resultant pattern coincides 
with that for all ordinal numerals in Thai, viz. the G. A*2 choice
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of patterns. In this thesis, for the sake of economy of terms 
and to reinforce the general similarity, it should be understood 
that Ord Nu as a designation will always include the two members 
of the exceptional sub-class of Car Nu too.
Ordinal numerals
The form of an ordinal numeral is different from the 
cardinal one by the addition of a marker //t±i/f in Cambodian and 
a marker /thi:/ in Thai. However, the grammatical class of the 
numerals as such remains the same (i.e. both cardinal and .ordinal 
numerals are substantives) and their function (i.e. as attributive 
of a head noun in a noun construct : N + Q ) also remains the same 
for both classes in both languages., It needs only to be noted 
here that the two classes are analysed predominantly from the 
lexical point of view with the addition of the use of classifiers 
and word-order in which they occur in Thai. The classification of 
quantitative words, as discussed in Section C. of Chapter VII on 
numerals, clarifies these points. Thus, /craen/ and /la:y/ ’many1, 
or //w^\// and /th&k/ ’each, every’ are, lexically, exclusively 
cardinal numerals and therefore may not be marked by /'ti:/' or 
/ thl:/ respectively. Conversely, /*?aek/and /?e:k/ ’first’, or 
/sdt~th&:y/ ’last’, are lexically, exclusively ordinal numbers, 
and therefore need no marker to make them distinct.
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D„ COMPARISON OP PATTERNS OF NOUN CONSTRUCTS
Words classified as substantives have been categorized 
and compared in the previous sections of this chapter to show 
the characteristics of each class or sub-class. In the majority 
of cases, substantives in Cambodian and Thai show a close 
similarity. Where there is a distinct difference between certain 
classes or sub-classes, this is due only to the use of a class, the 
classifies in the two languages. In this section the patterns of 
word-order in noun constructs in both languages will be compared 
so as to bring out the syntactical similarities and differences 
more prominently.
The heads of noun constructs in both languages are normally 
nouns or pronouns, although other classes of substantives can 
occur as heads of noun constructs in second reference. A noun 
which occurs as the head of a noun construct may be modified by 
any or all other substantivesj it may be at the same time modified 
by an adjectival verb,* a modifier construct,** and/or a down­
graded sentence. It is not uncommon to find such extensive noun 
constructs in Cambodian and Thai. However, for the benefit of 
the comparison, patterns of noun constructs which will be cosidered 
in this section include only substantives and adjectival verbs 
because they occur in fairly regular patterns. The downgraded
* ' See Section Viil.A.5.
** See Section VIII.C.
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sentences are excluded, by the fact that their structure can be 
very extensive and complicated and that their position in relation 
with the noun-head is not fixed$ and, in many cases, it is hard 
to tell whether the downgraded sentence in question is a modifier 
to the head or to the whole noun-construct.
1. Expansion of Members of Noun Constructs
Members of a noun construct can be grouped under four 
categories thus :
(i) Nouns and/or pronouns, represented by N,
(ii) Quantifiers, represented by Q, and are cardinal/ordinal 
numerals, or numerals and classifiers,
(iii)Adjectival verbs, represented by A,
(iv) Determinatives, represented by D.
Each member may be expanded and become complex, but it still 
occurs in the same position as it would before expanding* The 
possible expansions of the members of the noun constructs are 
given below*
N Nouns and/or pronouns can be any of the following ;~
N = a noun, a pronoun, a compound noun,* or an. 
elaboration of nouns,*
* See the definition and examples in Chapters XI, XII and XIV.
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N-N = a sequence of N ’s with or without nominal linkers,*
N~N = an N modified by another N,
N~Pr = an H modified by a pronoun,
Q Quantifiers can be any of the following 
Nu = a numeral,
Nu-Gl = a numeral and a classifier,
Cl-Nu = a classifier and a numeral,
Nu, Nu~Cl, Cl-Nu ; preceded by a pre-numeral, or followed by
a post-numeral, or preceded by one pre­
numeral as well as followed by one post­
numeral •
A Adjectival verbs can be any of the following
A = an adjectival verb, a compound adjectival verb, or
an elaboration of adjectival verbs,
Cl-A ?= a classifier and an A,
P-A = a particle** and an A.
D Determinatives can be any of the following :- 
D = a Hig D, Fal D, or Int D,
Cl-Hig D = a classifier and a Hig D.
* ’The characteristics of the (nominal linker) class are that 
its members always occur between two nouns and that they are 
unstressed,1 (Panupong 1970, p,l63)0
**A particle that can occur in this position is the particle /do:/' 
only.
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The noun constructs in Cambodian and Thai ax*e built up by 
the combination of some or all of the above mentioned members,i.e. , 
N, Q, A, D. The patterns of two, three and four members can be 
compared and exemplified in the following sections.
2. Two-Member Noun Constructs
The patterns of nouns with quantifiers : N + Q, and nouns 
with determinatives : N + D, have been exemplified in Sections A 
and B of this chapter. The pattern of nouns with adjectival verbs
can at this point be set up as
G. 6 : N -i- Ac
Noun constructs with two members (of the four possible
members N, Q, A, D) occur similarly in Cambodian and Thai, and 
this is especially clear if one limits the comparison to a higher 
level of generality for the members. At a lower level, i.e., 
when one examines the sub-classes, one finds many patterns which 
occur only in one language and not in the other. The comparison 
of these patterns can be demonstrated by means of the following 
three tables, in order to bring out clearly the similarities and 
differences
Table IV Patterns of nouns with quantifiers
Table V Patterns of nouns with determinatives
Table VI Patterns of nouns with adjectival verbs.
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TABLE IV
PATTERNS OF NOUNS WITH QUANTIFIERS
Patterns Occurrence 
in Cambodian
Occurrence 
in Thai
G. N + Q Yes Yes
G. 4.1 N + Nu + Cl Yes Yes
G. 4-1.1 Mas N + Car Nu + Met Cl Yes Yes
G. 4.1.2 Noc N + Car Nu + Gen Cl Yes Yes
G. 4.1*3 Com N + Car Nu + Uni Cl [Yes]* Yes
G. 4*1.4 Per N + Car Nu + Uni Cl Yes Yes
G. 4.2 N + Cl + Nu Yes Yes
G* j^* ^ 2 ^ ■* Mas N + Met Cl + Ord Nu Yes Yes
G. 4.2.2 Noc N + Gen Cl + Ord Nu No Yes
G. 4.2.3 Com N + Uni Cl + Ord Nu No Yes
G. 4.2.4 Per N + Uni Cl + Ord Nu No Yes
G. 4.3 Nu + N Yes Yes
G. 4*3.1 Car Nu + Fus Ni Yes Yes
G* 4.3.2 Tit Nu N No Yes
G. 4.3.3 Car Nu + Fus N2 No Yes
G. 4.4 N + Nu Yes Yes
G. 4.4.1 Fus Ni Ord Nu Yes Yes
G. 4.4.2 Noc N Ord Nu Yes No
G. 4*4.3 N + Tit Nu Yes Yes
G. 4.4.4 Com N + Car Nu Yes No
G. 4*4.3 Com N + Ord Nu Yes No
G* 4* 4* ^ Fus W2
+ Ord Nu No Yes
G. 4.4*7 Per N + Ord Nu Yes No
*
The Cambodian pattern is borrowed from Thai as mentioned in 
Section C.2 above.
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TABLE V
PATTERNS OF NOUNS WITH DETERMINATIVES
Patterns
Occurrence 
in Cambodian
Occurrence 
in Thai
G. 5 N + D Yes Yes
G. 5.1 N + Pos D Yes Yes
G. 5.1.1 N + Cl + Hig D [Yes] Yes
G. 5.1.2 N + Fal D No Yes
G. 5.1.3 Fus N/Noc N + Hig D No Yes
G. 5.2 N Int D Yes Yes
G. 5.2.1 N + Cl + Int D No Yes
The pattern G. 5.1.1 is not generally accepted in 
Cambodian, however, an example is found in a modern novel written 
in 1955 ;
Cambodian ^cipcion vuoq nih// 'this ring'
(ring— Cl— ■this) , „ _ 0 _ * 27*
(Bondol kon pa,Vol.2?p.35) ,
Another example is found in a collection of Cambodian
fables and legends published in 1968 :
Cambodian ^sdac *?or) nih^ 'this king1
(king— Cl— this) 2g
(Prachum roeung preng Khmer ..1968)
* The title of a novel or article from which the examples are
extracted Is given here with or without the reference page number(s)
the detail publication reference is listed in the Bibliography•at 
the end of this thesis.
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TABLE VI
PATTERNS 0E NOUNS WITH ADJECTIVAL VERBS
Patterns
Occurrence 
in Cambodian
Occurrence 
in Thai
G. 6 : N + A Yes Yes
G. 6.1 : N + Cl + A Yes Yes
G. 6.2 : N + P + A Yes No
The only classifier that occurs in pattern G. 6.1 in 
Cambodian is the general classifier in Thai the classifier
must be appropriate to the head-noun it modifies.
The patterns of nouns with adjectival verbs are exemplified 
here since they have just been introduced, in the above table, in 
order to demonstrate their uses :
Pattern G. 6 : N + A
Cambodian //somle:r) pitrueh/' ’the beautiful voice’
(voice— beautiful to hear)
/ireborb tumnvip^ 'the modern system’
(system— modern)
Thai /sieiQ proh/ 'the beautiful * voice’
(voice-— beautiful to hear)
/rebop may/ ’the modern system’
(system--new,modern)
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Pattern G. 6.1 : N + Cl + A
Cambodian //vvx^ x) ya:iQ ve'Jq/ * the long story'
(story— Cl— long)
//sroot yasr) thorn// ’the big temple1
(temple— Cl— big)
/krepaw bay yay/ ’the big suit-case1
(suit-case--Cl— big)
/ceidi: 0^13 l£k/ 'the small pagoda1
(pagoda— Cl— small)
6.2 : N + P + A
^/phtseh do: vlcYt// 'the beautiful house'
(house--P— beautiful)
,/poriyaika:s do: saoksau// 'the sad atmosphere'
(atmosphere--P--sad)
3. Three-Member Noun Constructs
The various combination of patterns G. Zf» G. 3 and G. 6 
are possible in both languages and the result is a wide range of 
patterns of three-member and four-member noun constructs. The 
three-member ones are given below with examples :
Pattern G. 7 N + Q + A (result of G. k + 6 . 6)
Pattern G. 8 N + A + Q (result of G . 6 + G. if)
Pattern G. 9 N + Q + D (result of G. k + G. 5)
Pattern G. 10 N + D + Q (result of G. 5 + G. 4)
Pattern G. 11 N + A + D (result of G. 6 + G. 5)
Thai
Pattern G. 
Cambodian
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The combination of patterns G. 3 and G. 6 (i.e. N + D + A)
does not result in a noun construct but always in a sentence*
Hence, it is outside the boundary of our consideration in this
chapter. Examples of noun constructs of patterns G. 7 to G. 11
are given below :
Pattern G. 7 : N + Q + A
Cambodian //sombot mu:ey chbap ya:r] veiq/
(letter— one— copy— Cl— long)
’one long letter’
/'domrvy musey ya:rj thorn,/
(elephant— one— Cl— big)
'one big elephant)
Thai /cotma:y chbap nunQ y<5t:w~ya:w/
(letter--Cl--one--very long)
’one very long letter1
/cludiY] chutek nutrj to:-to:/
(elephant--Cl--one— very big)
’One very big elephantt
Pattern G. 8 : N + A + Q
Cambodian ,/phtseh-chY: cumnum mu:ey,/
(wooden house— not old not new— one)
'one not-old-not-new house
,/roet-yuen toen-semay pi://
(car— modern— two)
’two modern cars’
Thai /dek num thar] so: 13/
(child--young— both-— two)
’two young boys'
/r6t-yon than-samay khan nmr)/ 
(car— modern— Cl— one)
'one modern car)
Pattern G. 9 : N + Q + D
Cambodian ,/tro:ko:l tear) pi: nih//
(family— both— two— this)
’these two families'
,/prak mphey rial rmh.//
(money— twenty— riel— that) 
’those twenty riels'
Thai /khro: p-khrua thdr) so:r] nan/
(family— both— two— that)
'those two families'
/rjvn. yl:-sip bd:t nl: / 
(money--twenty— baht--this) 
'these twenty bahts'
Pattern G. 10 ; N + D + Q
Cambodian ,/kammsako: nuh pi: neek/
(labourer— that— two— Cl)
'those two labourers’
/'phlae-chir: nih pram/'
(fruit— this— five)
'these five fruits'
13A
Thai /kamm0ko:n n&n so:r) khon/
(labourer— that— two— Cl)
’those two labourer1
/nak-rien khon n£: khon diew/
(pupil— Cl— this— Cl— one)
1 only this one pupil*
Pattern G. 11 : N + A + D
Cambodian /hiiJori: kramum muYi//
(girl— young— that)
'that young girl’
//v raei] komsot ^ae-tiet/'
(story— sad--other)
'other sad stories'
Thai /dek sa:w khon nan/
(child— young— Cl— that)
'that young girl'
/rmsiQ sotw rmeiQ n£:/
(story— sad— Cl— that)
'that sad story'
/f. Four-Member Noun Constructs
A noun construct in Cambodian and Thai may comprise all of 
the four members together. The order of occurrence is, however, 
limited to only three possible patterns in Cambodian and two in 
Thai. Thus patterns G. 12, G.13 and G. 1A can be found in 
Cambodian, whereas in Thai patterns G. 12 and G. 13 only occur.
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Pattern G. 12 : N + A + Q + D
Pattern G. 13 : N + A + D + Q
Pattern G. 11+ : N + Q + A D
The patterns N + Q + D + A and N + D + Q * A are also
possible but the resultant combinations are sentences. The pattern
N + D + A + Q  is impossible.
Pattern G. 12 : N + A + Q + D
Cambodian /lain to:c mu:ay nih/
(car—  small— one— this)
'this small car1
Thai /r6t l£k--s3:]g khan nan/
(car--small--two— Cl— that)
'those two small cars'
Pattern G. 13 • N + A + D + Q
Cambodian //ko:n-svs khno : y] -v*e: Y) nuh pi: neeh/
(student— lazy— that— two— Cl)
'those two lazy students'
Thai /nak-ka:n-mui0i3 na:-may n&n khon nwr]/
(politician--new-face—  that— Cl--one)
'that newcomer to politics'
Pattern G. 1^ : N + Q + A + D
Cambodian /raenus pi: neek sophi: ep-ri: ©psa: nuh//
(man— two— Cl— gentle--that)
'those two gentle men'
Thai Not found.
CHAPTER VII
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LEXICAL COMPARISON OE SUBSTANTIVES
Words classified as substantives in Cambodian and Thai are 
lexically compared in this chapter, sub-class by sub-class, in 
order to bring out explicitly the similarities and differences in 
the origins of words and lexical meanings in relation to their 
grammatical functions.
The method of using three parameters for lexical comparison 
is again applied here. The comparative study yields the following 
findings :
(i) As expected, the majority of words falls into Instance 3, 
namely, SG DO SL.
(ii) Second to Instance 3 is Instance 1, viz. SG SO SLj 
this is certainly the result of borrowing.
(iii) A moderate number of examples are found in Instance 2, 
viz. SG SO DL, in the comparison of nouns and pronouns.
(iv) Words which are left over from the comparison are put 
together under Instance Zj. : SG DO DL.
A. NOUNS
The class of nouns is big and still open in the sense that 
new nouns can be introduced into the language, and furthermore,most 
verbs can easily be used as nouns with or without a change in 
the forms. It is impractical, if not impossible, to compare the
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whole class of nouns in Cambodian and Thai (as may be done for 
some other classes) to find frequencies 6f occurrence in the 
various Instances set up in Chapter III and already applied to 
isolatives in Chapter V* Such a type of comparison would provide 
very little information. However, the wide range of noun class 
vocabulary does provide examples for all possibilities of Instance- 
occurrence in nouns, and will therefore scan the maximum of Instances 
to be found in any comparison.
The result given in Table VII below shows that of all sub­
classes of nouns only mass nouns are not found in Instance 2. In the 
list of relevant Instances that follows, a sample illustration of 
five examples will be provided for each Instance, where possible.
TABLE VII 
OCCURRENCES OF SUB-CLASSES OF NOUNS
Instance Common
Noun
Mass
Noun
Fused
Noun
Personal
Noun
Non-Concrete
Noun
1 Y Y Y Y Y
2 Y N Y Y Y
3 Y Y Y Y Y
k Y Y Y Y Y
Y=Occurrence, N=No occurrence
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1. Instance 1 : SG SO SL
Nouns which, can be assigned to this Instance code of 
comparison are second only to SG DO SL in frequency of occurrence* 
They are assumed to be loan-words from one to the other language, 
or else, loans from another common source, I.e. Sanskritic languages 
Chinese, French, English etc.
Common nouns
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/ / c D Y ) k . ± B X ) / / /tokieq/ lantern
// cremuh// /cemu:k/ nose
/mesloin/ /p&n-lom/ part of a roof
/  thoq/ / thftr)/ bag
/tok/ /tfi-v table
Mass nouns
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
,/kuyti: b y / / /kdeytlew/ noodle
/bi:ye:/, /lapye:// /bie/ beer
,/ka: ve: // /ka:fs:/ coffee
/sra:/ /sura:/ liquor
/ /^ C L X ld C L l // /?a: hoc: n/ food
Fused nouns
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/kap/ /kap/ one period of life 
a world
z / h a : Y } / / /hft:i]/ store, shop
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Cambodian 
//kha: y]//
/maoq/
Personal nouns 
Cambodian 
/ b a : twc]//
//oao//
//ti : ahi : an/ 
/phikkho?/
/phi: li 0*3/
Non-Concrete nouns 
Cambodian 
/ko mlarj/ 
/prayaoc/
/ k a : la^te: sa'?/
/kY 11 e ? y ue s/
/  so^ca^rYt/
Thai 
/kh&: x}/
/ chftemo :x}/
Thai 
/ f erdho/
/co:n/
/theh&: n/ 
/phiksu?/ 
/phi: l£er)/
Thai 
/kamlai]/ 
/pr©y3:t/
/ka: 1 6l$ this sofc?/ 
/kiettiySb/
/sutcerit/
2. Instance 2. : SG SO DL
English equivalent 
direction, side 
hour
English equivalent 
European, white man 
thief, armed bandit 
soldiers 
Buddhist monk 
nursemaid
English equivalent 
strength
advantage, benefit 
occasion, time and place 
honour, reputation 
honesty, good behaviour
Examples of Instance 2 are hardly found in the comparison 
of other word-classes; however, a good number of examples can be 
selected from nouns with the exception of mass nouns only.
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Common nouns
Cambodian Thai
//me: k/ 1 sky' /me:k/ * cloud*
// chnaot,/ ’lottery, poll1 /chend:t/ 'title-deed*
/rutenlu: er}// ’the cabinet* / rmonltter]/ ’royal residence1
/kba:l/ ’head* /koba:n/ ’crown of the head*
// chat// * umbrella1 /chdt/ ’tiered umbrella*
Fused nouns
Cambodian Thai
,/phle ix]// * music * /phle:q/ 1 song *
/^tuenle:// * river* /thele:/ * sea*
/bW)/ * lake1 /'bw.r}/ ’large swamp*
/pe:l/ 'time * /phe:n/ ’the time at 11.00 a.m., 
meal time for monks*
/tbosq/ ’head, jewel, 
south *
/ thebuoq/ ’department, section*
Personal nouns
Cambodian Thai
//seha:y// * adulterer * /sohasy/ ’friend, comrade*
/yak/ *non-human being, 
supernatural 
creature, god, 
spirit *
/y&k/ * giant *
/neekbon,/ * one who has 
supernatural 
power *
/n&kbun/ 1 saint *
(especially in 
Christianity)
1/fX
Non-concrete nouns
Cambodian Thai
/bon/ ' celebration' /bun/ 1 merit, virtue *
/komdau/ 'heat1 /kamdaw/ 'blood from a nosebleed1
/sak/ 1 insignia* / sdfck/ 'rank, status1
/ rohas/ * quickness1 /rehat/ * code'
/ti :en/ 'gift, favour' /tha:n/ 1 alms, donation1
3. Instance 3 : SG DO SL
Tiie majority of words fall into this Instance, 
Common nouns
Cambodian 
// trvy/
// chma;./
//pbka i y/
/ka: rux]//
// resna:/
Mass nouns 
Cambodian 
/msau/ 
/krsnat/
/  chv: // 
/ksac// 
/ba:y/
Thai 
/pla:/
/ms s w/
/da:w/ 
/kroso:p/ 
/lftey/
English equivalent 
fish
cat
star
sack
saw
Thai
/p£:u/ 
/pha:/ 
/m&y/ 
/sasy/ 
/khSt: w/
English equivalent
powder, flour
cloth
wood
sand
rice
Fused nouns
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
//khae// / duion/ month? the moon
/thrjay/ /wan/ day
//ti: em/ / r&s n/ shop
// chnam// /pi:/ year
/yup/ - /khxtr: n/ night
Personal nouns
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
y/propuon// /mie/ wife
y/po :li: s^ /tamrftot/ policeman
,/ cau-krom/ /phft: -phiph&: ksSc: / judge
/insek-ka: saet,/ /n&k-n&ij : -phim/ journalist
/Ichmaoc,/ /phi:/ ghost
Non-concrete nouns
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/thrjay/ /d£:t/ sunlight
/ m e : k,/ / f &: / sky
jff pTzlmY)/ /khw&n/ livelinesSj soul
/khyol/ /lorn/ wind
l\.m Instance l± s SG DO DL
Nouns which, cannot he translated on a one to one basis 
with regard to meanings of items are listed in this section as
1^3
examples of Instance A, namely, items the grammatical functions 
of which are identical (viz. nouns), and the originsof which are 
dissimilar, but the meanings of which require a compound relation­
ship between two words in one language as against a unit meaning 
in a simple word in the other.
a) Cambodian simple words against Thai compounds*
Cambodian
/'kojicro iy]//
/bebo : //
/pre:i]/
// totraip/
//Vcmsn//
/rue^voes/
//chnu: Q±/
Thai
/mo?,: -cirjcd: k/
(dog— fox)
/khd:w-t3m/
(rice— to boil)
/n&:m-man/
(water— oily)
/khwa: m-kw&: r)/ 
(matter— wide)
/khwa:m-rew/ 
(matter-— speedy)
/m&:ttra:-w&t/ 
(metre— to measure)
/kh&: —cSt s 13/
(value— to hire)
English equivalent
- -  - —- -  x—  —
fox
rice gruel 
oil 
width 
speed
scale
cost of hiring a person’f 
service
b) Cambodian compounds against Thai simple words
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/'kro: c-china:/ /msna:w/ lime
(citrus— fine)
See Section A. in Chapter X for the definition of compounds
1 ^
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/khla:-khmum,/
(tiger— bee)
/sat-hae//
(animal— to fly)
/'puk-moot// 
(whiskers— mouth)
/'puk-c o 13 ka: // 
(whiskers— chin)
/khraw/
/ndot/
/ml:/
/n6k/
bear
bird
moustache
beard
// tmk-khmau// /mnfck/ ink
(water— black)
Very little information is gained from the lexical
comparison of nouns, though examples can be found for all Instance
codes. The words in Instance 2 are good examples for the change
of lexical meaning when words are borrowed from one language into
another. They could mislead a scholar who is more acquainted with
one language than the other, if he is not aware of the differences.
Words in Instance ^ showing lexical differences in terms of meaning
\
of simple items as against combination of meanings in compounds 
give evidence of the non-existence of certain specific terms in 
one language, giving rise to the coining of compounds.
B. PRONOUNS
Pronouns in Cambodian and Thai are presented in two classes 
pronouns proper and quasi-pronouns. Pronouns substitute for 
personal nouns for the first, second and third persons in convers­
ation. Terms having this function as substitutes in Cambodian 
and Thai, however, involve not only words defined as pronouns but 
also words which may be defined as nouns. They include kinship 
terms, titles and names, military ranks, terms connected with 
occupations or position as well as pronouns proper. The choice
of terms which a Cambodian or a Thai speaker makes in order to
/
refer to himself or others, in both languages, normally reflects 
the cultural build-pp of the Cambodian or Thai society as a whole, 
and reflects the status and background of the individuals in 
particular. Generally speaking, a Cambodian or a Thai speaker 
will use a pronoun or term fulfilling the following three 
requirements :
(i) Showing the sex, age, rank, upbringing and, to some 
extent, social status that belongs to the speaker.
(ii) Expressing the relationship that exists between him 
and the person he is speaking to.
(iii) Showing the atmosphere and speaker’s emotions in 
a particular situation, e.g. in courting, in pleading, in 
quarrelling, etc.
lZf6
The word-class of pronouns is relatively small, a 
comparative study of a whole system can therefore be carried out. 
When done, it gives the following results :
(i) The majority of terms fall under Instance 3, viz. SG DO
(ii) A few terms fit into Instance 1, viz. SG SO SL.
(iii) Very few kinship terms belong to Instance 2, I.e.
SG SO DL.
(iv) A few terms are incomparable and are thus collected
in Instance Zf i.e. SG DO DL.
Table VIII below summarizes the frequencies of occurrences 
of sub-classes of pronouns in various Instances.
TABLE VIII 
OCCURRENCES OE SUB-CLASSES OF PRONOUNS
Instance Pronoun Proper
Quasi-Pronoun
Kinship
Term
• Title and 
Name
Military
Rank
Term of 
Occupation
1 Few Few - - Few
2 - Few - - -
3 Abundant Abundant Fair All Moderate
k Very rare Few Few - Few
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1* Pronouns Proper
a) Instance 1 : SG SO SL 
Pronouns proper which fall under Instance 1 are those of 
Royal Terminology and one pronoun for persons of very high status. 
Most of them are of Sanskrit origin.
Cambodian //^a : tma: phi : ej)/ (my self)
Thai /?oc: ttamaphd:p/ (my self)
Usage First person pronoun used by a monk to a king or queen.
Cambodian
Thai
Usage
Usage
Thai
Usage
Cambodian
Thai
Usage
//prsoh“'?oi],/ 
/ phr^ oi]/
(auspicious body) 
(auspicious body)
Second and third person pronouns referring to Lord 
Buddha, a king or queen.
Cambodian /t^Dix) thusli: preeh halt/ (the dust of your auspicious
feet)
Second person pronoun referring to a king.
/t&y fa: la^osi] th-frli: phrd*? bofc:t/
(under the dust of your auspicious feet)
Second person pronoun referring to a king or queen.
/kraom prseh bait/ (under your auspicious feet)
/tfiy fa: phrd? bch t/ (under your auspicious feet)
Second person pronoun referring to a member of Royal 
family of Rank 2 or 3*
Iif8
Cambodian /'preeh dac preeh kun/ (your might and benevolence)
Thai /phr&? d£i:t p h r ^  khun/ (your might and benevolence)
Usage Second person pronoun used by a person of lower status
to a very superior person.
The pronouns listed above are classified as pronouns proper 
and not quasi-pronouns, though they convey another meaning as well, 
because they do not occur in any contexts other than those where the^ 
are pronouns with regular* meanings. There are also other pronouns 
proper which originate from nouns still in use with their own noun­
meaning. This is, so to speak, an earlier stratum of quasi-pronoun 
usage* However, at the time of the investigation these pronouns 
are so commonly used as pronouns proper that an attempt to bring 
out the derivation or the change in meaning is to no advantage.
For example, /ph5m/ meaning Thair?, and/khjiom/ and /kh&:/ both 
meaning 1 slave1, can all be used as first person pronouns. Also 
/neek/ ’person1 and /khun/ 1 virtue1 can be used as second person 
pronouns.
b) Instance 3 ! SG DO Sh
Pronouns dealt with in this section are classified as 
pronouns proper on the basis that they satisfy the definition of 
a pronoun (i.e. they cannot be modified by attributive verbs), 
and occur as first, second or third person pronouns.
Pronouns proper that fall under Instance viz. SG DO SL,
1^9
are in great numbers. As the use of pronouns proper referring to 
persons in the Cambodian and Thai languages involves cultural and 
social factors, the comparison will be carried out in considerable 
detail.
Royal Terminology
First person pronoun 
Cambodian /tu:l prseh boqkum ci:o khjiom/
Thai /kh&: phrd-? ph&tthac&w/
Usage A man speaking to a king or queen.
Cambodian /khjiom mcas/
Thai /kh&: phr<5/? phdtthac&w/
Usage A woman speaking to a king or queen,
Cambodian / tu:1 bo^kum ci:e khjiom/
Thai /kh&: phrd^ phtitthac&w/
Usage A man speaking to a member of royal family of Rank 2.
Cambodian /khjiom mcas/
Thai /krom&n ch&n/, /kl&:w krem^m chan/
Usage A woman speaking to a member of royal family of Rank 2,
Cambodian /tu:l boijkum/
Thai /kl&:w krem^m/
Usage A man speaking to a member of royal family of Rank 3.
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Cambodian /khjiom mcas/
Thai /mdm chfo/
Usage A woman speaking to a member of royal family of Rank 3.
To speak to a king or queen a Thai man or woman uses the 
same expressions to refer to himself or herself. In Cambodian 
there is a difference, as evidenced in the above examples. A 
Cambodian woman uses the same expression to speak to a king and a 
queen*as well as to a member of Rank 2 or 3j whilst a Cambodian 
man uses different expressions when addressing a king, a queen, 
and other members of the royal family.
Second person pronoun 
Cambodian /truaq koruna: pisfcJs/
Thai /t&y fa: la^o:*] th&li: phrd? b&:t/
Usage Expression for addressing a king or queen.
Cambodian /preeh koruna: pise:s/
Thai /t&y fcfc: la?o:ij phrdt-? b&:t/
Usage
Cambodian
Thai
Usage
Expression for addressing a member of royal family 
of Rank 2.
/ pre eh ko runa:/
/foS: phrd? bo£:t/
Expression for addressing a member of royal family 
of Rank 3*
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001111)0(11011 /truer)/''
Thai /foS: bo£:t/
Usage Cambodian word and Thai expression for addressing
a member of royal family of Rank h*
The lexical reference of the Cambodian second person pronoun
for a member of the royal family is to the ’auspicious kindness1,
whereas that of the Thai equivalents is to the ’auspicious dust
under feet1 or the ’auspicious feet’.
Ordinary language
First person pronoun
Cambodian Thai Usage
/khjiom/ /ph5m/ man speaking
/nisei] khjiom/, /khjiom/ /dich<£n/, /ch<ln/, woman speaking
/ich&n/
These forms are polite terms generally used in either 
language. They are safe terms for a stranger or a foreigner to 
use on all occasions. The one point that should be remarked upon 
is that, in Thai, men and women use different termsj personal 
pronouns of this group therefore reflect the speaker’s sex. In 
Cambodian, though the form/ni:er) khjiom/ is spoken only by women, 
the form /khjiom/ can be used by men and women as well. Actually, 
this form is more common than the form/ni:e:q khjiom/.
For young people in Thailand, a more affectionate and
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childish, term /nft:/ enjoys popularity, even among grown-up female 
speakers, when conversing with an older or superior person. On an 
informal occasion, the form /ch<£n/ is more common for both male 
and female speakers, when speaking to persons of equal or lower 
status.
Cambodian Thai Usage
/'khjiom bait/, /krephSm/ man speaking
/prebait ti:en/
These are the very polite forms used when speaking to a very 
highly respected or superior person such as a high-ranking officer, 
a minister, etc.
Cambodian Thai Usage
/yv:I)//, /^aeij/, /raw/, /kh&w/ informal terms for men
/ke:/ and women
These five words above share one common characteristic, i.e.
the possibility of performing more than one function. The Cambodiai
/yv:u/ and the Thai /raw/ are normally plural forms and can be
translated into English as ’we, us*. They are, however, often used
as singular first person pronouns among friends and equals. The
word /raw/ in Thai may in these circumstances serve for the second
person pronoun too (see below). The Cambodian /^aei]/ which normally
means ’you* (paired with /?aji/ ’I') and/ke:/, which normally means 
’they', are also used for the first person, especially when the
speaker feels that the person he is speaking to is not familiar
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enough for him to use /?aji/ (the word to be discussed later) but, 
at the same time, he feels too awkward to use the general polite 
form /'khjiom/. In this same situation other people may use /yYiq/. 
The Thai form /khaw/ which normally means ’he, she, they’ may, 
in fact, also refer to the first person meaning ’I, me’. It is 
used thus among children or by an adult speaking to a very intimate 
friend of the same or opposite sex.
Cambodian Thai Usage
/khni:e/ /kan/ men speaking
The Thai /kan/ was in fashion in Thai novels between circa 
1925 and 1955 A.D., and is heard from time to time among men of 
equal status. The Cambodian /khni:e/ is a colloquial term for the 
first person, and can be used for third person too, e.g. /lo:k 
metta: prap ko:n khjiom bontec... khni: e nvu mnsek ?aei] pho:r)/ 
’Please be so kind as to tell my daughter...she is alone at home.’ 
(Troung anatha)^.
Cambodian Thai Usage
/ ?aji/ /?u q/, /kha:/,/ku:/ impolite terms
These are impolite words. In Thai, they are spoken without 
offence only among men of very close relationship. The word /^ue/ 
is borrowed from Chinese, probably of the Tae Chiw dialect. The 
Cambodian /?ap/ is not so rude as the Thai counterparts; it is 
impolite but can be used to persons of lower status or among 
intimates.
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Second person pronoun
Cambodian Thai Usage
/hotei]/, /ijaeq/, /thv:/, /tu©/9 intimate terms
/khlu:©n/ /ks:/, /na:y/, /raw/
All of the above intimate terms are used among persons of 
equal status. In Thai, the choice of terms depends to a certain 
extent on the first person pronoun used. The first and second 
person pronouns are paired as follows
First person Second person
/ch&n/--------- ---- / thv:/
/ch&n/--------- ---- /ke: /
/kh&w/--------- ---- /tu©/
/raw/ — ■—  /na:y/
/ clcL&n/--------- ---- / raw/
/raw/---------- ---- / raw/
/kan/---------- -- - /ke:/
It is difficult to state the exact situation or the status
of person to which any of the above terms refer. It is often a
matter of individual preference. Roughly speaking, /chSki/— /thv:/ 
can be said to be general^ /ch&n/— /ks:/ is a little impolite and 
is used only when speaking to a person of lower status or of
younger age$ /kh&w/— /tu©/ is affectionate and used by close
intimatesj /kan/— /ke:/ is masculine by choice.
In Cambodian, /haer)/ refers to a man and /qaeq/ refers to
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a woman. They are slightly impolite and can be used only among
very close friends or with younger persons. In Cambodian novels,
/'khlu:en// (body) is used to pair with/Cse:,/ (he) as second and
first persons respectively. This is comparable to Thai /tue/(body)
'you* which pairs with /kh&w/ (he, she) ’I ’. Examples are :
Cambodian / khlu: on ci:e ku:li: bask la:n *?aoy kei/
(body— to be—  laboureresb-drive— car— for— she)
(A girl said,) ’You are my chauffeur,’
/ru:ec ke: ci:e cauva:y rebos khlut 8n/
(and--she--to be--master--of— body)
’and I am your boss.’
(Bondol kon pa, Vol.1,p.82) ’ .
Cambodian Thai Usage
/koet ‘laer)// /lift:/, /?eu/, /m^u/ rude terms
These are, when not very familiar indeed, rude terms and
are strictly used by men only.
Third person pronoun 
Cambodian Thai Usage
/koet,/ /th&n/, /ke:/ refer to superior person
The Thai /tholn/ is more polite than /ke:/, but both of them 
can refer to superior or older persons. The Cambodian /'koet,/ is 
used in much the same way.
Cambodian Thai Usage
//'k.ei//^ /v±te/ /kh&w/ indefinite reference
The Cambodian ,/kei// is less familiar than / vi:e,/, both of 
them are used to refer to persons in general and to persons whom
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one does not know personally or whose identity is not known. The 
Thai word /kh&w/ performs the functions of both //}xe\// and/Visa,/. 
Cambodian Thai Usage
/vxto/ /man/ general term for people
of lower status, animals 
and objects
Strictly speaking, these terms tend to be impolite and are 
normally used to refer to animals and things. However, in both 
languages they can be used for persons of equal or lower status, 
giving a slightly insulting tone. They are also generally used 
for foreigners and strangers.
Cambodian Thai Usage
/ ’t v y /  /? eray/ interrogative pronoun
These are impersonal pronouns with interrogative meaning.
c) Instance 4 : SG DO DL 
Left over from the possible comparison in Instances 1 to 5 
are a few pronouns proper in Thai which find no equivalents in 
Cambodain.
First person pronoun
Thai /kh&:phec&w/ 'I' used for first person in
- - public speaking and in
formal written statement
/nfr:/ 'I? used by girls in general
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Second person pronoun
Thai /t&y th&:w/ 'you1 
(under— feet)
/thftn/
/khun/
(virtue)
' you1
' you*
used to address noblemen or 
highranking people. Note that 
the form is parallel to the 
second person pronoun used in 
the Royal Terminology.
used to address a monk or a 
respectable person
general polite term
Second and third person pronoun 
Thai /thfin cha:y/ 'you,he'
/than yii}/
/khun yiq/
/c&w khun/
'you,she'
/khun cha:y/ 'you,he'
'you,she'
1 you,he'
used to address or to refer to 
a male member of royal family of 
Rank 4, whose title is Mom Chao
used to address or to refer to 
a female member of royal family 
of Rank 4* whose title is Mom 
Chao Ying
used to address or to refer to 
a male member of royal family of 
Rank 5, whose title is Mom Rachawc
used to address or to refer to 
a female-member of royal family 
of Rank 5, whose title is Mom 
Rachawong Ying
used to address or to refer to 
a man conferred the title of 
'Phraya' - the third rank of the 
nobility.*
* Nobility titles arranged in descending orders of rank are Somdet 
Chao Phraya, Chao Phraya, Phraya, Phra, Luang and Khun. The confer­
ment of these titles ceased after 1952 A.P.
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2. Quasi-Pronouns
a) Instance 1 : SG SO SL 
Few borrowings occur in Cambodian and Thai quasi-pronouns. 
However, the general principles regarding the terms used in 
referring to the first, second, and third persons in both languages 
are very similar. The terms having common origins and the same 
grammatical classes and lexical meanings are compared in this 
section under lexical classification :
Cambodian
(i) Kinship term 
Thai
/ tu: at/ 
/yi:ey-tu:et/
/ ci: - too: - tu: et/, 
/ ta s - tu: et/
/ci: -do :n-tu: st/, 
/yi:ey tu:ot/
/ ta: -tu: ot/ 
/ta:/, / c i : -ta:/ 
/yi:ey/
/thflet/
/yas y-thfte t/
/ta:-th.Cl.et/
/y&:-thfret/
/pu;-thClet/ 
/ta:/
/y“:y/
English equivalent
great-grandparents
great-grandmother on 
the mother’s side
great-grandfather on 
the mother’s side
great-grandmother on 
the father’s side
great-grandfather-on 
the father’s side
grandfather on the 
mother’s side
grandmother on the 
mother’s side
The Cambodian words/ta:/ 'grandfather’, and/yi:ey/ 
’grandmother' denote 'grandparents1 of both father’s and mother’s 
sides.
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In the Cambodian and Thai societies, superior persons use 
kinship terms with reference to themselves and to the persons of 
the younger generation they are speaking to, but the converse may 
not be true. Thus, the grandparents or parents will use kinship 
terms throughout for themselves as well as for their grandchildren 
and children. The children, though they can also use the kinship 
terms, find it preferable to use a pronoun proper for referring 
to themselves, keeping the kinship terms only for reference to 
persons of the older generation, whether they are relatives or not.
Cambodian //cau yo:k ru:p-tho:t nuh mo:k ta\//
(grandchild— bring— picture— that--come— grandfather) 
'Grandchild, bring that picture to me, will you?*
//ta: so:m yo:k ru:p-tho:t nuh mo:k khjiom/
(grandfather-‘-please— bring— picture— that— come— X) 
’Grandfather, please bring that picture to me.’
Thai /lq:n *?aw rft:p n&n ma: h&y ta: thi: /
(grandchild-— bring— picture— that— come— give-- 
grandfather— P.)
'Grandchild, bring that picture to me, will you?*
/ta: cftey y6-k rtL:p n&n hay nu: ndy thv ccth/
(grandfather--help— bring-— picture— that— give— I-— P. 
p.— p.)
'Grandfather, please bring that picture to mea'
The words //t<xi// and /ta:/ are kinship terms used for first 
person in the first examples when the speakers are older. In the 
second examples the pronouns proper /'khjiom/' and /nft:/ are used for
l6o
first persons*
When kinship terms are used by people of the younger 
generation as first person pronouns, they often give an intimate 
but deferential tone to the utterance. The same person might, 
therefore, use pronouns proper in normal speech but will use 
kinship terms in pleading, imploring or the like to relatives of 
the older generation, or to people of about the same age as his 
relatives.
(ii) Terms connected with occupation or position
- - - ^  a.      . ■ .
Basically, these terms are personal nouns which have 
lexical references to the occupation or position a person holds. 
It is normal practice in Cambodian and Thai to use these terms as 
personal pronouns referring to the persons having such an 
occupation or holding such a position. These terms, therefore, 
change their original function from nouns to second or third 
person pronouns. In Thai, some terms can even occur as the first 
person pronoun, for instance, the words /khru:/ ’teacher', /m3 :/ 
'doctor', /m£:-kh<£:/ 'salesgirl'. Terms connected with occupation 
or position which can be compared under Instance 1 : SG SO SL are 
as follows :
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/lo:k kru:/^ * /khun khru:/ * teacher
* The title /^lo:k// and /khun/ are often added for the polite effec
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Cambodian
/lo:k polat srok/
/ c i : 013/
/neek yi:em/
b) Instance 2
Thai
/khun pol&t/, 
/pel&t/
/ ch&: 13/
/ya:m/
; SG SO DL
English equivalent
deputy chief of a 
district
craftsman, artisan
guard
Kinship terms 
There is one pair of kinship terms used as personal 
pronouns In Cambodian and Thai, the origins of which seem likely 
to be Thai because of the tone and tone mark in the Thai version. 
Their meanings are, however, different.
Cambodian /pus/ 1 younger brother of one’s father1
Thai /p^:/ ’grandfather on the father’s side1
In the second pair, there is no tone or tone mark to 
indicate their origins. The Cambodian word in the pair, and also 
that in the third pair below, have a wider range of meaning than 
the Thai counterparts.
Cambodian /ta:/ 'grandfather on the mother’s side as well
as on the father's side*
Thai • /ta:/ ’grandfather on the mother’s side'
The third pair of kinship terms to be included in this
section is the Cambodian /tu:st/ with the Thai /thftet/ 'great-
grandparents'. The Cambodian word /tu:et/ has a wider distribution
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of function, as it can be combined withy/cau,/ 1 grandchildren1 
to form a compound ,/cau-tu:et// 'great grandchildren1.
c) Instance 3 : SG DO SL 
It can be said that the majority of quasi-pronouns in 
Cambodian and Thai belongs to Instance 3, i.e* the words having 
different forms and origins but having the same grammatical 
function and lexical meaning.
(i) Kinship terms 
When occurring as pronouns, kinship terms in Cambodian and 
Thai are often preceded by a title (see also(ii)below), such as 
/'loik,/, /neak/, /khun/ 'Mr., Mrs., Miss', to give extra politeness, 
for example,
1 father'
'mother'
'father'
1 mother'
Cambodian y/lo:k pa:,/ 
/nsak mak,/
Thai /khun ph6:/ 
/khun m£:/
Cambodian
/yi!8y/
/ta:/
//ci: -do m//
/? o: puk/,/puk/
Thai
/y&:/
/pd: / 
/ya:y/ 
/phd:/
English equivalent
grandmother on father’s 
side
grandfather on father’s 
side
grandmother on mother’s 
side
father
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Cambodian 
/mda:y/, /mak/ 
/ 9om/ 
/?om-srvy/ 
/pu:/
/pm:/
/mi:q/
/mi: ig/
/bo :q/
/p? o: n/
/ k o: n/
/cau/
/kmu:oy/
Thai 
/m£:/
/lug/
/pa--/
/?a:/
/n&: /
/?a:/
/not:/
/phi:/
/n^-ig/
/lh:k/
/l&:n/
/la:n/
(ii) Titles and names
English equivalent 
mother
uncle (older than parents)
aunt (older than parents)
uncle (younger brother 
of father)
uncle (younger brother 
of mother)
aunt (younger sister 
of father)
aunt (younger sister 
of mother)
elder brother or sister
younger brother or 
sister
son or daughter 
grandchild 
nephew or niece
In Cambodia and Thailand a person is addressed by his first 
name, —  not his surname. This first name may be preceded by a 
royal or ordinary title, a military rank, a word describing 
occupation or position, or a kinship term in order to acknowledge 
the social status of the person to whom the reference is made.
The various combinations of names with these initiating titles 
can occur as second or third person pronouns, and occasionally as
l6if
first person pronouns. The title alone can be used only as second 
or third persons. The names alone can occur as first,second or 
third person pronouns.
Cambodian
/losk/
/CLo ik-srvy,/ 
/nesk/
/tasek-ni: si}/
Thai
/khun/, /na:y/ 
/khun/, /na:*]/ 
/khun/, /na:y/
English equivalent 
Mr.
Mrs., Miss
Master (young male 
addressee)
/khun/, /na:*]sSc:w/ Miss (young female
addressee)
Certain nouns which initiate names can also be classified as 
titles on the basis that the combination of these nouns and names 
occures as second or third persons and, in Thai, even as first perso:
Cambodian Thai English equivalent 
Miss, Mrs.
Master, Mr.
Master, Miss (children)
//mei// /m£:/
//nxiey// /pk$:/, /na:y/
/can/ /c&w/, /nft:/
(iii) Military ranks 
In the Cambodian and Thai languages, words expressing 
military ranks are found to occur in place of pronouns to address 
or to refer to persons holding such ranks. These military ranks 
may often be preceded by such titles as /'lotk,/, /khun/. In Thai 
the honorific pronoun /than/ with the title /na:y/ also precedes
the military ranks when used as pronouns^ the words for military
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ranks themselves, on the other hand, are shortened. All military 
rank terms used in place of pronouns in Cambodian and Thai belong 
to Instance 3 comparison, viz. SG DO SL.
Cambodian /^utdom-sesnvy-^aek// ’General’
Thai
Thai
Thai
Thai
Thai
Thai
Cambodian
/th&n na:y phon/ ’General’
(from /phon ?e:k/ ’General1)
Cambodian /^utdom-se :nvy-to:// 'Lieutenant General’
Thai
/th&n na;y phon/ ’Lieutenant General’
(from /phon tho:/ ’Lieutenant General’)
Cambodian /^utdom-se^vy-trvy/^ ’Major General1
/than na:y phon/ 'Major General’
(from /phon tri:/ ’Major General’)
Cambodian /^utdom-ni:evi:-^aek/ Admiral
/th&n na:y phon/
(from /phon rrae ?e:k/
’Admiral’ 
’Admiral’)
Cambodian /^utdom-ni: evi:-to '•// 'Vice Admiral'
’Vice Admiral’/thctn na: y phon/
(from /phon rrao tho:/ ’Vice Admiral’)
Cambodian //^utdom-ni : evi:-trvy/' 'Rear Admiral’
’Rear Admiral’/than na:y phon/
(from /phon rme tri:/ ’Rear Admiral')
/veerE9-se:nvy-?aek/ ’Colonel’
/than na:y phan/ ’Colonel’
(from /phan *?e:k/ ’Colonel’)
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Cambodian
Thai
Cambodian
Thai
Cambodian
Thai
Cambodian
Thai
Cambodian
Thai
Cambodian
Thai
Cambodian
Thai
Cambodian
Thai
/Vearea-sesnvy-to:/
/th&n na:y phan/
(from /phan tho:/
/?e0rs9-sei nYy-trvy,/
/th&n na:y phan/
(from /phan tri:/
/^enuh-se :nvy-'?aek/
/khun na: y r5-: y/
(from /r&-:y e:k:/
/^enuh-se :nvy-to: //
/khun na:y r5~:y/
(from /r6 :y tho:/
/ ? 0nuh-se: mry-trYy,/
/khun na: y r3~: y/
(from /r^:y tri:/
/puelba: 1-^aek//
/khun cot:/, /c&:/ 
'First Sergeant Major* 
'First Petty Officer*
/'puslba: l-^aek//
/c&:/
* Second Sergeant Major* 
’Second Petty Officer*
/'pus lba: 1 -1? a e k/
/c&:/
'Third Sergeant Major* 
'Third Petty Officer* ~
'Lieutenant Colonel*
'Lieutenant Colonel* 
'Lieutenant Colonel')
'Major'
* Maj or'
'Major* )
'Captain* (in the army)
'Captain* (in the army) 
'Captain *)
'First Lieutenant*
'First Lieutenant*
'First Lieutenant')
'Second Lieutenant*
'Second Lieutenant* 
'Second Lieutenant')
'First Sergeant Major'
(from /c&: sip ?£:k/) 
(from /c&: ?£:k/)
'Second Sergeant Major*
(from /c&: sip tho:/) 
(from /c&: tho:/)
'Third Sergeant Major'
(from /c&: sip tri:/) 
(from /c<$: tri:/)
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(iv) Terms connected with occupation or position 
There are many nouns in Cambodian and Thai with reference 
to the occupation or position a person holds that can he compared 
in this section. They occur, in normal practice in both languages, 
as second, third and sometimes as first person pronouns. The 
functions and the lexical meanings of each pair of words to be 
listed below are similar but the words are of different origins. 
Terms connected with occupation
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/kru:-ps:t/ /m$:/ doctor
/lieek-baok-bo•// /khon-khap/ driver, chauffeur
Terms connected with position 
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/'loik cau-va:y-khaet,/ /thdn khd: -lfterj/ governor (of a province)
/phft: -w&: /
(from /phft: -wot: -r&' tcheka:n-cax]W<xt/ 
’governor of a province1 )
//loi~k. cau-va:y-srok/ /na:y-^amphv:/
/kamnan/
chief of a district
/ m e : -khunp/
/me:-phu:m^ 
,/lo:k ^ethika:// 
// cau-va: y//
/phft:yay-b& :n/
/ s&:rew&t/
/hfte-n&J/,
/na:y/
chief of a sub-division 
of a district
chief of a village
police inspector
chief,master, boss
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d) Instance i+ : SG DO DL 
The quasi-pronouns which occur only in one language with 
no equivalents in the other are of three types : kinship terms,
titles, and terms connected with occupation or position,
(i) Kinship terms
The following kinship terms occur only in Cambodian, All 
of them can be used as first, second or third person pronouns, 
Cambodian ,/ci: -lu: st// f great-great-grandparents1
//ci: -ta: -lu: Qt// ’ great-great-grandf ather1
//ci: -do: n-lu: et/ ’ great-great-grandmother1
(ii) Titles
The following titles occur in Thai only and they are used
as second or third person pronouns,
'Lady! (an honorific title)
refer to a man conferred the title 
of ’Phra’,- the fourth rank of the 
nobility-
refer to a man conferred the title 
of ’Luang’,- the fifth rank of the 
nobility -
refer to a man conferred the title 
of ’Khun’,- the sixth rank of the 
nobility -
(iii) Terms connected with occupation or position 
The following terms are used as pronouns in Thai only, the
Cambodian counterparts are personal nouns and do not occur as 
pronouns.
Thai /khun ylq/
/khun phrd'?/
/khun lftaiQ/ 
/th&n khftn/
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/^aicain/ * lecturer*
/phaya:ba:n/ 1 nurse 1
/mg : -khdt: / 1salesgire1 (only in the market)
/phd:-kh&:/ 1 salesman' (only in the market)
/kropStw/ 1bus-conductor1
/phft:-ka:n/ 'commander, captain' (in the navy)
/phft:-phan/ 'major, lieutenant-colonel'
/phtl: -ko : r3/ 'lieutenant, captain 1 (in the army)
All these terms occur as second or third person pronouns, 
hut /*?a:ca:n/ and /m£:-kh<x:/ are found to occur also as first 
person pronouns.
The lexical comparison of pronouns in the Cambodian and Thai 
languages shows a remarkable similarity in their usages. The cul­
tural background as reflected in the terms and in the manner of 
their usages conditions a subtle blend of pronominal implications 
appreciated by speakers of both. In both languages, quasi-pronouns 
are in common use, certainly as much so as pronouns proper. The 
sub-divisions in the two languages are correspondingly parallel and 
the effects produced by the choice of quasi-pronouns or pronouns 
proper appear to be the same. However, not many of these 
corresponding words are of the same origin, as evidenced in the 
previous discussion of Instance 1.
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C. NUMERALS
The numerals in Cambodian and Thai consist of numeral-names 
as well as quantitative words. There are 22 numeral-names in 
Cambodian and 19 names in Thai. They are shown below in ascending 
values :
Cambodian Thai English e
/so :n/ /stt:n/ zero, nil
- / W one
- /y£*/ two
/mu:ay/ /nraq/, /nrar]/ one
/pi:/ /s3 :]q/ two
/k*y/ / s&: m/ three
/bu: an/ /si:/ four
/pram/ /h&:/ five
- /h<3k/ six
- / cet/ seven
- /ps:t/ eight
- /k&:w/ nine
/  dop/ /sip/ ten
/  dondop/ - -teen
/phey/ — twenty
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Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/'saimsxp/' * thirty
// saesxp/' - forty
/'ha: svp/ - fifty
/hoksvp/ - sixty
/cvtsvp// - seventy
/'paetsvp/' - eighty
/'kausxp/' - ninety
/ro : y/ /r6-i y/ hundred
/poen/ /phan/ thousand
/ m Y :n/ / miTi: n/ ten thoudand
// saen/ / s£:n/ hundred thousand
/ l i :on/ /1&: n/ million
//^ kaot// /ko:t/ ten million
The quantitative words do not, with the exception of a
Sanskritic loans and few Thai words, denote an exact number,
they mostly occur in the same positions as numerals and replace 
numerals in many cases. The quantitative words in Cambodian and
* The Cambodian numerals /'sa:msvp/  'thirty', /saesvp/ ’forty1 and 
so on to /'kausxp/' 'ninety' are borrowed from Thai, and are considere 
as single items instead of compounds of two numerals as in the Thai 
case, since each of these terms is used as one name of a numeral, 
and there is no possibility of separating the two constituent 
syllables from one another.
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Thai are listed below :
Cambodian
/ponmain/
/craen/
/ro el//
/  ro ep~*ro 
/roep-craen/
/  murn-ponma: n/
/konlah/
//?os//
/tseij-'Pos/
/tse]Q-la:y/
/ ti: -bomphot/ 
/buen-dop/ 
/rmnn-tec/ 
/tec/ 
/khlah/
/*?aek/
/to:/
/trvy/
/cattewa:/
Thai
/ki: /
/la:y/
/thdk/
/n&p~r&:y/,
/ nap-rd~: y-rd-: y/
/ may-tMwray/,
/may ki:/
/khrrai]/
/mot/
/thaq-mot/ 
/th&r)~la:y/
/ sut-thd-: y/
/may-nd:y/
/n% /
/ba:q/
/ diew/
/‘Peik/
/tho:/
/tri:/
/ cattewa:/ 
/r£:k/
/?&:y/
English equivalent 
how many, how much 
many
every, each, all 
plenty
not many
half
all
all
all
last
several
plenty
few
some
single
first,one
second, two
third, three
fourth, four
first
first
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Two or more numeral-names in Cambodian and Tbai can be
combined to form a new numeral, the value of which is determined
by the order of the names in use. The value of a unit numeral-name
and that of another succeeding name of the hundreds, thousands, etc.
in both languages and in Thai, the tens, are to be multiplied
together to give the resultant value of the combination. The value
of a unit numeral-name and that of the preceding name of the tens,
hundreds, etc., in both languages, and of the five in Cambodian,
are to be added together to give the resultant value of the
combination.* If X denotes a numeral-name of the tens, hundreds,o 5 ’
etc., and X denotes a unit numeral-name, there will be two rules 
governing the building up of compound numerals in Cambodian and Thai
(i) X Xq s= X is multiplied by X^
(ii) X X  = X + Xo o
Examples of rule (i)
Cambodian //v^' poen/ = [2 1000], = [2 x 1000]
= [2000]
’two thousand*
Thai /s3:q phan/- [2 1000], [2 x 1000]
= [2000]
* two thousand*
* Cambodian alternative form of X^^dondop^ *-teen* is an 
exception, see C.2c below.
17 if
Examples of rule (ii)
Cambodian /pram buen/ = [ 5 h ] = [ 5 + if ]
= c 9 ] ’nine1
Thai /s£p k&:w/ ss [ 10 9 ] = C 10 + 9 ]
c 19 ] 1 nineteen'
A compound numeral may comprise a number of numerals of 
varying values, and the two rules stated above are still applicable 
with the following provisos :
(i) The Cambodian numeral for 'five' plus the following 
numeral must be treated first.
(ii) The multiplication of the numerals must be carried out 
before the addition.
The following examples demonstrate, in sequences, the
application of the two rules with the above procedure.
Cambodian /mu:3y* poen pram bu:en ro:y sa:msvp pram pml **/
= [ 1 1000 5 if 100 30 3 2 ]
= [ 1 1000 (3 + if) 100 30 (3 + 2) ]
= [ 1 x 1000 + 9 x 100 + 30 + 7 ]
= [(i x iooo) + (9 x loo) + 30 + 7 ]
= [ iooo + 900 + 30 + 7 ]
= C 1937 ]
* The numeral /mujey/ 'one1 which precedes the numerals /phey/, 
^no:y/, /poen/, /mvin/, / saen/, etc. has an alternate form /me/; 
thus the combination results as /mphey/, /jftro:y/, etc.
** The Cambodian word /pi:/ 'two' is always pronounced /pml/ when 
following /pram/ 'five', thus /pram pis/ is realized as /pram pml/ 
1 seven1.
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Thai phan si!: r6-:y yi: * sip ?£t**/
= [ 2 10000 100 2 10 1]
= [(2 x 1000) + (if x 100) + (2 x 10) + 1]
= [  2000 + ZfOO + 20 + 1 ]
= [ 2Zf2l]
Table IX below shows the frequency of occurrences of the four 
sub-classes of numerals under various Instance codes of comparative 
study. The titular numerals are not included in the comparison 
below, except for few Sanskritic loans under Instance 1 of ordinal
numerals, because the words coincide with cardinal or ordinal
numerals. The detailed treatment of each Instance follows the table,
TABLE IX
OCCURRENCES OF SUB-CLASSES OF NUMERALS
Instance Pre-Numeral Cardinal Numeral Ordinal Numeral Post-Numeral
1
p
Few Moderate Moderate -
5 Moderate Abundant - Few
k Few Few -
The word /yi;/ is used instead of /s3:r}/ ’two’ when preceding 
the word /sip/ ’ten', thus /s3:q sip/ is realized as /yi: sip/ 
ftwenty*.
** The Thai word /?dt/ is used instead of /nxm]/ 'one* when 
succeding numeral names of tens, hundreds, etc.
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1* Pre-Numerals
a) Instance 1 : SG SO SL 
Two pairs of pre-numerals can be compared in this section. 
The phonological evidence of tone and tone mark proves them to be 
borrowed from Thai into Cambodian.
Cambodian
//tae// 
/tssq/
Thai
A S : /
/th&j/
b) Instance 3 * SG DO SL
English equivalent 
only
all, all of, the whole of
The Cambodian and Thai pre-numerals which are the results of 
the comparisons for SG DO SL are the following
Cambodian Thai
/ci:orj/ 
,/prehael,/ 
// do \// 
/nyu-tae/ 
// cmt//
English equivalent 
more than 
about, around 
up to 
only
nearly, near to
/kwo£:/
/prama:n/
/thifo}/
/phi: or]/
/kiuop/
c) Instance k : SG DO DL 
The Thai pre-numerals which have no equivalent forms in 
Cambodian are listed here.
Thai /^iik/ 'and, again, more'
/scfck/, /s&k/ 'about, around'
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2. Cardinal Numerals
a) Instance 1 : SG SO SL
The cardinal numerals in Cambodian and Thai which have the
characteristics of Instance 1 , namely, the same grammatical function,
common origin and same lexical meaning, are all loan-words§ one of
which is a loan in the Cambodian and Thai languages from Sanskrit,
whilst the others are known to be loans from Thai into Cambodian.
th thThe borrowing took place between the 12 and the 17 century
p /T
(Jacob 1965, p.lA|if)
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
// sa i msvp/ / s&:m-sip/ thirty
// saesxp // /si:-sip/ forty
/ h a : svp/ /h&:-sip/ fifty
/hoksvp/ /hok-sip/ sixty
/crtsvp/ /c^t-sip/ seventy
/paetsvp/ /p£:t-s£p/ eighty
//kausTp/^ /ka s w-sip/ ninety
//ro: j// / r6-: y/ hundred
/paen/ /phan/ thousand
/ rmr: n/ /nrriisn/ ten thousand
/saen/ /s&:n/ hundred thousand
/li:sn/ /l&:n/ million
/kaot/ /ko:t/ ten million
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The last pair of words /kaot/ and/ko:t/ originates from 
a Sanskrit word KOTI 'ten million'. They are hardly used in the 
modern standard languages of Cambodian and Thai in counting. In 
Thai, it is often used in a figurative speech to mean 'extra­
ordinarily large quantity'. In modern Cambodian novels, it can be 
used to give an extravagant effect.
Cambodian /cor] neok na: mu:ey maoq dop kaot cum ko s daoy. . ./
'Though others want to have a hundred million - 
rounds in one hour...1 (Sambok et meba, p.6)^
Thai /wanni: mi: khon pay-thiew r]a:n tar) ko: t/
'Today, there are plenty of people going to the 
fair.'
b) Instance 3 ; SG DO SL 
The basic terms for counting in Cambodian and Thai conform, 
in a good number of cases, to the Instance code 3 : SG DO SL, 
namely, different words of the same grammatical function and 
lexical meaning.
Cambodian Thai Englij
/mu:oy/ /nmr)/ one
/pi:/ /so:q/ two
/bxy/ /sa:m/ three
/busen/ /sx:/ four
/pram/ /ha:/ five
/dop/ /sxp/ ten
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Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/pram-muiey/ /hok/ six
/pram-puil/ / cet/ seven
/pram-bvy/ /pe:t/ eight
/pram-bu: sn/ /k&:w/ nine
/mephey/ /yl:-sip/ twenty
Some quantitative words can also be included in this
section as follows :
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/ponma: n/ /kl i / how much, how many
// craen/ /la:y/ many
/  ro el/ /thftk/ each, every, all
/ko nlah/ /khrfur]/ hal f
/tec/ /n6~:y/ few
/  muin-ponma: n/ /m&y-ki:/ few, not many
/mum-tec/ /m&y-n6-: y/ quite a lot, plenty
Instance L± ; SG DO DL 
There are a few cardinal numerals occurring in Cambodian 
only with no equivalents in Thai.
The Cambodian word/dondop/ ’teen1 occurs in composition 
with the cardinal numerals 1 to 9 to denote the numbers 11 to 19.
l8o
For numbers 13 to 19, the Cambodian /-dondop/ is used in the same 
manner as the English word '-teen', for example :
Cambodian /mu:ey-dondop/ * eleven’
/pi:~dxm&op/ 'twelve*
/bvy-dondop/ 'thirteen*
/bu: en-dondop/ 'fourteen*
/'protm-bu: en-dondop/ 'nineteen*
These compound numerals, however, have alternative forms 
which are more populars they are compound numerals involving the 
word /dop/ and another following numeral, for example :
Cambodian /dop-musey/ 'eleven*
/dop-pi:/ 'twelve*
/dop-bry/ 'thirteen*
/dop-bu:en/ 'fourteen*
/dop-pram-bu: 011/  'nineteen*
3- Ordinal Numerals
Instance 1 : SG SO SL 
The forming of ordinal numerals in Cambodian and Thai is 
by means of prefixing the key-words/ti:/ and /th£:/, which have 
the function of ordinalizing the succeeding numerals. The key­
words /ti:/ and /th£:/ are regarded as words of common origin 
and with the same grammatical function and lexical meaning,
g
possibly a loan from Thai into Cambodian (Nacaskul. 19&2, p„ lZf8) .
l8l
All ordinal numerals formed by the key-words and /thl:/
are thus compared as being examples of Instance 1 : SG SO SL.
Cambodian 
//ti : ~ro : j// 
//ti.: -saesvp/' 
//ti : -sa.: msvp/' 
//ti: --pram/
//ti : -mu: sj/ 
etc.
Thai
/thi : ~r6 : y/
/thi:-si:=sip/* 
/thi: ~s&: m=sip/ 
/thi:-h&:/
/thi: -ni&r)/ 
etc.
English equivalent
hundredth
fortieth
thirtieth
fifth
first
The Sanskritic numerals EKA 'one1, DVT 'two', TRI 'three1 
and CATU 'four' are borrowed into Cambodian and Thai and are 
used as titu3~ar numerals for denoting the grading order of official 
ranks in the military as well as in the civil servant organization. 
The lexical meaning and the grammatical functions of these numerals 
in the two languages are the same. Such words, therefore, belong 
to Instance 1.
Cambodian 
^puolba:l-^aek^ 
,/^enu-ni : e vi : -to: // 
/vseresse:nxy-trxy^
Thai
/ sa^p-T^sk/
/rrao-tho:/ 
/phan-tri:/
English equivalent 
Sergeant
Sub-Lieutenant (navy) 
Major
* The hyphen - linking the component of a compound is changed into 
the sign = when such compound enters into a compounding process 
with another item.
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A* Post-Numerals
Instance 3 : SG DO SL
All post-numerals occurring in Cambodian and Thai are of
different origins but with the same lexical meaning.
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
//-pKLoLij// /s£:t/ remainder, fraction
^pon noh/' /tlfdon/ exactly
- /th&w ndtn/ only
//'kuBt// /tvOY)/ exactly, sharp
(expressing time)
The numeral-names in Cambodian and Thai are basically 
different, as evidenced from the occurrence of an extra set of
1-teen1 forms(Section C.2c) and the archaic numerals which function 
more like classifiers and are classified as such in this work 
(Section B.2c below). With the help of loan-words they come to 
Lise the same decimal system, and the combinations of numeral-names 
are consequently determined for their value by the same rules as thos 
used by the Thais.
D. CLASSIFIERS
Classifiers play a very important r&le In Thai grammar since 
they have a function not only In enumeration but also in determina­
tive and adjectival constructions. Many classifiers appear to have- 
a special lexical relationship with the head nouns they modify.
There are quite a large number of classifiers in Thai but a
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comparatively small number in Cambodian. Thai dictionaries and
1.5grammar books list up to 200 items as classifiers (Noss 196if,p.l05)
13
whereas the Cambodian dictionary (Institut Bouddhique 196?)
collects a few so-called ’Numeral helpers’ (Samkhyanukruoh) and
31
a Cambodian grammar book (Bhikkhu Dhamma-palo Khiev Chum 1962)
lists about 70 classifiers (Leakkhananeam).
Owing to the fact that the use of classifiers in Thai is a
necessity whilst in Cambodian it is rather an optional feature,
and also owing to the fact that in Old Khmer (Cambodian before the 
"tlx17 century) there were only metric classifiers (i.e. the units
for measurement) and no numeral classifiers in the sense of units
16
for accompanying numerals alone (Jacob 1965, p.l6l) the use of 
classifiers other than metric classifiers can be said to have been 
influenced by Thai practice. The comparison of Cambodian and Thai 
classifiers yields the discovery that the influence of one language 
over the other can be so great that it affects the grammatical 
patterns as well as the lexical system of the recipient language.
The range of function of a word can be widened, and new grammatical 
patterns can be introdxiced.
Table X below list© the frequency of occurrences of 
classifiers under various Instances, and the discussion of each 
Instance in detail will be found in the subsequent sections.
l8if
TABLE X
OCCURRENCES OF SUB-CLASSES OF CLASSIFIERS
Instance
Unit
Classifier
Metric
Classifier
Personal
Classifier
General
Classifier
1 Abundant Abundant Moderate Few
2 Only one * - -
5 Abundant Abundant Few -
k Moderate Few - Very rare
1* Unit Classifiers
a.) Instance 1 : SG SO SL 
There are quite a large number of unit classifiers which
belong to Instance 1 in the comparison. Some of them are Sanskritic 
loans. In many cases the unit classifiers not only act as the ’unit- 
for counting of the noun1 but also have lexical references to the 
1 characteristic or manner of presentation of the thing’. They 
reflect therefore the speaker’s idea of how he thinks of certain 
things that are expressed as nouns. Consequently, some classifiers 
can occur with a large number of nouns whereas others may be res­
tricted to some few nouns in particular.
Most Cambodian classifiers listed in this investigation are 
taken from 'Kampuch Veyyeakar’ (Bhikkhu Dhamma-palo Khiev Chum
1962),31 .
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Cambodian
/tue/
// pho l/
/VU 01]/
// thaep/ 
/krmai]/
/dung/
/phaen/
/lau/
// chbap/
/mui/
/mm//
//t o  :rj/
/  tap/ 
/thli:ey/ 
/  rraeq/
/ phap/
Thai 
/ tuo/
/ph5n/
/ WOl]/
/thdsp/ 
/khrfter]/
/dU8l]/
/phdn/
/law/
/ chebcip/
/muon/ 
/nrd: on/ 
/rosq/ 
/t<2p/ 
/th8la:y/ 
/rrne^/
/ ph&p/
Description of usage 
(i.e.,as a classifier of -)
upright object, letter, character 
in a play, character in written 
work, etc., animal
fruits
ring, circle, bangle, anklet
long, flat and narrow shaped object
engine, machine, aircraft, radio 
and television sets
round shapes or objects, seal, stamp, 
lamp, star, the sun, the moon, soul, 
eyes
flat objects, paper, picture, 
phonograph record, plate of glass, 
picture card, slice of bread, food 
that has a round or flat shape, e.g. 
pancake
flute, also a stringed instrument 
in Cambodian
issue (of a newspaper), a copy (of 
a book), letter, document, ticket, 
banknote
cigar, cigarette 
roll, reel (of film) 
theatre, theatre company, building 
bullets, thatch of nipa palm leaves 
cluster (of coconuts and areca nuts) 
story, tale
roll of clothing material
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b) Instance 2 i SG SO DL
There is a classifier in Cambodian and Thai, the form of 
which is close enough to be considered as stemming from the same 
source, but the meaning of which differs from one language to the 
other. The comparison produces an example of Instance 2, namely, 
words of the same grammatical function and same origin but of 
different meanings.
Cambodian Usage (to go with a noun having the meaning
of -)
/bosn/ a heap of things, a group of people or
animals
Thai Usage (to go with a noun having the meaning
of -)
/bon/ gambling house, amusement place
c) Instance 3 : SG DO SL
The Thai language uses a large number of unit classifiers 
which are the classifiers for common nouns. Strictly speaking, 
a unit classifier has no other lexical meaning than ’unit for 
counting a particular noun1. There Is, however, a moderate number 
of unit classifiers which have their origins in nouns of one type 
or another, but which have come to function as classifiers* These 
classifiers thus have an original or basic meaning.
The Cambodian common nouns do not normally need classifiers. 
However, it is surprising to find that there are lots of words 
which can be used as classifiers for common nouns. These words
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have original meanings which are the same as the original meanings 
of the Thai unit classifiers. Classifiers with the same original 
meanings are used with the corresponding nouns with the same 
meanings.
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
pi: khno:r)/ /nulr) s3:r] l&i]/ two mosquito-nets
(mosquito-net— -two--back) (mosquito-net— two-"
back)
/'domrxy mu:ey khsae/'' /chaiq nmrj chmek/ one elephant
( elephant— one —  cord) ( elephant— one--cord)
/niselika: bu:en phteeh/ /na:lika: sis rinen/ four watches 
(watch— four--house) (watch— four--house)
The examples given below are divided into two groupsj those
in group A have the same original meanings in Cambodian as in Thai*
It is to be remarked that when they occur as classifiers they
accompany the nouns which have the same meanings in Cambodian as
in Thai too. This fact can be interpreted as corroboration of the
evidence of loan translation from Thai into Cambodian.* It will be
confirmed by the comparison of noun constructs, the Cambodian pattern
of which follow the Thai ones. This comparison was carried out in
Section D of Chapter VI.
The classifiers in group B have different original meanings,
but they are used to modify nouns which have the same meanings in
Cambodian as in Thai.
* See Appendix C.
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Group A
Cambodian Thai Usage (to go with a noun
having such a meaning as-)
/sonlvk/ /bay/ leaf
(leaf) (leaf)
// daam/ / ton/ tree, pillar, pole
(trunk of a tree) (trunk of a tree)
/phtseh/ / rnrsn/ watch, clock
(house) (house, home)
/khsae/ / chraak/ elephant
(cord) (cord)
/snvt/ /wl:/ hand of bananas
(comb) (comb)
//khno :rj/ /I & q/ house, mosquito-net,
(back) (back) tent, hut
/bompu qy]// /krabo:k/ bamboo, gun, pistol
(pipe, tube) (pipe, tube)
/mo o t/ /pa:k/ cast net, fish net,
(mouth) (mouth) seine
/do IY]// /d&:m/ pen, pencil
(handle) (handle)
/dom/ /kS:n/ piece of brick, rock,etc*
(lump) (lump)
/ reborn/ /m’d: an/ mat, film
(roll, reel) (roll, reel)
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Group B
Cambodian Thai Usage (to go with a noun 
having such a meaning as-)
^ko mnat/' / chl-n/ cake, clothing material,
(cut piece) (piece) meat
/phtserj/ / phifr: n/ towel, rug, curtain
(slab) (sheet)
/bar)/
(to hide)
/ba;n/
(to bloom)
door, window, plate of 
glass, door of a cupboard, 
mirror
/sut/ /fo SI]/ egg
(egg) (bubble)
/kboul/ /iSm/* book
(head)
//so % say// / s§n/ cord, wire
(nerve) (line, tendon)
//hontost// /s&:y/ route, road, river, canal
(straight, ruler) (line, streak)
etc. etc.
d) Instance A : SG DO DL
Unit classifiers in the Thai language are numerous. Apart 
from the special words which occur as classifiers for particular 
nouns, many nouns can occur as their own classifiers. In the case 
of many compounds the heads can normally he classifiers for these
* This word /lem/ itself has no lexical referents it is used as a 
unit classifier for books, carts and knives which differ so markedly 
in nature, shape and size that the meaning is not deducible.
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compounds. Furthermore, there are a few words which can he unit 
classifiers of a large number of nouns. None of these classifiers 
has a comparable form in Cambodian.
(i) Nouns occurring as their own classifiers
Thai /krepV
/klSrj/
/ko :r|-r3: y/ 
/khro:p-khrue/ 
/chfe~ch&:t/
’pocket, purse, suitcase1 
’camera, pipe1 
’military company’
1 family’
’race’
etc.
(ii) Heads of compounds occurring as classifiers
Classifiers
/bay/
/khr&ei]/
/***/
/rus 03q/ 
/th*:/
Nouns
/bay-kh&p-khi:/
/khriJrer) - yon/
/?■&: -rrae/
/rueq-phmq/
/th*: ~nSr]/ 
etc.
(iii) Unit classifiers occurring with a large number
English equivalent 
driving licence 
engine, motor 
dock, shipyard 
beehive 
seat
of nouns
The classifier / a n /  in Thai can be used for a large number 
of nounsj and can replace other classifiers. There is no comparable 
form in Cambodian.
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2. Metric Classifiers
a) Instance 1 i SG SO SL 
Metric classifiers conforming to Instance 1 in comparison 
are mostly loan-words from French (terms for the metric system) 
or from Chinese- There are also loan-words between Cambodian and 
Thai as well as loans from Sanskrit.
Cambodian
/maet/
/soqtimaet/
/ki slosmaet/
/kra: m/
/ k i: lo: kra: m/, 
/ki :lo:/
/hasp/
/him/
/  thai]/
/ casn/
/ tho:/
/pe:r)-co:k/
/hrp/
/hao/
/kus/
/lo://
Thai
/me:t/
/sentime:t/
/kilosmest/, /kilos/
/kram/
/kilo skram/,
/kilo:/
/hasp/
/hun/
/ thaq/
/casn/
/thS:/
/c$tk/
/hi:p/
/ho:/
/khu:/
/lo:/
English equivalent 
a metre 
a centimetre 
a kilometre 
a gram 
a kilogram
60 kilograms
weight, equal to 
0*375 gram
a barrel, equal to 
20 litres
a full-plate
a pitcher full
a very small cup
a trunk
a packet
a pair
a dozen
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Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/kotrlvy/ /kuli:/ a set of 20 sarongs
/ko * 13/ /ko :y)/ a troop
/pu:ak/ /phftak/ a group
/krom/ /klum/ a group
/vo:rp/ /fu:r)/ a crowd, a herd
/kensah/ /khand?/ a party
/nikcx:y/ /nlka:y/ a sect
b) Instance 3 : SG DO SL
The units of measurement of various goods or products
in Cambodia and Thailand may often be the containers which are
normally used for storing or keeping the substances, whether they
be solid or liquid. Almost all words in the two languages with
a meaning admitting of some use as a container can be used as
metric classifiers. Some of the metric classifiers of this type
conform to Instance 3 in comparison.
Cambodian Thai English
/ret eh/ /kwien/ a cartload
/ ka : ror]/ /kresd tp/ a sack
/pe;r)/ /thuay/ a cup, a small bowl
/dop/ /khuat/ a bottle
/  thnaq/ /krebd:k/ a node of bamboo
/pra?op/ /kl 013/ a small box
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Cambodian
/do : p/ 
/konsiev/ 
etc.
Thai 
/ tdm/ 
/ka:/ 
etc.
English equivalent 
a jar (of water) 
a kettle
The examples of metric classifiers which have reference to 
the measurement of length and quantity, and which conform to 
Instance 3 are given below :
Cambodian
/thnoep/
(finger?s width)
/hat/
(hand)
/com?a:m/
/phyi:om/
Thai
/niw/
(finger’s width)
/so:k/
(elbow)
/khra:p/
/wa:/
English equivalent 
finger’s width
a cubit
a handspan
width across,extending 
both arms
/  comhioiQ/ 
/konlah/
half, hemisphere 
half
/si:k/
/khrmrj/
c) Instance t- : SG DO DL 
The classifiers which occur in Cambodian with no equivalents 
are the metric classifiers of quantity.
Cambodian /dombo:/ 'foursome1
/phlo:n/ 'a number of forty1
/ slvk/ 'a number of four hundred'
These classifiers, however, are becoming archaic.
X9^ f
3. Personal Classifiers
a) Instance 1 : SG SO SL 
All personal classifiers in Cambodian and Thai have a 
general meaning of 1 person’. The choice of any particular term 
to go with any particular noun, as in the case of pronouns and 
some isolatives, reflects the cultural and social strata in the 
Cambodian and Thai societies.
Cambodian
/prssli-‘?oir|/
/izrj
Thai
/phr&^-^oi}/
/?oiq/
/ru:p/ 
// ru: p/
Usage (to go with a noun 
having such a meaning as-)
Buddha, king, god
king, member > of royal 
families of Rank 2, angel, 
Buddha’s and king’s 
personal effects and 
belongings
Buddhist monk, novice, 
hermit
nun
Buddhist monk, novice, 
hermit
b) Instance 3 : SG DQ Sh 
Personal classifiers are comparatively small in number. 
There are only two pairs that can be exemplified in this section. 
Cambodian Thai
,/khlu:an/ 
(body)
//us ok// 
(person)
/ton/, /tus/ 
(body),(body)
/khon/
(human-being)
Usage (to go with a noun 
having such a meaning as-)
giant, spirit, ghost
person In general
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if. General Classifiers
a) Instance 1 ; SG SO SL
All Cambodian general classifiers have counterparts in Thai 
as words of the same origin and same lexical menaing. They are 
listed below :
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/yasq/ /j&'-r)/ kind, type, sort
/baep/' /b£:p/ kind, type, sort
ypropheit^ /pr©ph£:t/ kind, type, sort
b) Instance A i SG DO DL
One Thai general classifier /chenlt/ has no equivalent in 
Cambodian
Owing to the high degree of borrowing, both of the lexical 
items and of the structural patterns,Cambodian and Thai classifiers 
are very close to one another, as can be seen from the result of 
comparison. Both Instances 1 and 3 are abundant. The point of 
interest is the uses of certain unit classifiers in both languages 
which are parallel in choice of terms to explain the characteristics 
of things. For example, the classifier for flat objects is the 
word meaning 1flat slab, sheet1. Some classifiers can be used to 
trace tentative historical developments. For example, the classifier 
for stamps1 is the same word as that for round objects, e.g. ’star, 
the sun, seal1. Its association with ’seal’, and hence 'a die for
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franking*, conjures up the history of 'stamps' and practices 
current when they were first introduced. Another notable feature 
of the Thai use of unit classifiers is the dual rdle of the fused 
nouns. The metric classifiers are mostly containers of certain 
capacity. The choice of containers in the two countries 
corresponds very closely.
E. DETERMINATIVES
Determinatives in Cambodian and Thai are few, yet the words 
call for comparison under three Instances which are Instance 1 :
SG SO SL, Instance 3 : SG DO SL, and Instance l\. : SG DO DL. The 
number of items occurring under these Instances is shown in the 
Table XX below.
TABLE XI
OCCURRENCES OF SUB CLASSES OF DETERMINATIVES
Instance Positive Determinative Interrogative Determinative
1 One -
2 - -
3 One Two
k Four -
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!• Positive Determinatives 
a) Instance 1 : SG SO SL 
The Thai positive determinatives /nl:/, /ni:/ and the 
Cambodian determinative /'nih/', all meaning * this1, have very 
similar forms, grammatical functions and lexical meanings. The 
phonological evidence offers no conclusive proof of the direction 
of borrowing, i.e., the use of tone and tone-mark in the Thai 
version would indicate Thai origin but the final //Yl// in Cambodian, 
which is absent in the Thai form, suggest the other direction. 
However, they can be recognized as stemming from a common origin, 
whatever it may be.
h) Instance 3 ; SG DO SL 
The determinatives to be compared under this Instance are 
in fact very similar to those in Instance 1 previously demonstrated. 
The only criterion which classifies them as belonging to the 
Instance 3 Is the different forms, which indicate that the words 
have originated from different sources.
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/^aeneh/', / / j l y y ) / /  /n£:/, /ni:/ here, this
/nuh/' /nan/, /nan/ that
/?aenoh/ /nosix/, /no:n/ over there
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c) Instance 4 : SG DO DL 
The Cambodian positive determinatives /^ae-t&et/ 'other1 
and /khlah/' 'some' have no equivalents with words of the same 
grammatical function in Thai.
2. Interrogative Determinatives 
Instance 3 * SG DO SL 
There are two pairs of interrogative determinatives to be 
compared in this section.
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/na:/, /na:-mu:ey/ /nay/ which (singular)
/na:-khlah/" /nay/, which (plural)
/n&y-ba:*]/, /nay/mar]/ which (plural)
The determinatives as a class consist of few members.
The forms and functions of these members are so remarkably close 
to one another that a positive decision cannot be easily made 
about their origins. Moreover, the relationship between the 
forms and the functions is such an intimate one that it is 
difficult to decide here if we are dealing with lexical borrowing 
simply or with the borrowing of grammatically marked elements 
forming a sub-system, e.g. the phoneme /n-/ marking the class of 
determinativesj and the alternation of front unrounded and back 
rounded vowels marking degrees of proximity to the speaker for 
deixis. In both cases the Instance code will be SL, but the
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ground for such a classification will be the word in one case 
and the system in the other.
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CHAPTER VIII 
GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS OF PREDICATIVES
Predicatives in the Cambodian and Thai languages are defined 
as non-substantive words which occur as predicates, or parts of 
predicates, to subjects in normal sentences (i.e., not equational 
or imperative sentences). Predicatives include all the following 
words, which are classified by their functions and their typical 
occurrences in relation with one another.
(i) Auxiliaries
(ii) Negators
(iii ) Initiating verbs
(iv) Operative verbs
(v) Retro-active verbs
(vi) Adjectival verbs
(vii) Verbal linkers
(viii) Completive verbs
(ix) Post-verbs
(x) Adverbials
(xi) Verb classifiers
(xii) Final particles
All these classes of predicatives will each be defined and 
discussed simultaneously for the two languages in Section A 
in order to establish the grammatical classes for lexical comparison 
in Chapter IX. In Section B patterns of verb constructs are listed.
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A. CLASSIFICATION OF PREDICATIVES
A comparison of the use of predicatives in Cambodian and 
Thai reveals astonishing similarities in the classification of 
word-classes that can be made and also of the function of each 
class in relation with the others. The definition once set for 
one language can be directly applied to the other. In the 
discussion below all predicative classes are, therefore, discussed 
for both Cambodian and Thai.
1. Auxiliaries Aux
An auxiliary is a verb occurring at the onset of a verb 
construct, a construction of which a verb is the head. Auxiliaries 
are mostly bound and therefore are often followed by other verbs.' 
They are classified In the two languages, by their occurrence before 
the negator, which is defined as a verb-marker and is dealt with 
in the following section. The auxiliaries include terms which, 
to some extent, make explicit grammatical statements. Thus,
/^ kompui] tae^ and /kamlarj/ meaning f being in action’ indicate a 
continuous action or an action going onj //rmr]// and /co/ meaning 
'will, shall1 indicate a future tense or an action about to be 
performed.
Cambodian /khjiom kompuq tqe sdap vithyuh/
'I am listening to the radio.'
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Cambodian //khpom nuiri tvu prap lo:k kru: s^aek nvi]/
11 shall go to tell the teacher tomorrow.'
Thai /khaw kamlan far] witthoyu'?/
'He ks listening to the radio.'
/phom no pay yiem khaw phru^-nis/
'I shall go to see him tomorrow.'
The auxiliaries //rmi]/ and /ce/ can occasionally follow other
auxiliaries without indicating a future tense, for example :
Cambodian /^ospuk tv:p-tae xmr\ co:l phteeh/"
'Father has just come into the house.'
Thai /pho : phihrj Cj8 klap b&: n/
'Father has just returned home.*
The Cambodian and Thai auxiliaries, to be designated as Aux,
are further classified into two sub-classes :
(i) Pre-negator auxiliaries,
(ii) Non-negated auxiliaries.
Pre-negator auxiliaries 
When a negator is present, the pre-negator auxiliary 
precedes the negator in a verb construct. It can occur without 
the negator and thus directly precede a verb.
Cambodian /konlaerj nih ceh-tae mmn s?a:t/
'This place is always not clean.'
/lo:k pu: prehael-ci s e mmn so:v sru:el tet/
'Uncle is perhaps not well.'
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Thai /phrtli] -nl: f5n khor] tok/
’It might rain tomorrow.'
/khru: yqq may ma:/
’The teacher has not come yet.1
Non-negated auxiliaries
A few auxiliaries in Cambodian and Thai have lexical
reference to either negative or absolute affirmative sense and so
do not co-occur with a negator. They precede the verb and in
Cambodian some of them could, for more emphatic effect, precede
the subject.
Cambodian / so:m cu:oy khpom pho:r]/
’Please help me.'
/ co: 1 *?ae]Q khom rion so:t *?aoy me:n-ts:n na:/
’Try to study hard, will you?1
Thai /ya: tham ya:r] ndn/
’Don* t do like that.’
/pro: t ma: tha:rj n£: ndy khd/
TPlease come this way.’
2. Negators Neg
A negator, Neg, is a word o r a  complex with negative 
reference, occurring before the main verb in a verb construct. 
There are two types of negator in the two languages :
(i) One-word negators,
(ii) Complex negators.
2 0 k
The one-word negator in both languages serves also as a
verbal marker. Thus, in initiating sentences*, words occurring
after the negator /mmn/ in Cambodian, and after the negator /m&y/
in Thai are classified as verbs0, and the non-substantive words
preceding the negators are classified as auxiliaries.
Cambodian /lo:k kueq-tae rrmm ceh so:se: te:/
’You certainly do not know how to write.1
Thai /khun kh.013 ce m&y ru:ccxk kh&w/
’Perhaps you do not know him.1
The complex negators are combinations of a negator and 
another verb which has :come to lose its original meaning, i.e. 
the meaning it conveys when it occurs as a main verb, if it does 
at ail*
Cambodian /khjiom mmn-ms :n ci:e kru: -boijrien te1//
(l--not true— to be— teacher— P)
'I am not a teacher.’
Thai /ch(5,n may-hen rd: rxaei] lv:y/
(I— not see— to know— story— P)
’I did not know what was going on.’
3* Initiating Verbs Vi
An initiating verb, which will be designated as Vi , is a 
verb that occurs immediately before another verb which functions 
as the head of the whole verb construct. Initiating verbs cannot
See Panupong 1970, p.l
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occur as main verbs or take substantive objects. As initiating
verbs, they have relatively weak stress.
Cambodian /ko:n rmnn ku: o nnrsl sievphvu nih//
( child--not— ought to— to read— book— this)
’You should not read this book, son*.*
Thai /lft:k m&y khuen *?6i:n ndqsm: ni:/
(child— not— ought to— to read--book— this)
’You should not read this book,son.’
4. Operative Verbs Vo
An operative verb, Vo , occurs as the head of a verb 
construct which functions as predicate to a substantive subject 
in a sentence. A verb construct can occur as the sole constituent 
of a sentence, i.e., in imperative sentences. Operative verbs in 
Cambodian and Thai do not normally modify nouns in any noun complex, 
but, in some particular cases, they may do so and occur with a 
noun head word. This must be regarded as an additional function, 
which in fact enables them to form attributive subordinate compounds 
with a noun head word.*
The uses of operative verbs in Cambodian and Thai seem to 
be parallel as the following observations reveal :
(i) Some operative verbs need a substantive object, others 
do not® and these could thus be called ’transitive operatives’
* See noun compounds of patterns 6 and 8 in Chapter XI.
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and 'intransitive operatives' respectively. However, a large 
number of operative verbs can occur transitively as well as 
intransitively,* no such division will therefore be made in the 
present work.
Cambodian /phlviiQ cheh/ 'The fire is burning.1
(fire— to burn)
,/phlv:;q cheh phtseh,/ 'The house is on fire.'
(fire— to burn-house)
Thai /fay may/ 'The fire is burning.'
(fire— to burn)
/fay m&y b&sn/ 'The house is on fire.'
(fire— to burn-house)
(ii) Operative verbs in both languages can occur in
jJ;
sequence with or without verbal linkers", and with or without
substantive objects for each verb in the sequence.
Cambodian /ni :aiq haek sombot ?a in phli : em mu:ey rumpec
1 2
khmi t en pesl boq^ori yu:/^
3 k
'She opened the letter, read it immediately, without 
1 2
delaying,.»
3-k
32(Maha sangkream neou Angkor, p.A3)
%
* *
Panupong classified these two types of verbs as homophonous 
verbs (Panupong 1970, p.123)
See Section A.7 below.
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Cambodian ^purek haora: ^oqkuy treda:i] lesk cam cui ey
1 2  3 k
doh-srasy vi:ess©na: neek prusey khvol/
5
'The astrologers sat, opened out numerical tables,
1 2
waited to help solving problems of worrying people.1
3 k 3
(Preah bat Pnhea Yat, p.252)55
Thai /ro:y man sftem i]d:p k6m-n&:-k6m-ta: dv:n/
1 2 3
!Roy wore a palm hat and kept walking with her 
1 3
head bent forward.'
3k(Chai sam bot, p.8)
/rm:n man khoq naq lop dd: t sar)ke: t dueq tewan
1 2 . 3 .
id? qaw m&y yu: ch^ ~: y-mv: y/
k
'Ru’n still sat hiding herself from the un and 
1 2
quietly watched the un and the shadow of the trees.'
k 3
(Chai sam bot, p.3 k)^
(iii) An operative verb which occurs after another verb
may have an adverbial function of modifying the preceding verb.
Cambodian /~ket piba:k t h w : ~ka: nas/
(he— difficult— to work--very)
'He is subjected to difficulty in his work.'
Thai /kh<5tw khsyan rien/
(he-"diligent""to study)
'He is diligent in studying.'
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5* Retro-Active Verbs Vr
A retro-active verb is a verb which precedes the actor.
They can occur with a preceding noun (of general reference in the
subject position) normally functioning as the topic, but with the
actor following the verb which'describes the action.
Cambodian / thlsek phlieip/ ’It rains.1
(to fall— rain)
^k-e: Ao; chi: 0m/ ’He is bleeding.’
(he-— to flow— -blood)
Thai /kho::q khran ra:kha:/ ’Things are up in price.’
(thing-“t o g o u p — price)
/ch&irj tok man/ ’Elephants are in rut.’
( elephant---to fall— fat, grease)
Most Cambodian retro-active verbs are connected with the
description of time as well as accidental or natural events.*
In Thai too, they are connected with the description of time,
accidents and illnesses, but not of natural events. It is to be
remarked that in both languages the adverbials modifying the
retro-active verbs always come after the succeeding actors and
not after the verbs themselves. In the following examples, the
adverbials are underlined.
* These retro—active verbs are comparable to Jacob’s impersonal
1H
use of verbs (Jacob 1968, pp. 108-109) , but they do not always
coincide.
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Cambodian /'dol maoq haey rut: nvu/
(arrive— time— already — or— not yet)
’Is it time yet?'
,/khjiom rjeiQurt muk ngs/
(l--dark~-f ace--very)
'I feel dizzy very much..’
Thai /thiirr] we; la: l£:w rm; yai]/
(arrive--time— already~~or— not yet)
'Is it time yet?’
/phom puet tho:r] lmekv: n/
(I——to ach--stomach--extremely)
’I have a severe stomach ache.’
6. Adjectival Verbs Va
An adjectival verb is a verb, which can occur before the
markers /ci! er}/ and /kwa:/ ’more’ in Cambodian and Thai respectively,
and which also occurs as a noun modifier in noun complexes.*
When occurring after another verb, an adjectival verb always has
an adverbial function and thus modifies the preceding verb.
Cambodian /Yieek thom ciieq khjiom,/
(you— 'big— more — I)
’You are bigger than I.’
y/koot crier) piruoh nas,/
(she— to sing— -pleasing to the ear— very)
’She sings very beautifully.’
* See pattern G. 6 in Section VI.D.2.
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Thai /thv: sfi:ri kwa: chan/
(you— tall— more— I)
!You are taller than L ’
/khdtw r6 :13-phie:23 phr5? ma: k/
(she— to sing— pleasing to the ear— very)
'She sings very beautifully.*
The functions of adjectival verbs in the Cambodian and Thai 
languages can be compared and summarized as follows !
(i) They are intransitive and can occur as the predicate
to substantive subjects.
Cambodian y/bontup nih tin li : ey/
(room--this— large)
’This room is large,*
Thai /hor) ni : kwa. s 13/
(room— this— wide)
'This room is large.'
(ii) They can occur in sequence with or without verbal 
linkers.
Cambodian /somleii) ni:0]Q piirueh phaem nas/
(voice— she— pleasing to the ear— sweet— very)
'Her voice is very sweet and pleasing to the ear.'
Thai /slsq thv: wasn phayr6? ciigcir)/
(voice— she— sweet-— pleasing to the ear— really)
'Her voice is very sweet and pleasing to the ear.'
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(ill) They can perform adverbial function and modify
the preceding operative or adjectival verbs.
Cambodian /?a:vut rebob. neek mut thlai//
'His weapon is 1 razor'sharp,1
Thai /^aswdt khoi] khaw khom krip/
'His weapon is 'razor1 sharp,1
(iv) They often occur as noun modifiers in noun complexes,
However, as already pointed out in the pattern G. 6.1 in Chapter VI,
adjectival verbs which modify nouns in Thai can be accompanied by
classifiers whereas in Cambodian they can be accompanied by a
particle. This can be noted as the only difference in the use of
adjectival verbs in the two languages.
Cambodian /jbmk-muk do : mut-moem/
'the good-looking face.'
/menus presae teeq-nih/
'these excellent people.'
Thai /thenon sa:y may/
'the new road.'
/krepaw bay l£k/
'the small suitcase.'
7• Verbal Linkers Lv
A verbal linker is a word which links a verb or a verb 
construct to the preceding verb or verb construct. Verbal linkers 
in Cambodian and Thai are of two types ;
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(i) Co-ordinate verbal linkers, to be designated as Lv^
(ii) Subordinate verbal linkers, to be designated as Lv
C- *
The co-ordinate verbal linkers join verb constructs or heads 
of verb constructs together. There might, however, be a series of 
verbs in a predicate and the verbal linkers joining them might be 
omitted in some positions,
Cambodian /yuveetvy qvsp locerj haey jiejrmm bontec tvu ro:k to:y/ 
'The young girl got up and smiled a little to Toy.'
Thai /y^G s&:w yxm r&p dosk-mdty l£:w chvsn kh&w kh&w pay
nay hdij-rdtp-khe; k/
'The young girl smiled, took the flowers and invited 
-him to the living-room.'
The subordinate verballinkers join verbs within the same
verb construct. The verbs occurring before the linkers are heads
of the construct whereas the ones following them function as
modifiers. The verbs which follow the verbal linkers are given
the name 'completive verbs'. Thus,subordinate verbal linkers
always link main verbs with their completive verbs,
The negators/mwn/ and /m&y/ 'not', and the auxiliaries
/nrai]/ and /ce/ 'will, shall', and /erat nutq/ and /kraep/ 'nearly',
which occur in the same position as verbal linkers also function
as linkers if the following verbs express a lexical implication
of result with respect to the preceding verbs.
Cambodian /khpom de:k mran lusk/
(I— to lie down--not— asleep)
'I cannot sleep.'
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Cambodian /ke: thvv:-ka: crat rung srac/
(he— to work— nearly-finished)
’He has nearly finished working.1
Thai /khaw tham-rja:n kraep set/
(he— to work— nearly*— finished)
’He has nearly finished working,’
/phom no:n may lap/
(l— to lie down— not— asleep)
’X cannot sleep.1
8* Completive Verbs Comp V
A completive verb is a verb that occurs as the second
position main verb in a verb complex. Normally, it occurs
immediately after the main verb, but it sometimes is interrupted
by a substantive or a noun construct or a linker. Should the
verb complexes be negated, the negators have to be placed before
the completive verbs and not before the main verbs. A complex of
a verb with a completive verb differs from a sequence of two verbs
in the lexical relation between the two verbs, the completive
verb performs a function as an ’adverb of result' of the preceding
verb and not just as another verb. Some operative verbs occur
with particular completive verbs so often that the two of them
produce some sort of associative verbal compound.
Cambodian /y^ir] ro:k khv :p rraerj ci:e craen tiet/
(we— to look for— to see — story— to be— many--again) 
'We find many other stories.’
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Cambodian /'khjiom sdap mnrn ba:n tei//
(X— listen— not— to get— P)
!X cannot understand.1
Thai /khaw no:n lap na:n cir)/
(he— to lie down-~to be asleep— long— really)
'He slept for a long time.'
/ch&n tok-cay con phu:t may :k/
(I»”frightened--until--to speak--not--out)
’1 was so frightened that I could not speak.'
In both languages, the completive verbs can be preceded by 
a verbal linker with or without substantive objects of the main 
verbs.
Cambodian ,/khjiom nmr) thsek vi s 9 ?aoy du: \//
(I--will--to kick--him-~so as to--to fall)
'1 shall kick him down.'
Thai /phom ce teh khaw hay lorn thi:diow/
(l--will--to kick--him--so as to--to fall-^quite)
'I shall certainly kick him down.'
9* Fost-Verbs Pos V
A post verb is an operative verb which occurs with weak
stress at the end of a main verb complex. They are verbs of
direction and position, the choice of terms depends very much on
where the speaker is and in what direction or into what condition
he thinks the action will proceed.
Cambodian //^ aer] tvu phsa: coh/
(you— to go— market— to go down)
'You go to the market.'
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/chup kiut vi:e tiet tYu bo:r3 rmei] konlo:^ hu:es 
mo;k haey/
(to stop— to think— It--again-— to go— elder brother*5—  
story— to pass— over— to__come— already)
’Stop thinking about it, darling, it is all over now.1
/rew khaw sasy l£:w/
(fast— to enter— late*— already)
’Hurry up, it’s late.’
/khun c© phftst thiar] man pay thammay rraer) man pha:n 
pay (ma;) l£:w/
(you— will— to talk— -to— it— to go--why— story— it 
--to pass-— to go— (to come)— already)
’Why are you talking about it? It is all over now.’
10«, Adverbials Adv
An adverbial is a word, a down-graded verb or a down-graded
construction.,, that functions as a modifier more often of verbs and
occasionally of nouns. Some adverbials in Cambodian and Thai can
be either pre-positional or post-positional in relation to verbs
or verb constructs they modify, others can occur in both positions.
Cambodian /^bonthmen bo s daoy Ibuxen thoemmedai^
(Bonthoeun— to drive--with— speed-normal)
’Bonthoeun drives at a normal speed!'
on
(Troung anatha, p.l)
/pros komloh saen ta:n-tYr) knoi] w\,/f
(man-~young--hundred thousand, extremely --depressed 
— in— heart)
’The young man felt extremely depressed.’
35(Ao! Phsaeng marana, p. V7)
Cambodian
Thai
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Thai /raw pha:n ma: tg:m thenon this khfc-kh&k
dftey r6t l£? phus-khon/
(we— to pass— to come— along— road— that— busy 
with— car— and--people)
’We passed along the road which is crowded with 
cars and people.’
36
(Ruam ru’ang san, p.135)
/wan - r flip-khwn phiche:t no:n kat l£p yu: 
bon thii-noin con sa:y/
(the following day— Pichet— to lie down— to bite 
finger nails— to stay— on— bed— till— late)
’On the following day, Pichet lay in bed, biting 
his finger nails until late in the morning.’
(Nik kap Phii}i, p. 9) ^
The uses of adverbials in both languages are very similar 
with regard to the form and the possible position in which they 
can occur in the sentences. The adverbials with lexical reference 
to time and place often occur at the beginning or at the end of 
sentences whereas the adverbials with reference to manner occur 
before or after verbs, before or after verb complexes, or at the 
end of sentences, depending on the degree of emphasis that is put 
on them. With reference to their position in which they occur, 
adverbials can be roughly classified into three sub-classes : 
pre-verb adverbials, post-verb adverbials and general adverbials. 
In Cambodian and Thai there are also words which can initiate 
sentences, constructs, complexes or other words and turn them 
into adverbials. These words will be termed ’adverbial markers’, 
and the adverbials formed by adverbial markers can be referred to
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also as ’modifier constructs’,
Cambodian /ke : yo : k khni : e cite somlayi//
(they— to take— each other— -to be— friend)
’They agreed to be friends.’
2 8
(Prachum roeung preng, Vol.2, p.3)
^ k e : bopchup ruetyuen yq:q ?os tumhmri/'
(he— to stop— car— in the manner of— all— strength) 
’He stopped the car with all his might.’
29
(Troung anatha, p.8)
Thai /phor) man lor] ca:k rxnen pay doiy may mi i khray rd:/
(Phong--he— to go down— from--house*— to go-— -by— not 
— to have --who— to know)
’Phong went away from home without anyone knowing 
of his leaving.’
(Chai sam bot, p. 103)^
/chdn lorj-mxtii tsr]~tue ya:r) prenl:t/
(I— begin— to dress— in the manner of— neat)
’I began to dress myself neatly.’
(Puam ru’ang san, p.235)
11. Verb Classifiers Ver Cl
A verb classifier is a word which occurs with a verb
head-word in just the same manner as do classifiers with nouns.
Verb classifiers are very often onomatopoeic and imitative words,
but sometimes are simply nouns or verbs.
Cambodian //ke: thaep pi :-bvy khsm? t//
(he— to kiss— two-three— sound of kissing)
’He kissed [her] two or three times.’
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Cambodian /khpom rmr:l sievphvu nib pi: cop/
(X— to read--book— this— two--through to tbe end)
’I finished reading this book twice.*
Thai /kh&w cu:p so:r]-sa:m fS ; t/
(he— to kiss— two-three— sound of kissing)
’He kisses [her] two or three times.1
/chdtn ?d:n n&qsifr: nl: so:r) cop l£:w/
(I— to read--book— this— two— through to the end—  
already)
'I finished reading this book twice.’
12. Final Particles FP
A final particle is a bound word occurring at the end of a
phrase or a sentence. It may be referred to as the phrase-final
or the sentence-final particle* * The final particles often have a
close link with the main verb complexes. Although they may follow
the verbs immediately they can also occur after the object or the
adverbials and are thus widely separated from the verbs.
Cambodian /preyaoc somkhan mya:rj tiet sela:ca:rvk nih mum 
trvm-tae kot-tra: tuk mru prseh ri:ec bomnorr) 
rebos prseh *?edvt mseha: khsat khmae ponnoh te;
?a:c roep ba:n ci:e voennekam mu:ey ...semay 
nuh pho ir}//
'Another important advantage is that these inscriptions 
not only recorded the wishes of the ancient Cambodian 
kings, but also represented a type of literature of 
the time.'
(Liy Theam-Teng I960, p.89)
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Thai /?i:k preka:n nun] kh&h dich&n m&y hSn dftey r3k w&:
nisit thdk khon ce tor) rien ?a:n sila: cot: rmk bo:ra:n 
ni: n&h/
'Furthermore, I do not agree that all students have to learn 
to read the ancient stone inscription.f
In both languages, the phrase-final and sentence-final 
particles are recognized by their occurring at the end of a phrase 
or a sentence. They are included in the predicates because some 
of them are closely related to a certain aspect of the verb, e.g., 
//tei// with negation, //vmi// and /rmt/ with interrogation, and 
some of them express the attitude of the speaker towards the verbal 
expression that is being uttered. The common feature that can be 
noticed in comparing the uses of the final particles in the two 
languages are as follows :-
(i) More than one particle can occor in sequence, and when 
there is more than one, a fixed word-order is observed, and the 
final particles can be thus classified into 3 sub-classes in 
Cambodian and 4 sub-classes in Thai.
(ii) They often bear intonation-phonology for the sentence. 
Thai is a tonal language. It is the final particles that are 
intonation bearers and so do not have a fixed tone to the same 
degree as does any normal word in a sentence.
(iii) One group of final particles has an interrogative 
sense and is used to form interrogative sentences.
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In Thai one sub-class of final particles is used as polite 
words. Its function corresponds to the Cambodian initiating 
particles dealt with, in Section A.i.}. of Chapter IV and In Section 
D.2a of Chapter V.
B. PATTERNS OP VERB CONSTRUCTS
A verb construct in Cambodian and Thai can include all
members of the classes of predicatives and the simple order of
occurrence is more or less fixed as follows
Patterns G.15 • Aux + Neg + Vo + (object) + Pos V + Adv
G. 16 : Aux + Neg + Va + Pos V + Adv -t- FP
G.17 J Vo + (object) + Lv^ + Comp V + (object) +
Pos V + Adv + FP
The adverbials (Adv) can be shifted to another position,
e.g., to the beginning of the sentence, to before the verb construct,
or to the end of the sentence.* Some auxiliaries (Aux) also occur
before the subject.**
A verb construct In the two languages can be very complicated
with more than one Vo + (object) or Va filling the positions
indicated in the above patterns. The pattern G.1? may even be
expanded, for example, to include a complete repetition of
* See Section A.10 above.
** See Section A.l above.
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Vo + (object) + Lv^ + Gomp V + (object). There might be a 
substantive or a noun construct occurring as the object in the 
object position. When there is more than one verb in the verb 
construct, the substantive can simultaneously be the object of 
the preceding verb and the subject of the following one. The 
analysis of a verb constrxict must be approached hierachically 
by the use of the technique of Immediate Constituent analysis*
In this section an attempt is made to illustrate pricipal 
patterns of verb constructs representing different types of 
relations between the verbs, and between the verb and the substantive 
within a construct.*
Pattern G. l8 : a sequence of verbs with or without co-ordinate
verbal linkers.
G. l8.1 : Vo + + Vo ... Lv^ + Vo
G. 18.2 : Va + Va + Va ... Lv1 + Va
Cambodian /meymmn dvtj knrt run thvvi do:c mdec te:/
!I do not know what to think or how to do it.’
Thai /ms: m&y d&:y rion khlen rm: ?<£tn ma: ko:n/ 
!Mother did not learn to read or write before.1
Cambodian /ke: l?o: s?a:t-boi:t haey slost troip/ 
'She is nice, beautiful and honest.'
* Reference is also made to Bhandhumedha’s 'The Structure of the 
Nucleus, a Verb Phrase Constituent' (Bhandhumedha 1967)^, f°r 
some of the patterns of verb constructs.
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Thai
Pattern
Cambodian
Thai
Pattern
Cambodian
Thai
Pat t e rn
/thv: suSy chelait Is? di:/
'She is beautiful, clever and good.1
G. 19 : a sequence of operative verbs with or without
a substantive as object.
Vo + (N) + Vo + (N)
/'?ondoc:t somrap phluek ^aiha: niyi:oy haey criarb/
'The tongue [is] for tasting food, speaking and 
singing.1
/l£n s&mrap lfm r6t ?a;h&:n phfi:t l£? r5 :r)-phle ir\/
1 The tongue [is] for tasting food, speaking and 
singing.'
G. 20 : a sequence of verbs with one substantive as
the object of all of them.
Vo + Vo ... + N
//wi.: erj coilcvt kat dei pah cues kha.u-?a: v,/
(she“.-to like— to cut--to sew— to patch— to darn 
--trousers-blouse)
'She likes needle work.'
/thv: pofct kwa:t ch6-t thfis hot] thfl-k h$q/
(she— to dust of--tcf sweep— to wipe— to rub—  
room--every— rooml
'She cleans every room thoroughly.'
G./21 : a sequence of two operative verbs with or
without a verbal linker in between and with 
substantives following all of them.
Vo + + Vo +
Vo + + (Lv^) + Vo +
Cambodian
Thai
Pattern
Cambodian
In this pattern the first substantive is
simultaneously the object of both operative
verbs, the second substantive is the
indirect object of the second verb.
/mdot:y khjiom thw: mho:p preke:n lo:k sot]//
(mother--I--to make— food--to offer--monk)
'My mother prepared food for the monks.'
//'k.e: thw; kg: cu:n mdaiy/'
(he— to do— work— to offer— mother)
'He works for [his] mother.'
/m£: chan tham ?a:ha:n thevaiy phra?/
(mother— I— to make— food— to offer— monk)
'My mother prepared food for the monks.'
/khaw t£r) b&:n h&y phmen/
(He — to decorate--house— to give— friend)
'He decorates the house for his friend.'
G. 22 ! a sequence of a verb and a completive verb
with a substantive as object to both verbs
between , there can also be a verbal linker
between the first verb and the substantive.
Vo + (Lv^) + N + Comp V
/khpom ro:k vaentq: khv:p hasy^/
(I— to look for— -spectacles— to see— already)
'I have found [my] spectacles.1
Cambodian
Thai
Pattern
Cambodian
Thai
Pattern
2 2 l ±
,/ke: cap trvy ba:n^
(k®— to catch— fish— to be able)
’He can catch fish.1
/ch<£n ha ? w£nta i phop l£ : w/
(I— to look for— spectacles— to see— already)
’I have found [my] spectacles.1
/khaw c&p pla: dot: y/
(he— to catch^-fish— to get)
’He can catch fish.1
G. 23 • a sequence of two operative verbs with or : 
without verbal linkers. The substantive 
between the verbs is the object of the 
first one and the subject of the second.
Vo + N + (Lv 2) + Vo
/ikhjiom nun] theek kei ?aoy dusol teoq cho://
(X — will--to kick— him--in order to— to fall—  
the whole of— to stand)
’I will kick him down from standing.’
/chan co te? khaw h&y 16m thcii] yvrin/
(I--will to kick— him— in order to— to fall—  
the whole of--to stand)
’I will kick him down from standing.’
G. ; a sequence of an operative verb and a
completive verb with or without a verbal 
linker in between, and with a substantive 
as object of the preceding operative verb 
and subject of the following completive one,
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Cambodian
Thai
Pattern
Cambodian
and also with another noun as object of the 
completive verb.
Vo + N + (Lv^) + Comp- V + N
z/kom boh bal ?aoy troiv p?o;n nee'k//
(do not*— to throw— ball— to hit—  younger sibling 
— you)
’Do not throw the ball to hit your brother.1
^koet bap kamphlviq troiv kei^
(he— to shoot— gun— to hit— him)
’He shoots him.’
/ya: khw&iii luik-bon do in ndiri/
(do not— to throw— ball— to hit— younger sibling) 
’Do not throw the ball to hit [your] brother.1
/kh&w yiq pmin thuik khon/
(he— to shoot— gun— to hit— people)
’He shoots a man.’
G. 25 : An adjectival verb modifies the preceding
operative one, with or without a verbal
linker in between.
Vo + Va
Vo + Lv^ + Va
/mda:y-misq khjiom thyyibaiy presop-nas/
(aunt— I—-to do—-rice— -good at— very)
’My aunt is very good at cooking.’
/'khom so ! sei ?aoy l?o 1 h o c: /
(to try— to write-in order to— beautiful— P)
’Try to write beautifully.’
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Thai /n&: chan tham khruo ker] thidiew/
(aunt— I— to do— kitchen--good at— quite)
'My aunt is very good at cooking.1
/pheya:ya:m khlen h&y sftey ndc9/
(to try— to write— in order to— beautiful— P) 
'Try to write beautifully.'
CHAPTER IX
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LEXICAL COMPARISON OF PREDICATIVES
The grammatical comparison of predicatives presented in 
Chapter VIII reveals a great similarity in the order and inventory 
of all verb classes and sub-classes in Cambodian and Thai, much 
more so than is the case with substantives. In this chapter, words 
classified as predicatives will be compared according to their 
Instance codes in order to determine the degree of closeness in 
the use of lexicon in the two languages. However, the comparison 
cannot be regarded as complete owing to the fact that more than 
one verb class is large and open, and an attempt to complete the 
comparison is consequently not practical for such classes. For 
small classes, such as negators and post-verbs, on the other hand, 
an attempt has been made to assemble all the comparable members 
of the classes, although no claim is made that the lists are 
exhaustive. With the Instance codes as the sole tool for 
comparison, members of each class of predicatives are compared 
instance by instance.
A. AUXILIARIES
In spite of the identical syntactic functions of Cambodian 
and Thai auxiliaries as revealed in the grammatical comparison, 
the lexical study of these auxiliaries results in their falling
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into Instance 2, viz. , SG SO DL, Instance 3, viz.,.SG DO SL, and 
Instance Zf} viz., SG DO DL; but no case of Instance 1 : SG SO SL, 
exists. This means that hardly any borrowing of auxiliaries has 
taken place at all. The frequency of occurrences of sub-classes 
of auxiliaries is shown in Table XII below.
TABLE XII
OCCURRENCES OF SUB-CLASSES OF AUXILIARIES
Instance Pre-Negator Auxiliary Non-negated Auxiliary
1 - —
2 One
3 Abundant Few
A Few One
1* Instance 2 ; SG SO DL
Pre-negator auxiliaries 
One pair of pre-negator auxiliaries can be listed under 
Instance 2. The forms in the two languages are sufficiently 
close to one another for them to be established as SO, but the 
meanings are slightly different.
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Cambodian /kuorj/ Continually*
Thai /khor]/ 'probably*
2. Instance 3 : SG DO SL
a) Pre-negator auxiliaries 
The majority of the pre-negator auxiliaries falls into 
Instance 3 in the comparison. The very similar constructions of 
complex auxiliaries in the two languages are easily noticeable, 
particularly with reference to the second components.
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/nmr)/ /ce/ will, shall
/ko mpurj - ta e/ /kocmlooQ/ in the middle of...ing
/ stx:-tae/ /kamlaij-ce/ to be going to
/bam-tae/ /phierj-ts:/ only
/ ‘tatlay-tae/ /mue-te:/ keep on..., to busy 
oneself with
/iLYu-tae/ /yai]/, /yaij-khoq/ still, continually
/muk-tae/ /khoi]/, /khoi]-ce/, 
/n6c:-ce/
may, probably
/hiep-tae/ /cuen-ce/, /chock/ tend to, to be inclined 
to
/sxrj-tae/ /kmep/, /kmep-ce/, 
/the:p-ce/, /rim-ce/
almost
,/ taeq-tae//, /mak-ce/ usually
//ye :iQ-tae/,
// coranam-tae/, 
/rome :rj-tae/
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Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/ t Tsp-tae/j/tvsp-nua]/’, /ph$Y)-ce/, /phtr)/ have just
/  tv: p-tae-nmrj/^
/pr©hael-ci: o// /hen-c©/ perhaps
b) Non-negated auxiliaries 
There are only a few non-negated auxiliaries in either 
language* Those which have been found in Instance 3, viz.,
SG DO SL, are listed below.
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/coil/ / C013/ do I
/korn/ /y«:/ don’t]
/so:m/ /pro:t/ please...
Z^aiTLYt/ /koruna:/, /chftey/ be so kind as to...
3. Instance k : SG DO DL
Pre-negator auxiliaries 
There are only few pre-negator auxiliaries that occur in 
one language with no equivalents in the other.
Pre-negator auxiliaries occurring in Cambodian only
/srap-tae/ ‘immediately, suddenly’
/rmt-tae/, /'koon-tae,/ ‘increasingly’
Pre-negator auxiliaries occurring in Thai only
/k^:t/, /k^:t~c©/ ’to happen toT
/di:-te:/, /di:-te:-c©/ ‘to be good for nothing but1
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B. NEGATORS
The function of the negators in Cambodian and Thai as verb 
markers occurring before verbs and after auxiliaries are identical* 
They occasionally occur as verbal linkers. The negators are 
comparable under Instance 3 : SG BO SL and Instance Zf : SG DO DL. 
The frequency of occurrence of these negators is shown in Table XIII 
below.
TABLE XIII 
OCCURRENCES OF SUB-CLASSES OF NEGATORS
Instance One-word Negator Complex Negator
1 - -
2 - -
3 Few Few
k - Few
1. Instance 3 ! SG DO SL
a) One-word negators 
There are three Cambodian negators which correspond to 
the Thai counterparts. The first member in either language,
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i.e. //mmn/f and /m&y/ occur more frequently than the others. 
Cambodian /mum,/, /pum/, / ?vt/ ’not, do not’
Thai /may/, /mi'?/ 'not, do not1.
b) Complex negators
The complex negators in both languages give not just a
straightforward negation to the succeeding verbs they occur with,
they also add a slight implication or overtone to the verbs. The
second components of the complex negators occur with such implied
meanings only when combining with the negator. When occurring by
themselves, these second components have other meanings.
Cambodian /'mtnn-so:m// ’not very, hardly’
(not— ought to)
Thai /m&y-su:/, /may-khoy/ ’not very, hardly’
(not-— to fight), (not— lightly)
Cambodian /mran-me:n/ 'not, do not1
(not— true)
Thai /may-doUy/* ’not, do not’
(not--to get)
* Note that this form coincides with the complex of the negator 
with an initiating verb /may daiy/ which corresponds to the Cambodian 
/mmn bain/' meaning ’not to get the chance to, not already’. Compare 
the two following sentences :
/kh&w m&y-dd;y ya:k pen thohain/ ’He doesn’t want to be a soldier.’ 
(he--not--want--to be— soldier)
/kh&w may d&iy pay ba:n/ ’He has not got a chance to return home.’
(he— not— -to get a chance»-to go— home).
Cambodian y / k h m i:B n / *
Thai /may-mi:/
(not— to have)
'not, there are not'
'not, there are not'
2. Instance 2f : SG DO DL 
Complex negators 
The complex negators which do not correspond lexically to 
one another in the two languages are listed below.
Cambodian /mmn-toen/ 'not yet'
/'mum-bac/  'not necessary to'
/mvtn-ci:©/ 'not to be'
Thai /mdy-chxir)/ 'not, not quite'
/may-hen/ 'not, not care to'
/m&y-yak/ 'strangely enough not'
C. INITIATING VERBS
Nine initiating verbs have been found in each of the two
languages, one falling under Instance 1 : SG SO SL, six under
Instance 3 : SG DO SL, and two in either language falling under
Instance Zf : SG DO DL.
* This is an alternative form of /nmtn-mi: on/ 'not to have'
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1. Instance 1 : SG SO SL
Cambodian /ku:a/ 1 ought to1
Thai /khuan/ 'ought to'
2. Instance 3 : SG DO SL
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/ dael/ /khx:y/ to have ever
/troiv/ /tor)/ to have to
/hi: sn/ /?dl:t/ to dare to
/hain/ /dd:y/ to have a chance to, 
to have already
/pro : m/ /yoi m/ to agree to
/khom/ /phaya:ya:m/ to try hard to
Instance h : SG DO DL
Cambodian /los/ 
/t« q/
'to try to1 
'to begin to'
Thai /nd:/ 'to be likely to, rather'
/phlosy/ 1 to follow without thinking'
The meanings 1to try to* and 1'to begin to' are expressed
in Thai by means of operative verbs, /lo:rj/ and /r^:m/ respectivel
while the meanings rto be likely to' and ! to follow without think­
ing’ are expressed in Cambodian by means of the adverbials /prasaa 
o±i&T}/ and /ta:m ke:/ respectively.
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D. OPERATIVE VERBS
The problem of comparing the operative verbs in the two 
languages is the same as that met with in the comparison of nouns 
in that the terms are too numerous to be compared and an exhaustive 
comparison can hardly be expected. However, an attempt has been 
made to exemplify a wide range of Cambodian verbs with their 
correspondences in Thai under various Instance codes set out 
previously. The comparison does not represent the frequency of 
occurrences and, therefore, no table will be shown for the 
occurrences of these verbs. A fair number of examples is provided 
for each Instance.
1. Instance 1 : SG SO SL
Cambodian
/khrat/
/nmk/
/das/
/ko : -sa:r|/ 
/bontuk/ 
/nimo0ii/ 
/saoy/
/  sd(xc/
Thai 
/khxt/
/nm k/
/dv:n/
/ko: -soUr]/
/banthdk/
/nlmon/
/savv:y/
/sedet/
/tv:n/ /tm:n/
(Royal Terminology)
English equivalent 
to think 
to think 
to walk 
to construct 
to load
to invite (a monk)
to eat, to drink 
(Royal Terminology)
to go, to walk 
(Royal Terminology)
to be awakened 
to awaken
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2. Instance 2 : SG SO DL
Cambodian /ko s y/ 1 to watch1
Thai /kho:y/ 1 to wait1
Cambodian /preyat/ ' to be diligent, to take care1
Thai /preyat/ ' to be thrifty, to be frugal'
Cambodian ,/premael/ ' to look from afar'
Thai /pramT:n/ 1 to estimate1
Cambodian //bomro;q// ' to have the intention'
Thai /bamrUQ/ 1 to take care of , to improve'
Cambodian /^ussa:/ 1 to have a habit o f
Thai /^fttsd: / 1 to try hard'
3. Instance 3 : SG DO SL
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/  dvk/ /phot:/ to lead
/poem/ /kh&:p/ to carry in one's mouth
/yu:a/ /hiw/ to carry an article (by 
its handle) so that it 
hangs down from one's 
hand
/pun/ / sepha: y/ to carry an article so 
that it hangs on one's 
shoulder
^re: k,/ /hcfc: p/ to carry articles or bundles 
by tying them to two ends 
of a rod which is then 
placed across one's shoulder
/lis/ /b£:k/ to carry things on one's 
shoulder
/ 1y: k/ /y3k/ to lift up things by hand
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Cambodian Thai English Bquivalent
/tu:l/ /thu:n/ to carry on one’s head
/bry/ /ho:p/ to hold and carry in one1 
arms
/ p o :/ /?ftm/ to carry (a child) on one 
waist
/kondiat/ /kradfat/ to carry on one’s hip
/kotn / /thm:/ to hold, carry in one’s 
hand, to believe
/yo: k/ / ^ p / to take (up) in the hands
/noem/ /cu:q/ to lead by the hand
/hat/ /t<St/ to cut (small things)
/veeh/ / phiJ: / to cut open
/ cho:t/ /kri:t/ to cut but not through, 
to slash
/cie/ /kan/j /cion/ to trim
/kap/ / fan/ to chop, to cut through
/puanleah/ /1£:/ to cut one part out of 
the other part, e.g. 
cut flesh away from skin, 
bones, etc.
/han/ / sap/ to chop in quick and 
continual motion
E. RETRO-ACTIVE VERBS
Most retro-active verbs fall under Instance 3 sSG DO SL 
in the comparison^ one example is found under Instance 1 : SG 
SO SL* The succeeding actors are listed together with the verbs
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in the examples illustrated below to show the retro-active nature 
of the verbs.
1. Instance 1 : SG SO SL
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
,/kaet ro:k-chlo '*r\// /k^:t rS:k-rebob t/ the epidemic spreads
(to happen— epidemic) (to happen— epidemi c)
2. Instance 3 : SG DO SL
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/ce:p phka:/ /?d:k d3:k/ to bloom
(to come out— flower) (to come out--flower)
/'chnis kba:l^ /pilet hfte/ to have a headache
(to be ill— head) (to ache--head)
/^os komlai]/ /mdt kamlaiq/ to be exhausted
(to be used up—  
strength)
(to be used up—  
strength)
,/dol maoiq// /thxraq we :1a:/ the time has come
(to arrive— hour) (to arrive— time)
/nvu do:!},/ /1x5:9 mephrd:w/ coconuts are left
(to be left— coconut) (to be left— coconut)
,/thum klYn-txfrk-^op/' /h3:m klxn-ndc:i&-£3p/to smell of perfume
(to be fragrant— smell 
--perfume)
(to be fragrant— rsmell 
— perfume)
^laor) thla-$// /khUEtn ra: kha: / the price (of things
(to go up— price) (to go up— price) up
/ w l  mxik.// /wien hfte/ to feel dizzy, giddy
(to turn round— head) (to turn round--head)
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There are a few Cambodian verbs which occur as retro-active
verbs and of which the equivalents in Thai are simply operative 
verbs. They are therefore exceptional words which cannot be 
assigned to any Instance code set up for simple items.
Cambodian
/baek pe:q/
(to break--glass)
/du:sl do:p/
(to fall— bottle)
/ho: chisom/
(to flow— blood)
/bat prak/
(to lose— money)
/khvak phnaek/
(to be blind— eye)
/cok day/
(to be amputated-- 
hand)
/  traoiek-thlor)/
(ear— to be deaf)
F. ADJECTIVAL VERBS
Thai English equivalent
/k£:w te:k/ a glass is broken
(glass— to be broken)
/khdot 16m/ a bottle fell over
(bottle— to fall)
/lluet l&y/
(blood— to flow)
/x]vn h&:y/
(money— to be lost)
/ta: l>5st/
(eye--to be blind)
/mwi du3n/
(hand— to be 
amputated)
the blood flows, to bleed 
the money is lost 
to be blind
to be amputated of hand
/hft: ndek/ to be deaf
(ear— to be deaf)
Examples of adjectival verbs compared under various 
Instances, with the exception of Instance 4, a^e illustrated in 
this section.
1. Instance 1 :SG SO SL
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/  thoamsda:/ /thammeda:/ common
/bo:rebo:/ /bo:ribu:n/ complete
/dac-kha: t/ /det-kha:t/ absolute
/khla:-ha:n/ /kl&: -hSc: n/ brave
//chla: t/ /chsloi: t/ clever
/sqop/ / S©]Q<3p/ calm
/  thaok/ /thd:k/ cheap
/pirueh/ /phayroV beautiful (of sound)
2. Instance 2 : SG SO DL
The following adjectival verbs appear to have different 
meanings in Cambodian and Thai, but their forms and functions 
the same.
Cambodian /sa:ha:v/ 'fierce'
Thai / sa: mhSc: w/ ' rude '
Cambodian /ka:c/ !naughty1
Thai /ka:t/ 'fierce, wicked'
Cambodian /  sjjiem/ 1 speechless'
Thai /seqiem/ 'quiet, modest'
Cambodian /sra:l/ 'released, light1
Thai /sera:n/ 'happy'
Cambodian / saumo :q/ 'worried1
2^ 1
Thai /s&w-mSsi]/'
Cambodian /khiev/
Thai /khlew/
3. Instance 3 ! SG DO SL 
Cambodian 
/cu: /
/cot/
/ l v i : rj/
/hi: /
/kdau/
/  crenaen/
/procan/
/troceek/
/roqiie/
G. VERBAL LINKERS
be compared 
SG DO SL.
1.
Cambodian 
/runs/
1 sad1 
'blue1 
1 green!
English equivalent 
sour
astringent (in taste) 
bitter
hot (as chilli)
hot (by temperature)
jealous, to envy
jealous ( of husband, 
wife, lovers)
cool
cold
Thai
/pr£ew/
/f 6t: t/ 
/khSm/ 
/ph£t/
/ r 6 :n/
/•?£tchfl:/
/hair)/
/yen/
/ n & :w /
All verbal linkers found occurring in the two languages can 
under Instance 1, viz. SG SO SL., and Instance 3, viz.
Instance 1 ; SG SO SL
Co-ordinate verbal linkers
Thai English equivalent
/ m i /  or
2^2
2. Instance 3 : SG DO SL
a.) Co-ordinate verbal linkers 
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/nvxr)/) ,/haey mnoq/ /l£:w/, /l£-:w kS:/9 and, and then
/16 V
b) Sub-ordinate verbal linkers
Cambodian Thai . English equivalent
/?txoy/ /h&y/ so as to, in order to
//imt}// /ce/ will, then
/'toel-toce/' /con/, /kreth&xj/, till, until
/ con-kreth&ig/
/'cmt-ntaij// /kiftep/, /cuen/, almost
^hiep-nrar)^/ /kiaep-ce/,
/cuen-ce/
H. COMPLETIVE VERBS
As pointed out in Section A.8 of Chapter VIII on grammatical 
comparison, any verb which occurs in the second position of the 
main verb complex with or without a verbal linker, and which 
lexically expresses the idea of result or completion with respect 
to the first verb, will be called a completive verb. Most verbs 
defined elsewhere as operative verbs and adjectival verbs can occur 
with such a function and be classed as completive verbs. In fact, 
there is no need to compare the lexical usages of the completive 
verbs separately from the operative or adjectival verbs. However,
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the lexical relations between the verbs that co-occur in the two 
positions (i.e. the main verb and its completive verb) in Cambodian 
and Thai are strikingly similar. It is therefore interesting to 
illustrate some examples of such parallel lexical relations. In 
the examples presented below, the completive verbs in the two 
languages will be arranged under Instances 1 and 3* since examples 
of Instances 2 and Zf are not found.
1. Instance 1 : SG SO SL
Cambodian
/- co:k/
/totmk co:k/
(wet— soaking wet)
/-Srac/
/thvx: srac/
(to do— finished)
/jiam srac/
(to eat— finished)
/so:se: srac/
(to write— finished)
/kmt srac/
(to think— finished)
/-toon/
/tru toon/
(to go— to catch up)
Thai
/-ch6:k/
/piek chSik/
(wet— soaking wet)
/-sit/
/tham sit/
(to do— finished)
/kin set/
(to eat— finished)
English equivalent 
-to be soaking wet 
to be soaking wet
-finished 
finish doing, finish working
finish eating
/khlon set/ finish writing
(to write— finished)
/khit sit/ finish thirking
(to " think-*-f ini shed)
/-than/ -to catch up
/pay than/ to go in good time
(to go——to catch up)
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Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/mo:k toon/
(to come,— to. catch up)
/rien toen/
(to study--to 
catch np)
/cap toan/
(to catch--to 
catch up)
/thw: to an/
(to do— to catch 
up)
/mot: than/
(to come,— to. catch up)
/rien than/
(to study— to 
catch up)
/coip than/
(to catch--to 
catch up)
/tham than/
(to do— to catch 
up)
2. Instance 3 : SG DO SL
Cambodian
/ -khv: ji/
/mv:l khY:ji/
(to look— to see)
/muk khv: p.//
(to think--to see)
/ro : k khv: ji/
(to look for--to see)
/knit khv:ji/
(to think--to see)
/nimmmt khv:ji/
(to dream— to see)
Thai
/-h£n/
/mo:r] hSn/
(to look— to see)
to come in time, to 
arrive in time
to catch up with the class
to be able to catch
to be able to finish doing 
something in time
English equivalent 
-to see 
to see
/ntfrk h&n/ think of, have a thought
( \ j_r. • i , \ occur to one(to think— to see)
/h5c: hSn/ to find
(to look for— to see)
/khit h£n/ to think
(to think--to see)
/f&n h£n/ to see in one’s dream
(to dream--to see)
Cambodian
/-lur:/
/  s d a $  Ivxi  /
(to listen— to bear)
/-dol/
/'mo: k do ±//
(to come— to reach)
//tYXL dol//
(to go--to reach)
//-tro: v//
,/baji tro:v//
(to shoot--to hit)
//-tro: v/
/oak. tvo:v/
(to stab--to hit)
./krat tro i v /
(to think— correct)
,/yuel tro: v /
(to understand—  
correct)
/ t h w : tr.o: v/
(to do--correct)
/crieq tro:v/
(to sing--correct)
/-khos/
Thai English equivalent
/-d&yyin/ -to hear
/far) d&yyin/ to hear
(to listen— to hear)
/-thrar)/ -to reach, to arrive
/ma: thmrj/ to arrive (here)
(to come— to reach)
/pay thifjoQ/ to arrive (there)
(to go— ro reach)
/-thd:k/ -to hit
/yiq thdsk/ to shoot right, to hit
a target
(to shoot— to hit)
/-thd:k/ -to hit, to be right,
correct
/thesr) thdik/ to stab right
(to stab— to hit)
/khit thd:k/ to think correctly
(to thin— correct)
/kh&w-cay thrt:k/ to understand correctly
(to understand—  
correct)
/tham thd:k/ to do right
(to do— -correct)
/r6 :r] thtUk/ to sing correctly
(to sing— correct
/-phit/ -to be wrong, incorrect
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/khos/ and /phlt/ can occur with the same range of 
operative verbs as do /tro:v/ and /hhdrk/
Cambodian
/-ch^aet/
/jiam ch^aet/
(to eat— full up)
/de:k ch^aet/
(to sleep— full up)
/mvsl ch^aet/
(to look— full up)
/sdap ch^aet/
(to listen*— full up)
/gaec ch*?aet/
(to laugh— full up)
/'yum ch^otet/
(to cry— full up)
/-phot/
/cios phot/
(to avoid— beyond)
/ruet phot/
(to run--beyond)
/ -ru:9c/
/hotel re:ec/
(to swim— able to)
Thai
/-?lm/
/kin ?im/
(to eat— full up)
/no:n ^im/
(to sleep— full up)
English equivalent
-to be full up
to be full up (with 
food
to have a sound sleep
/du: ?im/ to be satisfied with
(to look— full up) looking
/foo] *?lm/ to be satisfied with
(to listen— full up)llstening
/h-fter^ ? to have a good laugh
(to laugh— full up)
/ r3 :qh6fy 9im/
(to cry— full up)
to have a good cry
/~ph3n/
/li:k ph6n/
(to avoid— beyond)
/ni: ph6n/
(to run— beyond)
/-d&iy/
/w6Uy-n<£:m d&iy/ 
(to swim— able to)
-to be beyond, over, 
clear, free from
to escape
to escape
-to be able to 
to be able to swim
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Gamloodian
/^orjkuy ru:ac/
(to sit— able to)
/-luak/
,/de:k luek//
(to lie down— fall 
asleep)
// -kaet/'
,/tha: kaet,/
(to speak— able to)
/kuit kast/'
(to think-~able to)
I. POST-VERBS
Thai
/n&q d&: y/
(to sit— able to)
/-idp/
/no in lap/
(to lie down— fall 
asleep)
/-?d:k/
/pil'd:t *?3:k/
(to speak— able to)
English equivalent 
to be able to sit
-to fall asleep 
to sleep
-to be able to 
to be able to speak
/khlt ?3:k/ to be able to think
(to think— able to)
Eight post-verbs have been found in Cambodian and twelve 
in Thai; they fall under Instance 3> an(^  Instance Zf intke comparison, 
The English equivalents given below are not a direct translation^ 
they only give a rough implication of the sense that the post­
verbs are used to give,
1, Instance 3 : SG DO SL
All Cambodian post-verbs have the same meaning as their 
corresponding forms in Thai,
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/tvu/ 
(to go)
/pay/ 
(to go)
to, towards (there, 
thither)
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Cambodian Thai English equivalent
//mo: k/ /ma:/ to, towards (here,
(to come) (to come) hither)
/lcxaq/ /khfun/ upwards
(to go up) (to go up)
// coh/ A  on/ downwards
(to go down) (to go down)
//qqYl// /kh&w/ then, (inceptive, start..
(to go down) (to enter)
/tuk// /w&y/ for the time being,
(to keep) (to keep) away, awhile
/nnr:l/ /du:/ perhaps, see whether*..,
(to look) (to look) try out...
M u / /an**/ still
(to stay) (to stay)
/^aoy/ /h&y/ for, on behalf of
(to give) (to give)
2, Instance k : SG DO DL
Some post-verbs occur in Thai and seem to have no Cambodian
equivalents :- 
Thai /?3k/ f quite '
(to go out)
‘
/?aw/ 'just, go on...'
(to take) *
/sl0/ 'better do now (a mild order)'
(to lose)
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J. ADVERBIALS
The lexical comparison of adverbials in Cambodian and Thai 
results in the frequency of occurrences of their sub-classes as 
shown in Table XIV below. Although the members of adverbials are 
numerous in each sub-class, a comprehensive comparison is still 
possible.
Table XIV
OCCURRENCES OF SUB-CLASSES OF ADVERBIALS
Instance
Adverbial Adverbial
* Marker Pre-Verb
Adverbial
Post-Verb
Adverbial
General
Adverbial
1 Moderate Rare Rare Moderate
2 - - -
3 Abundant - Abundant Abundant
k - Few Rare -
1. Instance 1 : SG SO SL
a) Adverbial markers
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/yaiq/ /ya:*]/ in the manner of, — ly
// ta: m// /ta:m/ as, following, accordi 
to, along
//tror]// / trorj/ at
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Cambodian 
/khasq/ 
/dao y/ 
/do: c/
Cambodian
/saen/
Cambodian
b)
Thai 
/khd:r)/ 
/do:y/
/ dut/ 
Pre-verb adverbials 
Thai
/s£:n/
c) Post-verb adverbials
Thai
/ncroy-rurey/ /rmoy-rftey/
d) General adverbials
Cambodian 
/?a:tiut nih/ 
/?ati:teka:1/  
/ ti:nih/ 
/nih/
Thai
/^asthit n£:/ 
/?ad£: ttokot: n/ 
/thjL: ni : / 
/nis/
Name of day, month, year :
Cambodian 
/thqay can/ 
/tkqay ?oqki: e/ 
etc.
/khae meakora:/
fhai
English equivalent 
on the side of 
by
like, as
English equivalent 
extremely
English equivalent 
continually, on and on
English equivalent 
this week 
in the past 
here 
here
/wan can/
/wan ?ar)kha :n/ 
etc.
/dmon m6kkera:khom/ January
English equivalent
Monday
Tuesday
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Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/kha© komphse/ /dmen kumpha:phan/ February
etc. etc.
/chnam cu:t/ /pi: ch.ft.Gt/ year of the rat
/chnam chlo:v/ /pi: chelft:/ year of the ox
etc. etc.
2. Instance 3 : SG DO SL
a) Adverbial markers
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/baep/ /y^Jrj/ in the manner of
/daoy/,/te9ij/ /dftey/ with
/daoy/ with
/ci:©/ /pen/ as
/ pi;/, /locrj pi:/ /ca:k/, /te:/, 
/tdq t£:/
from, since
/to: pi:/ /t$i ca:k/ continue from, from
/pe:1/, /ka:1 pi:/ /mlite/, /to:n/, 
/we:la:/
when, at, on
/ciat dol/ /kraep/j /kl&y/ near to, nearly
/mo:k dol/ /ra:w/, /ra:w ra:w/ about
/dol/ /thinr)/, /thuoQ we:1a:/ up to, to
/dera:p dol/ /con/, /con thwr]/ up to
/mun/j /mun rnxfi^ / /k^in/, /ko:n c©/ before
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Cambodian
/krup/, /sop/, 
/roel/, /ro©l tae/
/ri9i] roel/
/^ae/, /nvu ?ae/
/knoq/, / n y u /,
/nru knoq/
/krau/
/lv:/
/kraom/, /nvu kraom/ 
/^aep/, /nYu curt/
/ chi^a:y pi:/
/kan/
/kraoy/
/kha: 13/
Cambodian
Thai
/thftk/, /thaq/, 
/ thften/
/ thfik thdk/
/thi:/
English equivalent
all,inclusive
every
at
/nay/, /thi: nay/t in 
/khdir) nay/
/n$:k/, /khd:r] nS:k/ out of
/bon/
/t&y/
/chit/
/klay ca:k./ 
/sfl:/, /yaq/ 
/laq/
/tha: r)/, /bwe:q/ 
b) Pre-verb adverbials 
Thai
/prehael-ci: 0/  /basqthi:/
c) Post-verb adverbials
Cambodian
/khni: e/
/ ci:e-mu:©y/
Thai
/kan/
/dftsy-kan/
on
under
near, close to 
far from 
towards
after, at the back of, 
behind
on the side of, towards
English equivalent 
sometimes
English equivalent 
together, mutually 
together
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Cambodian 
/ ci: by]//
/do: cneh/, /mleh/
/ do: cno h/, /ralo h/, 
/mlrr]//
/do:c-mdec/, /raec/ 
/nas/
/bontec/
/bontecrbontec/, 
/bontec-bontu:0c/
/ponnoh/
/ponneh/
/phli:8m/
/mun/
/kraoy/
/jimkjio : y/
/yro:t-ym:t/
/yu: -yu:/
/puenpe:k/, 
/kray-le :iq/
Thai
/kwa:/
English equivalent
more, to a greater 
extent
/yot :i]-ni :/, /yaq^i:/ such, like this 
/yd;r)-ndn/, /yaiQq&n/ like that, so
how/y^:^ ray/, /yar^ay/
/n&k/, /ylip^nak/ very much, really
/nit/, /ndy/,
/nit-ndy/
/nit-ndy/,
/nit-ni t-ndy-no y/
/ th&w-ndn/
/th&w-ni:/
/thanthi:/
/kd:n/
/lar]/, /thi:-ISciq/ 
/bdy/, /bdy-bdy/ 
/ch&:/, /cha:~cha:/ 
/na:n/, /na:n~na:n/ 
/y^c/j /lraa-kvsn/
a little, a little 
while
a little, to a small
extent
that’s all, like that, 
as much as that
like this, as much as 
this
immediately
beforehand
afterwards
often
slowly
long, for a long time 
very, extremely
/haey/ /l£:w/ already
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Cambodian
// teeq-sroq/'
Thai English equivalent 
quite/thi:-dio w/»
/ thi: ***di9W“Chi0w/
/  c t o l b x i /  /m&:k/ a lot
The adverbial complexes below are built up by the combination
of two adverbial markers or of two verbs, of which the first
members in each pair are comparable under Instance l,the last
under Instance 3-
ThaiCambodian 
,/kha: q mu]s// 
/khaii) kraoy/' 
/kha: i] 1y:/ 
/khair) kraom/ 
/'kha : i) krau^
/ kha: rj knor/ /
//to : tyu/'
/ to s mo : k/
/to: to : tYu/^ 
/'to: to: moils./
/kh&:*] n&:/ 
/kh&:r3 Ifih]/ 
/kh6t:i] bon/ 
/kh&: rj t&y/ 
/kh&ri} n5:k/ 
/kh&:rj nay/ 
/to-: pay/
/t3: ma:/
/t$i t$: pay/ 
/tSi t5: ma:/
English equivalent
in front
behind
above
underneath
outside
inside
continually from a point 
of time onwards
continually up to now, 
continuing one after 
the other
all the time from 
a point of time onwards
all the time up to now, 
continuing in constant 
succession
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The adverbials lisled.below occur in pairs. They are 
comparable under Instance 3- 
Cambodian //»•* : daoy ...ko: decoy,/
Thai /.. o ko : ta:m „.. ko : ta:m/
1whether.. „ or1 
1whether.ftlor'
Cambodian /... kdxy ... kdxy/
Thai /... ko: di: ... ko: di:/
Cambodian //,.. bondae „ .. bondae/
Thai /• •. phlair) ... phlasq/
1or...or
or...or
1 simultaneously1 
1 simultaneously1
d) General adverbials 
The general adverbials to be compared under Instance 3 here 
are all time expressions. The components of each expression 
correspond lexically to one another*, and the overall meanings Of 
the expression are the same.
Cambodian
/prelram lut%// 
(dawn— bright)
/pe:l prrak/
(time— morning)
/pe:l resiel,/
(time--afternoon)
,/pe:l lr)i:ec/^
(time— evening)
Thai
/ ch<£: w-tru: /
(dawn)
/to:n cM-:w/
(time— morning)
/to : n bcc: y/
/we sla i ba: y/
(time™-afternoon)
/to sn yen/
/we :1a: yen/
(time— evening)
English equivalent 
at dawn
in the morning 
in the afternoon
in the evening
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Cambodian
/pesl yup/
(time--night)
/^vyloiv nih//
(now— this)
/ m u : G y  stuh//
(one— moment)
y/thqay tis-saimsvp/' 
(day— thirtieth)
,/puttheesakra:c 
pi: poen pram ro:y 
buen-dondop/'
(Buddhist era- 
two— -thousand-five 
hundred— fourteen)
Thai
/to:n khStm/
/we:la: kh&m/
(time— night)
/dlew nls/ 
(now— this)
/khrCL: nmq/ 
(moment— one)
English equivalent 
at night
now
a moment
/wan thi:-s&:m-s£p/ the thirtieth day (of 
(day— thirtieth) month)
/plr&tthosofckkorot: t the year 2514 B.E. 
s5 : r) phan h&: r5 : y 
sip-si:/
(Buddhist era—  
two— thousand— five 
hundred--fourteen)
3- Instance 4 : SG DO DL
The meanings given in a) , b) , and, e) below may of course be 
expressed in the other language but they are expressed by different 
grammatical means.
a) Pre-verb adverbials
Thai / C h &  I T } /
/baiQ^xin/
/do:y-m&:k/
/n&:-klue/
(ought to— afraid)
/mi: w&i}/
(to have— hope)
/yii]..., y£q/
’what a. ..J, how...I *
Accidentally, by chance1 
* mostly'
1 probably’
1 probably’
'the more..., the more...
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b) Post-verb adverbials
Cambodian /mv:1 tru/ * perhaps1
/mec kaet// * how*
/prejivp projioep/ quickly*
^oipkas 1/ 1 when?1
c) General adverbials
Cambodian //s^aek// * tomorrow*
Thai
/thqay troq/
/m&ercky/
/thammay/
* noon *
* when?1
1 why?
K. VERB CLASSIFIERS
Some difficulty is met with in collecting all the words 
that can occur as verb classifiers* For one reason, a verb 
classifier has a very close lexical relationship with the verb 
it modifies* an attempt to collect all such verbs in the two 
languages is not made in the present work* For another reason, 
it is found that there are plenty of verbs that can co-occur with 
many verb classifiers, and the verb classifiers which are 
onomatopoeic or imitative can be realized in many forms. One can 
find, for example, all the constructs given below very widely 
used for some such English equivalent as * to write twice*.
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The verb classifiers in the examples below are all underlined. 
Cambodian /so:se: pi: do %r\// 'to write twice'
/so:se: pi: It :k/
/so:se: pi: kri: e/
/so:se: pi: khwa:k/
/so:se: pi: srebok/
Thai /khion so: 13 hon/
/khien so:*] khrarj/
/khien so:*] khra: w/
/khien s$:*] thi:/
/khien s5:*] kr£k/
/khlan so:*] chtftk/
—do—
-do- 
-do—
-do- 
*to write twice' 
-do- 
-do- 
—do- 
-do~
-do-
The comparison below is carried out among the very common 
verb classifiers found in novels and poetic works in the two 
languages.
1. Instance 1 : SG SO SL
Cambodian
/cop/
Thai
/cop/
2. Instance 5 ; SG DO SL 
C amb o di an Thai
/do: xs/ /khrfo]/9 /thi:/s 
/hSn/
English equivalent
completion, through to 
the end
English equivalent 
time
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Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/lvsk/ /khra:w/ attempt, occasion
/cum/, /trelop/ /ro:p/ round, circle, rotation
/'Ponlusr)/ /tflp/ stroke (of a hammer)
/twk/ /y6k/ round (of boxing)
/lbok/ A)* :p/ nap
/krie/ /thiew/. time, round
L. FINAL PARTICLES
When Gambodian and Thai final particles are compared, it is 
found that they agree only so far as the comparison of word - 
classes is concerned. When it comes to each particular term, 
there is hardly any agreement between them. As noted in Section 
A.12 of Chapter VIII, many final particles can occur in sequence 
with a fixed word-order and can therefore be classified into sub- 
classes by reference to the order of their maximum occurrences.
But although there are many final particles with similar forms 
and with the same meanings, corresponding memberships of each 
of these sub-classes are not comparable. The comparison to be 
presented in this section will therefore be based on the word- 
class level and not the level of the sub-class.
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1, Instance 1 : SG SO SL
There are two pairs of words in this Instance* one often
co-occurs with the negator, the other has a grammatical function 
as interrogative particle.
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/laey/ /lv:y/ at all
/rmi/9 /tei rmi/ /rm:/, /r^:/, /v&^/ (interrogative,particle)
2. Instance 5 i SG DO SL
The majority of final particles belong to this Instance, 
as expected from any two basically non-related languages.
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/svn/ /slh/, /sdh/ then! go on!
/noh/ /thx1?/, /th^/ do as such
/ftei ruts// /rfft:/ is that so?
/rvm tei// /qan r£?/, /r#?/ is that so? (surprised)
/te: tae/ /qdn sih/ so...then!
/dae/ /m&q/ too, as well, in similar 
manner
/te:/ /rdk/ not so (after negative)
/te: dYi)/ /rjay/ as you know
3. Instance if : SG DO EE
The final particles which do not show similar forms and 
meanings are listed here as examples of non-comparable items.
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Thai
/soh/ ' at all'
/pho:q/s /hosq/ 'as well, together1
/tiet/ * further, more*
//saot// 'too, moreover'
/ni:/, /nie/ 'that's itj
/m<£y/ ’(interrogative particles for 
- affirmative sentence only)'
/si/ 'believe me, I think1
/n&/ 'isn't it so?'
/la/, /1ft/ 'I've told you so.'
/l£h/ 1 that's the one.'
The lexical comparison of predicatives as carried out in 
this chapter results in the allocation of some to Instance 3 !
SG DO SL for all classes and some for Instance 1 : SG SO SL for 
all classes except auxiliaries, negators and post-verbs. Instance 
2, viz. SG SO DL, examples may be given for auxiliaries, operative 
verbs and adjectival verbs. Few examples have been collected for 
Instance A : SG DO DL for all classes except those of verbal linkers, 
adverbial markers and verb classifiers.
As previously discussed and illustrated in Chapter VIII, 
the classifications of predicative classes in the two languages 
are strikingly parallel. The lexical comparison carried out in 
this chapter emphasizes their parallelism still further. The
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points of interest here lie in the range of numerous functions 
that certain verbs can perform. The Cambodian word //lasj)// and 
the Thai word /khmn/ meaning 1 to go up’, for example, occur 
similarly^ each in its own language, as an operative verb and a 
retro-active verb as well as a post-verb. The Cambodian word
and the Thai word /h&y/ meaning T to give1, both occurring 
as an operative verb, a verbal linker and as a post-verb, make up 
another set of examples. The use of a completive verb to explain 
the result of an action performed by the preceding main verb in the 
same construct is not only the same in the two languages, but the 
ranges of main verbs that can co-occur with particular completive 
verbs appear to be correspondingly similar. The function of post­
verbs in giving the direction of movement in the main verb is also 
characteristic of the verbal usage in Cambodian and Thai. The 
lexical meaning of these post-verbs and the meaning they convey 
when occurring as post-verbs in the two languages correspond 
identically to one another. Moreover, the existence of operative 
verbs and adjectival verbs showing different shades of vocabulary 
distribution in the two languages should be taken as an interesting 
display of the features in common to both Cambodian and Thai 
through a high degree of cultural exchange.
PART II 
CONSTRUCTED ITEMS
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CHAPTER X
THE CONSTRUCTION OF COMPOUNDS AND ELABORATIONS
The remaining chapters constitute a comparative study of 
certain types of construction commonly found in Cambodian and Thai. 
The study carried out in this chapter will reveal the parallelism 
of the grammatical and lexical features of these constructed items., 
as well as the similarities of the grammatical and lexical 
features of their components.
The constructed items chosen for comparison in this work 
are of two types, namely, compounds and elaborations. The reasons 
for selecting these two types of constructions are threefold. 
Firstly, both types of constructions behave more like single items 
or words than like constructs, even when more than one word-class 
is involved and when the underlying grammatical structure is 
patently observable. Compounds are generally accepted as words, 
but elaborations in Cambodian and Thai, despite their length, may 
also be regarded as single items. Both are therefore appropriate 
for comparison, one whole unit matched against another. Secondly, 
although the construction of compounds and elaborations is simple 
and straightforward, the lexical features that play a part in the 
processes of combination are remarkably diverse, so that a mere 
statement of their basic function would leave out of account a 
great deal that is of interest. The diversity of these lexical
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combinations occurs in parallel in the two languages. Thirdly, 
compounds and elaborations are closely connected derivationally 
one with another. A large number of compounds in both languages 
are built up by the process of elaboration, and most compounds 
can, in turn, be elaborated. Compounds and elaborations may 
therefore be satisfactorily studied side by side. Moreover, these 
types of construction are still productive\ more compounds and 
elaborations can be produced by analogy with acknowledged ones.
A. CONSTRUCTION OF COMPOUNDS
Constructions which are formed in accordance with certain 
lexical and syntactical requirements and then, as such forms, are 
committed to the speakers’ memories as new terms, as if they were 
new words, are called 'Compounds’. They act more like words than 
other types of construction. The majority of Compounds in 
Cambodian and Thai are two-word (two component) compounds.
The structure of some acknowledged compounds in Cambodian 
and Thai coincides with that of various complexes, simple sentences 
or parts of sentences so closely that, in many cases, the technique 
of Immediate Constituent analysis has to be applied to assign a 
particular complex which occurs in a bigger construction to one 
category or the other. For instance, the complex ^neek thws ka:// 
in the sentence //nsok thvv: ka: konlaeig nih rui: nvu/ in Cambodian,
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can be either a compound meaning 'a worker1 or a sentence (subject 
and predicate) meaning 'Men work*. The sentence can be translated 
as 'The workers are here, aren’t they?' or 'Do people work here?'* 
Similar examples can easily be produced for Thai, for instance, 
the complex /cha:i] tat swe/ in the sentence /chotifl tat sme 
khun rtft?/ can be either a compound meaning 'a tailor' or a 
sentence meaning 'A tailor makes a dress'. The whole sentence 
can be interpreted as ’Is he/she your tailor^' or 'Does the tailor 
make your dress?'.
Some compounds in Cambodian and Thai are definitely derived 
from regular syntactic constructions justifiably classed at the 
time of their origin as complexes or sentences (Fasold 1969) . ^  
Such complexes or sentences occur so frequently that speakers of 
either language become used to having them in such combinations. 
The links between particular words in the combinations become 
progressively stronger until the words enter into the speakers’ 
memory as compounds, having one meaning and excluding other 
meanings which would be both possible and normal according to 
syntax. It is these links that often raise problems in the 
classification of compounds because their firmness has the nature 
of a continuum: the relationship between components of a compound 
can range from a loosely collocational frequency to a firmly 
indivisible idiom. There will be many degrees of firmness from
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one end of the scale to the other. In fact, the boundary between
any compound and any common syntactic construction cannot always
be precisely demarcated if it falls around the lower limit of the
continuum. Furthermore, criteria commonly applied to compounds
in other languages, such as those connected with various types of
stress patterning or with the possibility of discontinuity, cannot
always be applied to the Cambodian and Thai compounds dealt with
in the present work. The application of such criteria would, in
the case of discontinuity for instance, exclude certain compounds
which for stylistic reasons may be interrupted by other words,e.g.
Cambodian //ko:n-cau// ’younger generation*
(children— grandchildren)
/nosin ko:n cuejicusn cau/ *to take the family*
(take--children— carry—  
grandchildren)
Thai /phl:~n6 :i]/ ’relatives'
(older sibling— -younger sibling)
/may mi: phi: may mi: n6 :q/ 'no relatives'
(not— have— older sib3.ing-- 
not— have— younger sibling)
In this investigation, no attempt will be made to plot 
values for the continuum mentioned above. Nor will there be any 
discussion as to when a particular combination should be classified 
as a compound in one context but a complex in another. This is 
because these topics have been treated elsewhere by many scholars
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10  L I
using different approaches (Panupong 1970, TJdomphol 196if,
Huffmann 1967,^ Fasold 196^ - ^ ) . However, as a guide for 
collecting compounds for the two languages for the purposes of 
comparison, certain simple lexical criteria are used to determine 
when a complex is to "be considered as a compound, whereas certain 
simple grammatical criteria are used to indicate whether/-a complex 
is a compound or not a compound.
Lexical Criteria 
The following simple lexical criteria help to point out 
compounds
(i) If a complex has a meaning that is idiomatic such that
the meaning of the whole combination cannot be easily deduced from
the meaning of the components, that complex will then be called
a compound, e.g.
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
//khno :r]-ve tx)// /laq-ya: w/ to be lazy
(back— long) (back— long)
(ii) If a complex is highly selective in the interpretation 
of a syntactic relationship, it will be called a compound, e.g.
Cambodian /'kat-khao-^a: v//. 'to tailor' (i.e., measuring,
(to cut— trousers cutting, sewing, etc.)
and upper garment)
Contrast /koct smau/ 'to cut grass'
(to cut— grass)
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Thai /tat-siuo/ 'to tailor' (i.e., measuring, cutting,
(to cut— upper garment) sewing, etc.)
Contrast /tat y6t:/ 'to cut grass'
(to cut— grass)
(iii) If a complex finds membership in a lexical family
of compounds, i.e., if one component is recurrent in other
acknowledged compounds, that complex is then a compound, e.g.
Cambodian
/ / c Y t - l ? o  : / /
(heart— good)
/krmoiQ -pr e dap,/
(set of instruments—  
utensil)
Thai
/cay-di:/
(heart— good)
/khrmerj -mur: /
(equipment--hand)
English equivalent
'to be kind, 
good-hearted*
1 tools’
(iv) Certain compounds are formed idiomatically with 
numerals,, Such a formation can be tested by substituting another 
numeral for each of the original ones. If the change of the 
meaning is greater than the mere change of numbers, and upsets 
collocational rules, then one may be dealing with compounds, e.g. 
Cambodian /busen-dop/ 'some*
Thai
(four— ten)
/ro : y-p£ : t/ 
(hundred— eight)
/ so :r)-sa: m /
(two--three)
'miscellaneous'
few
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2. Grammatical Criteria
The following grammatical criteria will help to rule out 
complexes from being compounds
(i) If a complex contains any word from the word-class 
’marker/linker1, then that complex cannot be a compound. Examples 
below are not compounds, since they contain verbal linkers (the 
underlined words).
Cambodian ,/thvY: ?aoy srac/ 'to finish1
speakers themselves or to third persons or which refer to details 
of direction, position, etc., they must not be classified as comp 
compounds because the use of these terms (i.e., pronouns, deter­
minatives, etc.) depends upon the process of communication in a 
given situation. 'Here' and 'now', 'this* and 'that', 'I' and 
'you' are terms of relationship depending on who is who, and who 
is where, e.g.
Cambodian Thai English equivalent
/Gtoin khjiom^ /lu:k chan/ my child
(to do— so as to— finished)
Thai /tham h&y s£t/
(to do--so as to— finished)
'to finish'
(ii) If complexes comprise terms which refer to the
(child— I) (child— I)
/ko:n kost// 
(child— she)
/lft:k khaw/
( child— she)
her child
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On the other hand, the grammatical relation between the
components of a complex in both Cambodian and Thai languages, 
as analysed and discussed in previous chapters, can be used as 
a guide for probable classification of compounds. Thus a complex 
which exhibits a grammatical function different from expected 
patterns may well be suspected of being a compound. For instance, 
the combination of V + N or V + V would be expected to occur 
as a verbal construct in the normal verbal pattern in the two 
languages* if such combinations occur otherwise (e.g. as a noun 
or adverbial) then they may be regarded as compounds, as demons­
trated in examples below :
Cambodian V + N
/siet phka:/
(to tuck— flower)
1 to tuck flower above the ear
a verbal construct
/slot phka:/
(to tuck— flower)
1 the part above the ear 
—  a compound
Thai V + N
/th&t do:kmdy/
(to tuck— flower)
1 to tuck flower above the ear
a verbal construct
V + N N
/th<£t dd:kmay/
(to tuck--flower)
1 the part above the ear 
—  a compound
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Compounds in Cambodian and Thai will be examined in this 
work in two dimensions, namely, those of the grammatical function 
and of the lexical meaning. Grammatically, compounds will be 
analysed as to their functions in terms of their word-classes as 
well as the word-classes of their components* Also, the grammatical 
relationship between the components will be explained* It is the 
aim of this work to demonstrate.the parallelism in the use and the 
construction of Cambodian and Thai compounds, therefore the 
grammatical and lexical presentation will lay stress on the 
similar features that exist between them. This grammatical compar­
ison is presented in Chapter XI. Chapter XII is devoted to the 
lexical comparison of Cambodian and Thai compounds which express 
the same meaning. The idea of the comparison is to search for 
the similar5.ties in the formation of the compounds and in the 
correlation between their components which occur in the two 
languages. The components of the compounds will be compared one 
by one using the same method of three parameters as that used for 
simple items (see Chapter III).
B. CONSTRUCTION OF ELABORATIONS
The nature of elaborations is to some extent a stylistic 
procedure used to embellish speech. The Cambodian and Thai 
languages, though they belong to different families and to 
different types of languages, use the same procedure in their
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speech habits as regards the addition of items that may seem to 
non-native speakers to be superfluous or redundant. A scholar 
who studies both languages and reads their literary works will be 
constantly astonished at the extended style available for explain­
ing simple things by means of rows of words and expressions which 
convey more or less the same idea and which support one another.
He may also be confronted with the flowery style, which uses lots 
of reduplicated words and synonymous compounds. The following 
exerpts from modern novels will demonstrate the points made.
Cambodian /phsaeq thu:p hoy ku:oc laaiQ kh.mu.s8l khmap. trobap 
loceij chv: jh^ esocet tvu 1y :
?a!ka;s vesha: hoh txu
: _t yu_ c u : n £o£d£m£: sn dol 
pepumk tesptas thmvy/'
(Phleng kar prahar duong cett,p.2)^ 
'The smoke of the joss-sticks rose in spirals 
whirling up the tree in the sky and fly
away £iviftg_the_n£WiS to the company of new born gods. '
Thai /them this ^atpha: ce nmk raqklet rift:
dii£-thu: k _du£-khlsj_n ldn kldp kh6p kcfcp 
thv: d&y ya:r) sanit-sanSm/
(Luk phu chai, p. 117)
'Instead of Apha minding or desprLsing (him), she 
becomes closely acquainted (with him).*
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Elaboration is a lengthening process with the intention 
of modifying the meaning but not changing it. It makes the 
meaning more or less intensive according to the pattern chosen, 
but, in all ways draws more attention to itselve than the non­
elaborated form would receive.
Elaborations can be regarded as one type of compound on 
the grounds that they produce an idiomatic coordinate complex.
One special characteristic of elaborations is that some of the 
components may be unique 'nonsense* words and that whatever 
meaning they may acquire will not be different from that of the 
other components in the compound. It is also by the process of 
elaboration that many additive compounds are constructed. An 
elaborated complex occurs in such a combination so often that 
it is committed to the speakers’ memory as a new item and its 
componentsif they occurred separately, would sound unfamiliar, 
though the separation would not shift the meaning conveyed.
In the present work, elaborations are presented for 
discussion and comparison in two chapters. The formal study of 
elaborations in the Cambodian and Thai languages is carried out 
in Chapter XIII with the aim of demonstrating the similar and 
different patterns* of elaborations occurring in the two languages.
* These patterns are to be based on lexical combination and not 
on grammatical features as might be expected.
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The lexical study and comparison of the various patterns of 
lexical combination is presented and discussed in Chapter XIV.
CHAPTER XI
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GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS OF COMPOUNDS
The objective of the grammatical analysis of compounds in 
this chapter is to demonstrate the patterns of compounds and to 
discuss compound-formation in the Cambodian and Thai languages.
As already mentioned in the previous chapter, a compound in the 
two languages can be recognized rather by its lexical usage than 
by Its grammatical function or its phonological features. The 
relationship between the components of a compound may be easily 
deduced from resultant forms in some compounds, but can be 
ambiguous in others. A procedure based on transformational 
grammar, to trace back some originally simple syntactic statement from 
which a compound is derived, is in Cambodian and Thai merely an 
explanation ’after the event'. In other words, it may satisfy 
as a definition or rationalization of a given compound and its 
meaning but does not satisfy as an account of the way all 
compounds are 'generated'. Furthermore, for a great number of 
compounds their underlying grammatical structure will reveal 
little in explanation of the compounds’ scope of meaning ; and, 
since the grammatical terms are general ones, there may be little 
assistance to be expected from any underlying grammatical deriv­
ation in explaining a particular relationship between the compon­
ents of some compounds. It is, on the other hand, equally
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possible and more likely, that a large number of compounds are 
generated by association, a process primarily based on deep 
semantic levels, rather than by resorting to syntactical processes. 
However, the semantic processes may be simplified, shortened or 
re-systematized in such a way that some sort of syntactical 
explanation, whether straightforward or circuitous, should be 
provided if the relationship between the components is to be 
clearly understood.
There is another way of looking at compounds that is more 
fruitful for the purposes of comparison. Rather than concentrating 
on the syntactical bonds that underlie any given compound, the 
emphasis will be placed upon self-evident features presented by 
the components of the resultant form. These features are of two 
dimensions : grammatical and lexical. This chapter will be devoted 
to the self-evident grammatical features of the resultant forms
of compounds. The lexical features will be dealt with in the next
chapter.
A. PROCEDURE OF GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS OF COMPOUNDS
Three points for investigation can be made for each compound : 
They are
(i) Word-classes of the compound components
(ii) Syntactical features of the resultant forms, and
(iii) Relationship of the components
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1. Word-Classes of the Components
The components of a compound can he described as belonging
to the same or different word-classes. The word-classes in Cambodian 
and Thai have already been established in Chapters IV, VI and VIII. 
Thus, a compound is classified as a 'Homogeneous compound' if its 
components belong to the same word-class. A compound is called 
a !Heterogeneous compound' if its components belosig to different 
word-classes, or one component does not occur elsewhere and 
therefore cannot be assigned to any word class appropriate to 
simple items. It must be noted here that the sub-classes of any 
particular class are not to be considered as different. For 
instance, a common noun and a mass noun will be considered as 
homogeneous, whereas a noun and a numeral will be heterogeneous.
The biggest and most open classes of homogeneous compounds 
are compound nouns and compound verbs. The compound numerals
are not to be included in this section because their expandable
patterns, their mathematical operations represented by compounding 
as well as the lexical comparison between Cambodian and Thai
compound numerals have already been discussed and demonstrated in 
full detail in Section C. of Chapter VII. Three patterns of
Cambodian and Thai homogeneous compounds are comparable in this work;
N - N
Va - Va
Vo - Vo
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The "biggest classes of heterogeneous compounds comprise 
the combination of nouns and verbs. Numerals also occur in 
combination with nouns to produce compound nouns. Four patterns 
of heterogeneous compounds are comparable in the Cambodian and 
Thai languages :
N - V
N - (V + N)
N - Nu 
V - N
2. Syntactical Features of the Resultant Forms 
The syntactical features of the nominal and verbal 
constructions in Cambodian and Thai have already been demonstrated 
in Chapter VI and VIII. The internal syntactical features of 
compounds can therefore be analysed analogously to those 
constructions. A compound is called 'Orthodox’ if the resultant 
form functions as expected, i.e. its construction conforms to 
any normal grammatical pattern. It will be called ’Unorthodox' 
if the resultant form functions otherwise. Below are the formulae 
of the orthodox and unorthodox compounds in Cambodian and Thai. 
Orthodox 
N - N = N
Va - Va = Va
Vo - Vo = Vo
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N - V
N - (V + N)
N - Nu
V - N
Unorthodox
N - !25 n <
N -
>11>
V - < II 3
V -
sIIa
3. Observable Relationships of the Components 
The observable relationship between the components of a 
compound appears to be either additive or attributive. The 
components of an additive compound are both fundamental to the 
whole construction. A change of word-order in many additive 
compounds would merely upset the conventional apposition; it 
would not affect the grammatical or lexical features. The 
borderlines between additive compounds and some elaborations 
can overlap (cf. Chapters XIII and XIV). An attributive compound 
comprises a head and an attribute. The former always precedes 
the latter. The heads often recur in many combinations giving 
the main range of interest. The attributes make a specific 
mention of some characteristic, function, qualification, etc., 
of the head. The additive relationship between components of
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a compound is of one type only, i.e. two things, two actions, etc., 
put together for unitary consideration. The attributive relation­
ships, on the other hand, are of many types and will be summarized 
below because of their interest, though the divisions are 
arbitrary, not absolutely clear-cut, and based entirely on lexical 
considerations :
(i) Descriptive The attribute gives one of the character­
istics, or qualifications of the preceding head. Normally,the 
head signifies a whole of which the attribute is the part.
(ii) Functional The attribute tells what the normal 
function of the head is, what r6le it performs, or how it behaves.
(iii) Possessive The attribute explains to what the head 
belongs. Normally, the head signifies a part whereas the attribute 
signifies a whole.
(iv) Applicational The attribute explains for what the 
head is used and in what places and on what occasion it is used.
B. GRAMMATICAL PATTERNS OF COMPOUNDS
The three criteria described above, viz. word-classes, 
syntactical features and relationship of the components, give rise 
to eight possible patterns of compounding which characterize the 
Cambodian and Thai compounds. These patterns are given below :
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Pattern 1 : Homogeneous Orthodox Additive
Pattern 2 : Homogeneous Orthodox Attributive
Pattern 3 : Homogeneous Unorthodox Additive
Pattern A : Homogeneous Unorthodox Attributive
Pattern 3 s Heterogeneous Orthodox Additive
Pattern 6 : Heterogeneous Orthodox Attributive
Pattern 7 : Heterogeneous Unorthodox Additive
Pattern 8 : Heterogeneous Unorthodox Attributive
Not all patterns are found, and the grammatical classes of 
components of Cambodian and Thai compounds are displayed in accord 
with the above patterns in all possible combinations in Table XV 
below, using the following abbreviations :
homogeneous word-classes of components 
heterogeneous word-classes of components 
orthodox features of resultant forms 
Uno for tinorthodox features of resultant forms
Horn for
Het for
Ort for
Add for
Att for
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TABLE XV
CAMBODIAN AND THAI COMPOUNDS IN ANALYSED PATTERNS
Pattern Occurrence in Cambodian Occurrence in Thai
1 ; Horn - Ort - Add iti
ss; N - N = N
Va - Va = Va Va - Va = Va
0>ii0 
>1o> o>ii0 
>1o>
2 ! Horn - Ort - Att
a) Descriptive N - N = N 53 i ii 53
o>ii0 
>1o> O>110 
>1o>
Vo - Va = Vo 0 
>11>1o>
Va - Va = Va Va - Va = Va
b) Functional --- ---
c) Possessive N - N = N N - N = N
d) Applicational N - N = N N - N = N
3 i Horn - Uno - Add --- ---
: Horn - Uno - Att
a) Descriptive 53 i 3 1! < N - N = V
1!>I> V - V = N
b) Functional --- ---
c) Possessive --- ---
d) Applicational --- ---
3 : Het - Ort - Add — ——
28/j.
TABLE XV [oont.]
CAMBODIAN AND THAI COMPOUNDS IN ANALYSED PATTERNS
Pattern Occurrence in Cambodian Occurrence in Thai
6 : Het - Ort - Att
a) Descriptive N - V = N N - V = N
N i £ n £3 N - Nu = N
V - N = V V - N = V
t>) Functional N i < I! S3 N - V = N
N - (V + N) = N N - (V + N) = N
c) Possessive ------ ——
d) Applicational N - V = N N - V = N
N - (V + N) k N N - (V 11
s+
7 : Het - Uno - Add ------ -----
8 : Het - Uno - Att
a) Descriptive N
>n>i N - V = V
V i £3 11 3 V - N = N
b) Functional ------ ------
c) Possessive ------ ------
d) Applicational ------ — -
The patterns as tabulated above may be summarized in 
Table XVI below in order to display clearly their occurrences in 
the two languages.
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TABLE XVI
OCCURRENCES-OF CAMBODIAN AND THAI COMPOUNDS IN ANALYSED PATTERNS
Pattern Occurrence in Cambodian Occurrence in Thai
1 Horn - Ort - Add Yes Yes
2 Horn - Ort - Att Yes Yes
5 Horn - Uno - Add No No
k Horn » Uno - Att Yes Yes
5 Het - Ort - Add No No
6 Het - Ort - Att Yes Yes
7 Het - Uno - Add No No
8 Het - Uno - Att Yes Yes
The examples collected from a good number of modern novels 
are arranged in subsequent sections according to the possible 
combinations of analysed patterns as tabulated in Table XV above.
1. Pattern 1 ; Homogeneous, Orthodox, Additive 
Pattern : N - N = N
Cambodian /'kaip - k h l o : r ’poetry*
(poem— poem)
/'khao - ’ clothing, clothes’
(trousers--blouse)
Thai /kci£:p - klo:n/ ’poetry*
(poem— poem)
Thai
Pattern :
Cambodian
Thai
Pattern : 
Cambodian
Thai
2.
Pattern : 
Cambodian
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/s&Q - ph&:/ ’clothing, clothes’
(blouse— sarong^ cloth)
Va - Va = Va
^trxrn - tvoiv/ ’to be honest’
(to be equal— to be right)
^khlou] - meohimot:/' ’to be great1
(to be strong— to be big)
/tnhn - t§n/ ’to be excited} enthusiastic’
(to be excited— to jump, to be restless)
/?d:n - w&:n/ ’gentle’
(to be soft— to be sweet)
Vo - Vo = Vo
y/dvk - noem/ ’to lead, e.g. a political party'
(to lead (animal)--to take (person)
^crseh - s'la.'.t// ’to be clean and beautiful’
(to be clean— to be beautiful)
/kwoUt - l&:r)/ 'to destroy, to clear away’
(to sweep— to wash)
/thft: - thay/ 'to proceed with difficulties’
(to rub--to push forward)
Pattern 2 : Homogeneous, Orthodox, Attributive
a) Descriptive
N - N » N
^krmoq - mi-iss/ 'golden ornaments’
(set of things— gold)
y/phtey -tmk./ 'water surface’
(surface— water)
Thai
Pattern : 
Cambodian
Thai
Pattern : 
Cambodian
Thai
Pattern : 
Cambodian
Thai
/khruisiQ - tho sg/ ’golden ornaments’
(set of things— gold)
/n6k kroc(5:p/ 
(bird— weaverbird)
Vo - Vo = Vo
z/daa - 1 eii]//
(to walk— to play)
/dv:n - l§n/
(to walk— to play)
Vo - Va = Vo
z/luok - vi-iBj//
weaverbird
’to walk for pleasure
'to walk for pleasure
'to sell retail’
(to sell--to be a section)
y/mY:l - rji:0y/ 'to look down upon’
(to look— to be easy)
/kh&:y - pli:k/ 'to sell retail'
(to sell— to be part of)
/du: - thilrk/ ’to look down upon’
(to look— to be cheap)
Va - Va sa Va
z/tuan - lmey,/ 'soft and gentle’
(soft— to be bea-htiful)
//kroho:m - kremau/ 'deep red’
(red— dark of colour)
/*?d;n - lemun/ 'tenderly soft*
(to be soft--to be soft)
/kh£g “ kred&sg/ 'to be coarsely hard'
(to be hard— to be coarse)
Pattern :
Cambodian
Thai
Pattern : 
Cambodian
Thai
3.
Pattern : 
Cambodian
b) Functional 
No occurrence
c) Possessive
N - N = N
/'chuJg - samot// 
(bay— sea)
/cir:i] - caew/ 
(leg~~oar)
/pdk - s^a/ 
(cover— blouse)
/khcfc: - t6?/ 
(leg— table)
d) Applicational 
N - N — N
’a bay’
’rowing post (for stern-oar)
'a collar'
'table’s leg'
'spices and seasoning'//krtnai’] - somloi//
(set of objects— curry)
z/knaor] - lkhaon,/ 'theatrical props'
(set of objects— play)
/khrtiiog - ks:g/ 'spices and seasoning1
(set of objects— curry)
/khrfttag - lakho:n/ ’theatrical props'
(set of objects— a play)
Pattern A i Homogeneous, Unorthodox, Attributive
a) Descriptive
N - N = V
y/cvt - sapboros,/ 
(heart— good man)
'kind, nice, generous'
Cambodian
e.g.
Thai
e.g.
Pattern : 
Cambodian
Thai
f/cvt - bon,/ ’to be charitable1
(heart— merit)
/^oipuk » mda:y khjiom nih cvt-bon nas/ 
(parents— I--this— to be charitable--very)
'My parents are very charitable1
/cay - bcfc:p/ ’to be sinful’
(heart— sin)
/cay - bun/ ’to be charitable’
(heart— merit)
/ph$ : -m£ : ch&n cay-bun m6t: k/
(parents— I— to be charitable— -very)
’My parents are very charitable.'
V n V s N
//bar] sa:c/ ’rain shield1
(to bar'— to throw water)
/kan - chon/ ’bumper’
(to protect--to hit)
/kan - s<$:t/ ’rain shield’
(to prevent— to splash water)
/kqn-chon rot khan nl: m&y kh£i]res;q lv:y/ 
(bumper--car--Cl.--this— not--strong--FP)
’The bumper of this car is not strong at all.
b) Functional 
No occurrence
c) Possessive 
No occurrence
d) Applicational 
No occurrence
if. Pattern 6 : Heterogeneous, Orthodox, Attributive
a) Descriptive
Pattern : ii
>ia
Cambodian / cIiy: - kiiis/ 
(wood— to strike)
’ matches1
/chkae - bondeiji/ 
(dog— to chase)
’hunting dog1
Thai /khon - p ^ y /  
(person— to be sick)
fa patient1
/na:m - khdcirj/
(water— to remain over)
1 dew*
Pattern : ii
sts
Cambodian /tue - ?aek/ 
(body— first)
’hero or heroine in a
/cvii'j - ^aek/ 
(.feet-— first)
’an expert*
Thai /phr^ - ?£:k/ 
(male actor— first)
’hero in a play’
/mm: - ntih]/ 
(hand— one)
’an expert’
Pattern : V - N = V
Cambodian //s±i - chnuel/ 
(to eat— wages)
’to take employment’
/ cap - thnak/
(to seize— a grade)
’to mind (object)’
Thai /kin - sinbon/
(to eat— bribery)
’to accept bribery’
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Thai
Pattern : 
Cambodian
Thai
Pattern : 
Cambodian
Thai
Pattern : 
Cambodian
1 to practice racial discrimination'
' waterfall'
1 aeroplane'
1waterfall!
f aeroplane 1
/thra: - phiw/
(to hold— skin)
b) functional
N - V = N
/tmk - thisak//
(water— to fall)
,/kopotl - hoh,/
(ship— *to fly)
/n<£:m - tok/
(water— to fall)
/rm& - bin/
(ship— to fly)
N - (V + N) s= N
/maisiin - kmt = leik/' 'calculating machine' 
(machine-— to think— figure)
,/kuli: - bocek = lasn/^ 'chauffeur' 
(labourer— to drive*— car)
/khrtftei] - khi-t - 13:k/ 'calculating machine' 
(machine— to think— figure)
/khon - khap = rot/ 'chauffeur* 
(person-~to drive— car)
c) Possessive 
No occurrence
d) Applicational 
N - V = N
z/maisiin » de:/^ 
(machine— to sew)
'sewing machine1
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Cambodian
Thai
Pattern : 
Cambodian
Thai
5.
Pattern : 
Cambodian
Thai
Ta belt1
' night-dress '
bench
/'khsote - krevat,/
(string— to tie)
/sfire - no:n/
(dress— to sleep)
/m&: - n&q/
(a bench--to sit)
N - (V + N) = N
// muenti: - luek - bail/ 'ticket office'
(building— to sell— ticket)
/t±: - sdvy = k.ai/ 'administrative office'
(place— to say--to work)
/this - kip = kh3 si]/ 'storage place, storehouse' 
(place— to keep— things)
/kh&m - yip = phd:/ 'a needle*
(needle— to sew— clothes)
Pattern 8 : Heterogeneous, Unorthodox, Attributive
a) Descriptive
N - V = V
//bbbaom - tbom//
(liver— big)
/most - cob//
(mouth--sour)
/htte - to:/ 
(head— big)
/pi:t - lo:y/ 
(lung--to float)
'to be arrogant*
'to have a craving for (smoking, 
betel nut, narcotics, etc.)'
'to be broken-hearted*
'to be timorous, to be frightened'
Pattern :
Cambodian
Thai
V - N = N
/ co :iq - day/
(to tie— hand)
/kondiet - k^oim/
(to carry on one's hip
/ph*:t - hfte/
(to place upon— head)
b) Functional 
No occurrence
c) Possessive 
No occurrence
d) Applicational 
No occurrence
'gift, a present'
’ hip1 
-basket)
'headline news'
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CHAPTER XII 
LEXICAL COMPARISON OF COMPOUNDS
Cambodian and Thai compounds are compared in this chapter 
in order to show the parallelism in their lexical usage. The 
comparison will be concentrated on compounds which express the 
same meaning in both languages so as to provide a common ground 
upon which an investigation of the choice of components and their 
effect when used in compound relationships may be carried out.
These compounds are presented in three groups according to the 
lexical meaning of the components as well as of the compounds 
themselves. The first group comprises those compounds whose heads 
are found in many combinations together with attributive components, 
and those whose attributes modify many heads. In other words, in 
this group of compounds, one component is recurrent. The second 
group comprises idiomatic compounds, the meaning of which cannot 
be easily deduced from the meaning of the components. The third 
group comprises additive compounds and compounds which do not fall 
exclusively into group one or two, for instance, members of a 
recurrent series that are highly idiomatic or compounds which are 
neither recurrent nor idiomatic. Some compounds may, however, 
enter into more than one group. The sources from which compounds 
are selected for comparison are a number of modern novels and 
certain literary works, the titles of which are listed in the 
bibliography.
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The technique of lexical comparison using three parameters, 
i.e. word-classes, origin of words and lexical meaning, will again 
be applied to corresponding components in Cambodian and Thai 
compounds. The compounds themselves, since they have the same or 
similar meanings, need only be assigned to the same or different 
word-classes, and thus be regarded as having the same or different 
grammatical functions respectively.
It is proposed to consider compounds in the Cambodian and 
Thai languages as being two-component constructions. Those 
compounds having more than two words as components can be treated 
by the IC (immediate Constituent) technique and be considered only 
on their first ICs.
The comparison of the components of compounds will result 
in the fol3.owing instances :
Instance 1 SG SO SL
Instance 2 SG SO DL
Instance 3 SG DO SL
Instance k SG DO DL
Instance 5 DG SO SL
Instance 6 DG £0 DL
Instance 7 DG DO. SL
Instance 8 DG DO DL
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Comparison of the compounds themselves will result in the 
following instances :
Instance I : SL SG
Instance II s SL DG 
The ’origin1 parameter ( SO, DO ) will not be relevant to 
the compound as an entity in itself. The etymological choices 
having already been made at the component level, the question 
becomes not one of origins but of derivation, i.e., by the process 
of compounding.
The object of the comparison is to assign examples to the 
combination of instances set up above. The combination patterns, 
starting from the combination of instances 1 + 1 = 1 ,  1 + 1 =  II, 
1 + 2 = 1 , and so forth, would amount to as many as 90 combinations 
for all possibilities. However, only lZf combinations are found 
in Compounds that are comparable in Cambodian and Thai, and 
instances 1 and 3 occur in the combinations more often than other 
instances. It must be noted here that Cambodian and Thai compounds 
expressing the same meaning, have been found always to belong to 
the same word-class, even in the rare cases of 1 + 6  pattern for 
components. Comparison of resultant forms under Instance II, 
therefore, is not possible* The 1/f combinations are summarized 
below.
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Pattern of Compounds
2a
2c
2d
Zj.a
6a
6b
6d
Occurrence of Instances 
in the Comparison
8a
Cambodian 2a ~ Thai 6a 
Cambodian 2d = Thai 6d
1 + 1 ,
3 + 3,
L\. + k
1 + 1 , 1 + 3, 1 + Zj. j
3 + 1 , 3 + 3, 3 + Zj.,
+ 1 , k + 3, k
1 + 1 , 1 + 3,
3 + 3, 3 +
Zf + 1 , k + 3
1 + 1 ,
3 + 1 , 3 + 3,
k + 3
3 + l , 3 + k
l + 1 , 1 + 3,
2 + 1 i 2 + 3,
3 + 1 , 3 + 3, 3 +
k + 1, k + 3, k +
1 + 1, 1 + 3, 1 + Zj. j
3 + 1 , 3 + 3, 3 + Z|.
1 + 1 , 1 + 3,
3 + 1 , 3 + 3,
k + 3
3 3, 3 + k
3 + 7, 3 8
k + 3
See Table XV in Chapter XI for description of compounding patterns,
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A. COMPOUNDS WITH CONSTANTLY RECURRING COMPONENTS
The components of some compounds can occur in many 
combinations with more or less the same function and lexical 
meaning. In this section, compounds with constantly recurring 
components in Cambodian and Thai will be compared to show the 
parallelism in the use of words in compounding. What is 
interesting is the selective meaning of the resultant combination 
in each case. However, one cannot expect that the range of 
occurrences of any particular component will always be exactly 
the same in the two languages. A number of examples will suffice 
to confirm overall parallelism in the use of certain items in 
Cambodian and Thai.
1. Compounds with Constantly Recurring Heads
1) /nsek// ~ /ndk/, /khon/, /phu:/ 'person1
= /cha:w/ 'people, inhabitant o f
The Thai word /nak/is probably borrowed from Cambodian.
The word /khon/ occurs as a free form, but /phu:/, /cha:w/ and 
/nak/ are all bound forms. These heads in both languages, can be 
modified by nouns, verbs or verb constructs in compound 
constructions. A considerable number of examples is found in 
both languages. They are exemplified below.
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Pattern 2a
Instance of 
Comparison
1 + 1 = 1 
1 + 1 = 1 
1 + 3 = 1
1 + i[. — i 
1 + 2f = i 
if + 1 = I
^ + 3 = 1 
if + 3 = I
if + Zj. = X
3 + if = I
Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive) 
Cambodian Thai
,/neak-kryla: // 
(person— sports)
/nak-ki: la:/ 
(person— sports)
English
a sportsman
,/neak-to: s// /nak-tho:t/ a prisoner
(person— punishment)(person— punishment)
/'neak-phleirp/ 
(person— music)
/'neak-ka: saet/' 
(person— magazine)
//n e a k-p r a map/ 
(person— hunter)
,/neak-kroip/ 
(person— city)
/^nsak-srae//
/nak-dontri:/ 
(person— music)
a musician
/ndk-ndqsm:phim/ a journalist 
(person— newspaper)
/ndk-mu:ay/ 
(person— boxing)
a boxer
/cha: w-kruig/ city people
(inhabitant of— city)
/cha:w-na:/ peasant
(person— rice field)(people— rice field)
// ne ak-co mka: // 
(person— garden)
//ne ek-sr ok=phu: m// 
(person— town)
//ne a k-c umrpn: // 
(person— illness)
/cha:w-shan/ 
(people— garden)
a gardener
/cha:w-b&:n/ a villager
(inhabitant of— village)
3 + 4 = I /hieek-ka: saet//
(person— magazine, 
newspaper)
/khon-kh&y/ 
(person— fever)
/khon-kha:w/ 
(person— hews.)
a patient
a reporter
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Pattern 6a : Het-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
Cambodian Thai English
3 + 3 = I z/neok-kro•/ 
(person— poor)
/khon-con/ 
(person— poor)
the poor
3 + 3 = I /'neak-mi: sn/ 
(person— to have)
/khon-mi:/
(person— to have)
the rich
/6ae©k-mi: on prak,/ /khon-mi: nQvn/ the rich
(person— to have-—  
money)
(person— to have—  
money)
3 + 3 - I //neek~ceh// /phu:-rti:/ a well-informed
(person— to know) (person— to know) person
Pattern 6b : Het-Ort-Att (functional)
Instance of 
Comparison
Cambodian Thai English
1 + 1 = I /neok-sv: -p/
(person— to search 
for clues)
/ndk-sut:p/
(person— to search 
for clues)
a detective
1 + 1 = I /hisek-le xr$// 
(person— to play)
/nak-le :tq/ 
(person— to play)
a rogue
1 + 3 = I z/n©ek-nipoen// / nak-prephocn/ a novelist
(person— to compose)(person— to compose)
H + -vl
. 11 I //n e e k-c o mb ctx$// 
(person— the fight)
/nak-r6p/
(person— to fight)
a warrior
1 + 7 = I z/ne ok-te: saco:/ 
(person— a tour)
/nak-thatsena:co:n/ 
(person— to tour)
a tourist
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Pattern 6b Het-Ort-Att (functional)
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1 
3 + 3 = 1 
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 1 = 1
3 + 4-
Cambodian Thai English
/'neok-cumni: eji/" /phft:-chiew=cha:n/ an expert 
(person— skillful) (person— skillful)
^nsok-pora: cej// /phft: -phe : /
(person— defeated) (person— defeated)
/''nsek-baok khao=?a:v/^khon-sdk pha:/
(person— to beat—  (person— to wash—
clothing) clothing)
the loser, 
the defeated
laundryman
/neek-cat ka:// /phtL:-cdt ka:n/ manager
(person— to arrange (person--to arrange
— work) — work)
^neek-cih/ /khon-do:ysa,:n/
(person— to ride) (person— to take
passage)
passenger
2) / c l :eq/ = / c h 1 artisan, skilled worker1
These heads occur in two patterns, namely, 2a and 6b.
The attributes which can be either nouns or verbs explain what 
substance the heads are working in or what work they are doing. 
Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
1 + 3 = 1
1 + 3 = 1
Cambodian
/ci:9]Q-mi:es/ 
(artisan— gold)
/ c l :oq-chY:/ 
(artisan— wood)
Thai
/cha:r]-tho s 23/
(artisan— gold)
/ ch& :]Q-m<xy/ 
(artisan— wood)
English
goldsmith
a carpenter
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Pattern 2a
Instance of 
Comparison
1 + 3 = 1  
1 + 3 = 1
Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive) 
Cambodian Thai
// ci: eq-daek/ 
(artisan— iron)
/ chd :iQ»lek/
(artisan--iron)
English
blacksmith
// ci:©i]«khsae=phlY:i3//chd:]Q»fay=fa:/ electrician
(artisan--electricity, (artisan— electricity)
power line)
Pattern 6b
Instance of 
Comparison
1 + 3 = 1
Het-Ort-Att (functional)
1 + 3 = 1
1 + Zf = I
Cambodian
/'ciseq-kat del//
(artisan— to cut 
--to sew)
/ci:©r)-kat sok/^
(artisan— to cut 
— hair)
Thai
/cha:r|-tdt yep/
(artisan— to cut 
--to sew)
/charq-tdt phSm/
(artisan— to cut 
--hair)
^/ci: eq-li: ep phteeh//chScsq-tha: si:/ 
(artisan— to paint (artisan— to smear
— house) 
so'k./f
(artisan— to iron 
--hair)
— colour)
/cha:r|-ddt phSm/
(artisan--to curl 
— hair)
English
a tailor
a barber
a painter 
(workman)
a hairdresser
3) /tmk/ - /na:m/ 'water, liquid’
These heads occur in patterns 2a, 6a and 6b. The lexical 
meaning as deduced from the compounds widens similarly in both 
languages from 'water' to 'liquid, essence'.
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Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 1 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
Cambodian
//tuik-muen/
(water— sacred 
words)
ytmk-doJq/ 
(water— coconut)
^tuik-kro: c// 
(water— orange)
/trak-trvy/ 
(water— fish)
// tuik-khmum/’' 
(water— bee)
// tmk-doh,/
(water— breast)
,/tmk-phns : )$.// 
(water-— eye)
Thai
/n& :m-mon/
(water— sacred 
words)
/ not: m-mephr<£: w/ 
(water— coconut)
/na:m-som/
(water— orange)
/na:m-pla:/
(water--fish)
/not: m-phmr]/ 
(water— bee)
/na:m-nom/ 
(water— breast)
/na:m-ta:/ 
(water— eye)
Pattern 6a
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 1 = 1 
3 + 3 = 1
Het-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Cambodian
/  ttnk-^op/
(water-— to scent)
/ tmk-sa:p//
Thai
/not! m-*?op/ 
(water— to scent)
/n&: m-ctch t/
(water— tasteless) (water— tasteless)
English 
holy water
liquid from 
fresh coconut
orange juice
fish sauce
honey
milk
tears
English
perfume
fresh water
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Pattern 6a Het-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1 
3 + 3 = 1 
3 + A = I
Cambodian
// tmk-khcvy/ 
(water— raw)
// tuik-proty/
(water— salty)
/'twk-ko: k/
(water— to become 
thick)
Thai
/n&:m-dip/ 
(water— raw)
/not: m-khem/ 
(water— salty)
/n<£:m-kh£g/ 
(water— hard)
Pattern 6b : Het-Ort-Att (functional)
Instance of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1 /'trak-thleeky/ /n&: m-tok/
(water— to fall) (water— to fall)
3 + 3 = 1 /"txuk-co i// /n&:m-khmn/
(water— to rise (water— to rise)
of flood water)
3 + 3 = 1  /'tuik-ni: ec/ /na:m-loi]/
(water— to go down) (water— to go down)
3 + A = I ,/tutk-lac,/ /n<£ : m-thfLem/
(water— to sink) (water— to flood)
3 + A = i /turk-ba p./ /n&sm-phti?/
(water— to shoot (water--to shoot 
out) out)
English
unboiled water
saline water
ice
English 
a water fall
flood tide
ebb-tide
flood
fountain
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if) //y^TVJiQr)//
/ m a : si xxi// 
= /khrtaei}/
’a set of objects needed for a specific 
purpose, equipment, ingredients'
1 machine'
'a set of objects needed for a specific 
purpose, equipment, ingredients, machine'
These heads occur in two patterns, 2a and 6b. It is of 
interest to see that the French loanword /m.QL: si \m// in Cambodian 
also corresponds to the Thai /khrmeij/j such compounds in Cambodian 
are comparatively new.
Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
1 + 1 = 1
1 + 1
Cambodian
//krraer)-'?opeko: //
(equipment —
equipment)
^krmei] -cak^/
(set of*..—  
engine)
Thai English
/khrffreq-^uppekoin/ equipment
(equipment—
equipment)
/khrmeq -cotk/
(set of...—  
engine)
engine
1 + 1 = 1
1 + 1 = 1
/krKier)-‘?a: vut/ /khrvtorj-'Pa: wdt/
(set of...— weapon) (set of...— weapon)
ammunition
/krraei] -so m^a: y]/
(set of...—
cosmetics)
/khrroeq-sdm^a :]q/ cosmetics
(set of...— beauty, 
cosmetics)
1 + 1 = 1 y/krraerj-lkhaon,/ /khrmeq-lekho :n/ theatrical props
(set of...— a play) (set of...— a play)
* Owing to space limitation, the word 'set of...' is used in 
the examples given here in place of 'a set of objects needed for 
a specific purpose'.
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pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
1 + 3 = I /'krinoq-somlo :/ /khrtaer]-ks :r}/
(Ingredients—  (ingredients—
curry) curry)
1 + 3 = 1 /krmaq-mi: es/ /khrt&eiQ-tho :*]/
(set of...gold) (set of...— gold)
1 + 3 = 1 /'krxueij-prock/' /khrraeq-qvn/
(set of...— silver) (set of...— silver)
3 + 1 = 1 /'massim-ruetyusn/' /khrtir0i3-r6tyon/
(machine1— car) (machine— car)
1 + ^ = 1 /krrasiQ-predap/ /khrmoq-mm:/
(set of...—  (set of...--hand)
utensils)
Pattern 6b : Het-Ort-Att (functional)
Instance of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
1 + 3 = 1 /,krm0]Q-boh=pum/^  /khrftsq-phim/
(machine— to print) (machine— to print)
3 + 1 = 1 /ma s sis n«kart lesk/ /khrureii-khit le:k/
(machine—  (machine—
to calculate—  to calculate—
figure) figure)
3 + 3 = 1 /ffia: si: n-baok khao= /khrmeq-s&k ph&:/
: v/
(machine— to wash (machine— to wash
clothing) clothing)
English
spices and 
seasoning used 
in making curry
golden ornaments
silver ornaments, 
silver utensils
car engine 
tools
English
printing machine
calculating
machine
washing machine
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3) /'bontup/' = /h6r)/ ’room1
Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1 
3 + 1 - 1
Cambodian
/'bontup-tmk/'
(room--water)
//bontup-‘?a:ha:/ 
(room--food)
Thai
/hSiQ-nd:m/ 
(room— water)
/hd^-^a :hatn/ 
(room— food)
Pattern 6d : Het-Ort-Att (application)
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
Cambodian
/'bontup-phto el 
khlu:an/
(room— personal)
/bontup-de:k/ 
(room— to sleep)
,/bontup-tetu:el 
phpiev/
(room— to receive 
— guest)
/^ b o n t up - ? o r> kuy 
le:q/ 
(room— to sit--
to play)
Thai
/hdq-suen tue/
(room--personal)
/ho -no :n/ 
(room--to sleep)
/ho iq - r &p khs : k/
(room— to receive 
— guest)
/hiiq-n&q l£n/
(room— to sit—  
to play)
By close analogy, the following 1 room-like1 
be listed as examples here :
English 
water closet
dining-room
English
private room
bedroom
living room
living room
words may also
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Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
1 + 3 = 1 
1 + 1 = 1
Cambodian
// ro JiQ-kon/’ 
(ball— cinema)
// ro: 13-lkhaon// 
(ball— a play)
Thai
/ro :r]-nocr)/ 
(ball— cinema)
/ro tij-lekho :n/ 
(hall— a play)
Pattern 2d : Hom-Ort-Att (application)
Instance of 
Comparison
1 + 1 = 1
1 + 1 = 1
Cambodian
/ r o : iq-r no t/' 
(hall--car)
/ro :iQ-ti: on/ 
(ball— donation)
Thai
/ ro :i]-r6t/
(ball— car)
/ro:q-tha:n/ 
(ball— donation)
Pattern 6d : Het-Ort-Att (application)
Instance of 
Comparison
1 + 3 = 1 
3 + 1 = 1 
3 + 1 = 1
Cambodian
// ro :r)-pum//
(ball— to print)
/'sot: la: -rien// 
(ball— to learn)
/monti:-luek ban//
(bouse— to sell—  
ticket)
Thai
/ro :r}-pbim/
(ball— to print)
/ ro iij-rien/
(ball— to learn)
/boi]-kba:y the/
(room— to sell—  
ticket)
English 
cinema ball
theatre
English
garage
alms-house
English
printing press,
publication
bouse
school
ticket office
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6) //ovt// - /cay/ 'heart1
These heads produce a group of heterogeneous verb compounds 
which are unorthodox. The attributes which modify these heads 
can be either verbs or nouns, thus, two patterns can be illustrated 
here.
Pattern ha : Hom-Uno-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 1 = 1 
3 + h = I
Cambodian
/'cvt-bon/' 
(heart— merit)
Thai
/cay-bun/ 
(heart— merit)
/cvt-sapboros// /cay-phrd-?/
(heart--good person) (heart— monk)
Pattern 8a : Het-Uno-Att (descriptive)
Instance of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1 
3 + 3 = 1 
3 + k - I 
3 + ^ = 1
,/cvt-sra: \// /cay-baw/
(heart— to be light) (heart— to
// cxt-nraQ=thra3/ 
(heart— stable)
// cvt-tuen// 
(heart— soft)
/cYt-mnq/ 
(heart--firm)
// cvt-thquen,/ 
(heart— heavy)
/ cay-m&n=khoij/ 
(heart— stable)
/ cay-^d:n/
(heart— soft)
/cay-det/
(heart— resolute)
/ cay-nakrnen/ 
(heart— firm)
English
to be charitable
to be extremely 
kind
English
to be gullible, 
easily swayed
to be stable
to be soft-hearted, 
easily touched
to be resolute, 
determined
to be firm,cool, 
patient
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7) ,/daem/ = /ton/ 1 origin, beginning, trunk of a tree*
These words appear to have many meanings in both languages. 
The grammatical function of these words is also manifold. These 
functions and the meanings are parallel in both languages.
Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 1 = 1 
3 + 1 = 1
3 + 3
3 + 3 = 1
Cambodian
//daem-ko:/ 
(beginning— neck)
/'daem-tun/'
(origin— capital 
sum)
/daem-phlo: v// 
(beginning— way)
//daem-chv:/
(trunk— wood)
Thai
/tbn-kho:/ 
(beginning— neck)
/ ton-thun/
(origin— capital 
sum)
/ tdn-tha :r)/ 
(beginning— way)
/ton-may/
(trunk— wood)
English
nape
capital sum
way, top of the 
way
tree
8) ,/khsae// /sa:y/ 'line
The meaning in both languages widens from the concrete 
(line, string) to the more general idea of linearity.
Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
CambodianInstance of 
Comparison
3 + 1 = 1 
3 + 1 = 1
//khsae-'?ot: ka: s/ 
(line^— air)
I //khsae-tu: resap,/
(line— telephone)
3 + 3 = 1 //khsae-phns: k./ 
(line— eye)
Thai
/s&: y-?a:ka:t/ 
(line— air)
/sSc: y-tho: resocp/ 
(line— telephone)
/sa:y-ta:/
(line— eye)
English
antenna, aerial 
telephone line 
sight
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9) /kba:l/ = /htte/ ’head1
In compounds, these heads express the expanded lexical 
meanings of * the top part, the forward part, the round object, 
etc. 1
Pattern 2a
Instance of 
Comparison
5 + 3 = 1
Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
3 + 3 I
3 + 3 = 1
3 + if = I
Cambodian
y/kbail-domne:k/ 
(head— bed)
/'kba: l-cuerjkueq/ 
(head— knee)
,/kba: 1-tu: k/ 
(head— boat,ship)
Thai
/htts-tier)/
(head— bed)
/hue -khaw/
(head— knee)
/hue-ruie/
(head— boat,ship)
/'kbarl-reteh^phlxiip/ /htLe~r6t=cak/
(head— train ) (head— locomotive)
,/kba: 1-lrji: sc/ 
(head— evening)
/hue-khdm/ 
(head— night)
English
bed-head
knee
prow
locomotive
early evening
10) /'komloop/ = /kamlar)/ 1 power, strength1
Pattern Pa : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
1 + 1 = 1
1 + 3 = 1
1 + 3 = 1
Cambodian
/'ko mlaq -ka: y/
(strength— body)
mlaq -cvt/' 
(power— heart)
/'ko mlaiQ -s eh// 
(power--horse)
Thai
/kamlaq-ka:y/
(strength— body)
/kamlaiQ-cay/
(power— heart)
/kamlaq : /
(power— horse)
English
physical strength 
will power 
horse-power
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Pattern 2a
Instance of
/lft:k/ ’child, offspring, round object, 
small object’
Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Cambodian
Comparison 
3 + 1 = 1
3 + 1  = 1
3 + 3 = 1
Thai
/lft:k-sit/
(child— disciple)
/lft: k-so : n/
English
/ko:n-svs/
( chi Id— tr. disciple)
/ ko:n-so:/r U :  arrow
(small thing— arrow) (small thing— arrow)
disciple,student, 
follower
,/ko:n-bo mnol/ 
(child— debt)
3 + 3 = 1 /k o:n-sau/
(small object'—  
locker)
/1ft:k-ni:/
(child— debt)
/lft:k-kunce:/
(small object—  
locker)
12) /mcas/ 
Pattern 2a :
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
= /caw/ ’lord, owner'
Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
ThaiCambodian
//mcas-srok/’ 
(lord— town)
/mcas-trak/ 
(owner'— water)
/Was-bomnol/ 
(owner— debt)
J/mcas-phteehv/ 
(owner— house)
/caw-mniei}/ 
(lord-— town)
/ cdw-nd-:m/ 
(owner— water)
/caw-ni:/ 
(owner--debt)
/cdw-bd:n/ 
(owner— house)
debtor
key
English
Lord Mayer, 
governor of a 
town
water vendor
creditor
landlord
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13) /most/ = /pa: k/ 1 mouth'
In both, languages, these words can signify 'opening, 
entrance' and occur with such meanings in many compounds. 
Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of Cambodian
Comparison 
3 + 1 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
/most-cro :k/ 
(mouth— lane)
/moet-chnaf]/ 
(mouth— pot)
/moet-tuenle:/ 
(mouth— river)
/moet-tvi: e/ 
(mouth— door)
Thai
/pd:k-tro :k/ 
(mouth— lane)
/pd:k-mo:/ 
(mouth— pot)
/pa:k-ms:na:m/ 
(mouth— river)
/pa:k-pretu:/ 
(mouth--door)
English
entrance of 
a lane
rim of a pot
edge of river, 
estuary
door
’abdomen, stomach’lA) /phtey/ = /th 6 :13/
These words can express the idea of encompassing volume 
or of some vast area. There are not many compounds in the comparison 
but, in each language, there are quite a number of compounds with 
these heads.
Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
Cambodian
3 + 3 = 1  /phtey-tmk/
(stomach— water)
3 + 3 = 1  /phtey-me:k/
( stomach— sky)
Thai
/thd : rj -na: m/
(stomach— water)
/th6 :rj-fd:/
(stomach— sky)
English
an area of water
sky
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15) /prak/ = /^Yn/ 1 money1
Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
Cambodian Thai
3 + 3 - 1 /'prak-kha e/ /qvn-duren/
(money— month) ( money— month)
3 + 3 = 1 /'prak-daem/ /qvn-ton/
(money— origin) (money--origin)
16) /sraom/ = /so :y)/ 1 case1
= /thhq/ 1 bag1
/pld:k/ 1 case1
Pattern 2d : Hom-Ort-Att (applicational)
Instance of 
Comparison
Cambodian Thai
3 + 1 = 1 //sraom-vs : nta: // /so:q-w§nHta:/
(case--spectacles) (case— spectacles)
3 + 3 = 1 // sraom-sombot/ /so J^-cotma:y/
(case— letter) ( case'— letter)
4 + 3 = 1 // sraom-day/' /thftq-mra:/
(case— hand) (bag— hand)
4 + 3 = 1 // sraom-cYiip/ /thuq-thd:w/
(case— foot) (bag — foot)
3 + 3 = 1 // sraom-da,: v// /pld:k-da:p/
(case— sword) (case— sword)
3 + 3 = 1 // sraom-kambvt// /pld:k-mi:t/
(case— knife) (case— knife)
English 
monthly salary
capital sum
English
spectacles case
an envelope
gloves
socks, stockings
sword-sheath
knife-sheath
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17) / t i :/  = /this/ 1 place, location, the one which'
Pattern 6d : Het-Ort-Att (application)
EnglishInstance of 
Comparison
1 + 1 = 1
1 + 1 = 1
1 + 1 = 1
1 + 1 = 1
1 + 3 = 1
1 + 3 = 1
1 + 3 = 1
1 + 3 = 1
Cambodian
//ti : -prvksa: //
(the one which—  
to consult)
Thai
/thi: -prmksoc: /
(the one which-- 
to consult)
advisor
1 + 1 = 1  //ti:-precum cuan/ /thi:-prochum chon/ populous area
(place— to gather—  (place— to gather—  
people)
/ t i : -pv^/
(the one which—
to depend on)
people)
/thl:-phmq/
(the one which--
to depend on)
refuge
/ti:-bo:cite/ /thi:-bu:cha:/
(place--to worship) (place— to worship)
/ti : -co : t/
(place— to park)
/ ti:-srelap/
(the one which—  
to love)
/ ti:-dau/
(the one which—  
to aim)
//ti.: ~rap=*?a: n/
(the one which—  
to respect)
/tir^cro:k kaon/
(place— to take 
refuge)
/thi:-cd:t/
(place— to park)
/thi:-rak/
(the one which—  
to love)
/thi: -wai/
(the one which—  
to aim)
/thi: -nap=thui:/
(the one which—  
to respect)
/thi:-lop -phay/
(place--to take 
refuge)
altar
parking place
the beloved one
the goal, the 
hope
the respected 
one
refuge, shelter
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18) /ka:/ - /ka:n/ 1 action'
/seckdxy/ = /khwa:m/ 'matter, status'
These heads are found to combine with most verbs in the 
two languages to produce abstract nouns from the verbs. The first 
pair, / kot:/' and /ka:n/, most often occurs with operative verbsj 
the second pair /seckdvy/ and /khwa:m/ most often occurs with 
attributive verbs. However, some verbs can be combined with both 
forms, the result of which will be two types of abstract noun.
The first combination has lexical reference to activity whereas 
the second combination refers to a state or quality.
Pattern 6a : Het-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of Cambodian Thai English
Comparison
1 + 1 = 1  /ka:-bereya:y/ /ka:n~banya:y/ lecture
(action— to lecture)(action— to lecture)
1 + 1 = 1 /lea: -ruk=acdj: en/ /ka:n-rukra:n/ aggression
(action— aggressive)(action— aggressive)
1 + 1 = 1 /ka:-dae khbu:en/ /ka:n-dx:n khebuen/ demonstration
(action— to march—  (action— to march—  
in procession) in procession)
1 + 1 = 1  /'ka:-kae^khay/ /ka:n-k£:=khay/ correction
(action— to ccJFpect) (action— to correct)
1 + 1 = 1  /ka:-cat=ka:/ /ka:n-cat=ka:n/ management
(action— to manage) (action— to manage)
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Instance- of Cambodian 
Comparison
1 + 3 = 1
Thai
1 + 3 = 1
1 + 3 = 1
1 + 3 = 1
3 + 1 = 1
3 + 1 = 1
3 + 1 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3
/'ka: -phyi: oba:l/ /ka:n-pSi]kan/ 
(action'— to protect)(action— to protect)
English
protection
/'kat-bat ru:p//
(action— to
disappear)
/ka:n-ha:y tuo/ disappearance
(action— to
disappear)
/'ka:-teek=to *r\// /ka:n-tit=td :/ contact,
/ . . . , . , , ,xrelationship(action— to contact)(action— to contact) *
/'ka:-boh pum/ /ka:n-phim/ printing
(action— to print) (action--to print)
/'seckdYy-somrac/' /khwa:m-scitmret/ success
(state— successful) (state— successful)
/'seckdYy-soqsay/ /khwa :m-sor]say/
(state— doubtful) (state— doubtful)
suspect, doubt
//seckdYy-pra: thna:// /khwa: m-pra: tthena :/desire 
(state— to desire) (state— to desire)
// seckdYy-sorjkhmm/' /khwa: m-war)/ 
(state— to hope) (state— to hope)
//seckdYy-l?o '//
(state-— good)
//seckdYy-pru: oy/'
(state*— to be
worried)
/khwa:m-di:/ 
(state— good)
/khwa: m-ka;qwon/
(state— to be
worried)
hope
virtue, goodness
worry
In C&mbodian, there are two other words which perform 
the same function as the two heads mentioned above. They are 
/'phizep/' ’state* and/''?ompY:/' ’matter, deed*. The word/'phi: ep/' 
is comparatively new and can be used in-.place of /'seckdvy/' in
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1 goodness’
'frankness1
most compounds, e.g.
Cambodian /phi:©p-l^o:/, /seckdYy-l^o:/
/phi : ep-smoh=tro:r]/, / seckdYy-smoh=tror]/
/ p h i :©p-trYm=tro:v/, /seckdYy-trYm=tro:v/ ’justice1
/?ompY:-ka:c/, /seckdYy-ka:c/ ’evil’
/^ompY: -l?o :/, /seckdYy-l^o :/ ’goodnese
The uses of /ka:/, /ka:n/, /seekdYy/ and /khwaim/ in the 
following examples are not parallel.
Pattern 6a : Het-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
^ + 3 = 1
■^ + 3 = 1
if + 3 = I
/ seckdYy-phdo:=phdac/ /ka:n-l£:k=plien/
(state--to exchange) (action— to
exchange)
/khwa:m-campen/
(state--necessary)
English
exchange
/ k a :-cam=bac/ 
(action— necessary)
/ k a : -ceh=dYrj/ 
(action— to know)
/khwa:m-rds/ 
(state— to know)
necessity
knowledge
19) /ha:/ = /ka:n/ ’affair^ work’
These heads occur in compounds of pattern 1 as examplified
below :
Pattern 1
Instance of 
Comparison
Hom-Ort-Add
Cambodian Thai English
1 + 1 = 1  /ka:-tu:t/
(affair— ambassador)
/ka:n~thft:t/ diplomacy
(affair— ambassador)
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Instance of 
Comparison
1 + 1 = 1
1 + 1 = 1
Cambodian
/ka: i: e/
(work— work)
/ka:-srok tes/ 
(affair— country)
Thai
/ka: n+qa :n/
(work— work)
/ka: n-mmci]/ 
(affair— country)
English 
work, duty
politics
20) / dom// - /kd:n/ ’lump1
These nouns often occur as classifiers and have been so 
classified. The following compounds are examples of their 
occurrence as heads of compounds.
Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of Cambodian
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1  /dom-thmo :/ 
(lump— stone)
/dom-kru: es// 
(lump— gravel)
3 + 1 = 1
Thai
/ko:n-hln/ 
(lump— stone)
/kd:n-kruat/ 
(lump— gravel)
English
rock, stone
gravel
21) /tuen/ = /?d:n/ ’soft’
These are examples of verb heads that are parallel in the 
two languages.
Pattern 2a : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
Cambodian
3 + 3 = 1  /tuen-ph?aem/
(soft— sweet)
3 + = I /tuen-lmey,/
(soft— beautiful)
Thai
/*?d :n-w&:n/
(soft— sweet)
/*?d sn-lamun/
(soft— tender)
English
sweet (of words, 
looks,etc.)
nice,gentle (of 
manner)
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2, Compounds with Constantly Recurring Attributes 
1 ) //oYt// - /cay/ 1 heart1
These nouns occur as attributes to other verbs in many 
compounds, giving general reference to ’feeling’.
Pattern 6a : Het-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of Cambodian
Comparison
1,+ 3 = I 
1 + 3 = 1
2 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1 
/f + 3 = I
//kraer]-cYt/
(to fear--heart)
,/ko: -cYt//
(to stir— heart)
// smak-cYt,/ 
(willing— heart)
// tuk-cYt,/
(to keep--heart)
/pe:p-cYt/
(full--heart)
Thai
/kre :]Q-cay/
(to fear— heart)
/kuen-cay/
(to stir— heart)
/ semak-cay/
English
to have consi­
deration for
to annoy, disturb 
to be voluntary,
/ -| . i , % to be willing(volunteer— heart)
to trust
A + 3 = I //toes-cvt/'
/wdty-cay/
(to keep--heart)
/pho:-cay/
(fulfil— heart)
/khat-cay/
(to disagree— heart)(to cross— heart)
/?o s-cvt/'
(be at the end-- 
heart)
/?d:n-cay/ 
(soft--heart)
to be pleased 
with, to like
to annoy, to get 
in a way
to feel weary of, 
to be fed up
2.) /day/ = /mxi/ ’hand’
These nouns are found to combine with verbs as well as nouns 
to form compounds. With verbs, the compounds are of pattern 6a, 
with nouns the compounds are of pattern 2a.
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Pattern 2© Hom-Ort-Att (possessive)
Instance of Cambodian
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1 /mri:om-day/
(finger— hand
3 + 3 = 1 / k o :-day/
(joint--hand)
Thai
/nfw-mui:/
(finger— hand)
/kh6 :-mmi/
(joint--hand)
English
finger
wrist
Pattern 6a Het-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
k + 3 = I 
^ + 3 = 1 
k + 3 = I
Cambodian
/co:1-day/
(to enter— hand)
/ 1y :k-day/
(to lift up— hand)
/ ruet-day/
(to run— hand)
Thai
/r'hem-mui:/
(to join— hand)
/ra:-mm:/
(to abate— hand)
/khron-mra:/
(to rise— hand)
English
to join, to take 
part
to stop (doing)
to accomplish, 
to get used to
B. IDIOMATIC COMPOUNDS
A number of Idiomatic compounds in Cambodian and Thai 
will be compared in this section. The interesting point lies 
in the parallelism in the compounding of components which closely 
correspond to one another grammatically, derivationally as well as 
lexically. The degree of idiomaticity may vary from the easily 
guessable to the absolutely puzzling. However, the compounds 
compared here produce either the same or else an extremely similar
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meaning. The idiomatic compounds will be divided into two 
groups $ namely, compounds that are exactly parallel in the two 
languages, and compounds which express very similar meanings.
1. Parallel Idiomatic Compounds 
Pattern 1 : Hom-Ort-Add
Instance of 
Comparison
Cambodian
3 + 3 = 1  /day-cvii]/ 
(hand— foot)
3 + 3 = 1 /mro :y-mu: ay/'
Thai
/mm:-ti:n/ 
(hand— foot)
/r6:y-?et/
(one hundred— one) (a hundred— one)
Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)Pattern 2a
Instance of Cambodian
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1 /trak-cvt/'
(water— heart)
3 + 3 = 1 //tmk-prock/'
(water— money)
3 + 3 = 1  / ?ac i-moen/
Thai
/ not: m-cay/ 
(water— heart)
/naim-qvn/ 
(water--money)
/khi: -kcxy/
Pattern 6a
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 1 = 1
(excrement— cock) (excrement— cock)
: Het-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Cambodian Thai
/'ba: v-ko :q/
(to beat--gong)
/ ti :r-kh6 :13/
(to beat— gong)
English
supporter (esp, 
for gangsters)
numerous, all
English
mood, spirit, 
good will
value of money
to be of poor 
quality
English
to make public 
announcement
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Instance of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
1 + 3 = I
3 + 1 = I
3 + 3 = I
3 + 3 = 1 =
Pattern 8a
Instance of
Comparison
3 + 3 = I
3 + 3 = I
3 + 3 = I
English
/'loen-moot,/ /lan-pa:k/ to declare,
(to sound— mouth) (to sound— mouth) s^ea^ ou^
^tool-cro: /con-tro:k/ to be at an
(to be at end— lane) (to be at end— lane)-*-mPasse
,/bonto : -kontuy^ /to: -hoc: 13/
(to join— tail) (to join— tail)
to follow closely 
in line
(hand— one)
/mui: -nxnrj/ 
(hand— one)
an expert
Het-Uno-Att (descriptive)
Cambodian
(back— long)
(head— hard)
Thai
/laq-ya:w/ 
(back— long)
/hue-kh £*3/ 
(head— hard)
/hu:-baw/
English 
to be lazy
to be stubborn
to be credulous
(ear— to be light) (ear— to be light)
2. Similar Idiomatic Compounds
Some idiomatic compounds in the two languages are built up 
of words expressing a very similar idea; some are also parallel 
as regards the lexical meaning of their components but the word 
order is different. These two types of compounds are called 
'Similar idiomatic compounds' and are exemplified below :
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Pattern 1 : Hom-Ort-Add
Instance of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
4 + 4 = I //cu:-cot/^  /khbm-khnbn/
(sour— bitter) (bitter— astringent)
Pattern Pa : Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
3 + 4 = I /hiy: l-rji: sy// /du:-thd:k/
(to look— easy) (to look— cheap)
Pattern 2c ; Hom-Ort-Att (possessive)
I-nstance of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
3 + 4 = 1 ^koin-caip// /ill: k~ch<£ :*]/
(child— bird) (child— elephant)
Pattern 6a : Het-Ort-Att (descriptive)
I-nstanoe of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
3 + 4 = I /Okan-cr /thm?-ha:ij/
(to hold— foot) (to hold— tail)
4 + 3 = 1 /^laorj-sac/ /mi:-nHfia/
(to rise--flesh) (to have— flesh)
4 + 3 = 1 ^chvt: ~ch?YjQ=khno tr)/ /slev-sotn=lotr)/
(to feel x (to feel a thrill
backbone ) Qf fear__backbone)
4 + 4 = 1 //khlouQ-day/ /nak-kho :/
(strong— hand) (heavy— joint)
to be resentful, 
to feel bitter
English
to insult, to 
look down upon
English
witch’s followers, 
spirit worshippers
English
to support, 
to take part
to be fat and 
healthy
to be frightened
to be severe, 
violent
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Pattern 8a : Het-Uno-Att (descriptive)
Instance of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
3 + 4 = 1 /muk-kras/
(face— thick)
/n&: -dot:n/ 
(face— coarse)
English
to be shameless
C. OTHER COMPOUNDS
There are numeroxis compounds in the two languages which 
show parallelism in their combination of components. Those in 
which one component is recurrent have already been compared in 
Section A. In this section the compounds which have not been 
listed in Section A or B will be presented.
Pattern 2a • Hom-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1
Cambodian
,/kro ep -phli oi}//- 
(seed— paiii)
4 + 3 = 1' V^trak-muk//
(water— face)
4 + 3 = 1 /'Komteo -phi y : r)// 
(bits— fire)
Thai
/m£t-f6n/
(seed— rain)
/si:-n&:/ 
(colour— face)
/lft:k-fay/ 
(ball--fire)
4 + 3 = 1 y/kroop-kamphlYsi]/' /lft: k-pui: n/
(seed— gun) (ball— gun)
Pattern 2c
Instance- -of 
Comparison
1 + 3 = 1
Hom-Ort-Att (possessive) 
Cambodian Thai
/ c y : 2Q « c us n da O// 
( foot— stairs)
/ cliY:iQ-banday/ 
(foot--stairs)
English
rain-drops
expression on 
the face
sparks
bullet
English
foot of a 
staircase
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Pattern 2c : Hom-Ort-Att (possessive)
Instance of 
Comparison
Cambodian Thai English
3 + 3 = I ,/kontuy-phne:k.fl 
(tail— eyes)
/hot :q-ta:/ 
(tail— eyes)
corner of one1 s 
eyes
A|- + 1 ~ I ,/kba: 1-tu: resap,/ 
(Head-— telephone)
/hft:-tho:re sap/
( ear— telephone)
telephone
receiver
k + 3 = I // coqkeh-kopal,/ 
(waist— skip)
/tho : rj -rme/
(stomach— ship)
the bottom of 
a ship
k + 3 - I // cv:]Q-me: k// 
(foot— sky)
/khd:p - M : /  
(edge— sky)
horizon
k + 3 = I // daem-tru:iQ//
(trunk— ckest)
/hue-'? ok/ 
(head— chest)
heart
3 + 3 - I // thnajQ-day,/ 
(joint— hand)
/kho:-mm:/ 
(joint— hand)
wrist
3 + 3 = I /'thnaig -rmssYy,/ 
(joint— bamboo)
/kho:-phay/
( joint— bamboo)
node of bamboo
1 + 1 = I ,/pra:!]-preset: t// 
(tower— palace)
/ pra: y) -pra : sd 11/ 
(tower--palace)
tower of a 
palace or tempi
1 + % = I ,/phaen-ti: //
(chart— place)
/ph£:n-thi:/
( chart, plan— place)
map
Pattern 6a : Het-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Instance of 
Comparison
Cambodian Thai English
1 + 3 = I z/ku: -snaeha: // 
(pair— to love)
/khu:-rdk/
(pair— to love)
sweetheart,
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Pattern 6a
Instance of 
Comparison
^ + 1 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
3 + 3 = 1
i Het-Ort-Att (descriptive)
Cambodian Thai
/'cap-tois,/ /sdy-th8:t/
(to catch— punish- (to put on—
ment) punishment)
//dvq -khluen,/ /rd:-tue/
(to know--body,self)(to know~-body,self)
^ t o p s t n e q - k h l i i :  s in // / t s ^ —t u e /
(to dress up-- (to dress up~-
English
to put the blame 
on, to find 
fault with
to be aware of
to dress oneself
Pattern 6b'.
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1 
3 + 3 = 1
Pattern 6d
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1 
3 + 3 = 1
body,self)
Het-Ort-Att (functional)
body,self)
Cambodian
// yuen-hoh/'' 
(machine— to fly)
//ko pal -ho h.//
(ship— to fly)
Thai
/khruter) -bin/ 
(machine— to fly)
/rine-bin/
(ship— to fly)
English
aeroplane
aeroplane
Het-Ort-Att (applicational)
Cambodian
//chnar]-comhoy/  
(pot— to steam)
//chv: -cro t//
(wood--to support 
by means of an 
arm or with a 
stick)
Thai
/m3: -nm rj/
(pot— to steam)
/mdy-tM-rw/
(wood— to support 
by means of an 
arm or with a 
stick)
English 
steaming pot
walking stick
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Pattern 6d Het-Ort-Att (applicational)
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 3 = 1
4 + 3 = i 
4 + 3 = 1
Cambodian
// tmk-creluok/ 
(water— to dip)
/cro:k-co:\/ 
(lane--to enter)
Thai
/n&:m-c£m/ 
(water— to dip)
/tha: -kh&w/ 
(way--to enter)
English
sauce
entrance
/phteeh-kat sok/ /r&:n-to£t ph$m/ barber’s shop
(house— to cut—
hair)
(shop--to cut—
hair)
Compounds exemplified below are those whose grammatical 
functions and lexical meanings of the resultant forms are parallel, 
but the patterns for the combination of their components do not 
correspond in the two languages.
Cambodian pattern 2a = Thai pattern 6a
Instance of 
Comparison
3 + 7 = 1 
3 + 8 = 1 
3 + 8 = 1 
1 + 7 = 1 
1 + 7 = 1
Cambodian
,/thlay-chnu:el^ 
(value— hiring)
^trak-khmeh^ 
(water— vinegar)
/trak-kro:c/ 
(water--orange)
Thai
/kh&: -c& :*]/ 
(value— to hire)
/na:m-s&m/
(water— sour)
/nd:m-wa:n/ 
(water— sweet)
/neok-comba r]// /nak-r6p/
(person— the fight) (person— to fight)
English
wages
vinegar
soft-drink
warrior
/neek-te:seco:/ 
(person— a tour)
/nak-th&tsena:co:n/ toutist 
(person— to tour)
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Cambodian pattern 2d = Thai pattern 6d
Instance of Cambodian Thai
Comparison
If + 5 = I / srok-komnaet/> /ba:n“k^:t/
(district--birth) (house--to be born)
English
birth place, 
home-town
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CHAPTER XIII 
THE ANALYSIS OF ELABORATIONS
It is a very common practice in the Cambodian and Thai 
languages to use a succession of words of the same or similar 
itteaning so that they support each other's meaning. The effect 
is usually either to give emphasis or to embellish, or to convey 
a certain subtlety to the meaning, depending upon the particular 
requirements. Though many words are used to express one line of 
thought, such language does not sound superfluous or redundant to 
native speakers. On the contrary, the proper combination of words 
of the same or similar meaning adds liveliness as well as impact 
to the sense required. The following examples, taken from Cambodian 
and Thai novels and articles, are cited as specimens of how the 
languages may undergo this kind of elaboration.
Examples in Cambodian
/*?a:»sok sloit ci so kompriia ?xt mitedq: beda:/
(Sok--nice — be — orphan— bereaved of— mother— father)
'The nice Sok is an orphan.'
28(Prachum roeung preng I, p.103)
,/vi:e thw: ?aoy khmae yv:rj phe;y khlaic tokslot/'
(They--to do--so as to--Khmer— we— to fear--to fear 
t6. be shocked)
'They frightened Cambodians.'
(Neak cheat niyum,p.l8) ^
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/ ruriruxori thlgy-thlas sambos sopbaiy^
(prosperous— glorious— prosperous--happy)
* happy and glorious1
(Kolap Bailin, p.lZ-i-3)^
Examples in Thai
/phra?-son5m kanman n<£n kS mi: i^asm thcbQ rftj_p_r& 
cerf t kiriyas wa:ca: kd ?d:n w&:n mi: setl^ panya: 
w&: tsenft: ban da: sc%k s8m dftsy chd:t_ jtrekusn/
'(Boyal concubines— court ladies— that— P— have—
beauty-~both— f igure— form--manner— manner--
words— P— soft — sweet'— have — £r£s£n£e__oi[ mind—  
intelligence— fortune— honour— appropriat e— with—  
birth— family)
1 There are court ladies whose figure and whose 
mannerisms in movements and words are both soft and 
sweet and who possess intelligence, fortune and 
honour that befit their lineal descent.*
(Rak nai rachasamnak, p.33)^
This style of lengthening speech by adding more words of 
similar or related meanings is here referred to as 1 elaboration1.
In the Cambodian and Thai languages, many sequences of words formed 
by this process of elaboration are used so frequently in such a 
combination that they form part of a speaker*s inventory of 
expressions. They become fixed constructed items of widespread 
importance, and occupy a place as stylistic features in the 
languages. Elaborations in Cambodian and Thai are, then, connected 
with style, and they are certainly an essential part of literary
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embellishment. They are, however, by no means exclusive to 
literature or self-conscious stylishness. In fact, they are also 
part of everyday speech and their use as such is enjoyed by the 
majority of speakers and writers of the Cambodian and Thai languages. 
Even in the commonest style of speech one can find elaborations 
here and there without much difficulty. In fact, ordinary everyday 
discourse without elaborations might sound harsh, abrupt or somehow 
strange to native speakers, even though it is perfectly correct and 
clear. In some cases elaborations add an intensifying impact in 
the sense that they draw more attention from the hearer or reader 
than the non-elaborated form does. In others they may offer 
nothing but prolongation just for stylistic preference. In the 
examples below, for instance, elaborations can be replaced by non­
elaborated forms with only the slightest effect on the meaning or 
impact.
Examples in Cambodian   —   ———   , - , - -
/^omnvh to: tvu so:m nsek tseq ?os pintgt piniscay 
?otoy £Ttrfc Bracket/'
1 Erom now on will you please examine it clearly.’
\ 47(Paks champa khmav, p.190)
The non-elaborated version is :
/^omnYh to: tvu so:m neek teei] ?os pinmt ?aoy praskot/
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s/nili ci:e ms0thyo:ba:y dael ?anujia:t ?aoy 111:013 
cies kec ru:sc ^ompi: s0phi:ep 2.aE 2.ui.a_c£0]io.lK- 
crebol ney ti: kro^/
'This was a means which gave her the chance to escape 
from the confusion of the city.1
/ ,l8(Chivit et ney, p.IZf;
The non-elaborated version is :
/nih ci:0 meethyo: bot:y dael *?anupa:t ?aoy niret] 
cies ru:ec ^ompi: sephitop ^ap-^u'.e ney ti: krorj/^
Examples in Thai
/idn kliet n&k kliet n&: c&w klin ni:/
’She detested this smell terribly.’
(Chan rak ru’du r9n, p.73)^
The alternative non-elaborated form is :
/ion kliet n&k c&w klin ni:/
/kh&:ph©c&w 10013-cay phh:t l£n ts: sftm sior) fai] du: 
man chd:r| tern pay dftey khwa:m siedom sieda:y/
’I intended to be joking but my voice seemed to 
show my feeling of regret.1
(ibid., p./*5)*f9
The non-elaborated form is :
/kh&:phecaw t&q-cay phh:t l§n ts: siei3 fai3 du: 
man choUq tern pay dftey khwa:m sieda:y/
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TYPES OF ELABORATIONS
It is on the basis of a word-expanding process that 
elaborations are formed. This expansion or prolongation of words 
does not really change the basic meaning of the base-words but 
can, as already mentioned above, cause the meaning to be slightly 
shifted or give a more figurative sense to the base forms.
Principally, an elaboration consists of a base-word 
together with an elaborator which may precede or follow its base- 
word. However, in both languages, there are cases where it is not 
possible to identify which word of the combination is a base-word 
and which is an elaborator.,, In such cases, both words can be 
regarded as collateral elaborators in the combination.
An elaborator may possess a variety of meanings in relation 
to its base—word, ranging from the same, similar, and related 
meaning to non-related and even opposite meanings. The elaborator 
that possesses the same or similar meaning as that of its base- 
word is referred to as an .'iterative elaborator* and the combination 
so formed is called an * iterative'. The elaborator that has its 
meaning related to that of its base-word is referred to as a 
'polymerous elaborator* and the combination is called a ’polymer'.*
* The word 'polymer* is borrowed from Yuen Hen Chao's 'A Grammar
50
of Spoken Chinese' $ but the definition is slightly different, 
as presented in Section B. of this chapter.
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The third type of elaboration, which is here named 1 reduplication* 
is the combination in which the reduplicative elaborator is a 
1 nonsense’ wordj the combination is termed a ’reduplicative*. The 
fourth type of elaboration, to be referred to as *antonymy*, is a 
combination in which the elaborator has a meaning opposite to that 
of its base-wordj the elaborator is said to be ’antonymous’.
Lastly, come elaborations of a type which will be referred to as 
’expanded forms’. These are all four-syllable combinations; some 
of them embrace the features of one or another of the foregoing 
types of elaboration, while others are simply expanded from a 
single item. These five types of elaboration are found to be 
parallel in both the Cambodian and Thai languages.
A. ITEKATIVES
An iterative is a combination of two words of the same or 
similar meaning. It is basically this relation of their meanings 
that brings them together into the combination. However, the degrees 
of similarity vary in such a manner that they may be described as 
belonging to a continuum. The two components of an iterative, i.e. 
the base word and its iterative elaborator, confirm or emphasize 
each other's meaning. Though normally no extra lexical meaning 
is gained by this practice of iteration, the speaker has the 
satisfaction of having embellished his speech. When the base- 
wordv.has more than one meaning, the process of iteration helps 
to clarify, intensify and/or specify the selected meaning.
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These groups of iteratives are set up on the basis of the 
degree of closeness in meaning which the two components express 
towards each other
(i) Synonymous iteratives
less the same lexical meaning as each other. The synonymous itera­
tives often involve what is referred to as a !learned form1, i.e. 
a loan-word from Pali or Sanskrit. The components of synonymous 
iteratives are juxtaposed to endorse each other1s meaning. In the 
following examples, learned forms are underlined.
Cambodian /comnyy ^qihoc:/ ’food1
(ii) Associated iteratives
(iii) Intensifying iteratives
1. Synonymous Iteratives
The components of a synonymous iterative express more or
(food— food)
/piphup loik// 
(world— world)
1 world,earth1
^cauva:y ni:ey/ 
(master— master)
f master1
/ ?obat kast/
(to happen— to happen)
fto happen
/ ?athiba:y puenyuen/ Tto explain1
(to explain— to explain)
,/thi:eni:8 ^qh^q:*]/ 1 to guarantee
(to guarantee— to guarantee)
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Thai
/niyi:ey schry/ 'to say'
(to say— to say)
/li:ot troda:ij/ 'to open1
(to open— to open)
/kohok musai/ 'to tell a lie'
(to tell a lie— to tell a lie)
/chap rehas/ 'quick1
(quick— quick)
/pmt me:n/ 'true'
(true— true)
/cas ceori t e/ 'old'
(old— old)
/chaot lijuoq/ 'stupid'
(stupid— stupid,ignorant)
/ sop krup/ 'all'
(all-— all)
/haep ya:]Q/ 'type, sort'
(type,sort— type,sort)
/phlw phan/ 'skin, complexion'
(skin— skin)
/rft: p sor]/ 'shape, figure'
(shape,figure— shape,figure)
/f&: phoned]/ 'wall'
(wall— wall)
/khd: th&:t/ 'slave, servant'
(slave— slave)
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/khl:kiet khi:khr&:n/ 'lazy'
(lazy— lazy)
/khlen ti:/ 1 to beat, to punish by beating’
(to beat— to beat)
/niew v&r)/ 'to pull1
(to pull— to pull)
/ho:m lo-:m/ 'to surround’
(to surround— to surround)
/kheycxp khoymen/ 'to shift slightly’
(to shift— to shift)
/bdiQ y§:k/ ’to divide, to part'
(to divide— to divide)
/chiep l£:m/ 'witty'
(witty— witty)
/khSr} krsxj/ 'hard'
(hard--hard)
2. Associated Iteratives
The components of an associated iterative do not express
the same lexical meaning, but do fall within a common scope of
associated meanings. They may be of the same or different
grammatical natures in comparison with their counterparts.
Cambodian //tumniem tfcemlosp// 'tradition'
(tradition— custom)
/tuk pruiey/' 'trouble, worrying'
(suffering— worrying)
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/^traey tra:n/ 'refuge, a saviour1
(bank of a river— refuge)
/'thlok komphlaeq/' 'clown*
(clown-— funny)
/pan prsma:n /  'to estimate'
(to work out— to guess)
/khlaq khla:/ 'strong*
(strong— brave)
/reliiey rsluat/ 'to vanish'
(to melt--to be extinguished)
/kho:c kha:t/ 'to suffer a loss, to be damaged
(to lose— to suffer a loss)
/chlueh prekaek/ *to quarrel'
(to quarrel-— to argue)
/?ot troem/ 'to tolerate, to endure'
(to be deprived of— to endure)
/bori^oi] boq^on/ 'to delay'
(to delay—  , diminished)
/sraek ho:/' 'to cry out'
(to cry out— to call out)
/ym:n yu:/ 'long (in time)'
(to be late— long)
/slo:t troi]// 'honest, nice'
(nice— straight, honest)*
/'cop srac/ 'to be finished'
(to come to the end-finished off)
Thai
3kO
/khd: fan/ 1 to kill1
(to kill— to chop)
/khi:t khien/ ’to write'
(to draw-~to write)
/ souq so:n/ 'to instruct, to teach'
(to order— to teach)
/f5:*] t 6: y)/ 'to bring charges against'
(to accuse— to cry out)
/ph/£:y phrfi:/ I to spread out, to popularize'
(to open— to spread)
/cep puat/ 'to be hurt, to be painful'
(to be'hurt— to ache)
/r£:p r6:n/ 'to hurry'
(to hurry— to be hot)
/hiw kreha:y/ 'to be hungry'
(to be hungry--to be thirsty)
/nmey na:y/ 'to be bored1
(to be tired— to be bored)
/?o:n phlie/ 'to be weak'
(to be soft— to be weak)
/^ot ya:k/ 'to be starved, famished'
(to be starved— to want)
/bd:n rraen/ 'house'
(house— home, house)
/ ^ oi y} ?&:r|/ 'jar'
(jar— large bowl)
/rnio phe:/ 'boat'
(boat— raft)
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Associated iteratives are often used to express a figurative 
meaning. Thus certain iterative elaborations of this type have 
turned into compounds.
Cambodian /dxk-noomj/  !to be leading (an idea.
(to take-to lead) a Political Party> etc)'
/cih-coen/ 'to oppress, to tyrannize'
(to ride ori--to press)
^phsom-phkum/ 'to arrange a marriage'
(to arrange— to assemble)
/'sdYy-dondxi]/' 'to ask for a girl’s hand
(to say--to inform) marraSe
^baek-bak/ 'to separate'
(to break into pieces--
to break into two pieces)
^doh-sra:y// 'to find excuse for oneself'
(to release— to untie)
/trxm-tro:v/ 'honest'
(equal— right)
x^thu: -sra s \// 'to feel released'
(relaxed— light)
/srjop-siQqt/ ’to cease (war)'
(quiet— quiet)
,/c hr] up-cliquy,/ ’to be scented, famous'
(scented— good smell of food)
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Thai /duiat-r6 :n/ 
(boiled--hot)
/nrtew-ngn/
(sticky--firm)
/cem-say/
(clear--transparent)
/kh5m-khra:n/
(bitter--astringent)
/khSig-kreda: 13/
(hard— harsh)
/hi w-krohoc: y/
(hungry--thirsty)
/chiap-12:m/
(sharp— pointed)
/kot-khi:/
(to press--to ride on)
'to be in trouble'
'to be stingy1
'to be cheerful'
'to be resentful, to feel bitter'
'harsh (esp. in manner)'
'to be greedy'
'to be witty, intelligent'
'to oppress'
3* Intensifying Iteratives
a) Specific Intensifying Iteratives 
In both languages, there are words which occurs as modifiers 
exclusively or almost exclusively with one or two particular words. 
These modifiers give an intensifying impact that is specifically 
appropriate to the context of situation. Some modifiers may 
convey referential meanings too$ others may have only an 
onomatopoeic effect in addition to their function as intensifiers. 
The words susceptible to this type of elaboration are mostly
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attributive or operative verbs. Their elaborators are phonaesthetic 
words, as defined in Section C.l.b of Chapter II. In the examples 
below,1*E * signifies the intensifying iterative elaborator, it 
generally carries its specific meaning that is applicable to a 
certain few base-words.
Cambodian skuh-ski:qj/  'bright white'
(dry— very dry)
/kdau ?un/ 'warm'
(hot— *E)
/ruet khmaji/ !to run fast’
(to run— *E)
,/thlsek khpsok-khpeek,/ !to fall down and splash up) 
(to fall— *E)
/cu:9y chin: "Ch^atl/ ’to help’
(to help— *E)
z/prapap mni j-inni : e/' 1 to hurry'
(to hurry--*E)
/tumpi:e lum^vt/ 'to chew'
(to chew— *E)
/yi:er] yi:es/ 'to walk'
(to walk— *E)
(white— *E)
^khmau pu:p/ 
(black— *E)
/squ'.et haeq/
'deep black'
to feel sad, dry in feeling
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Thai /r6:n cl:/
(hot— *E)
/dotm-pm:/
(black— *E)
/khoc: w cuek/ 
(white— *E)
/de:q cs:/
(red— *E)
/troq new/ 
(straight— *E)
/troq pheq/
(straight— *E)
/*?iin nam/
(to be full 
in eating— *E)
/chdy so:y/
(to use— *E)
/kss qom/
(old— very old)
/ya:w fraoy/ 
(long— *E)
*very hot
'deep black'
'brightly white)
'bright red'
'extremely straight'
'exactly on target'
'to be full (in eating)'
'to use'
'very old in age'
'very long'
b) Completive Intensifying Iteratives 
An intensifying iterative may be composed of a word 
elaborated by the addition of a grammatical construct (linker + 
completive verb). The base-word in such a case is an operative 
verb with transitive meaning and the construct expresses the result
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of the action of the verb. Such information is superfluous,
however}:the words are required only for their elaborative effect.
Cambodian. /bompru:eji ?aoy khlvy/ ’to shorten’
(to shorten--in order to— short)
Thai
/bonti:ep *?aoy ti:ep/
(to lower— in order to~-low)
/puer]ri:k ?aoy thorn/
(to enlarge— in order to— big,large)
/prap ?aoy cri:ap/
(to tell— in order to— to know)
/tat h&y kha:t/
(to cut— in order to— to be cut)
/no:n h&y lap/
(to lie down— in order to— to sleep) 
/kin hay ^im/
(to eat— in order to~~to be full up)
/khaya:y hay yay/
(to enlarge— in order to— large)
/bo:k hay sct:p/
(to tell— in order to— to know)
1 to lower’
to enlarge’
’to tell1
’to cut’
’to sleep'
’to have a full 
- meal’
'to enlarge'
'to tell’
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a) Expression-form Intensifying Iteratives
Another process by which an intensifying iterative is formed 
is by adding a cliche, set phrase or quotation which seems to add 
a detail to illustrate the meaning of the base-word but which in 
fact merely conveys anelaboration impact; its overt referential 
meaning is disregarded.
Cambodian /kme:r) bau day/ ’infant, baby'
(child— to suck— hand)
/boros tru:i] pram hat/ ’man (i.e. one with
(man-oheat— five-cubit) manly '
/kart knoq cvt/ ’to think1
(to think— in— heart)
/kombaiq bvt muk/ ’hidden, secret’
(to be hidden— .'to close— face)
/pru:ey-cvt kriem thlaem premat/ 'to be worried'
(to be worried— dry— liver— -spleen)
/ka:-cu:ey khni:e tvu vija tvu mo:k/ 'to help one another1
(help— together— to go— back— to go
— to come)
/ g o q kraoy boi]?os/ » at the end, finally'
(end--after--finished)
Thai /dek ^om mni:/ ’infant, baby’
(child— to keep,ih'the mouth--hand)
/chasy ?ok sa:m sd:k/ ’man (i.e. one with
(man-cheat— three-oubit) manly ^ alities) ’
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Thai /niuk nay cay/
(to think— in— heart)
/khi:-kxot san-laq ya:w/
(lazy— backbone— long)
/khx:-kxet tue pen khbn/
(lazy— body— to be— hairy)
/coqhoi] phosr) khon/
(haughty— to bristle— hair)
/tham-]Qa:n tue pen kliew/
(to work— body— to be--
in a coil-like form)
/phs : i] hu: chi : /
( expensive— ear— sizzling)
B. POLYMERS*
A polymer is a combination of words having meanings that 
are related to one another. These words are put together because 
they appear to be related in the speakers’ mind. One of the words 
makes him think of the other, and all of them generally imply the 
same overall meaning as that of the combination. A polymer 
reflects the wandering mind of a speaker who tries to search into 
his lexicon and bring out words that strike his mind as being
* The usage of this word is inspired by the work of Yuen Ren Chao 
who, applying the word to Chinese, observed that fa list of co­
ordinate morphemes one or more of which are bound roots is often 
mentioned without pause and functions as a collective noun.1 
(Yuen Ren Chao 1968, p.37^)^.
’to think1 
1 lazy*
’very lazy1 
1 haughty’
’to work hard'
'expensive ’
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connected in their meanings. The structure of a polymer may 
coincide with that of an additive compound. The decision as to 
where to put a dividing line between polymers and additive compounds 
may be resolved as follows : if the lexical meaning of one of the
components is almost ignored, then the combination is a polymer 
and hence an elaboration. Otherwise it may be regarded as an 
additive compound.
Cambodian /ext thlaom/ ’heart1
(heart--liver)
/mo e t ko : /
(to speak— neck)
/muk moet/
(face— mouth)
’ to argue
1 face'
/prak mi:es/ 
(money— gold)
/ srvy pi:/
(woman— female)
money
woman
/*?ossa: phyi^oyirem/ Tto be conscientious 
(industrious——persevere)
/phlec treciek/ ’to forget1
(to forget— ear)
Thai /cay kho:/ 
(heart— neck)
’heart (feeling)
/*?6k cay/
(chest— heart)
heart (physical)
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Thai /pa:k kho:/
(mouth— neck)
/ba:n choi]/
(house— hole)
/fay fra i.n/
(fire— firewood)
/na:m tha:/
(water— watersite)
/kha:w plas/
(rice— fish)
mouth
house
fire, light*
water
'rice, food1
/lap no:n/ 'to sleep'
(to sleep— to lie down)'
There are also certain idiomatic expressions in the two 
languages which can he classified as polymers. The components of 
these expressions are combined on the merit of their similar or 
related lexical meanings. They may signify things of the same 
kind, things that normally appear together, things that are very 
much alike, or things that imply the same overall meaning of the 
whole combination. The arrangement of words is usually fixed in 
a certain order either because such things occur in that sequence 
or because a certain euphonic effect is achieved by adhering to ■ 
that order. Rhyming, chiming and alliteration play a great part 
in this arrangement as well as the selection of the components. 
The meaning of a polymer of this type could be straightforward, 
that is it could mean all that its components suggest} but it is
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more common that the speakers want only one or two words to he 
meaningful and put in the other words for the effect of elaboration. 
These polymers are mostly composed of four syllables or four words. 
Either form must be read with four rhythmical beats. The counting 
of syllables for the beats in these polymers may not always agree 
with the phonological characteristics relevant to syllabicity in 
the two languages under discussion. The open syllables with short 
vowels,* for example, may be too weak to be counted in certain 
polymers but may receive heavy stress and so be counted in others. 
Certain syllables anteposed to strong stressed syllables**, on the 
other hand, may not be counted as syllables.
Examples of weak stressed syllables which are counted,
Cambodian // sophi : ep ri:ap sa:/ 'to be polite'
Thai /khayan man phian/ 'to be industrious'
Examples of uncounted syllables,
Cambodian ,/ko:n cau phau soiLdain/' family, lineage'
Thai /ps:E khamin dinso :pho %r\/ 'powder for face and skin'
* See also Henderson’s extended syllable with short vowel,
(Henderson 1952)^.
** Cambodian restricted syllable especially, (Jacob 1968, p.lJf, 24 ) ^
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Examples of polymers in the two languages :
Cambodian /ti:en thu:p phjii: phka:/
(candle— joss stick— design—
flower)
/mi:ss prak thuen-thi:sn/
(gold— silver— treasure)
/pu:c pueq sonda:n/
(seed— family--family)
/srote comka: chba: domnam/
(rice field— garden— flower 
garden— plantation)
/chmuop cusp luok do:/
(trader— to trade— to sell-- 
to change)
/yup thqay lqitec prink/
(night— day--evening--morning)
/kaat cas chm: slap/
(to be born— old--to be ill-- 
to die)
/dxk nosm poem yu:e/
(to lead— to take— to carry in the 
mouth--to carry )
/das traen sdxy predau/
(to rouse— to rouse— to say—  
to teach)
/siep-priep ?on tho:y/
(to become cheapened—
diminished— to retreat)
/doh sra:y kae-khay/
(to release— to untie--to solve 
a problem)
'the three offerings 
to Buddha : candle, 
oss stick, flowers'
wealth'
family, ancestral 
lineage'
land for plantation'
to do business1
all day'
human fate'
to lead and help'
to instruct'
to become cheapened, 
diminished'
'to excuse oneself'
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Cambodian
Thai
/'chotip cheh ro:l ri:el// 'to be angry, to be
/, , . , I n burnt by anger'(to burn--to burn--to burn-- °
to ravish)
/ s a :h a :v yuar) khno :r}/' ’barbarous people'
(vulgar--uncivilized--uncivilized 
people)
/somrum tr^m tro:v/  'to be polite'
(proper--equal— right)
/pvn prosop v i : ei} v e j /  'to be good and clever1
(good at doing things— good at
doing things— quick— clever)
/dd:k-m&y thu:p thien/ 'the three offerings
t • -i > -to Buddha : flowers,(flower— loss stick— candle) . ,. , ,5
joss stick, candle’
/ w o ]qsoc: khsna: y&:t/ 'relatives’
(family— group— relatives)
/rmok suen rdy na:/ 'cultivated land'
(orchard— garden— vegetable garden’
— rice field)
/h€lay no khlo Jq bmq/ ’waters’
(brook— swamp— canal— large awamp)
/thftey tho: ?o: cha:m/ ’crockery’
(bowl--big jar with lid--
bowl shaped vessel— plate)
/rraa phs: na:wa:/ 'boats'
(boat— raft— ship)
/r&Jtchsw&t chat thoq/ ’decorations in a
(decorative f eiice~-tiered procession
umbrella--flag)
Thai /nut© tay *?d:k tok/
(north— south--east— west)
/cha:w sa:y ba:y yen/
(morning— late morning--
afternoon— evening)
/ch&iY) md: wus khwa:y/
(elephant— horse— ox—  
water buffalo)
/mft: het pet koty/*
(pork— mushroom— duck— chicken)
/k^:t kd: cep ta:y/
(to be born— old— to be ill—  
to die)
/di:t si: ti: paw/
(to pluck— to rub— to beat-- 
to blow)
/ti: ran fan the:q/
(to beat— to poke— to chop'—  
to pierce)
/kd:t fdt rat cu:p/
(to embrace— to hug—
to hold tight— to kiss)
/y£p pak thak ro:y/
(to sew— to embroider--to knit, 
plait,crochet— to thread)
'all directions'
'all the time'
'domestricated 
quadrupeds1
' foodstuff
'human fate'
'to play music1
'to fight, fighting'
'to show passionate 
- love'
'needlework'
* It can be seen that the word /het/ 'mushroom' in this example 
is inserted for the euphonic effect, i.e., to fill in the 
foursome and also to help rhyming with the following word.
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Thai /buek lop khu:n h a m /
(to add— to subtract— to multiply 
— to divide)
1 arithmetic1
/din na:m lom fay/
(earth— water--wind— fire)
1 the four traditional 
elements1
/thenSn hon thasq/ 
( road— way-— way)
1 roads1
C. REDUPLICATIVES
Reduplication is the simplest type of elaboration which 
functions not only in stylistic usage but also in certain gramma
Reduplicated forms are formally divided into two types, namely, 
those resulting from repetitive and those resulting from partial 
reduplication. The repetitive type appears to perform such gramma­
tical functions as pluralization and generalization. It is thus 
not counted as an elaboration. Partial reduplication, on the other 
hand, exerts an effect of elaboration, providing stylistic 
features of expression but without affecting the grammar. The 
elaborators in these partial reduplicatives are regarded as 
'nonsense' words* since they normally convey no lexical meaning 
in their own right ( except for those incidental elaborators to 
be discussed in Section C.A below). One notable role of a
8 15 25
tical frameworks (Nacaskul 1962 , Jacob 1968 , Huffman 1967 )•
* See Section C.l.c. for definition of 1 nonsense1 words.
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reduplicative elaborator is to help filling in a needed syllable 
or to help rhyming according to a scheme of versification in 
poetry. Reduplicative elaborators normally express a certain 
phonological relationship with their base-words. This relation­
ship appears to consist of three categories : alliteration,
rhyming and chiming. A fourth category, however, arises when any 
one of the above three types has the additional characteristic 
that its form coincides with that of a referential word.
1. Alliterative Reduplicatives
The 'nonsense1 word reduplicative elaborators that produce 
alliteration normally have the same initial consonants as their 
base monosyllabic words. If the base-words are dissyllables, the 
first syllables are always repeated, the difference of the base- 
words and their elaborators lies only in the vowels and final 
consonants of the second syllables.
In the following examples, and other examples given in
this chapter, the absence of meaning in the 'nonsense' word is
represented by the symbol ' *0 ' .
Cambodian ykhsxp khsiev,/ 'to whisper1
(to whisper— *0)
/monuh meni:0/  'human-being'
(human-being— *0)
/kompri: kompri:e/' 'an orphan'
(*0--orphan)
Cambodian
Thai
/lumbxn lumba:k/
(*0— to suffer)
/pro:m prierj/
(to agree— *0)
/'ch/?aet oh^on/
(to be full up— *0)
,/thjQuen thigo:/'
(heavy— *0)
//srnrt sna: \//
(closely related--*0)
/sa: soil}//
(*0--to return)
/ph t e: phtuk//
(*0--to load)
//tu:lom tu:li:ey^
(*0— wide)
//?a:loh ^ailay/"
(*0— to yearn)
/montit menai/ 
(human-being— *0)
/thenat theni:/
( dexterous—  *0)
/ru: ra:/
(luxurious*— *0)
/krec^:t krecxiq/
(*0— dispersed)
'to suffer! to t>e tn trouble
'to agree'
'to be full up (in eating)'
'to be heavy, strong*
'to be closely related'
'to answer (in action)'
'to load'
1 wide'
'to yearn, to long for'
'human-being'
'dexterous'
'luxurious'
'dispersed'
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Thai /w5]q way/ 
(*0 —  swift)
* swift*
/husi] h£:n/ 1 to keep for oneself1
(to keep for oneself— *0)
/n£t rniiey/ 
(*0— tired)
/yt: yix)/
(*0— proud)
/qoi] y)\iey/
(puzzled— *0)
/n^ *? n a V  
(sticky--*0)
* tired1
1 proud, arrogant1
1 puzzled1
1 sticky*
2. Rhyming Reduplicatives
The * nonsense1 words which form this type of reduplicative
elaboration can have the same vowels or the same vowels with final
consonants as those of the base-words.
Cambodian /cro:k lho:k// 1 alleys*
(lane— *0)
/pdvy svy/ 
(husband—  *0)
/me:n tein/' 
(truly— *0)
/slo:t hoit/f 
(nice— *0)
j/tuen phluen/ 
(soft— *0)
1 husband*
* truly, really*
*nice, gentle*
* supple, graceful*
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Cambodian
Thai
/sru:el phluen/
(comfortable— *0)
/tho:*] yo:io/ 
(gold— *0)
/kh£:n mein/
(arm— *0)
/chf y H1Y : y/ 
(indifferent— *0)
/^ften thden/ 
(fat— *0)
/rjiap chiep/
(quiet— *0)
/If-? thf ?/ 
(messy— *0)
1 comfortable, well1
* gold*
arms
’to be indifferent’
’ fat ’
1 quiet1
’dirty, messy*
3. Chiming Reduplicatives
The’nonsense1 words which form this type of reduplicative 
elaboration have the same initial and final consonants as those 
of the base-words.
Cambodian //kmeiq kmasrp/
( children— *0)
/ch?yi] ch^aeq/ 
(bone— *0)
/kre?o:p kre^aep/ 
(scented— *0)
/tec tu:ec/ 
(little— *0)
children*
bone
scented *
a little*
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Thai /dm:m dam/
(to drink— *0)
/kreslp kres&ip/ 
(to whisper— *0)
/khrak khdck/
(to be in high
spirit— *0)
/yftp yfip/ 
(numerous--*0)
/c6:r] g£ ix)/
( *0— open, clear)
/pdek piek/
(*0—  limp)
/kreddk kredik/
(*0— to wiggle)
1 to absorb, to have a deep 
• feeling'
'to whisper'
'to be in high spirit, to be 
-lively'
numerous
'clear, openlyj exposed1
'limp, weak'
'to wiggle'
Characteristic of the Thai language only is one type of 
chiming reduplicative which is highly productivej this is the 
chiming of the base-word with an elaborator having a constant 
vowel. The constant vowel may be either / y /, / y :/,/s / or / e :/. 
The first pair / y / and / y :/ can chime with any vowel except with 
themselves, in which case the second pair come into operation. 
This elaboration by recourse to constant vowels is characteristic 
of the informal style of speech.
Thai Word Reduplicated Form English
/kin/ /kin kvn./ to eat
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Thai Word Reduplicated Form English
/I6n/ /l§n I'frn/ to play
/bme/ /bme b’?:/ to be bored'
/khfii:w/ /khd s w kh^:w/ rice
/t6?/ /t6? t£?/ table
/sip/ /sip s^p/ ten
/krep&w/ /kropaw krep^w/ purse
/ph&:-horn/ /phd:-horn pha:-lr£m/ blanket
/yf?/ /yf? y£?/ plentiful
/dv:n/ /dx:n de:n/ to walk'
l\.m Incidental Reduplicatives
A reduplicative is generally considered in this work as 
a construction made up of a base-word and its reduplicative 
elaborator which is a euphonic product of the base-word and 
conveys no lexical meaning. However, some base-words undergo the 
reduplication process and produce, as elaborators, words which 
seem to be not 'nonsense' words but terms which, according to the 
evidence of a lexicon, have meanings of their own. These meanings 
appear to be quite distinct and often remote from the meanings of 
the base-words. Applying the criterion for elaboration, however, 
it becomes clear that individual and particular meanings for this 
type of elaborator are completely suppressed. Phonologically 
they may be identified with words in the lexicon; semantically,
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however, they may not be identified with such words, since whatever 
meaning they have in the elaboration is derived from the meaning 
of the base-words and embodied in the elaboration as a whole. The 
most probable explanation is that : the speaker, being appreciative 
of reduplicative effect, accidentally produces a form which 
coincides phonologically with an item already in the lexicon in 
its own right. As his mind is concentrating on the reduplicative 
pattern, he tends to ignore the lexical characteristics that the 
form possesses. This type of reduplicative elaborator may be 
referred to as an ’incidental elaborator'. In the examples listed 
below the base-words are underlined.
Cambodian / kbu:en kbnieri/ ’textbook, reference’
(textbook— tile)
/kien koh/ 'island*
(bay— island)
//chqol chrjaiy/ 'to be suspicious
(to be suspicious—  
far)
^curnmno cumni i ep/ 'to be an expert'
(belief— an expert)
/lec Imi/ 'to hear’
(to leap out— to hear)
// pi ! rueh pissoti,/ ’pleasing to the ear
(pleasing to the ear—  
delicious)
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Thai /mnt: may/ ’hand1
(hand— wood)
/soti? setai]/ 'consciousness, sense'
( consciousness— money, 
coin)
/law 1°:m/ 1 cajole, to console,
{ _ n to make love'(pen, enclosure—
to cajole,to console)
/n£: no:n/ 'certain'
(certain— to sleep)
/ps:t proon/ 'stained, to stain'
(eight— stained)
/phot phlon/ 'to postpone'
(to postpone— discrepant)
/sdk son/ 'to be naughty'
(to stuff into—  
naughty)
/drok dra:n/ 'late at night'
(late at night— abundant)
/mlt chit/ 'completely hidden'
(completely hidden—
close to, near)
/t<3k tsq/ 'to decorate, to dress up*
(to fall— to decorate)
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D. ANTONYMIES
In the Cambodian and Thai languages, words of opposite 
meanings can be put together to form compounds. The meaning of 
these compounds normally makes a generalization about common 
ground or all-inclusive scope based upon the meanings of the two 
components. This type of compound, is included in this chapter, 
instead of under the chapter on compounds, because the relationship 
between the lexical meaning of the two components is more distinctive 
than their grammatical relation. This relationship falls into line 
with the relationship between the two components of other types 
of elaboration, which ranges from the same, similar or related 
meaning to the non-related meaning and the opposite meaning. 
Therefore, these antonymous compounds are included in this chapter 
as one type of elaboration to be referred to as ' antonymies 1. 
Cambodian /cmt-chiqa,: y/ * all everywhere'
(near— far)
/ti:ep khpues/ 
(low— high)
/khos tro:v/ 
(wrong— right)
/to:c thorn/ 
(small— big)
/cu: ph^aem/
(sour— sweet)
'all, high and low'
'whether right or wrong
'sweet and sour'
'all sizes
3&h
Thai /n6-:y yay/
(small--big)
/chfte di:/ 
(bad--good)
/nra© tay/ 
(north— south)
/phxt cho:p/
(wrong— right)
/hue ha:y}/ 
(head— tail)
all, large and small’
'whether good or bad'
'all directions, north and south'
'whether right or wrong'
'all through, head and tail'
Antonymies in the two languages involve also a sequence 
of the positive and negative forms of verbs. These are sometimes 
given a stronger impression of unity when nominalized as compounds 
with/ka:/, /ka:n/ 'action'$ or/seckdvy/, /khwa:m/ 'matter, status' 
(see also Section A.lJ.8 in Chapter XII).
Cambodian
Thai
/seckdvy ku:e pum ku:e/
(matter— suitable— not—  
suitable)
/ka: pe:p-cvt main peiji-cvt/ 
(action— please— not— please)
/ka: sok-cvt murn sok-cvt/
(action— agree— not— agree)
/khwa:m khuen m&y khuen/
(matter— suitable— not—  
unsuitable)
/di: m&y di:/
(good— not— good)
'whether suitable or 
- unsuitable'
'please or displease
'agreement or 
disagreement'
'whether suitable or 
unsuitable'
'may, it could happen'
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E. EXPANDED FORMS
There are two favourite patterns of elaboration in the 
Cambodian and Thai languages : the quadruplet., i.e., \ * .
composed of four syllables, and the foursome, i.e., composed 
of four words. The classification made in this investigation is 
based on the syllable and word count as well as on the lexical 
meanings of the components. Thus, two words with similar lexical 
meanings of one type or another produce iteratives (Section A.), 
two words or more which possess related meanings yield polymers 
(Section B.), words combined with ’nonsense1 words give redupli- 
catives (Section C.), and, words of opposite meanings produce 
antonymies (Section D.). Many of these elaborations have four 
syllables, and polymers may be composed of four words. This 
section presents other types of quadruplets and foursomes which 
will be called ’expanded forms’ because they are, through the 
process of elaboration, the expansion of certain smaller items 
that may be one of the four principal classes previously 
described.
The items which can be expanded into quadruplets or 
foursomes in the Cambodian and Thai languages are compounds, 
elaborations and also grammatical constructs of certain patterns. 
Tfte aim of the expansion is to elaborate, or, if the base-forms 
are already elaborated, to elaborate further. The expansions
i
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yield many patterns„ The most common ones found in the two 
languages are exemplified in this section.
In the pattern for expanded forms given below, the follow­
ing symbols are used to represent their components.
G X for a compound composing of two components,
a disyllable
W X for a grammatical construction of two components
X Y for an elaboration
X'Y' for an antonymy, two words having opposite
meanings
Bf, tor a word or a syllable which is counted as
one rhymical beat (see Section B. above)
Z for an expanded elaborator
W for a word mostly of one syllable
*0 for a ’nonsense’ word or an expanded elaborator
having no meaning appropriate to the context
Pattern L. 1 :  C X G Y  / C Y C X
Pattern L. 2 :  W X W Y / W Y W X
W X'W Y' / W Y'W X'
Pattern L. 3 : B^ B^ 2 Z
Pattern L. Zf : W *0 B^ B^
Pattern L. 3 : B^ *0 B^
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1. Pattern L.^l
C X C Y  / C Y C X 
A compound or a disyllable ( C X ) can be expanded if one 
of their components occurs as a member of an elaboration^ ‘.Thus 
if X is found to be elaborated with Y, C X will be expanded into 
C X C Y  or C Y C X ,  depending on the order of words inhere X and 
Y occur together. The first component, i.e., that which is 
represented by G, occurs twice s"in the first and third positions. 
The elaboration of the first component with the third is not 
common in the two languages.
Cambodian C X
X Y
/trak-moot/ 
(water— mouth)
/mo e t ko : /
(to speak— neck)
C X C Y  / trak mo e t tutk ko : /
C X
X Y
/pru:ey-crt/
(to worry— heart)
/ cvt tlilooom/ 
(heart— liver)
’ saliva’
’to argue’
saliva'
'to worry1
heart
C X C Y  /pru:ey cvt pru:ey thlaem/ ’to worry’
C X
X Y
/nsek-srok/
(person— village)
/srok ph.u:m/ 
(village— village)
’a villager’
’a village’
C X C Y  /nsek srok nesk phu:m/ ’a villager'
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Thai C X
Y X
/n&:m-*ta:/ 
(water— eye)
/hft: ta:/
(ear— eye)
C Y C X /ndt:m hft: n<£:m ta:/
C X
X Y
/hoi]-n<5c :m/
(room— water)
/h&:m tha:/ 
(water— water site)
C X C Y  /h6q n<£:m hdi] th&:/
1 tears1
1 eyes, earsT
1 tears’
•a water closet1
water
fa water closet1
*rice field1
1 land for plantation1
C X /tho : r> -na: /
(stomach— rice field)
Y X /r&y na:/
(vegetable garden—  
rice field)
C Y C X /tho:rj r&y tho:r] na:/ !rice field'
2. Pattern L. 2
W X W Y / W Y W X
W X represents a certain grammatical construction. The
relationship between W and X can be of any kind, e.g. that of a
negator and a verb, of an actor and an action, of a verb and an
object, of 'a Yerbi'and an adverb, etc. The first component occurs 
again with an elaborator of the second component, and a complex 
W Y is produced. The base construction and the complex W Y combine 
to give an expanded form of the pattern L. 2.
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Cambodian ,/baak phns:k ba®k traciak/' 
(to open— eye--to open— ear)
•to open one’s eyes 
and ears, to be on 
the look out1
z/rotk thoe ro:k ?a:/
(to search--Dharma— to search
— commentary in the Buddhist 
law)
*to seek for Dharma*
^phjiae ru:p phjiae ch^Yrj/
(to entrust— figure--to entrust 
— bone)
/IdiYrji muk ktnrip. srsmaol/
(to see— face— to see— shadow)
/'pum dYrj pum yuel^
(not--to know--not-— to understand)
^pum tro:v pum trorj^
(not*— right— not--honest)
^krup ka:l krup ve:li:e/
(all--time— all--time)
/craan baep craan yairj/
(many--type--many— sort)
/mu: ay lYik mu: ay kri:©/
(one--once— one— time)
/'ci: a go an ci : a thnak/'
(to be--level— to be— class)
/'ci: a vsak ci: a kkliie/'
(to be--group— to be— sentence)
,/riap prayaok riap khli:a/'
(to compose--sentence— to compose 
--sentence)
' to entrust oneself 
to someone*
1 to see (a person)*
•not to know*
*not correct*
* at all times'
'many types'
'one time'
'to be arranged in
• tiers'
'to be sentences and
• stanzas1
'to compose sentences'
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Thai /khon thaw khon ks; /
(person— old— person-old)
/kl&y hii: kl&y ta:/
(near— ear— near— eye)
/klay hu: klay ta:/
(far— ear— far— eye)
/klap nifte klap tue/
(to turn*— flesh— to turn— body)
/klftm “?dk klum cay/
(to be v/orried-“Chest-"to be 
worried— heart)
/pen qa:n pen ka:n/
(to be— work— to be— formal)
/pen rmari pen ra:w/
(to be— matter~~to be~-*0)
/pen ko:p pen kam/
(to be-“Scoop up with the hands 
to be— handful)
/yip l£k yip no:y/
(to pick up— small~-to pick up 
--little)
/kin kha:w kin pla:/
(to eat--rice--to eat— fish)
/mdy ru: may chi:/
(not— to know— not— to point)
/mcty rft: may hen/
(not— to know— not— to see)
'old people'
'to be within sight'
'to be out of sight'
'to reform oneself'
'to be worried'
'to be businesslike1
'to be sensible'
'to be productive'
'to pilfer'
'to have a meal'
'to pay no attention'
'to know nothing'
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One of the favourite patterns for expanded forms is the
occurrence of an antonymy, the components of which are separated
and occupy the second and fourth positions. The pattern W X W Y /
W Y W X can he rewritten as W X'W Y' / W Y'W X' where X'Y'
represents an antonymy or words having opposite meanings.
Cambodfan /'da© coh dao letQij/ 'to walk up and down'
(to walk— down— to walk— up)
/kmt coh kmt laerj/'
(to think— down— to think— up)
/ho: tvu ho: mo:k/
(to drive— to go— to drive 
--to come)
/jio© day poo cvjrp/
(to shake— hand— to shake--foot)
/ m n l  daom mv:l cor)/
(to look— beginning— to look 
— end)
/nnr:l kha:l mv:l kontuy/
(to look— head— to look-tail)
/so:m haet so:m phol/
(to he suitable— cause— to be 
reasonable— reasult)
/dvr) tuk dri) sok/
(to know— suffering—-to know 
--happiness)
/mmn tec mum. craon/
(not— less— not—  much)
'to think about'
'to drive to and fro1
'tremble(hand and foot)1
'to look around'
'to look carefully'
•t'o be reasonable'
'to know the hardships 
of life'
'just the right amount'
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Thai /rftap hdo rftop hot:*]/
(to grasp— head— to grasp'— tail)
/thi : len thi : ci13/
(occasion— to play— occasion-—  
serious)
/yo:n hde yo:n koy/
(to toss— head— to toss— tail)
/dv:n khto dv:n loq/
(to walk— up— to walk-down)
/klap pay klap ma:/
(to turn-— to go— to turn*—-to come)
/du: hhs du: hair)/
(to look— head— to look— tail)
/du: nd: du: loog/
(to look-front— to look— hack)
/som hest som ph5n/
(to he suitable— cause— to he 
suitable— result)
/kla:rj kaw kla:r) may/
(middle— old— middle— new)
/rd: thdk rd: suk/
(to know— suffering— to know 
--happiness)
/ld:m nd: lo sm lar)/
(to encircle— front— to encircle 
--hack)
/rd: ph£ : rd: chend-'?/
(to know-— to lose— -to know—  
to win)
1 to gather everything 
together1
*half serious1
1 to toss a coin1
!to walk up and down1
1 to turn hack and forth1
1 to look thoroughly*
1 to look around1
1 to he reasonable1
!not new not old1
1 to know the hardships 
.of life1
1 to surround1
rto he sportsmanlike1
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3. Pattern L. 3
B_ B_ Z Z 1 2
A compound, a disyllable, an elaboration or a grammatical 
construct, which can be pronounced in two rhymical beats, may be 
expanded by adding more words which often rhyme with one of the 
components or syllables in the base form. These adding words will 
be referred to as 'expanded elaborators', and each word or syllable 
receiving one beat will be represented by &,in the pattern. The 
expanded elaborators may or may not have meaning related to the 
base form.
Cambodian k^rxnor) prodap toptae*]/
(set of...— to decorate—  
to decorate)
/so:n ru:p bat borj^
(to lose— figure— to lose-- 
to throw away)
,/kombai] bvt muk/
(to be hidden--to close--face)
/robiop riop rioq/'
(order— to arrange into order—  
to arrange into row)
//prema:t mv:l y]i:oy/
(to abuse— to look— cheap)
(to abuse— to look down upon)
/pru:ey-cvt kriem thlaem premat/
(to worry— dry— liver— spleen)
1 decor*
'to disappear, 
to lose'
'secret *
'to be in order'
'to abuse'
’to worry1
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Thai /koshok ph6k lom/ ' to lie, to tell a lie*
(to lie--to carry— wind)
/r)6:qdw taw tdn/ stupid1
(stupid— turtle— mole)
/hfta diow krothiem li:p/ fto be alone in the
(head— one— garlic— undeveloped) world
/?ok m&y say khom/ 'to be miserable'
(chest— burnt--intestine— bitter)
/l6i]~lay d&:y plra:m/ 'to be enticed'
(enticed— to get— contented)
/cap mm: thm: kh£:n/ fto hold hands'
(to hold— hand— to hold— arm)
/kamr^:p s^:p sa:n/ 'to become imprudent'
(to become imprudent— *0— *0)
/kha: kaw taw liorj/ 'old servant'
(servant~-old— turtle— to bring up)
/fay may t&y Ion/ 'to be on fire'
(fire— to burn— torch— to burn)
. Pattern L. h 
¥ *0.B1 B2
Certain quadruplets and foursomes in Thai are formed by 
adding a'nonsense'word , represented by the symbol *0 , to help 
the rhyme in elaborations. If the combination of their components 
does not produce the satisfactory number of syllables or words, 
for example, if one component is a monosyllable and the other has
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two syllables, or three words are combined together, a 'nonsense1 
word may be added to make a quadruplet or a foursome as required.
This pattern of expanded forms is productive in Thai only. 
It is common in everyday speech but is not found in formal style 
of written language, A base form can be a disyllable, a compound, 
an elaboration or a grammatical construct, which can be pronounced 
in two rhymical beats. The second item or component in the base 
form, represented by is treated as having undergone a
reduplicative alliteration which has produced a 'nonsense' word *0 
with a constant vowel and final consonant, namely, /-or]/ plus
Thai /khru: ba: ^aicain/
(teacher— *0— teacher)
'teacher1
/w&t wa: ?a:ra:m/
(temple--*0— temple)
'temple
/si: san wanna?/
(colour— *0— colour)
'colour'
/su:oy sa: ?a:ko:n/
(tribute— *0— duty,tax)
'customs and duties'
/thaw chore: ke: chora:/ 'old1 
(old— *0— old— old) .
/kha:w kho:r] tho:r) yo:r]/ 'belongings' 
(rice— belongings— gold-— *0)
5. Pattern L. 5
a tone in harmony with that of the base. The first item or 
component is, on its first occurrence, paired with this new 
'nonsense' wordj and, the new combination is placed before the 
base form.
Thai /?a:h5r] ?a:ha:n/
(*0— food)
/ce:doi] ce:di:/
(*0— stupa)
/n&k-ro*] ndck-rien/
(person— *0— person— to 
learn)
/khrtnoq-bor) khrtuoq-bin/
(machine —  *0— machine—  
to fly)
food
'a stupa, apagoda'
'a student'
'aeroplane 1
'to be indifferent'/ch^:y mor] ch^iy-mYty/
(indifferent— *0--indifferent 
—  *0)
/kin kh6r) kin khciUw/ 'to have a meal1
(to eat— *0— to eat— rice)
/khxt qor) khit r)Vn/ 'to calculate the money,
r s. i */> j. j.1 • i to add up the price'(to think— *0— to think—  * *
money)
/may ?oq m&y ?aw/
(not— *0— not— to take)
'not to want, not to take'
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CHAPTER XIV 
DISCUSSION OF ELABORATIONS
A. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Cambodian and Thai elaborations have emerged, as illustrated 
in Chapter XIII, from many types of lexically-bonded constructions. 
The relationships between the base-words and their elaborators 
fall into line along a scale which has a continuum of features 
ranging from same meanings, similar meanings, and related meanings, 
to non-related and opposite meanings. The boundary between, say, 
a synonymous iterative and an associated iterative, or between an 
associated iterative and a polymer, cannot be clearly drawn. There 
will always be a border-line case. Though the literal translation 
provided in the brackets of each example, and the English equi­
valents, given in inverted commas, may suggest a particular type 
of lexical relationship between the two components, this should 
not be taken as an absolute judgement. There are always different 
shades of meaning between individual items in Cambodian and Thai 
which are labelled as the same; but these minimal differences are 
not regarded as being relevant at the slightly more general level 
of meaning on which this part of the comparison is being carried 
out. In general, therefore, lexical meanings and their selection 
for classification into various types of elaboration are treated 
in a very wide sense of the word 'meaning1, and the main interest
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is to bring out the patterns of elaborations which occur in
parallel in the two languages.
In the comparison of Cambodian and Thai elaborations it is 
found that not only are the patterns parallel but also many items 
of the same meaning are composed of components which, when compared 
in sequential order, fall under Instances 1 and 3 of the comparison. 
This would indicate that speakers of the two languages influence 
one another in their way of thinking and expressing things by means 
of elaborated forms.
B. SIMILARITIES OF LEXICAL COMBINATIONS IN ELABORATION
The Cambodian and Thai elaborations which have the same 
lexical meaning and the same grammatical function will be exemplified
side by side in this section to display the similarity and
closeness in their patterns and lexical usages.
1. Iteratives
Instances of Cambodian Thai English
Comparison
1 + 1 /fjphox) thu:li:^ /phor] thuli:/ dust
( dust— dust) ( dust— dust)
1 + 1 /'troep sombat// /sap sombat/
(treasure— treasure) (treasure— treasure)
treasure
1 + 1 //yue s sak/'
(rank— honour)
/yot sdk/
(rank— -honour)
honour
1 + 1 //ka! Y]±ie//
(work— work,duty)
/ka:n qa:n/ 
(work— work)
work, duty
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Instances of Cambodian 
Comparison
Thai English
1 + 1 J^hoh ha©//
(to fly— to fly)
/hd? lr£:n/
(to fly— to fly)
to fly
1 + 1 /baep ya:i]/ 
(type— type)
/bd:p ydfc:q/ 
(type— type)
type, sort
3 + 3 ^putt ms: n// 
(true— true)
/th£: cirj/
(true— true)
true, truely
3 + 3 /cas
(old— old)
/kd: th&w/ 
(old— old)
old
3 + 3 //otiaot 
(stupid— ignorant)
/jq6: khlocw/
(stupid— ignorant)
stupid
3 + 3 /Cdhjiom komdo :// 
(slave— slave)
/kh&: th&:t/
(slave— slave)
slave, servant
3 + 3 /'csek cbas,/
(clear— clear)
/c£m ch&t/
(clear— clear)
clear, clearly
3 + 3 /^ien kbmas// 
tlshy— shy)
/nlem ?a:y/ 
(shy— shy)
shy
2* Polymers
Instances of Cambodian 
Comparison
Thai English
1 + 1 / ?ossa: pbyi:eyi:0m
(industrious—
persevere)
// /^ dtsofc: phoy<x:ya:
(industrious—
persevere
m/ to be
industrious
)
1 + 1 /mier) mYit//
(to glance sideways 
— to look)
/mior) rmr:n/ to glance,
(to glance sideways to look sideways 
— to look)
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Instances o£ Cambodian Thai English
Comparison
3 + 3 //vra^ mi: os/' /qvn th.o:r)/ money
(money, silver— gold) (money, silver— gold)
3. Reduplicatives
Reduplicatives involve the arrangement and appreciation of 
certain sound-patterns. In Cambodian, there are 11 simple vowels 
in the first register ( e, e:, a, a:, o, o:, o, o:, v, v:, ),
11 simple vowels in the second register (i, i:, e:, e:, d:, u, u:, 
m, to: ), 7 diphthongs on the first register ( as, ae, ujo, io, 
me, ao, an ) and 6 diphthongs on the second register ( i:e, use, 
me, 'fru, de, se ) (Jacob 1968, pp.2 9 - 3 0 ) The vowels which 
occur together in alliterative or chiming reduplicatives do not 
occur in constant pairs. However, where it is possible to 
arrange for preferred sequences, it is noticeable that most vowels 
in the preceding position are closer and the following vowels 
opener, as for examples, /phde:s phdass/' !to be careless1,
/'srenok srena:n/ * to be happy, comfortable1, ^r]// 1 to do with
all'one’s might1, etc. The consonant sounds occurring in 
alliterative reduplicatives are mostly plosive consonants, and in 
rhyming reduplicatives, plosives ( c, b, k ), nasal ( m ), 
sibilant ( s ), labio-dental semi-vowel ( v ) and lateral ( 1 ) 
occur. There are no constant patterns for reduplication such as 
are found in the Thai language (cf. Section C.3 and E.7 in 1 . t
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Chapter XIII), Another observation which can be made upon
Cambodian reduplicatives is that many reduplicatives are formed
more by reference to the orthography than to pronunciation. Thus
vowels having the same orthographic sign but realized differently
1^*
are found to pair together (Jacob 1968, p.l89) , and, therefore,
words are reduplicated by their consonantal initials or finals 
instead of by vowels and consonants. For examples, /'sondap thnoep/' 
1 method, order1 is written santap thnap, ,/smaok krotk^ 1 dirty1 
is written smaok kraok. etc.**
In Thai, there are l8 simple vowels (i, i:, e, e:, e, s:, 
a, a:, o, o:, o, o:, u, u:, nr, nr:, v, v: ) and 3 diphthongs ( ie, 
nte, ue ). Rhyming and chiming can be analysed in such away that a more 
consistent phonological explanation may be given. Rhyming is always 
ear-rhyme with or without tone harmony. If rhyming cuts across 
the orthographic rules, the pronunciation chooses an audible 
rhyme for preference. In chiming reduplicatives, most vowels that 
pair together are vowels of the same degree of closeness, and 
back vowels normally precede front vowels. For examples, /rui] rii}/ 
'ragged1, /^h: *?!:/ 'muffled (voice)1, /?o:n s:/ 'weak',
* This practice is also found in Cambodian versification where 
eye-rhyme is accepted and can ruin the ear-rhyme.
** It is possible that the formation of these reduplicatives 
took place before the Cambodian vowel system developed its two 
series (Pinnow 1937)^.
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/rSst] rS:q/ 'few, scarce', etc. There are also a large number of
chiming reduplicatives in which other pairs of vowels occur, more 
than one example can be found for each of these pairs of vowels 
(phraya Anuman Rajadhon 1956 ^  Haas 1963 ^)-
Examples of reduplicatives in Cambodian and Thai which 
have the same forms and lexical meaning are given below.
Instances of
Comparison
Cambodian
1 + 1
1 + 1
1 + 1
/Inenuh moni: b//
(human-b eing—  *0)
/proim prioip/
(to agree— *0)
,/khliev khlaty/
(*0— brave)
Thai
/menut mena:/ 
(human-being— *0)
/phro:m phriarj/ 
(to be ready— *0)
/klew kid:/
(*0— brave)
English
human-being
to agree, to 
be harmonious
brave
Antonymies
Examples of antonymies consisting of comparable components 
in Cambodian and Thai are given below.
Instances of 
Comparison
Cambodian
1 + 1
1 + 1
1 + 1
/'sok tuk//
Thai
/suk thuk/
English 
welfare,
(happy— to suffer) (happy— to suffer) kaPPinfss an(i
unhappiness
/^haet phol/
(cause— result)
/'ku: e pum-ku: e//
(suitable—
unsuitable)
/he:t phon/ 
(cause— result)
reason
/khuon mdy-khu©n/ suitable and 
(suitable- unsuitable
unsuitable)
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Instances of 
Comparison
3 + 3 
3 + 3 
3 + 3
Cambodian
/khos tro:v/ 
(wrong— 'right)
//curt chrja: y/ 
(near — far)
/to:c thorn/
(small— big)
Thai
/phit thfUk/ 
(wrong--right)
/klay klay/ 
(near— far)
/lek ydy/
(small— big)
English
responsibility, 
whether right or 
wrong
all^everywhere
all sizes
Cambodian and Thai antonymies often occur in combination 
with other words to form compounds or expressions. The resultant 
forms and their usage are very similar in the two languages, as 
can be seen from the examples below s
Cambodian Thai English
/tetuiol khos troiv/ /rdt-p phit ch$sp/ to take respons-
(to receive— wrong-— right) (to receive— wrong--right) i^n-lity for what
is right or
/srok to sc thorn/
(town— small— big)
/mirror] n6 :y ydy/
(town —  small— big)
/seckdvy ku:e pum-ku:e/ /ka:n khuon m&y-khuen/
(matter— suitable—  (action— suitable-—
unsuitable) unsuitable)
wrong
all countries
suitable or 
unsuitable deeds*
* These expressions occur as part of the complimentary close of 
a certain type of formal letter.
Cambodian /seckdvy ku:e pum ku:o so:m ?ephey to:s/
'Please forgive anything unsuitable (and suitable).'
Thai /khu:an m&y khuien 16:w td: ce pr<3:t/
'Suitable or unsuitable as you please'
3Si+
3. Expanded Forms
There are three comparable patterns of expanded forms in the 
Cambodian and Thai languages, via* patterns L. 1, L„ 2, and L. 3.
Of all the examples shown in Chapter XIII, examples for pattern L. 2, 
namely, W X W Y / W Y W X  and W X'W Y' / W Y'W X' are more 
numerous than others. When comparing the components of these 
expanded forms in sequential order, the corresponding components 
in the Cambodian and Thai forms show very similar ways of expressing 
the same idea. A considerable number of examples give Instances 1 
and 3 as the result of comparison.
Instance of Comparison : 1 + 1 + 1 + 1  = I
Cambodian /so:m haet so:m phol/ ’to be reasonable’
(suitable— cause— suitable--result)
Thai /s6m he:t s6m ph$n/ ’to be reasonable’
(suitable--cause— suitable- -result)
Instance of Comparison : 1 + 3 + 1 + 3 = I *
Cambodian /tserj thqay tear) yup/ 
(and— day— and— night)
’days and nights’
Thai /th<fo] wan th&rj khui:n/
(and--day— and--night)
’days and nights’
Instance of Comparison : 3 + 1 + 3 + 1 = I
Cambodian /dvr) tuk dvq sok/
(to know--suffering--to know—  
happiness)
Thai /rti: thdk rft: suk/
(to know— suffering— to know—  
happiness)
1 to know the hardship 
-of life1
’to know the hardship 
of life1
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Instance of Comparison ; 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 “ -
Cambodian //bo : txu bo : mo : k/"
(to drive-~to go— to drive-- 
to come)
Thai /khotp pay khap ma: /
(to drive--to go--to drive-- 
to come)
Instance of Comparison : 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = I
Cambodian /rmr:l kbail mv:l kontuy/
(to look— head— to look— tail)
Thai /du: hfte du: ha: i)/
(to look--head— to look'— tail)
Tto drive to and fro1
'to drive to and fro*
’to look carefully'
’to look carefully1
In the following examples elaborated forms in the two 
languages occur in opposite order.
Cambodian /da8 coh dae laQr\//
Thai
Thai
(to walk— to go down— to walk—  
to go up)
/dx:n khran dv:n I013/
(to wa!k--to go up— to walk—
to go down)
Cambodian /ceh knoig ceh hvau/
(to know--inside— to know-- 
outside)
/rfr: nd:k rti: nay/
(to know--outside— to know-- 
inside)
'to walk up and down'
'to walk up and down'
'to know inside out1
'to know inside out'
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C. PROPERTIES OF ELABORATIONS
In addition to the embellishment of speech forms, the 
practice of using elaborations in the two languages appears to 
add in many ways to the effective use of simple items. Some 
important functions can be stated here :
1. Specification
For items that can produce more than one meaning, either 
homophonous words or words with divergent basic and conventional 
meanings, elaborators will help to specify the required meaning. 
Therefore, one base-word can be found separately with a number of 
elaborators, each of which clarifies the meaning of its base-word 
in its own particular way.
Examples in Cambodian
/ kg: qisa/’ ’work’
(work— work)
/ka: pi : e// ’to protect’
(to protect--to protect)
,/ri:op ka:// ’to marry1
(to arrange--to marry)
//riep rior)// ’to arrange, to place in order’
(to prepare— in order)
//riep TOtj// ’neat, in order’
(to prepare— *0)
/ riep G'om/ ’to prepare’
(to prepare— exact)
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Examples
Examples
m  Cambodian
/ roep riep/ ’to describe1
(to count— to prepare)
/ri:ey roep/ ’to explain’
(to spread out-— to count)
/ roep ^a:n/
(to count--to read)
/ roep ro:k/
(to count--to seek)
in Thai
/kh&n kha:n/
(to chant— to answer)
/khdp kh^n/
(*0--to be amusing)
/kdet kh&n/
(to tie— to tighten)
/cd:k kh&n/
(small bowl— bowl for 
fetching water)
/r6t ch&:t/
(taste--nature)
/r6-t ra:/
(vehicle— *0)
/phd:k phan/
(to ‘tie--to bind)
'to esteem'
'to want to associate with1
’to chant’
'to be amusing’
’to be strict'
'a small bowl for drinking 
water'
'taste'
'vehicles, cars’
'to tie, to be pre-occupied 
- with'
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Examples in Thai
/phcfcw phan/ 'race'
(tribe--genus)
/phua phan/ 'to be involved'
(to cluster— to bind)
/phlw phan/ 'complexion,skin'
(skin--colouring)
2. Generalization
Some iteratives and all antonymies are elaborations that
give an overall meaning to the general idea expressed by the sum
total of components of the elaborations. In the case where no
collective nouns exist in the language, elaborations of this type
serve as a means to produce them. Certain elaborations with
generalized meanings may be found to occur side-by-side with
loan-words, especially those from Sanskritic languages.
Examples in Cambodian
//ko: krobvy/ 'cattle'
(ox— buffalo)
/tok tu:/ 'furniture'
(table— cupboard)
,/haet phol,/ 'reason'
(cause— result)
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Examples in Thai
/wue khwa:y/
(ox— buffalo)
’cattle1
/phrl-k kepi*? h3:m krethiem/ 'spices and seasoning 
(chilli— shrimp paste-— onion— garlic)
/he:t phSn/
(cause— result)
’reason’
3. Clarification
Thai is a tonal monosyllabic language and the tones can be
misunderstood, not because they are misheard but because they are 
the ®ost subject to variation as between dialects. Difficulties 
in hearing or learning other dialects are sometimes overcome by 
elaborating monosyllables where this helps to avoid ambiguityj 
additional segmental phonemes are provided, which do not change 
the meaning but merely help to clarify it.
Examples in Thai
/khg:i] kh&:/
(shins— legs)
/kh3tq khoE:/
’legs
'galangal used as spices in cooking
(ginger— -galangal)
/kh&; th&:t/
(slave— slave)
/kh&: kh&:y/
(to trade--to sell)
’trade'
'slave’
Examples in Thai
/n&: ta:/ 'face, countenance'
(face— eyes)
/n&: n£n/ 'dense'
(thick— packed)
/r&y na:/ 'farm land'
(plantation— rice field)
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CHAPTER XV 
SUMMARY* DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A. SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF THE TYPOLOGICAL STUDY
The typological comparative study of Cambodian and Thai 
linguistic items by grammatical and lexical criteria in the manner 
presented in the previous chapters of this thesis leads to the 
following results
1. Parallelism in the Use and Construction of Corresponding 
Grammatical Items in .the Two Languages
The analysis of grammatical items in the Cambodian and Thai 
languages as carried out in Chapters IV, VI and VIII, by using 
the same criteria of classification and the same terminology, 
indicates a high degree of conformity in their use and construction. 
Contrastive features are found in the minority of cases. Thus 
the five classes of isolatives, namely, greetings, interjections, 
vocatives, initiating expressions and responding particles, occur 
similarly except for one slight difference in a sub-class of the 
responding particles. In the substantive classification, five 
classes of words are set up, viz., nouns, pronouns, numerals, 
classifiers and determinatives. The function of each class that 
bears the same name in either language appears to be the same.
The difference exists only in sub-classes of nouns and in a minor
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part of the characteristics of numerals (Chapter VI). The 
predicatives are classified into twelve classes, namely, 
auxiliaries, negators, initiating verbs, operative verbs, 
adjectival verbs, retro-active verbs, verbal linkers, completive 
verbs, post-verbs, adverbials, verb classifiers and final 
particles. All classes occur in both languages with the same 
functions. Therefore, it can be said that the word-classes in 
Cambodian and Thai justify an analysis made on the same basis 
and with the same terminology.
The grammatical constructs, as illustrated in Chapters VI 
and VIII, taking many word-classes into account, also show the 
closeness in the usage and construction of Cambodian and Thai 
linguistic items. However, certain types of construction, not so 
common in one of the two languages, may occur frequently in the 
other language.
The analysis of compounds in Chapter XI also shows the 
grammatical parallelism of the underlying structures from which 
those compounds are derived. Differences in the corresponding 
underlying structures of the two languages are not found in the 
examples under study.
2. Parallelism in Lexical'Selection and Usage
The large number of loan-words, whether loans between the 
two languages or loans from other common sources, causes the
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Cambodian and Thai lexicons to overlap one with another to a very 
high degree. Words with similar linguistic forms and lexical 
meanings abound in the two languages and the lexical comparison 
of all sub-classes accordingly results in ’abundant1 and ’moderate' 
occurrences of Instance 1 : SG SO SL, viz., words that stem from 
the same origin and have the same or similar grammatical and 
lexical features.
As for native words of either language, there are great 
numbers of comparable words which have a similar scope of lexical 
meaning. It is demonstrated in Chapters V, VII and IX that the 
degree of occurrence of words of the same or similar meanings and 
comparable grammatical features but of different origins is also 
very high. These words belong to Instance 3 ; SG DO SL.
The parallelism in the lexical usages of Cambodian and Thai 
words can be clearly seen in the lexical combination of compounds 
where words of the same meaning and grammar (instances 1 and/or 3) 
are combined to give compounds of Instance I : SL SG. An 
interesting case of parallelism is that of the idiomatic compounds, 
presented in Chapter XII. Their meaning cannot be deduced from 
their component parts, yet the individual meanings derived from 
those corresponding components and the overall meanings too are the 
same in both languages.
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3• Parallelism in Certain Stylistic Constructions
In the present work, elaborations are chosen as the main 
type of stylistic construction. They are classified into five 
patterns according to the lexical relationship between their 
components. All the five patterns occur in common in both the 
Cambodian and Thai languages (Chapter XIV) and the effect of 
elaborations is almost the same, though the phonological realiza­
tion of ’nonsense1 words to be combined in reduplicatives is 
different. However, there are some few sub-patterns that occur in 
one language with no comparable pattern in the other (Chapter XIII).
B.. DISCUSSION
The comparison of Cambodian and Thai grammatical and lexical 
items in this thesis gives a clear picture of two genetically 
unrelated languages that have come to possess very similar linguistic 
features in such a way that a single description of one language 
can be simultaneously applied to the other. Moreover, the Cambodians 
and the Thais appreciate the same type of language embellishment, 
and use certain styles of speech in much the same way. Elaborations 
are widely used in ordinary everyday speech as well as in the 
written language. The patterns of elaboration, as well as the 
effects achieved by them, are strikingly similar in the two 
languages, and, as the lexical comparison shows, the similarities 
are both in the pattern and in the lexicon.
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Factors that are responsible for these grammatical and 
lexical as well as stylistic similarities may be of two kinds, 
namely, common linguistic features which are shared by all South 
East Asian languages, and the influence of one language on the 
other, i.e., borrowing. In the case of the Cambodian and Thai 
languages, the."factors contributing to the similarities are both 
the former and the latter with a strong emphasis on the latter, 
since it can be illustrated that borrowing occurs between these 
two languages at the word level as well as at the construction 
level. Moreover, the borrowing goes so far as to affect certain 
styles of speech.
The features that a3?e probably the common heritage of 
speakers of all South East Asian languages, and which are 
noticeable in the comparison of Cambodian and Thai, are the 
following :
(i) The classification of grammatical.items involves a
few classes that seem to be widely stabilized in many, if not all,
South East Asian languages. Quasi-pronouns, for example, are
5used in Burmese and Vietnamese (Cooke 1968) , classifiers are a 
grammatical feature of Burmese (Okell 1969) , and Vietnamese 
(Truong Van Chinh 1970)^.
(ii) Reduplication is used grammatically-as well as lexically 
in Burmese (Khin Khin Aye 1965) ^  and in Malay (Adam and Butler)
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(iii) There is a close similarity in the scope of lexical
meaning of many words in the languages of the area. This was 
demonstrated for Cambodian and Thai in a list of ’earring' words 
(see Chapter IX). This reflects not only a common cultural heritage 
of methods of carrying but also of similarity in linguistic choice 
which leads to the enrichment of the vocabulary. This feature may 
be contrasted with the comparable lexicon of the English language 
in which adverbial expressions are used with the basic 'carry' 
word (e.g. carry on the head, carry on the back, carry on the hip 
etc.). A few equivalent forms from other South East Asian languages 
can be given here for illustration.
Vietnamese /gluah/ ’to carry on a pole'
/v&c/
/cong/
/bbng/
/om/
’to carry on the shoulder’
’to carry on the back’
’to carry a child in the arms
’to carry in both arms hugged 
against the body'
/xach/ ’to carry suspended from the 
hand1
/mang/ 'to carry over the shoulder on 
a strap close to body’
Malay /kkandar/
/usong/
’to carry on a pole (one person)
’to carry a heavy load on a pole 
(two persons)
/dukong/ ’to carry on the hip
/pikul/ ’to carry on the shoulder'
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/junjong/ ’to carry on the head’
/bimbit/ ’to carry suspended from the
hand ’
/menyandang/ 'to carry over the shoulder on a
strap close to body'
Burmese /ywe?/ ’to carry on the head’
/htan/ 'to carry., on the shoulder'
/pou/ 'to carry on the back’
/lwe/ 'to carry slung over one shoulder
and across body*
/kain/ 'to held in hand*
/hswe/ 'to carry hanging from hand'
(iv) Word-classes generally / recognized are classes such 
as greetings, interjections, nouns, operative verbs, adverbials 
and negators. These are 'universals' in the widest sense.
(v) Compound formation is a process practised in almost 
every language though the derivation, forms and lexical realization
may be vastly different.
Similar features of language that are the effect of
borrowing between Cambodian and Thai, deducible from the lexical
comparison of simple and constructed items, can be summarized 
as follows:
(i) The greeting terms based on Sanskritic words are 
probably the result of mutual borrowing since the forms are remote 
from the Sanskrit origins but close between Cambodian and Thai.
They have in faht been recently introduced into the language in
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order to provide an equivalent to greeting terms in Western 
languages.
(ii) The use of initiating expressions for politeness in 
the Thai Royal Terminology is obviously due to the influence of 
Cambodian. The Cambodian usage of initiating expressions for 
politeness appears in all forms of speech whereas in Thai the 
initiating expressions are involved only in the Royal Terminology 
and in sa.lutations in letter writing. Thus, the Thai usuage is 
more limited than the Cambodian. The expressions themselves, 
compared in Chapter V, show a great similarity in the choice of 
terms.
(iii) The practice of addressing the sovereign in language 
of particular deference is a world-wide feature, though it has 
probably produced more special vocabularies in the East than in 
the West. In South East Asian countries, especially in those 
where the king came to be regarded as a devara.ia a divine king,
a quite complex system of royal terminology arose. The two sets 
of terms, given above in Chapter V, reveal a very close similarity 
between Cambodian and Thai in this respect. A special instance 
of closeness is the common use of the words for ’head' and 'foot' 
to represent the relative positions of king and populace. Bearing 
in mind point (ii) above, one may wonder whether the whole Royal 
Terminology came into Thai via Cambodian.
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(iv) The numeral names of the 'tens’ set are borrowed from 
Thai into Cambodian.
(v) There seems to be evidence to indicate that the modern 
Cambodian usage of unit classifiers may have been borrowed into 
Cambodian from Thai. In the first place, the use of unit classifiers 
is largely optional in Cambodian whereas it is compulsory in Thai 
(see Section C in Chapter VI). Secondly, a stylistic use in
modern Cambodian literature of a Thai grammatical pattern for 
classifier and determinative (e.g. /cejicien vueq nih/ ’this ring’) 
suggests borrowing by Cambodian. Lastly, as is shown in Appendix C, 
historical evidence may be brought to bear on this subject.
Changes which took place in the Cambodian grammatical use of 
classifiers between the Old and Middle Khmer period, strongly 
suggest Thai influence.
(vi) The use of extended forms in elaborations seems
from the evidence of the Cambodian and Thai inscriptions, exempli­
fied in Appendix C, to have originated in Thai and to have been 
borrowed into Cambodian.
C. CONCLUSION
From the evidence presented in this thesis it may safely 
be concluded that two languages that have been exposed to the 
process of cultural exchange over a considerable period of time 
can influence one another grammatically, lexically, as well as
stylistically, despite fundamental dissimilarities.
It is a matter of historical record that the Thais, 
following their migration into the Indo-chinese peninsula In the 
twelfth century, mixed with the Cambodians for a certain period 
of time and then set up their own kingdom in 1277# At this 
stage the Thai language did not show Cambodian influence and 
the first Thai inscription (King Rama Khamhaengfs inscription in 
1292 A.D.) was almost totally Thai. However, the inscription 
laid down in the reign of King Lu’daiyaraja (Dharmaraja I), the 
grandson of King Rama Khamhaeng, comprised more Cambodian words. 
Moreover, 'The Inscription of the Mango Grove (13T7 A.D.) citing 
the activities of King Lu'daiyaraja himself was totally in the
39Cambodian language and orthography (Coedds 192h) •
The influence of Cambodian on Thai became very strong by 
the Ayudhya period (l33k“1767 A.D. approxiamtely) in spite of 
the fact that the relationship between the two countries was 
marred by several wars.* The Royal Terminology and the protocol 
of the court of Ayudhya, the regulations for the palace and the 
laws were a reduplication of those of Angkor (Coedes 1962, p.147) 
One very convincing piece of evidence of Cambodian influence is
* To quote Coedes, 'The new Siamese monarchy seems to have made 
every effort to continue the traditions of the rulers of Angkor.. 
(Goedes 1962, p. 1^6)^.
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the use by the Thais of the ’Oath of Loyalty to the Sovereign’, 
this was taken as a complete text from Cambodian into Thai,
From the second half of the Ayudhya period onwards, Cambodian 
civilization came in its turn under Thai influence. Many 
Cambodian princes had their education in the court of Thailand.
Thai literature enjoyed great prestige among educated and 
aristocratic circles in Cambodia. Many literary works, both of 
Thai origin and from Sanskritic and Buddhist sources, were 
translated into Cambodian with some adaptation. Thai words were 
borrowed and Cambodian loan-words in Thai re-borrowed into 
Cambodian. There still exists a fair number of bilingual speakers 
in mmrf provinces of Cambodia and Thailand^ and it is still true, 
as evidenced in many modern Cambodian novels consulted in the 
preparation of the present work, that the Cambodian people read 
Thai literature and are required to know the Thai language as a 
matter of social preference. However, in spite of this cultural 
process and its consequential effect which still prevails over 
the two languages, the convergence between certain Cambodian and 
Thai linguistic features, namely, functions, patterns and lexicon 
that have constituted the bulk of the findings of this thesis has 
its limitsj the Cambodians and Thais retain their distinct mother 
tongues, unconscious of any loss of linguistic individuality.
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The thesis thus raises questions awaiting answers in further 
investigations. The details of the cultural exchanges which took 
place between Thailand and Cambodia and between other South-East 
Asian countries would make an interesting historical study, while 
further linguistic research might be carried out on the general 
subject of the typological adaptation of one language to another 
and the degree to which such adaptation can take place. From the 
linguistic point of view, the first of these projects clearly demands 
an extension of the synchronic study into a diachronic dimension.
The historical evidence, such as that briefly introduced in Appendix 
C, should be further investigated in order to clarify the linguistic 
features that are transferred. For the second project it is hoped 
that the method of analysis used in this work will contribute to 
the discovery of factors involved in the interplay of languages.
In particular, the recourse to modern novels as repositories of 
linguistic data for various styles, including the spoken vernacular, 
has proved to be useful in the present study and might well be 
recommended as a method for comparing synchronically any two 
languages of South East Asia. Further work along these lines 
should lead to a sound understanding of the rble played by language 
in cultural exchanges between peoples whose basic mother tongues 
may be vastly different.
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APPENDIX A
PHONOLOGICAL TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLITERATION 
OF CAMBODIAN AND THAI
1. Phonological Transcription of Cambodian
The transcription used for Cambodian is based on the system
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devised by Professor E.J.A. Henderson (Henderson 1952,pp.lif9~17A)
Some minor changes have been made as follows in order to simplify 
the transcription and to avoid certain confusions in the comparison of 
the; Cambodian and Thai languages : -
(i) Following Mrs. J.M. Jacob, the symbols /av/}/av/,/we/ 
are changed to /ae/,/au/  and / u respectively, and the symbols
A \
/ h e /  and f/^/f are used to distinguish the diphthong written FT1
A\ "| X
from that written tffj and trrj* (Jacob 1968, p.l\5) m
(ii) The register sign * on vowel symbols, and the final 
/r/ are omitted.
(iii) The double slant lines are used to bracket the 
Cambodian transcription.
2. Phonological Transcription of Thai
The transcription used for Thai in the present work follows 
the system used in the author’s previous thesis entitled TA Study
o
of Cognate Words in Thai and Cambodian1 (Nacaskul 1962) with 
minor alterations as follows :-
kOk
(i) The digraphs for high closure diphthongs (i.e.,those 
beginning with an open vowel and ending with a close vowel) /ai/, 
/oi/, /au/, /su/ ... are changed to /ay/, /oy/, /aw/, /sw/ ...
in order to conform to the phonological characteristic of the 
Thai language.
(ii) The tone marks are changed to conform to those of 
the widely accepted Haas system (Haas 1963)^.
3* Transliteration of Cambodian and Thai Words
Transliterations for Cambodian and Thai words are needed
in transcribing titles of Cambodian and Thai books referred to
in this thesis. The system used for Cambodian is based on that
set up by the Association des Bcrivains Khmers. It gives a close
approximation of how the words should be pronounced, without using
extra phonetic alphabets. The transcription used for words of
Sanskritic origin which are not naturalised is also included ;
it is closer to the traditional system of transliteration.
Cambodian Transcription for Transcription for Transcription for 
Vowel Sanskritic Word Vowel with frf Vowel with y?
■"i a, ea a ea
- i e i
- i ei iy
CO
- i u
CAI
- oeu oeu
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Cambodian Transcription for
Vowel Sanskritic Word
Transcription- -for Transcription Tor 
Vowel with r-r Vowel wither
u u
u ou
-J
t
t _i
0
1
o
o
_n
S\
ai
au
a
ua
oe
le
oeu
ae
ai
ao
av
om
am
am
ah
oh
oh
ua
oe
le
oeu
inherent vowel
ey
au
eou
um
urn
uam
eah
uh
uoh
ea
ou, o
Cambodian Transcription for Transcription for Transcription for
Consonant Sanskritic Word Initial Final
ft k k k
© kh kh kh
g k k
m gh kh -
ft •n ng ng
Cj c ch ch
& ch chh ch
J ch ch
an chh
m'vS> ft> 1 nh nh
g} t d t
th
m
th th
Si d d t
OJ dh
•
dh -
Oil n n n
tr t t t
ta th th th
d t t
ts dh th th
8 n n n
U P b P
ir
u - P P
Cambodian Transcription far Transcription for Transcription for
Consonanb Sanskritic Word Inibial Final
£3 ph Ph P
n b P P
n bh ph P
H m m m
or y y y
S' r r r
th 1 1 1
i V V V
ru s s s
in h h:. h
1 1 1
FJ
The Thai system of bransliberabion is based on that devised 
by the Royal Institute in 1939. It is called f The General 
System of Phonetic Transcription of Thai Characters into Roman' 
(Royal Institute 1965, pp.189-192) . The system comprises the
following symbols of transcriptions -
Thai Vowel Transcription
Zf08
Thai Vowel Transcription
-  -  u
1
I-t l- l- e
11-s u- ae
fc —  G/ 0
1 _> -D 9
1-flS l- i-$ oe
H
l-HS
*1
l-H ia
1-tlS l-fl u1 a
— j V ua
1 - 1-
V]
-o l-a -ia ai
i-n -11 ao
-a ui
1-0 oi
-BU 91
i-u oei
L-BU u’ai
-IN uai
c*
r 
i iu
<
1-1 1-1 eo
ll-1 aeo
-(
i-ui ieo
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Thai Vowel
q (iIih r) 
q (itta* r)
0 (tltH L3"D) 
il *n
Thai Consonant Transcription for
Initial
n
31 U ft ft 21 
<!
<& 31 01
9
fi f) D (lmrfl) 
fi a
D ^  VI *0 ® ffl
U Cl
h
ll
o w n  
cl id 
jj
k
kh
ng
ch
ch
y
d
t
th
n
b
P
ph
£
m
Transcription
ru’
ri
roe
lii’
Transcription for 
Final
k
k
ng
t
t
n
t
t
t
n
P
P
P
P
m
LI y
Zj.10
Thai Consonant Transcription for Transcription for
Initial Final
7 r r
10 1 1
"S w -
% vtr fi u b t
VI 8 h
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APPENDIX B
ORDER OF RANKS OF MEMBERS OF ROYAL FAMILIES 
IN CAMBODIA AND THAILAND
For ease of reference when the Royal Terminology is discussed 
in Chapter V on isolatives, members of royal families in Cambodia 
and Thailand are arranged in six principal ranks of significance.
The classification of royal titles into particular orders of rank 
is based on the type and usage of words and terms as used by a 
commoner when addressing or referring to a member of royal family 
or by one member of royal family to another member,* It is noted 
here that the corresponding ranks in the Cambodian and Thai system 
may not be exactly comparable.as far as the status of the member 
of each rank is concerned. However, the division in either family 
is appropriate to the hierarchical importance. Moreover, the 
corresponding Cambodian and Thai title-names of the royal personages 
designated as being of the same rank appear to be very close 
together.
* References are also made to Bitard's 'Les membres de la famille 
royale du Cambodge et leurs titres d’apres l ’ordonnance de S.M.Ah
O
Duan' (Bitard 1957)
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1. Members and Titles of Rank 1
Status king
Title in Cambodian /preeh bout somdac preeh,/
Title in Thai /phrd? ba:t somdet phrcc?/
Status queen
Title in Cambodian /somdac preeh ^akkamehe:svy/
Title in Thai /sbmdet phi*<£? na:ig caw/
2. Members and Titles of Rank 2
Status queen of the previous king
Title in Thai /somdet phrd*? na:r)/
Status the queen mother
Title in Cambodian /somdac preeh ri:ec cueneni:/
Title in Thai /somdet phr<&? r&:tchechonneni:/
Status a king’s son whose mother is the queen
Title in Cambodian /somdac preeh borom ri:ec bottra:/
Title in Thai /sSmdet phr<£? caw lu:k ya: thv:/
Status a king’s daughter whose mother is the queen
Title in Cambodian /somdac preeh borom ri:ec bottrvy/
Title in Thai /s5mdet phr^ '? cdw 1ft :k thvs/
^13
Status king’s son or daughter whose mother is
a member of royal family
Title in Cambodian /somdac/
Title in Thai /somdet cdw fa:/ ’son' 
/somdet cdw fa: yir)/ 'daughter'
Status heir-apparent
Title in Cambodian /somdac preeh ^upeyo:ri:ec/
Status a Rank 3 prince who is older than the king 
and is officially appointed to the title
Title in Thai /phr<£•? wo:rowoiQ thv: phra'? ?oig caw/
3. Members and Titles of Rank 3
Status king’s son or daughter whose mother is 
a commoner
Title in Cambodian /preeh ^oq mcas/
Title in Thai /phrot'? ^0y] caw/ 'son' 
/phrd? **oy) cdw yir)/ 'daughter'
Status a Rank 2f prince who is older than the king 
and is officially appointed to the title
Title in Thai /phra? wo:rewor3 thv: mom caw/
Status son or daughter of parents who are both 
/preeh ?oq mcas/
Title in Cambodian /preeh ?oi] mcas/
Status son or daughter of a Rank 2 father and a 
mother who is a member of royal family
Title in Thai /phra? o^r) caw/ 1 son1
/phra^ ?or] cdw yir]/ 1 daughter'
Status a Rank if member who is promoted to Rank 3
Title in Thai /phra? ?or) caw/
if* Members and Titles of Rank if
Status son or daughter of a 
Rank 3 member
father who is born as
Title in Thai /mom caw/ ’ son'
-
/mom cdw yir]/ 1 daughter'
Status son or daughter of a Rank 3 father 
mother who £,s a commoner,
son or daughter of parents who are 
membefcsr of Rank if
and a 
both
Title in Cambodian /nsok ?or] mcas/
5. Members and Titles of Rank 3
Status son or daughter of a 
Rank 3 member
father who is born as
Title in Thai /mom rd:tchewoi]/ 1 son1
/mom ra:tchewor) yir]/ 1 daughter1
Status son or daughter of a Rank if father 
mother who is a commoner,
son or daughter of parents who are 
mwmbefcsr of Rank 3
and a 
both
Title in Cambodian /nsok ri:ec vuor]/
6* Members and Titles of Rank 6
Status son or daughter of a father who is born ;
Rank 3 member
Title in Thai /mom luerj/ 'son*
/mom lue-Q yir]/ 'daughter'
Status son or daughter of a Rank 3 father and a
mother who is a commoner
son or daughter of parents who are both 
members of Rank 6
Title in Cambodian /prseh vu©r]/
APPENDIX C
HISTORICAL EVIDENCE OF CAMBODIAN BORROWING FROM THAI
During the course of the author’s research into Gambodian 
and Thai grammar, historical evidence has been found which suggests 
that two syntactical features have been borrowed from Thai into 
Cambodian. One involves the borrowing of classifiers and their 
usage; the other involves the use of extended forms. It was 
thought suitable to include this material here In the form of an 
appendix since it is relevant to the gi-st of the thesis and is also 
of general interest, giving support to the fact that syntactic 
borrowing takes place.
1. The Use of Classifiers in Cambodian
The order of occurrences of numerals and classifiers in
Cambodian seems to be affected by Thai influence. In the pre-
ll 't/ll
Angkor period (7 - 9 century) there were two patterns of
cardinal numerals and classifiers in noun constructs. If the
numeral was written in figures (e.g. 1, 2) the pattern was
N Cl 1. Most numbers were written in figures. Only a few cases
are found with the pattern N Nu Cl when the numerals were written
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as words (Jacob 19&5, p.152) , for example,
Cambodian N Cl 1 : /ton tnem 1+0/
(coconut--tree-»^0)
’A0 coconut trees’
(K.557, Face Nord,!^) (Coedes 1937, Vol.2, p.21) .
wCambodian N Nu Cl : ,/rahko pi lib.//
(busked rice— three— measure)
*3 measures of busked rice'
: , (K..15if, A,L.5) (Coedes 193V, Vol.2, p.123) .
tb tb
In tbe Angkor period (9 - 15 century) tbe classifiers
always preceded tbe numerals wbetber they were written in figures
or as words. Thus tbe patterns of nouns witb numerals and
classifiers are either N Cl 1 or N Cl Nu.
Cambodian N Cl 1 : /ranko tblvan 2/
(husked rice— capacity measure— 2)
’2 measures of husked rice'
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(K.158, L.B26) (Coedes 1937, Vol.2, p.138) .
N Cl Nu : //gandba tanlap mvay/
(perfume— box— one)
'one box of perfume'
63
(K.128, L.5) (Coedes 1937, Vol.2, p.8) .
Thai the classifiers always follow the cardinal numerals,
the pattern of noun construct is N Nu Cl.
N Nu Cl : /pha-chet-na ton 2 phin/
(handkerchief— self--2— piece)
'two handkerchiefs of his'
/pha-kasaeng 1 phin/
(shawl— 1— piece)
1 one shawl'
(No. 1, L.7) (Prachum sila Sharu’k phak thi
sam, 1963, p.39) \
In
therefore
Thai
In modern Cambodian, if a classifier is used with a
numeral it always follows the numeral, thus conforming to the
Thai pattern of N Nu Cl,*
Cambodian N Nu Cl : /ko:n bvy neok/
( children— three— person)
1 three children’
^sievphvu dop khail/
(book— ten— head)
’ten books’
The use of classifiers extends in modern Cambodian, by 
following the Thai example, to their occurring with determinatives. 
Thus one finds :
Cambodian N Cl D : /cejicien vuor] xl±Yi/
(ring— circle— this)
'this ring'
/ksat nula/
(king— person— that)
’that king’
2• The Use of Extended Forms in Cambodian
As shown in the comparison in Chapter XIV, elaborations in
Cambodian and Thai coincide in nearly all patterns found. Among" 
those patterns, the extended forms can indicate the direction 
of influence of one language on the other, since a large number of
* See Chapter VI for numerals without classifiers in Cambodian.
exxoanded forms are found on Thai inscriptions as early as the 
th13 century. In the inscription of King Rama Khamhaeng, dated
1283 A.D., there are as many as if6 elaborations of this type, not
to mention other types of elaboration.
The examples given below are taken from Georges Coedds’s
'Recueil des Inscriptions du Siam, premiere partie, Inscriptions
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de Sukhodaya1, (Coedes 192^) • The transcription follows the one
used in that book.
Thai Pattern L . l  : G X C Y / C Y C X
+ +
/kha (s)o9ak kha so’a/
(enemy— *0)
(Line 31, side I)
1 enemies'
/syah bat syah bin/
(sound— xylophone— sound—  
harp)
(Line l8, side II)
'music'
|
/syah lo’an syah khapp/ 'singing sound1
(sound— to sing— sound— to cite)
(Line 19, side 19)
Pattern L. 2 : W X W Y / W Y W X
+
/da £ah da mo’an/ 'to siege a town'
(to attack--house— to attack 
— city)
(line 14, side I)
1+20
+
/mi thoy mi gvam/ ’to have a legal case1
(to have— word— to have—  
legal case)
(Line 33, side I)
Pattern L.3 : B_^  B^ Z Z 
+
/cep don khon cai/ fto be ill, to have trouble1
(to hurt— stoffiach— to doubt 
heart)
(Line 33~3^ f, side I)
+  . -
/lam tay hay kva/ ’to die1
(to fall— to die— to disappear 
— to go)
(Line 22, side I)
Some expanded forms are double quadruplets :
+ f +
/cuah vvva £ai ga khi ma pai khay/
(to take— ox— to go— to trade —  
to ride— horse— to go— to sell)
’to travel for business1
(Line 20, side I)
+
/nai nam(mi)£la nai na mi khau/
(in— water— (to have)— fish— -■*4 . 
in--rice field--to have~-rice)
’In the water thereis fish, in the rice field there is rice.’ 
(Line 18-19, side I)
There are also double triplets :
+ +
/pa mi jan pa mi ma/
(not— to have— elephant— not— to have--horse)
’to have no animal.’
(Line 29, side I)
Zf21
/pa mi pvva pa mi nan/
(not— to have— man-servant— not— to have— maid-servant) 
'to have no servant'
(Line 29, side I)
/p& mi no’(a)n p& mi don/
(not— to have— silver— not— to have— gold)
'to have no treasure'
(Line 3^, side I)
The Cambodian inscriptions deal with extremely simple and 
prosaic material, unlikely to produce an elaborated style of 
writing. Nevertheless, it does seem to the author that the almost 
total lack of reduplications, quadruplets and iteratives in Old 
Khmer contrasts markedly with the abundance of extended forms 
cited above from the earliest Thai inscription and would strongly 
suggest that the Thai language was the source of these features.
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